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PREFACE 

Since 1972 the Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) Program has provided an 
accelerated and focused technology effort which has resulted in development 
of improved analytical techniques, design procedures, and an expanded experi- 
mental data base. Progress made in the first 4 years was highlighted in a 
conference at Langley Research Center in 1976 (see NASA CP-001, Parts 1 and 2). 

Subsequent to the 1976 conference, NASA had conducted and monitored addi- 
tional supersonic cruise vehicle studies and enhanced the advanced supersonic 
technology data base through further tests. Significant achievements in the 
interim since the previous conference were reported to the technical community 
at the SCR '79 Conference held at Langley Research Center, November 13-16, 
1979. This document is a compilation of papers, authored by representatives 
of airframe and engine manufacturers, the Federal Aviation Administration, 
three NASA research centers, and the Office of Technology Assessment (Congress 
of the United States), which were presented at the latter Conference. 

The Conference was organized in six sessions as follows: 

I. Aerodynamics 
II. Stability and Control 

III. Propulsion 
IV. Environmental Factors 
V. Airframe Structures and Materials 

VI. Systems,Integration and Economics 

Papers and the authors thereof are grouped by session and identified in 
the CONTENTS. The order of papers is the actual order of,speaker appearance 
at the Conference. 

The size of the compilation necessitated publication in two parts (Parts 1 
and 2). A list of attendees, by organizational affiliation, is included at 
the back of Part 2. 

We would like to express appreciation to session chairmen and speakers 
whose efforts contributed to the technical excellence of the Conference. 

Use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this report does not 
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either 
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

C. Driver 
Hal T. Baber, Jr. 

Conference Cochairmen 
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

R. R. Heldenfels 
NASA Langley Research Center 

This session consists of nine papers which report sane of the recent 
advances in airframe structures and materials technology for supersonic cruise 
aircraft. I will not review the contents of those papers but make a few general 
comments and describe sane additional technical accomplishments that could not 
be included in the presentations that follow. 

Since the 1976 SCAR conference (reference 1) progress has been made in all 
areas of structures and materials technology for supersonic cruise aircraft in 
both the technology programs conducted by the system study contractors and by 
NASA in-house and contracted research in the structures and materials program 
element. 

Advances continue to be made in the structural analysis and design area 
with the result that computational procedures are available now to design 
quickly a vehicle structure that meets the requirements for strength, diver- 
gence and flutter with active controls included. This can be done accurately 
and early enough in the design process to avoid costly changes during detail 
design. New capabilities in optimization, computer program systems and applica- 
tion to SCR configurations are reported in references 2 to 14. References 15 
to 20 provide technology for sizing thermally stressed structures including 
those containing composite laminates. 

Increased emphasis has been given to titanium structures technology, par- 
ticularly the SPF/DR process, and this work is covered in several of the papers 
which follow. Activity has continued on composite structures technology; the 
principal results will be reviewed in this paper and some of the papers that 
follow. 

Significant progress and accomplishments in six areas of our research 
and technology program that will not be covered by the talks in this session 
are surmnarized in this paper. 

Unsteady aerodynamics.- Flutter is an important design consideration for super- 
sonic cruise vehicles that requires accurate unsteady aerodynamic inputs to the 
analysis. A modular, user-oriented, surface-panel, computer program (SOUSSA) 
has been developed for the subsonic and supersonic speed ranges. It can model 
the complete vehicle and has been used for a space-shuttle flutter analysis. A 
user training course has been held at Langley and the program will be available 
for general distribution from COSMIC soon. Other activity is developing pro- 
grams for unsteady aerodynamics in the transonic speed range. These accanplish- 
ments are reported in references 21 to 32. 
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Measurement of atmospheric turbulence.- A program to measure the long-wave- 
length turbulence, that may be important in the determination of gust loads 
on large supersonic aircraft, is continuing. Data acquired below 15,240 meters 
(50,000 feet) has been published in references 33 to 42. Measurements are being 
made above 15,240 meters (50,000 feet) when the required aircraft are available. 
One turbulence spectra obtained indicates that further data 
define accurately the characteristics of turbulence at high 
altitudes. 

concerned with Aircraft landing loads.- Research on landing loads has been 
methods for their accurate prediction and concepts for their alleviation. The 

are needed to 
supersonic-cruise 

ACDLAG program can predict landing dynamics (for three degrees of freedom) of 
a rigid airplane with a passive or an active control landing gear. It has been 
verified by comparison with landing loads data on the YF-12 airplane with a 
passive gear and laboratory drop-tests of an active-control gear (references 43 
to 45). The FATOLA program predicts the takeoff and landing dynamics (for six 
degrees of freedom) of a flexible airplane with active or passive gear, refer- 
ence 46. Future work is planned to evaluate an active-control landing gear on 
a fighter aircraft in a joint NASA/USAF project. 

Time-temperature stress capabiliti~es of composites.- This continuing study is 
evaluating five classes of composites for up to 50,000 hours of exposure to 
simulated supersonic cruise environments, references 47 to 52. Since the 1976 
SCAR conference, data have been obtained for up to 25,000 hours of static ther- 
mal exposure and 10,000 hours of simulated flight. 

The results of the long-term exposure program at the lO,OOO-hour point 
for all of the composite materials systems being evaluated are summarized in 
figure 1. The maximum test temperature shown was the maximum temperature con- 
sidered for long-time application when the program began. 

For all of the materials systems there has been a reduction in the esti- 
mated maximum temperature for a 10,000~hour design life. Matrix oxidation has 
been identified as a primary degradation mechanism in the resin systems. In con- 
trast, reductions in the maximum use temperature for the metal matrix material 
(B/Al) for long-time applications are attributed to both fiber degradation 
and matrix oxidation. 

This summary of results clearly points out that the maximum use temperature 
of composite materials for long-time application (10,000 hours) is significantly 
lawer than for short-time use. The maximum use temperature appears lower for 
those applications which require cyclic exposures to load and temperature. 

The results of room temperature residual strength tests of GR/PI specimens 
after 10,000 hours of flight simulation are summarized in figure 2. All proper- 
ties were reduced from their baseline values as a result of the lO,OOO-hour 
exposure. Unnotched specimens were more severely affected than were notched 
specimens. Although matrix degradation is suggested by the severe reduction in 
interlaminar shear strength, no completely satisfactory explanation has been 
developed to explain why properties of unnotched specimens are more severely 
degraded than properties of notched specimens. Similar differences in proper- 
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ties of notched and unnotched specimens of GR/Ep composite material were also 
observed after 10,000 hours of flight simulation. 

Plans for this study include continuation of the static and ,flight simula- 
tion exposures for the remaining materials in the program to 50,000 hours and 
the addition of a new graphite/polyimide material. That material will be. <. 
selected using data fran the NASA space technology program on Composites for 
Advanced Space Transportation Systems (CASTS), reference -53. 

> 
Graphite/polyimide composite applications.- The polyimide resin in the time- 
temperature-stress program was the best available when it was selected.about 
five years ago. Many others have been developed since then, and some have 
been studied in the SCR program. Moreover, NASA has had a major effort to 
provide high-temperature graphite-polyimide structures technology for future 
space transportation systems (CASTS). The progress of that work, most of 
which is equally applicable to structures for. supersonic cruise aircraft, was 
reported at a technical symposium held here earlier this year, reference.53.. 
Great progress has been made in development of polyimide matrix materials that 
are easy to fabricate and have good thermal stability. Consequently,. they can 
make a major contribution to structural weight reduction in a future supersonic 
transport as well as in future space transportation systems. Some aspects of 
this opportunity will be described in this and in the System Integration and 
Economics session of this conference. The fibersand resins of most interest 
will be thoroughly characterized in a few years, This contribution plus #the 
composites technology for GR/Epoxy provided by the ACEE-Canposite Primary Air- 
craft Structures (CPAS) Program should make the GR/PI-system ready for an 
application development program for high temperature,aircraft structures in the 
late 1980's. 

Fuel tank sealants.- Ames Research Center is developing elastaners, based on a 
polymeric hetero,cyclic fluoroether, that could be. a satisfactory.fuel tank 'seal- 
ant for supersonic airplanes. This material has shown excellent thermal sta- 
bility and low temperature flexibility. It is stable in the presence of jet 
fuels and has high resistance to oxidation at elevated temperatures. Past 
accomplishments are reported in references 54 to 60, Work,is continuing to 
develop a process that will yield pilot plant quatitites of useful sealants 
for evaluation in the flight environment. 

The work I have described and that which will be reported in the papers 
that follow show that much progress has been made since the 1976 'conference 
to provide new technology on a variety of structural concepts and materials. 
This technology can be used to design safe and durable structures of reduced '= 
weight and.cost to improve the performance and ecpncmics of future supersonic 
cruise aircraft. 

I' 
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ABSTRACT 
; 

An analytical study was' performed to establish structural concept trends 
for future commercial supersonic transport aircraft. Highlights, including the 
more important design conditions and requirements, of an earlier contractual 
study and of a recent Lockheed independent development study are discussed. 
Knowledge of these design parameters, as determined through studies involving 
the application of flexible mathematical models, enabled inclusion of aero- 
elastid considerations in the structural-material concepts evaluation. The 
design trends and weight data of the previous contractual study of a Mach 2.7 
cruise aircraft were used as the basis for incorporating advanced materials and' 
manufacturing approaches to the airframe for reduced weight and cost. Struc- 
tural studies of design concepts employing advanced aluminum alloys, advanced 
composites, and advanced titanium alloy and manufacturing techniques are 
compared for a Mach 2.0 arrow-wing configurationconcept. Appraisals of the 
impact of these new materials and manufacturing concepts to the airframe design 
are shown and compared. The research and 'development to validate the potential 
sources of weight and cost reduction identified as necessary to attain a.viable 
advanced commercial supersonic transport are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Langley Research 
Center has been pursuing a supersonic cruise research (SCR) program to provide 
a sound technical basis for future supersonic aircraft development. 

The design of an'advanced commercial supersonic cruise aircraft (figure 1) 
requires the achievement of the minimum possible structural weight fraction 
since the economic effectiveness of the aircraft is critically sensitive to 
weight as well as aerodynamic and propulsive efficiencies. The reduced weight 
fractions and operational costs are attainable through application of appropri- 
ate advanced technology encompassing new, improved materials; innovative 
design concepts; advanced controls concepts; and improved analytical methods. 
The impact of this advanced technology application is illustrated schematically 
on figure 2. The synergistic effect of weight savings on aircraft size, weight 
and range displayed is for an aircraft having a fuel fraction of approximately' 
50 percent of the takeoff gross weight. 

Analytical investigations (ref. 1,2) have showntrends wherein advanced 
technology can reduce the structural weight fraction appreciably. Studies of 
manufacturing techniques. for titanium alloys employing superplastic 
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forming-diffusion bonding (SPF/DB) have shown weight and cost reduction 
potential (ref. 3,4). Currently, experimental programs are being conducted to 
determine feasibility and prqvide technical data for application of SPF/DB and 
low cost titanium (LCT) manufacturing processes of beta titanium to supersonic 
airframe structures (ref. 5,6,7). Powder metallurgy development to enhance the 
characteristics and structural performance of the new aluminum alloys so as to * 
be weight competitive with titanium at reduced-cost also is being pursued 
(ref. 8). 

A multidisciplinary study was performed to identify the advances in 
structural-material-manufacturing technology necessary to attain an economi- 
cally viable commercial supersonic transport that could be operational in,the 
early 1990's. The potential payoff in terms of weight and performance was 
identified by applying various structural-material concepts to a representative 
baseline configuration with appropriate weight reduction factors. Vehicle 
resizing was accomplished for a constant.290 passenger payload-7400 km 
(4000 n.mi) range mission using an .advanced aircraft design synthesis and, ./ 
evaluation computer program. The results of this study were used, as input data 
for an economic evaluation of advanced struc,tural-material concepts and subse- 
quent cruise speed selection (ref. 9). 

The resu+lts of this study have provided insight into future research 
requirements in the areas of new, improved material systems and related struc- 
tural concepts, manufacturing techniques, and design analysis methods. The 
trends indicate that material system selection for supersonic cruise aircraft 
applications will have to play a greater role than it did in the past for sub- 
sonic aircraft to achieve the maximum improvement in aircraft performance and, ,, 
economy. I 

REFERENCE STRUCTURAL AIRPLANE 

The baseline concept is a transatlantic commercial transport with a 
passenger complement representative of current subsonic wide bodies. The 
technology level is that associated with a late 1980's start of design. This 
time frame implies the use of advanced structures and materials technology, 
advanced manufacturing technology, active controls and variable cycle power 
plants. 

The reference airplane shown in Figure 3 is designed for long-range super- 
sonic cruise at Mach 2.0 on a hot day. For design purposes, the aircraft has a 
maximum gross takeoff weight of 269 500 kg (592 000 lbm). The airplane seats 
290 passengers in an all one-class, single-aisle cabin with six-abreast seat- 
ing. Mission range is approximately 7400 km (4000 n.mi). The airplane fea- 
tures an arrow-wing planform with over/under nacelles that contain variable 
cycle power plants, wing leading edge and trailing edge high-lift devices com- 
bined with an aft-mounted horizontal tail, and advanced technology structural 
concepts. The overall length is 89.5 m (293.67 ft) and the wing span is 34.87 
m (114.39 ft) as shown in table I. 
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I 
The wing area is optimized for mission performance while meeting airport 

constraints of takeoff field length, second segment climb gradient, sideline 
noise, flyover noise, and approach speed. A wing loading of 458 kg/m2 (95 psf) 
at takeoff results in a wing area of 587.93 m2 (6232 ft2). The wing leading 
edge is swept behind the Mach line in cruise so that rounded wing leading edges 
can be' employed without 'cruise drag penalty. The leading edge sweep angles 
range from 1.187 rad (68 deg) at the root to 0.90 rad (51.7 deg) in the tip 
region. Both inboard and.outboard trailing edge flaps are installed, and leading 
edge lift augmentation devices are utilized in the wing tip areas. Inboard wing 
flaps are end-plated by the engines and fuselage, providing high efficiency. 

The primary flight controls are also indicated on figure 3. Longitudinal 
control is provided by an all-moving horizontal stabilizer with a geared elevator. 
Directional control is provided by an all-moving vertical stabilizer with a 
geared rudder. Lateral control is supplied by outboard ailerons, flaperons and 
spoiler-slot deflectors in a sequence scheduled by Mach number. 

j 
The airplane has four GE 21/JllB13 double-bypass, variable-cycle engines 

with an ,installed thrust of 180 000 N (40 500 lbf) per engine at sea level. 
These engines are mounted aft of the wing rear beam in an over/under arrangement. d 
This'arrangement uses shielding as a potential means for reducing jet and fan 
community noise. 

In addition to reducing jet and fan noise, the over/under concept has other 
benefits. The spanwise location of the engines moves the thrust vector line for 
critical engine-out condition inboard by 10 percent, thus reducing the size of 
the vertical tail. Engine spanwise location impacts the main landing gear length 
when considerations for a combination of crosswind landing and scrape angle for 
rotation and touchdown are exercised; inboard movement of the engine results in 
reduced main gear length. The over/under arrangement also minimizes the required 
wing trailing edge cutout; which provides additional area for trailing edge flaps, 
thereby enhancing the low-speed lift capabilities. 

Fuel is carried in both the wing and fuselage. Approximately 56 percent of 
the fuel is located below the floor within the fuselage in a combination of wing 
center section and aft fuselage fuel tanks. The remaining 44 percent is located 
in the wing. This distribution permits effective insulation from aerodynamic 
heating during the extended periods of high cruise speed and maximizes the heat 
sink capability of the bulk fuel for thermal control of aircraft systems and 
environment. 

The wing-mounted landing gear retracts into a well just outboard of the 
body. The main landing gear is stowed in the wing root area, swinging down and 
aft into position. The tires are 0.81 x 0.29 x 0.38 m (32 x 11.50 x 15 in.). 
There is an 0.83 m (32.5 in.) stroke in the shock strut between the static ground 
position'and the fully extended position. 
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DESIGN ANALYSIS 
. 

Current and past studies on commercial supersonic transports provide the 
foundation for rationally exploring the structural trends of new materials and 
manufacturing approaches. The creditability of the r,esults,of any trend study 
is directly related to the comprehensiveness of the design data upon which it is. 
based. Two prior studies were of prime importance in establishing this baseline 
data. A description of the design methodology used and a. summary of their results 
are presented. 

Design Methodology 

To realistically assess a new structural material approach 'for .primary wing 
and fuselage structure, a multidisciplinary analytical investigation is required 
which includes part or all of the components of a structural design cycle. The 
complete design cycle encompasses each phase of the design process from the 
initial definition of the airplane configuration to the finaldetermination of 
its strength and stiffness characteristics. Because of the complex nature of 
this design cycle, extensive use of computer programs and their associated 
math models is required. A typical large-order model used as the basis for '. 
the structural analysis of an advanced Mach 2.0 airplane is shown in figure 4. 
This model was used to determine, the internal loads, stresses, and displacements 
on the overall airframe for the structural analysis;'to calculate structural 
influence coefficients (SIC's) for aeroelastic load analysis; to determine the 
stiffness and mass matrices; and to compute vibration modes for flutter analysis. 
The basic ,grid system, number of elements, and the number of active degrees of 
freedom are indicated on the enclosed table of this figure. 

Lockheed'.s structural design, analysis system has the combined program 
capability of the NASA-developed NASTRAN finite element system and the,Company.'s 
FAMAS system for aeroelastic analysis. The current Lockheed version of the 
NASTRAN system contains the COSMIC release Level 16.5 of NASTRAN, with all of 
its finite-element analysis capabilities in statics, dynamics and structural 
stability, and numerous Company-developed improvements. The Lockheed FAMAS 
system contains a very extensive matrix algebra system, and a large family of 
functional modules for aerodynamic loads, structural response and flutter 
analysis. This design analysis, system was employed in varying degrees for the 
structural investigations of both the Mach 2.0 and Mach 2.7 airplanes (ref. 1,2). 

Reference Studies 

An analytical study (ref. 1) was performed under contract to NASA to deter- 
mine the best structural approach for design of primary wing and fuselage struc- 
ture of a Mach 2.7 arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft. Concepts were evalu- 
ated considering near-term start of design. Emphasis was placed on the complex 
interactions between thermal stress, static aeroelasticity, flutter, fatigue and 
fail-safe design, static and dynamic loads, and the effects of variations in 
structural arrangements, concepts, and materials on these interactions. Critical 
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design conditions and requirements were defined for the primary wing and fuselage 
structure. Results indicated that a hybrid wing structure incorporating low- 
profile convex-beaded and honeycomb sandwich surface panels of titanium alloy 
6Al-4V was the most efficient. The substructure included titanium alloy spar 
caps reinforced with boron-polyimide composites. The fuselage shell consists of 
hat-stiffened skin and frame construction of titanium alloy 6Al-4V. 

An independent development study is currently being conducted by Lockheed to 
quantify the structural-material trends of primary wing and fuselage structure 
of a Mach 2.0 supersonic cruise aircraft. Advanced aluminum and titanium materi- 
als and manufacturing processes are being evaluated for the airframe of this 
airplane. Strength designed airframes are being evaluated by means of the com- 
puterized design analysis system to assess the interaction of thermal stress, 
static aeroelasticity, fatigue and fail-safe design requirements, and static 
loads. In addition, a preliminary flutter analysis has been completed on an 
advanced titanium airframe to assess the stiffness requirements. These results, 
preliminary definition of the strength and stiffness requirements, have provided 
some insight into the design conditions and requirements for this airframe. 
Figure 5 presents the critical design requirements for the Mach 2.0 cruise air- 
craft. This study, when completed, will provide a comprehensive data base of 
structural approaches for this airplane that is comparable to that already 
established on the Mach 2.7 aircraft. 

ADVANCED MATERIAL TRENDS 

The material requirements for future supersonic cruise application will 
place demands for more efficient materials which can be cost-effectively fabri- 
cated into viable structures. Fortunately, promising advanced material systems 
with marked property improvements to help cope with the demands of supersonic 
cruise application are in the offing. In particular, improved aluminum alloys, 
titanium alloys and composite materials, and processes are emerging as high- 
lighted in figure 6. 

Advanced Aluminum Alloys 

Although current aluminum alloys are compatible with the Mach 2.0 supersonic 
cruise environment, they are not structurally competitive with titanium alloys. 
Thus, cost advantages of aluminum are more than offset by significant weight 
penalties. Advances in aluminum processing and alloying technologies, particu- 
larly in powder metallurgy, offer new approaches for development of improved 
alloys with high strength, high toughness, improved corrosion resistance and 
fatigue life, and greater heat resistance than conventional alloys. 

Analytical studies have identified the material characteristics essential to 
obtain the potential weight and cost benefits for given parts of supersonic air- 
frame structures. Thus, the approach taken in the aluminum alloy development 
was to develop a family of aluminum alloys with specific property goals which 
represented structural equivalence to the titanium alloys. Figure 7 indicates 
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the increase in specific strength that is potentially available from powder 
metallurgy technology. Both improved strength and heat resistance are postulated 
over current alloys of aluminum (i.e., 2024-T81 and 7075-T6). Three sets of 
property goals were established to meet the supersonic cruise material needs 
(1) high toughness-fatigue resistant alloy for damage tolerant-fatigue sensitive 
design, (2) high strength alloy for compression strength-corrosion resistant 
design, and (3) high modulus-low density alloy for both stiffness critical and 
minimum gage design. The latter design goals of high stiffness and low density 
could possibly be realized from development of a single aluminum-lithium alloy. 
Future fabrication considerations include large scale powder metallurgy aluminum 
alloy structure encompassing extrusions, forgings and plate material forms in 
conjunction with advanced joining methods using adhesive bonding and weld bonding. 

Advanced Titanium Alloys 

New titanium alloys and manufacturing technologies are becoming available 
which will permit the designer-analyst to exploit more fully the inherent attri- 
butes of titanium for economic viability through reduced fabrication costs as 
shown in figure 8. 

The co&d formable beta alloys represent a breakthrough in cost reduction of 
airframe components. The beta alloys are strip producible, thus less costly than 
alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V produced by hand mill. With simple aging treatments, 
the metastable beta alloys attain higher specific strength than conventional 
alpha beta alloys. Further weight saving potential exists by exploiting the 
close tolerance and long lengths from continuous strip processing and selective 
roll taper forming of these alloys. A low cost isothermal brazing method is 
currently being developed by Lockheed for fabrication of beta alloy components. 
Heated dies are used to achieve rapid, out-of-furnace heating in an argon 
atmosphere. A 30 percent reduction in fabrication costs relative to the conven- 
tional hot forming method is postulated. The ability to produce precision 
titanium forgings at substantial cost savings has also been demonstrated. Net 
section forging by the Lockheed-California Company proprietary forging process 
has been produced in the 920-1030 K (1200-1400°F) forging range. This temperature 
range is tolerant of relatively inexpensive die materials and conducive to long 
die life. 

SPF/DB is an emerging technology in the field of titanium fabrication which 
has high promise of reducing airframe fabrication cost by minimizing costly 
assembly and machining and minimizing weight by making efficient use of the 
metal. Fabrication cost reduction up to 50 percent over conventional hot 
forming has been shown. There is an extensive ongoing effort in the aerospace 
industry to move this technology into full production. 

Advanced Composites 

The stiffness-to-weight and strength-to-weight characteristics of fiber/ 
matrix materials have long established their top position as candidates for 
extensive use in future aircraft structures. The weight savings benefits have 
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been demonstrated inlnumerous research and development and limited production 
programs, For supersonic cruise applications where surface temperatures range 
from 380 K (220OF) for Mach 2.0 cruise to 475 K (395'F) for Mach 2.7 cruise, the 
composite material systems projected for extensive use on current subsonic com- 
mercial transport aircraft are not suitable. Government-sponsored programs have 
been implemented to extend the current epoxy matrix composite technology in joint 
and attachment designs to include polyimide matrix composites (ref. 10). The 
program is designed to provide the data necessary to build graphite/polyimide 
(Gr/PI) lightly loaded flight components for advanced space transportation sys- 
tems and high speed aircraft. For Mach 2.0 cruise application, the possibility 
of building secondary structural components employing an advanced epoxy matrix 
system (450 K cure) exists. Gains attributable to use of advanced composite 
materials are encouraging. However, many technologies must be developed further 
before confidence is at a level where composite materials represent a viable 
alternative to advanced aluminum and titanium alloys for primary structure of a 
commercial supersonic cruise aircraft. As in the case of subsonic application, 
there is a need for a planned development of an intermediate temperature matrix 
resin system, that is durable and processable, for long-time use in the 380 K 
to 450 K (220°F to 350°F) temperature range. 

STRUCTURAL-MATERIAL CONCEPTS 

Three structural-material concepts were considered for the Mach 2.0 air- 
plane configuration shown in figure 3. The selected approaches are identified 
by the primary material system employed and include (1) an advanced aluminum 
alloy configuration, (2) an advanced titanium alloy configuration, and (3) an 
advanced composite configuration. Other material applications were also 
included for various components (i.e., wing, taii, body, inlet, nacelle, landing 
gear) of these configurations based on specific design requirements. For 
reference purposes, a conventional aluminum alloy configuration was also included. 
This reference configuration was assumed to be manufactured using the current 
high temperature aluminum alloys employed on the Anglo-French Concorde aircraft. 

Although the details are not included as part of this paper, two structural- 
material concepts were considered for a Mach 2.55 cruise aircraft. These con- 
figurations employ the same combinations of material as the advanced titanium 
alloy and advanced composite configurations presented in this paper. 

Advanced Aluminum Alloy Configuration 

For this study, target properties were postulated for the advanced alum- 
inum alloy materials that were equivalent to the specific properties of titan- 
ium alloy 6Al-4V, table II. These materials were employed in appropriate 
design regions as dictated by strength, stiffness, fatigue, and minimum gage 
design requirements (figure 9). The material usage for this configuration is 
shown in table III. As indicated on this table, 66 percent of the structural 
weight consists of advanced aluminum alloy usage,. The balance of the airframe 
weight is made up of 12 percent advanced titanium, 10 percent steel, 1 percent 
composite, and 11 percent other materials. For an aircraft that performs a 
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290 passenger payload, 7400 km (4000 n.mi.) range mission, the takeoff gross 
weight and structural weight are 3~11 500 kg (686 600 lbm) and 79 600 kg (175 
600 lbm), respectively. The usage of advanced aluminum alloys in this aircraft 
is 52 900 kg (116 600 lbm). The aluminum application consists of 35 percent for 
the high strength, corrosion-resistant alloy; 33 percent for the damage-tolerant, 
fatigue-resistant alloy; and 32 percent for the high stiffness, low density 
alloy. 

As displayed on figure 9, the aft and tip box regions employ a spanwise- 
stiffened sheet/plate and extruded zee-stringer design. Advanced damage tolerant 
aluminum alloy is proposed for the design of the wing lower surface which is sub- 
jected to repeated high tensile forces. The high strength, corrosion-resistant 
alloy is proposed for compression-critical upper surface panels. A multiweb 
substructure of ribs and spars, fabricated from the advanced damage-tolerant alloy, 
is employed to provide support for the surface panels; to.introduce loads from the 
leading edge and trailing edge surface controls; and to provide for fuel contain- 
ment and fail-safety. The forward box structure uses both chordwise-stiffened and 
spanwise-stiffened surface panels with.corresponding multispar and multirib 
substructure as shown. The surface panels are minimum gage design employing a 
low density-high stiffness alloy with an equivalent thickness of 0.20 cm 
(0.080 in.). 

The fuselage shell structure consists of advanced damage tolerant skins, 
high strength extruded zee-stringers with frame supports at approximately 0.51 m 
(20.0 in.) spacing. Weld bonding and adhesive bonding are proposed for joining 
the skin, stringer, and frame elements. 

Advanced Titanium Alloy Configuration 

New technologies emerging in the field of titanium alloy development that 
will expand the application to commercial supersonic airframe structure were 
postulated. The more important aspects currently being pursued by Government 
and industry which include (1) SPF/DB, (2) low cost cold formable beta alloy 
sheet development, and (3) LCT fabrication process development were applied to 
appropriate regions of the airplane, as shown on figure 10. 

The material usage for this configuration is shown in table IV. As indi- 
cated on this table, 75 percent of the structural weight consists of titanium 
usage. This increase in the primary material application from 66 percent 
advanced aluminum alloy to 75 percent titanium alloy results because of the 
application of the latter material to the space limited and temperature sensitive 
regions of both configurations. 

For an aircraft that performs a 290 passenger payload, 7400 km (4000 n.mi.) 
range mission, the takeoff gross weight and structural weight are 311 500 kg 
(686 600 lbm) and 79 600 kg (175 600 lbm), respectively. The titanium alloy 
usage is 59 500 kg (131 100 lbm). The application of advanced titanium technology 
includes (1) 41 percent SPF/DB process with Ti-6Al-4V, (2) 20 percent LCT fabri- 
cation of beta alloy Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn combined with Ti-6Al-4V, and (3) other 
titanium alloys associated with net forgings and large diffusion bonded structural 
components. 
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The structural concepts and arrangement for the wing and fuselage are shown 
on figure 10. The wing forward and aft box structure employs a smooth skin- 
circular arc stiffened beaded panel design, with the wing bending material con- 
centrated in the spar caps. The surface panels transmit the chordwise axial 
and in-plane shear loads and out-of-plane pressure loads. SPF/DB is the method 
of fabrication proposed for the surface panels. The-manufacturing limit for the 
surface panels was held to approximately 3.7 x 7.4 m (12 x.24 ft). In loc.ating 
wing spars in the chordwise-stiffened wing area, a minimum spacing of 0.53 m 
(21 in.) was maintained between constraints such as fuel tank boundaries,. Wing 
rib spacing was a nominal 1.52 m (60 in.) but was modified as required to suit 
geometrical design constraints. In the chordwise-stiffened“and transition areas, 
SPF/DB truss spars were used except where a spar serves as a fuel tank wall. At 
such locations, spars have SPF circular-arc webs with stiffened "I" caps eiectron 
beam welded to the web structure. To facilitate fuel sealing', surface beads 
do not extend across tank boundaries. Wing spars in the aft wing box were fab- 
ricated as continuous subassemblies extending from tip to tip. 

In the stiffness critical wing tip region, SPF/DB.expanded sandwich panels 
are employed. The circular-arc spars and ribs are fabricated postulating SPF/, 
DB. In the joint area, where a transition in structural arrangement was made, 
the outboard expanded sandwich surfaces were extended inboard so that spanwise 
components of thd' outboard surface loads due to wing bending loads are trans- 
ferred directly into the chordwise-stiffened structure at the rib interface. 

The fuselage structural arrangement includes roll-taper-formed stringers 
fabrisated from beta alloy Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn, crack stoppers between frames, 
floating zee frames and shear clips. Open-hat-section roll-taper-formed 
stringers, which provide structural efficiency, are proposed,for the more highly 
loaded centerbody and aftbody regions. Isothermal brazing is proposed to join 
the stringers to the Ti-6Al-4V skins. Longitudinal,skin-panel splices are 
located only at the top centerline of the fuselage and at the floor/shell inter- 
sections fore and aft of the wing carry-through area. 

Advanced Composite Configuration 

It was postulated that future developments in advanced composites. materials 
will result in material systems compatible with long-lifetime operation in the 
supersonic environment with greater ductility and toughness, impact resistance, 

.and resistance to crack and flaw propagation than. the current epoxy'resin 
matrix systems. The more ductile system will also be easier to machine and drill 
without damage. ,Two resin matrix systems are envisioned for supersonic cruise 
vehicle application: (,l) an advanced graphite/epoxy system for secondary 
structure applications for temperatures up to 384 K (230°F), and (2) an inter- 
mediate temperature-matrix (ITM) composite resin system for primary structure 
application for temperatures greater than.384 K'(230'F) and up to 450 K (35OOF). 

., ; 
The structural concepts and arrangement for the wing and fuselage are shown 

on figure 11. Several composite design concepts were examined for primary wing 
structure application. All the wing surface panel concepts were smooth-skin 
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designs which exploited the low coefficient of thermal expansion characteristics 
of the graphite composites. The fuselage is a more conventional skin-stringer 
and frame design. 

The material usage for the primarily composite material design is shown in 
table V. The advanced composite usage represents 55 percent qf the total 
structural weight. ,The aircraft also,employs 1-7 percent advanced aluminum 
alloys, 8 percent advanced titanium alloys and manufacturing approaches, and 
20 percent other materials including steel. 

Because of the weight efficiency of the cqmposite materials, the takeoff 
gros's weight and structural weight a.re 264 900 kg (584 100 lbm) and 58 600 kg 
(I29 300 lbm), respectively. The composite usage amounts to 32 400 kg (71 400 
lbti) of the structural weight. Approximately 38 percent is for secondary 
structure using an advanced graphite/epoxy material system with the balance, or 
62 percent, directed towards primary structure application using an advanced 
fiber/intermediate-temperature resin matrix. 

Advanced composites application trends are shown on figure 12 for both 
fuselage and wing structure. For the fuselage the application of advanced 
Gr/Ep to the secondary structure results in a 6 percent weight reduction of 
total body weight. Use of an advanced fiber/intermediate-temperature resin 
matrix to the fuselage.shell (57 percent composite usage) results in an addi- 
tional 7.5 percent weight reduction. For the wing structure two design 
approaches are indicated. The application of composite materials to the second- 
ary structure is common to both approaches. The figure indicates the approx- 
imately 28 percent composite usage results in about an 11 percent weight reduc- 
tion. Aggressive application to the .aft and tip box, and separately to the 
forward box,.using advanced,fiber/intermediate temperature resin matrix for 
the primary wing structure is indicated by the solid line. The .application of 
advanced composites to the forward box region of the wing results in downward 
slope to the weight reduction trends. This change in slope :is indicative of 
the composites not being weight efficient in this region based on minimum gage 
design constraints postulated for foreign object damage requirements. The 
most weight effective application for the wing is depicted by the weight reduc- 
tion trends resulting from employing unidirectional composite reinforcement to 
the spar caps in the wing aft box region. The weight reduction shown for the 
wing tip is obtained by using advanced composites in this stiffness critical 
region. 

The stiffness critical wing tip box and strength critical aft box structure 
shown in figure 11 are proposed as sandwich-type surface panels with laminated 
Gr/ITM face skins. A multiweb substructure of Gr/ITM ribs and spars are indi- 
cated to support the surface panels and to introduce the concentrated control 
surface loadings. The wing forward box is an advanced metallic design because 
of its weight efficiency based on foreign object damage requirements. Both 
chordwise- and spanwise-stiffened integrally stiffened extruded ,planks made 
from high stiffness, low density advanced aluminum alloy are employed in this 
region. The majority of the surface panels are minimum gage design with an 
equivalent thickness of 0.20.cm (0.080 in.) 

The fuselage is bending critical over most of'its length except in the 
forebody, where cabin pressure dictates minimum gage for the structure. The 
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use .of Gr/ITM composites is proposed for the skin, stringers, and frames. A 
tee-stiffened design is employed for'the lightly loaded pressure critical .,'. 
region. A hat stringer de,sign is postulated for'the,bending critical centerbody 
and aftbody structure. 'A frame spacing of approximately 0.51 m (20.0 in.). and. 
a frame depth of 7.6 cm (3.0,in.) is also indicated. 

Secondary' structure represents approximately 38 percent of the total 
.' ,_ 

composite application. The advanced Gr/Ep material system is proposed for 
these components. Major items for wing application include the leading edge 
and trailing edge surfaces, and the main landing gear doors. The fuselage 
applications encompass the floor and floor supports, doors, underwing fairings, 
and cargo compartment provisions. Limited application of Kevlar fibers and 
fiberglass is envisioned to ,improve -impact resistance, to provide softening 
strips, and for electrical'.isolation. ' ,.. 

"WEIGHT TRENDS 0~ CONCEPTS- : 
j. 

. . ',. 
r ? 

' 
The advanced material application to the individual structural com@nents 

.' 

of representative supersonic cruise aircraft optimized, for Mach 2..'O,and 
,Mach.2.55 cruise was investigated. The aircraft weight trends in terms of . 
takeoff gross weight and structural weight are shown on figure 13 for'a vehicle 
sized to perform a constant 290 passenger payload - 7400 km (4000 n.mi) range' ' 
mission. These data are further amplified in table VI and include (l),struc- ,. 
tural weight, (2) takeoff gross weight, (3) structural weight fraction, and ,', 
(4) the fraction of the structural weight for the primary materials employed 
in the design. \' : 

For'the Mach 2.0 aircraft, the gross weights for the advanced .composite 
and advanced metallic configurations are 264 900 kg (584 100 lbm) and. 
311. 500 kg (686 600 lbm),, respectively., The structural efficiency of: advanced 
composites application to the airframe re'sults in a 15 percent decrease in 
takeoff gross weight over the advanced metallic designs. The structural weight 
decrease between the two is 21 100 kg (46 300 lbm) or approximately 27' percent. 
For reference purposes a Mach ,2.0 supersonic cruise,aircraft employing alumi- 
num ,alloys comparable to that used on.the current Concorde supersonic transport 
is shown as Conventional Aluminum.. The takeoff gross' weight ‘and stru?-fural 
weight for this aircraft are 359 800 kg-(793 200 ibm) and 102 900 kg.(226 700 
lbm), respectively. For, the same payload,range, the takeoff ,gross weight is 
36 percent and structural weight 75 percent greater‘than the advanced composite 
aircraft. , !'I '5. I. , 

For'the two aircraft o$$imized.for Mach 2.55 d&uise the.$akeqff .gross 
.' 

weight and'structural.weight. are greater, thap their compar?ble Mach 2.0 designs 
due to increased demands ,of the ,s,upers&ic environment.- The ‘stru#xral weight 
is approximately 9 percent greater for the higQer cruise Mach.number aircraft 
resulting in an,,aircraft'wi$h takeoff grbss.weight which is about 5 percent 
greater than for the Mach'_2.0 designs. I! 

The structural material concepts. for the Ma'ch 2':Oaircraft were further 
'. 

applied to constant payload-range aircraft by interaction evaluation of 
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structural weight and performance to obtain the trends displayed on figure 14. 
These trends for the advanced metallic and the advanced composite applications 
to a Mach 2.0 cruise aircraft indicate that the most significant weight reduc- 
tick results from resizing the airplane to reflect the lower structural weight 
achieved through advanced materials application. This resized smaller aircraft 
also'has inherent cost benefits in terms of its manufacture and operation. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS .; 

A multidisciplinary study was performed to identify advance,s in structural- 
material-manufacturing te'chnology necessary to attain an economically viable 
'commercial supersonic cruise aircraft that could be operational in the early Y 
1990's. Structural-material concepts applicable to both Mach 2.0 and Mach 2.55 
cruise aircraft were considered. The design methodology to cope with the 
various interactive parameters established in previous studies provided guidance 
to structural-material concepts application. Potential payoffs in weight and 
performance were identified by applying design concepts to representative 
supersonic cruise vehicles with appropriate weight reduction factors. Flyaway. 
cost reductions commensurate with the aircraft weight empty were also identified. 
Significant improvement in fuel fraction of a constant weight airplane employing 
&mposite materials displayed performance improvement of approximately 15 per- 
cent. Resizing the aircraft to the design payload-range goal resulted in a 
20 percent reduction in the operating empty weight and a commensurate reduction 
in flyaway cost. 

0 Advanced composites - The greatest potential for improved structural 
efficiency is indicated by extensive application of advanced composites. 
Gains attributable to the use of composites materials are encouraging. 
However, many technologies and data that are being pursued in,existing 
programs must be developed -further .before confidence is at a level, 
where composite materials represent a viable alternative to,the emerg- 
ing advanced aluminum alloy and advanced titanium alloy technologies. 

0 Advanced aluminum alloys - Advances in aluminum processing and alloying 
technologies, particularly in powder metallurgy, offer new approaches 
for development of an improved family of heat resistant alloys with 
specific properties providing structural equivalence to titanium. 
These alloys represent a low cost alternative to titanium. 

Advanced titanium alloy and manufacturing - In space-limited and 0 
-temperature-sensitive regions of the aircraft, the use of titanium 
alloys will be required. Superplastic forming-diffusion bonding is 
an emerging technology in the field of titanium fabrication which 
shows high promise for reducing airframe fabrication and assembly 
costs. The efficient use of metals by this process also results in 
weight saving benefits. The cold formable beta alloys represent a 
further breakthrough in cost reduction of airframe components. With 
simple aging treatment, the metastable beta alloys attain higher 
specific strength than the conventional alpha-beta alloys. 
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Isothermal brazing is a potentially low cost joining method for 
fabrication of beta alloy components by rapid out-of-furnace heating 
in an argon atmosphere. 

'; .' 
The. application of advanced metallic and advanced composite materials. 

to the airframe is essential to attain lightweight structures. New technology 
offers opportunities to explore the.benefits of combining these developments 
in the form of hybrid structures that are weight efficient, durable, damage 
tolerant, and cost-effective designs. These hybrids include: (1) structural 
assemblies of advanced metallic and composite components and (2) structural 
elements employing advanced metallic and composites in .intimate contact. The 
latter ranges from fiber resin and/or metal matrix reinforced metal structures 
to advanced metallic systems where the fiber reinforcement is an integral ., 
ingredient of the material system. 

*. RECOMMEtiDATIONS _' 

The future development of commercial supersonic transport aircraft will 
require new, improved material systems, innovative design concepts, low.cost 
manufacturing techniques.andiimproved design analysis methods. ,. 

The application of these new developments on the next generation a'dvanced 
technology long-tange transport kircraft can occur in the early 199O's.,. The 
design of an airplane to meet this need will start,in the late 1980's. With 
a concentrated effort, the technologies for applying the advanced.material 
systems to the aircraft can be available by then. 

'The recommended road map for developing the essential supersonic -a&frame 
technology, in parallel with the other disciplinary technologies, is shown 
in figure 15. Initial efforts will focus on design data and design concepts 
development, followed by design, fabrication, and structural test ,of advanced' 
large-scale airframe components. These activities must. be complemented by 
materials and processes and design allowables development. Although improve- 
ments in design analysis of large flexible airframe structures has been demon- 
strated, continued efforts are essential to develop methods for rapid and 
accurate sizing of airframe structures employing computer-aided design ' 
procedures. 

In recognition of current uncertainties concerning the timing and funding 
of the kASA SCR Program, early initiation of several long,lead-time technology 
development efforts is recommended: 

0 Development of an intermediate temperature resin matrix composite 
material system to p/rovide a firm material base for application of 
advanced composite to primary structure of supersonic aircraft. 

0 Development of a family of advanced aluminum alloys for supersonic 
airframe development that are low cost alternatives to the titanium 
alloys. 

0 Continued design concepts,development to verify current trends resulting 
from this and other analytical investigations. 
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TABLE I. - AIRPLANE DIMENSIONAL DATA 

Wing 

Total area (SW) 587.93 m2 6232.0. ft2 : ./' 
Aspect ratio (AR) 2.1 

Taper ratio (X) 0.1278 

Spin (b) : 34.87 m 114.39 ft 

,Root &hord (C,) 35'.80 m 117.45 ft 

Tip chord: (C,) ; 4.58 ,m ' 15.01 ft :-. ' 

L.E. sweep (ALE) 
c,, 
l . Inboard 1.187 rad' 68.0 deg 
aMid . 1.127,rad .64.56 deg 
i Tip i 0.90 rad 51.7 deg 

Fuselage 
. 

Length 

Width 

Depth 

A, ., 
89.51 m '293.67 ft ' 

4.01 m 158.04 in. 

4.01 m' '1'58.04 'ini 
.- 

TABLEII.- PORiCASTED MRCRiNICAL PROPERTIES FOR ADVANCED ALIJMINIJM ALLOYS 

; i .. 

Alloy Class 

Wing and Fuielage ,E F 423 F 
CY 

P 

Primary St~cture GPa 
Application hi) cz, ,Ei, 

Q/m3 
(PC0 

(1) Damage Tolerant . wing lower surface; 73.8 469 427 2768 
Alloy I fuselage skins; (10.7) ( 68) ( 62) (0.10) 

fuselage forebody 
shell structure 

High Strcngth- (1) Wing Upper surface; 72.4 579 565 2768 
Corro8lon 
Rcalatant' Alloy 

fuselage stringers; (10.5) ( 84) .( 82) (0.10) 
fuselage frames 86.2 517 503 2768 

(12.5) ( 75) ( 73) (0. IO) 

;EyStlffne*m(l) Wing tip region: 86.2 427 379 2491 
upper and lower (12.5) ( 62j ( -55) (0.09) 
surface; 
fuselage afterbody 

Wing minimum gage 86.2 427 379 2491 

,. regions (12.5) ( 62,’ ( 55) (0.09) 
1 

(1) Required fatigue life for general airfraie structure of suderaonic cruise aircraft, la 
achiavad by limiting the ultimate design allowable groaa-area stresses of advanced. 
aluinu alloy aa forecasted below: 

. a Damaga tolerant alloy -, 379 KPa (55 kai) 
a High strength alloy - 338 Wa (49 kai) 

., 

a High atiffneaa alloy - 310 HPa (45 kai) 
a Lw density alloy - 310 Wa (45 kal) 
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TABLE III. - WEIGHT MATRIX FOR ADVANCED ALUMINUM CONFIGURATION 

T 1 We Fraction of structural weight h Titanium T- Composite Steel Component I Aluminum 

;ht 
lbm 

79 000 

5 900 

48 000 

31 200 

5 100 

6 $00 

l.00 

Other kp; 

35 800 

2 700 

21 800 

14: 100 

2 300 . 
2 900 

0 

0 

0.02 

0 

0 

0 

0.02 0.01 

0.01 0.02 

0.02 0.12 

0.38 0.36 

0.66 

0.01 

0 

0.05 

0.05 

0.04 

0.05 

0.25 

0.30 

0.89 

0.12 

Wing 0.92 

Tail 0.93 

Body 0.79 

578 

Landing 0.01 
Gear 

Eacelle 0.04 

Inlet _ 0.05 

Total 0.66 

Total (kg) 52 900 

Weight (lbm) 116 600 

0.11 0.10 1.00 

8 100 8 50( 79 600 

18 000 18 70( 175 600 

0.01 

500 

1 200 

9 600 

21 100 

TABLE IV. - WEIGHT MATRIX FOR ADVANCED TITANIUM CONFIGURATION 

I Fraction of structural weight Weight 
Component f-Aluminum Other kg 

o.oi 35 80E 

0.02 2 700 

0.12 21 80C 

0.36 14_ 1oc 

lbm 
L-z-- 

79 000 

5 900 

48 000 

31 200 

0 

0.06: 
i 
0.10 

2 3oc 5 100 

2 900 6 400 

1.00 1.00 

8 100 8 500 19 600 

18 700 175 600 

Titanium Composite SteeL 

0.92 0, 0.02 

0.93 0 Ok01 

0.79 0.02 0.02 

0.25 0 0.38 

: 0.30 

0.89 

0 

0 

OK66 

0.01 

Total 
I 

0.04 0.75 0.01 

'500 

0.10 

1 ?OO 18 000 

Wing 

Tail 

Body 

Landing 
Gear 

0.05 

0.04 

0.05 

001 

Nacelle" 0,.04 

Inlet 0.04 



II 
TABLE V. - WEIGHT MATRIX FOR ADVANCED COMPOSITE CONFIGURATION T 1 Fraction of structural weight Weight 

Component Other lbm Aluminum Titanium Composite 

0.33 

0.40 

0.07 

0 

0.04 

0.05. 

0.17 

10 100 

22 300 

0.05 0.58 

0 0.60 

0 0.77 

0.20 0.12 

0.50 0.40 

0.27 0.60 

0.08 0.55 

4 ,700 

10 400 

32 400 4 000 7 40( 

71 400 8 800 16 40( 

Steel 

0.02 

0 

0 

0.31 

0 

0.05 

0.07 

Wing 0.02 24 100 53 042 

0 s 1 500 3 412 

0.16 18 400 40 500 

0.37 10 800 23 900 

,0;06 1 700 

0.03 .2 100 

.3, so0 

4 700 

0.13 

Tail 

Body 

Landing 
Gear 

Nacelle 

Inlet 

Total 1.00 1.00 

58 600 

129 300 

TABLE VI. - AIRCRAFT MATERIAL MIX AND WEIGHT TRENDS - - - 
Fraction of structural weight -r Gross Structural 

weight weight 
kg (lbm) fraction 

Structural 
weight 

kg (lb4 

79 600 
(175 600) 

79 600 
(175 603) 

58 600 
(129 300) 

102 900 
(226 700) 

64 000 
(141 100) 

T ml Configuration Aluminum 'itaniur Zomposite: Steej Others 

Advanced 
aluminum 

0.66 0.10 

0.10 

0.07 

0.10 

0.11 

0.10 

0.13 

311 500 
(686 600) 

311 ,592, 
(686 600) 

264 900 
(584 085) 

25.58 

25,58 

22.12 

Optimized 

for 

Mach 2.0 

cruise 

0.12 

0.75 

0.08 

0.11 

0.01 

0.01 

0.55 

0.k 

Advanced 
titanium 

Advanced 
composite 

0.04 

0.17 

0.70 0.10 359 800 
(793 200) 

28.59 Conventional 
aluminum 

Advanced 
titanium 

Advanced 
composites 

0.04 0.75 

0.23 

0;Ol 

0.55 

0.10 

0.07 

0.10 

0.12 

327 900 
(722 900) 

279 700 
(616 600) 

26.28. 
Optimized 

for 
Mach 2.55 

cruise 
0.02 22.89 
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Fig&e l.- Future commercial supersonic cruise aircraft. 
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Figure 3.- Baseline configuration. ! .i r 
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Figure 5.- Design requirements for supersonic cruise aircraft. 
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Figure 9.- ',Advanced aluminum alloy configuration. 
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AIRFRAME DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
FbR COMMERCIAL SUPERSONIC 
CRUISE +lRCRAFT 

. 

OBJECTIVE: 
TO DEVELOP THE ESSENTIAL SUPERSONIC AIRFRAME 
TECHNOLOGY EASE. IN PARALLEL WITH OTHER DISCIPLINARY 
TECHNOLOGIES, WHICH WILL PERMIT SIGNIFICANT WEIGHT 
AND COST REDUCTION OF LONG-LIFETIME COMMERCIAL 
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR STRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS FOR 

AN ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT VEHICLE' 
* 

J. E. Fischler 
Douglas Aircraft Company 

SUMMARY 

The superplastically formed diffusion-bonded (SPF/DB) program has developed 
successfully and far enough to recommend that a major structural program to 
validate the weight and cost of'SPF/DB sandwich titanium structure should be 
initiated. The NASA Langley study of wing and fuselage SPF/DB,sandwich panels 
is helping to show that this process is potentially structurally efficient. 
The Douglas SPF/DB expanded sandwich process that utilizes a welded core. sheet 
that expands to face sheets has proven to be very efficient. Douglas has 
successfully fabricated many rectangular, triangular, 
structufes by this process. 

and isogrid core sandwich 
The theoretical weight optimization design charts 

for the.wing and fuselage concepts have been validated by small-scale tests. 
Many design applications.have been fabricated. Projecting the results of an 
SPF/DB sandwich airframe structure to a MDC AST design shows significant weight 
and cost savings. A 6-percent lower direct operating cost (DOC) has been 
calculated. A growth AST utilizing composites, metal matrices,,and SPF/DB sand- 
wich shows future promise for a post-1990 technology readiness. Titanium SPF/DB 
sandwich has been compared to presently available aluminum structure and found 
to be superior for application to a Mach 2.2 supersonic transport. 

INTRODUCTION 

In ,a significant demonstration of technology leadership, the United States was 
as recently as 1974 producing 93 percent by value of the free world's civil 
transport aircraft (ref. 1). Since then, the Europeans have dramatically 
altered this ratio, and the question now must be asked, "Can advanced technology 
help the U.S. regain its former position of leadership?" Reviewing only the 
structures technology that has contributed to this U.S. leadership, structural 
and material process engineers are proud of the following contributions: ,,, 

0 Starting from duraluminum and thenusing aluminum alloys, 
., ,. 

the l-g stregs. [,, 
has been increased from.approximately 34 474 kN/cm2 ,(5000 psi) for the 
DC-3 wing of 1934 to approximately 93 079 kN/cm2 (13 500 psi) for the' ,,- 
DC-10 wing of today (ref. 2), up 270 percent. : 

0 The DC-10 structure has been successfully fatigue-tested exceeding the 
Dpuglas-imposed design requirement of two lifetimes - 120,000 hours of 
aircraft operations. The DC-3 did not have a structural test requirement 
for fatigue life. The design life considered at that time was in the 
neighborhood of 7 to 10 years. Today, the DC-10 economic lifetime is con- 
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sidered to be more than 20 years'. Therefore, the real economic lifetime 
has increased by a factor of at least two, and because today's aircraft is 
designed for almost twice'the daily utilization, this factor may actually, 
be near 4 times the DC-3 factor. 

0 Demonstration of the structural iiltegrity'of Air Force aircraft became a 
comprehensive requirement early in the 1960s. Prior to this, static and 
fatigue ground tests were relied upon, with only a small amount of flight 
testing required for structural validation. Using strain gage calibration 
and pressure transducer data recorded during critical flight maneuvers,. 
analyses were made of the actual quasi-static and d'ynamic loads to help the 

:structures engineers correlate the margins 'of safety for static and fatigue 
loads.', Y These'structural integrity test programs provided the insight for 

.designers to.use'to reduce the, structural weight of subsequent commercial 
designs (ref. '3)- ' 

0 'Today, prediction of'fatigue (visible crack)' as well as of crack growth, 
damage 'tolerance; fail-safe, and safe-life has been helped greatly by the 
advanced methods of finite element and fracture mechanics analysis. The 

: analytical and'test tools are now available to predict the critical fatigue 
points ona structure, estimate the crack growth rate, and set an inspec- 
tion interval that will assure the detection of a crack before its residual 
strength'deteriorates to the limit-load condition. These analytical tools 
are used to optimize the design concepts. Before a new aircraft is flown 
today, 'a.-thorough ground test program is used to verify the fatigue, damage 
tolerance, fail-safe, and safe-life requirements. These ground tests also 
are used-to prove the detail'design. The analysis'methods and ground 
structural testing now available canbe depended on to save additional 
structural weight (ref. 3). 

The structures technology experts in the U.S. want to continue to contribute to 
making the U.S. the leader in world aviation and are anxious to make new con- 
tributions such as new types of construction and the development of new mate- 
rials and,material processes. These,have be& shown over the years to.account 
for the largest share of the advanced-technology weight savings (ref. 3). This 
report points out that for a potential total structural system weight reduction 
of 30 to 55 percent, 'approximately 15 to 25 percent can be gained by new struc- 
tural concepts and materialsand 5 to 10 percent from analysis. Therefore, to 
obtain the best structural' design for'a new aircraft, the largest advanced 
technology payoffs can be expected by using analysis to investigate new struc- 
tural concepts, materials, and material processes. These weight and cost pay- 
off analyses must then be verified as soon as possible by recording manufactur- 
ing costs and final weights for a major piece of structure. Of course, ground 
static and'fatigue testing must be done to validate the design capability. Such 
major advanced airframe validation tests must be undertaken to assure U.S. 
leadership in the structures technology area. 

This paper will only address the preliminary design opportunities for structural 
improvements from the investigation of candidate structural concepts, materials, 
and material processes that show promise for application to an'advanced super- 
sonic transport design. However, even in the preliminary design stages a great 
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deal of analysis, and of materials-allowable, coupon, and small component test- 
ing, is required in order to screen and reduce the candidate concepts, materials, 
and manufacturing process. 

Only a vigorous research and development program, followed by the required struc- 
tural,testing,to verify that the optimum structural concepts, materials, and man- 
ufacturing processes have been developed, will assure continued technology 
leadership for U.S. aircraft. 

SYMBOLS 

Values are in both SI and U.S. Customary units. .The measurements and calculations 
are in U.S. Customary units. ", 

a 

AK 

R 

'MIN 

m/S2 

= half crack length, cm (in.) 

= crack tip stress intensity range factor, N/cm2 icrn (psi din.) 

= stress ratio, o MIN'SAX 

= minimum stress, N/cm 2 (psi) 

= maximum stress, N/cm 2 (psi) 

= critical stress intensity factor, N/cm2 Acrn (psiiin.) 

= stress intensity factor, N/cm2 icrn (psi iin.) 

= gross stress, N/cm2 (psi) 

2 = newton, kg . m/S 

= meters per second squared 

SPF/DB = superplastically formed and diffusion bonded 

scv = Supersonic Cruise Vehicle 

M = Mach number 

Subscripts: 

MAX = maximum 

MIN = minimum 

e = equivalent 



TITANIUM ALLOYS VERSUS ALUMINUM ALLOYS 

It is necessary to address this subject in order to determine the proper direc- 
tion for future development efforts. Aluminum ,alloys have beenthe workhorse 
for subsonic aircraft. Does the l-g stress improvement of 270 percent from the 
DC-3 to the DC-10 hit a heat barrier, fatigue barrier, or fracture toughness 
barrier? Do the recent SPF/DB fabrication possibilities of making titanium 
sandwich yield advantages that are not possible using aluminum? 

The relative efficiencies in ultimate tensile strength/density at room tempera- 
ture, 150°C (302OF), and 500°C (932oF). are shown in figure 1 (from ref. 4) for 
titanium-6AL-4V, aluminum 7075, and aluminum HID 58. The short column com- 
pression panel buckling stress/density versus the structural loading index for 
the materials mentioned above is shown in figure 2 (also from ref. 4). The 
titanium alloys show superiority except at low compression load intensities. 
The values shown are only for axial loading, Nx, a short column, no normal 
pressure, and room temperature. 

The AST has more than axial loading; it also has combined loads, higher tempera- 
tures, thermal gradients, and pressure normal to the surface. For typical wing 
structure (ref. 5) using SPF/DB hat-stiffened sheet, the optimum weight for 
101.6-cm (40-in.) wide panels between spars is significantly higher than it is 
for sandwich structures, which will be shown later. 

As in the case of DC-10 structures, the fatigue and damage tolerance require- 
ments must be considered in preliminary design in order to obtain the overall ' 
structural efficiency for a particular structural concept. 

The British data for the aluminum materials considered are shown since the 
British had experience with the more advanced creep-resistant HID 58 aluminum 
alloys of the Concorde and the resulting data would show the most appropriate 
aluminum comparison information for fatigue and damage tolerance. Figure 3 
shows that at about 1 million cycles (approximately one lifetime which we wish 
to be fatigue free), titanium alloys show a significant increase in the peak 
stress/density over that of the aluminum alloys. Also of particular interest 
is the Ti 6AL-4V alloy which Douglas has been using in developing SPF/DB 
expanded sandwich structures, 

Aftera crack forms, the rate of crack growth becomes very important because it 
determines how much longer the structure will last. The slower the crack 
growth rate, the longer the structure life. This continues until the "critical 
crack" size occurs which thereafter results in rapid crack growth until the 
crack is stopped (for damage-tolerant structures) at a crack stopper. 

Comparing the fracture toughness divided by density of titanium versus aluminum 
shows the superiority of titanium in rate of crack growth equation (ref. 5). 
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Figure 4 shows that for a wide range of thicknesses, Ti 6AL-4V alloy is.superior 
in fracture toughness to current aluminums (ref. 4). Douglas analysis has shown 

-that titanium SPF/DB sandwich has a lower stress intensity factor by 65% than a 
corresponding sheet and this is more significant than the fracture toughness 
comparison with regard to rate of crack growth. These results will be addressed 
in a later section. 

A problem with titanium 6AL-4V annealed material has recently surfaced regarding 
large-width sheets. A discussion with TIMET indicates that the desired wider 
sheets (203 to 254 cm (80 to 100 in.)) of titanium 6AL-4V annealed cannot be 
rolled to the required sheet thicknesses without small surface cracks'occurring. 
However, TIMET expects that 15-3 titanium alloy can be mill-rolled to these 
wider sheets without surface cracks occurring. Douglas is concerned that the 
15-3 poorer material characteristics (e.g., grain size, fatigue, crack propaga- ! 
tion), higher superplastic forming pressures, and poorer diffusion bonding char- 
acteristics will outweigh its advantages over 6AL-4V annealed for expanded sand,- 
with. One possibility to consider is to manufacture large face sheets out of 
15-3 and weld together narrower core sheets of 6AL-4V annealed to match the width 
of the face sheets before forming. Until this possibility is explored more 
thoroughly, titanium suppliers must be encouraged to perfect an existing -or new 
alloy that can be rolled into wider sheets without surface cracks. 

The results of the titanium alloys versus aluminum alloys study indicate that 
present data comparisons show weight, strength, fatigue,, fracture toughness, 
stress corrosion, and damage tolerance advantages for titanium. The continual 
review ,of these parameters (refs. 6 to 9) indicate that Douglas funding 
resources should continue to emphasize titanium. Recent fabrication and test 
data successes with titanium SPF/DB sandwich encourage Douglas to pursue .tita- 
nium as the primary structure for an advanced supersonic transport. 

STRUCTURAL CONCEPT COMPARISONS 

The Douglas Aircraft Company has been studying various titanium structural 
design candidates for the wing and fuselage of an advanced supersonic transport 
(AsT). During the past several years, four,early candidate concepts were fab- 
ricated and are shown in figure 5. They are, left to right, a 206 by 73 cm 
(81 by 29 in.) aluminum brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich; a 244 by 93.cm 
(96 by 36.6 in.) panel using aluminum brazing and spotwelding of titanium hot- 
rolled,z-stiffeners to titanium fuselage skins, frames, and cracks stoppers; a 
152 by 91 cm (60 by 36 in.) diffusion-bonded titanium 6AL-4V sandwich that has 
been vacuum creep-formed to a double contour; and a 279 by 78 cm <ll'O by 31.in.) 
hat-stiffened, two-sheet superplastically formed 6AL-4V titanium panel. The 
first two concepts in figure 5, similar to what was proposed for the 1971 U.S. 
SST design, were.used as ,the base cases for the MDC AST wing and fuselage, 
respectively.. 
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Current structural activities have shifted to concentrate on the- development, 
optimization, and design applications for SPF/DB structure. An important 
Douglas development for expanded sandwich is shown in figure 6. The top sketch 
shows two core sheets that are roll spot-welded together in the desired (opti- 
mum) pattern for the loads encountered. The edges of the core envelope are then 
welded closed and inserted between two face sheets in the limiting fixtures or.: 
die, as shown in the bottom sketch. Gas pressure between the core sheets is 
introduced and increased until the core sheets diffusion-bond to the face 
sheets. Before this occurs, the core forms partially (middle sketch). The 
superplastic ability of titanium 6AL-4V annealed material allows the core sheets 
to expand,to the core cell extremities with little cleavage. The nuggets .' 
around the spot welds at 927OC (1700oF) are annealed and show material proper- 
ties close to those of the basic material. The processing aspects .of. the new 
Douglas method of forming SPF/DB expanded sandwich.is shown in figure ,7 and the 
desirable structural aspects in figure 8. A contract with NASA Langley (ref. 5) 
is helping to further evaluate, develop, and test wing and fuselage concepts. 

Candidate wing concepts that have been fabricated for this contract are shown in 
figure 9. Typical candidate fuselage and wing panels that will be statically 
and fatigue-tested for this contract are shown in figure 10. A prototype (89 by 
94 cm (95 by 27 in.)) SPF/DB wing,sandwich panel with 2'.54 by 5.1 cm (1 by 
2 in.) rectangular core cells is shown in figure 11. The optimization of these 
concepts is being done with sandwich and stiffened-sheet.sizing programs., .An 
example of the failure modes considered in the sizing program used for the, 
SPF/DB expanded sandwich is shown in figure 12. An example of the test correla- 
tion with the optimization charts is shown for an isogrid core sandwich in 
figure 13. The test 'validation is excellent. X-rays of core geometries that 
have been successfully fabricated as expanded sandwiches are shown in figures 
14 and 15. The designer inputs the edge loads, pressure, and thermal loads 
into the Douglas-developed optimization program designating the type of core 
patterns he wishes to consider. 

Figure 16 shows a typical combination of loads for an inner wing location of an 
AST design. The lighest structural concept is the SPF/DB rectangular core sand- 
wich. The high general stability of the sandwich, obtained with transverse webs 
that also help sustain the transverse loads directly, are the major contributors. 
Tailoring the core to the loads yields high structural efficiency. 

In the case of the aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb sandwich, the aluminum 
braze is wasted weight and the honeycomb core cannot be tailored in two direc- 
tions. The isogrid core is not as efficiently tailored for low transverse' 
loads: Thehat-stiffened sheet concept is inefficient for even low transverse 
loads and moderate shear loads (the hat does not sustain the shearloads 
efficiently). 

The expanded sandwich also has additional advantages for fatigue.and damage 
tolerance. The stress intensity factor at the tip of a large 51-cm (20-in.) 
crack in a sheet can be reduced by 65 percent if a SPF/DB sandwich is used 
(figure 17). Finite-element analysis indicates that a crack on one side of a 
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sandwich will redistribute its loading through the core to the other untracked 
face sheet, thus reducing the crack tip stress. The rate of crack growth : 
depends on this crack tip stress factor, and when it is significantly reduced,, 
a more damage-tolerant structure results. Three fuselage concepts have been . . 
analyzed as shown in figure 18. 

Two stiffened sheet concepts - a Z-stiffened panel and a SPL/DB hat-stiffened, 
panel - have fast cracks at approximately one-third the number of life cycles 
desired until they reach the frames which are on 51-cm (20-in.) spacings. These 
two concepts must therefore use crack stoppers to obtain the life cycles desired. 
The SPF/DB sandwich concept can almost sustain the lifetime cycles desired 
without,crack stoppers. Actually, to meet the structures test requirements of,' 
two lifetimes outlined in figure 19, crack 'stopper straps are planned for the ,. 
wing and fuselage SPF/DB sandwich structure to assure-damage tolerance for a 
two-bay crack. 

Douglas has developed the ability to add steel inserts in the outer face sheet 
as part of the SPF/DB titanium sandwich forming process. After forming,.these 
inse.rts are removed and provide a cavity where weld-brazed titanium straps can 
bqadded as crack stoppers. This design application is shown in the intermedi- 
ate spar drawing (figure 20). The tee section and expanded sandwich has been. 
successfully fabricated in one step using the MDC SPF/DB process (figure 21). 

The SPF/DB expanded sandwich developed by Douglas which uses two core sheetsI. 
that expand to the face sheets can easily be used to include edge attachment 
doublers and doublers for an access door (figure 22). The doublers are laid up 
in the fixtures as additional sheets with the face sheets. When the core 
expands, it diffusion-bonds all the doublers together to form an integral 
heavier-edge sheet. This is all done in one step. The total cost'is signif- 
icantly lower than that for honeycomb sandwich where the densified core at the.. 
edges.must be carefully machined.to the correct depth to prevent a gap that is 
too great to be bridged by the aluminum braze. The formed isogrid hexagonals 
along the edge can also be used to space the bolted attachments. 

WEIGHT, COST, AND DOC COMPARISONS 

The results of the current MDC SPF/DB sandwich studies for the wing and fuselage 
yield the following structural weights and costs: 

Wing - The early base case aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb assembly wing 
weight can be reduced 16.3 percent principally because the aluminum braze 
material has been eliminated and the rear spar lightened by using an SPF/DB 
sandwich rather than heavy skins, heavy stiffeners, and attachments,(figure 23). 
The wing cost can be reduced 63.7 percent by SPF/DB sandwich. As compared to 
the base case it eliminates the costly honeycomb core, high labor costs for : 
adding edge doublers, densified core machining, welding, and the treatment ina 
brazing oven. The SPF/DB sandwich panel is assembled in a fixture or die and 
all,the parts are formed together in one step with little finish machining'-~4 : 
required. This one-step process eliminates the costly labor, assembly, and 
brazing compared to the aluminum brazed honeycomb core. 
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Fuselage - The'fuselage aluminum weld-brazed titanium Z-stiffeners are poor for 
column stability, especially when subjected to high cabin pressures and- tempera- 
tures during the cruise condition. Since a sandwich design has better general 
stability, it can sustain the compression and pressure for less weight. In 
addition, it has better fatigue and damage tolerance and thus creates sub- 
stantial weight savings. However, the aluminum weld-brazed construction uses 
hot rolled Z-stiffeners which are relatively cheap. The one-step SPF/DB sand- 
wich reduces the number of parts'and therefore results in a small cost savings 
(figure 24). 

Comparison of the weights 'of the conventional-structure DC-lo-30 aircraft and 
the AST vehicle with major portions of the structure SPF/DB sandwich results in 
the,comparisons shown in figure 25. 

The results of a 1975 study of the relative DOC for increasing percentages of 
conventional 1971 U.S. SST titanium technology using aluminum and aluminum- 
brazed titanium are shown in the upper curve of figure 26. Using the more 
advanced airframe from our current studies of SPF/DB sandwich titanium can 
result in 6-percent gain, a most important improvement. This needs to be vali- 
dated by a significant structural test program to gain confidence in manufactur- 
ing costs and weights. 

An additional design application of using the SPF/DB expanded sandwich is shown 
in.figure 27. This ,is a prototype cylinder made in one step using inner and 
outer mandrels and was used to prove the feasibility of making an 2.4 m (8 ft) 
diameter shell. A study was conducted of the six structural concepts,shown in 
figure 28. The panel weights are shown versus the axial loading. In addition, 
an external compression pressure causes a transverse loading on the panels. 
The combined loading results in heavier weights for the monocoque stiffened' 
sheet and the truss core sandwich. The transverse stiffening of the Astech 
diffusion-bonded'honeycomb sandwich and the 3- and 4-sheet,expanded sandwiches 
(which have transverse tailored webs) results in weight reductions as shown. 
It should be noted that for this particular application, the SPF/DB expanded 
sandwich (3-sheet) resulted in a lighter weight than the graphite/epoxy 
composites. The three-sheet expanded sandwich element is obtained by spot- 
welding a rectangular grid to the two top skins and blowing the inner skin 
superplastically to the third inner face sheet. The spot welds are spaced to 
allow the gas to flow through the holes formed by the spot weld spacing 
(f,igure 29). 

FUTURE GROWTH AST 

Using the concepts that have been described in this paper and an aggressive 
program of structural analyses and testing could result in technology readi- 
ness in the mid-1980s. Composites, metal matrices, and combined composites/ 
metal matrices with SPF/DB structures should be explored for the future growth 
AST. However, real-time testing (for effects of elevated temperatures for 
70,000 hours which matches two operating lifetimes of 100,000 hours) cannot be, 
completed on time without a'high risk for primary structure. Work done using 
estimated costs and allowables for 1984 is shown with the aluminum-brazed ..' 
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titanium honeycomb sandwich as a base (figure 30). The rating reflects the 
structural efficiency of sandwich facings with the composites or metal matrices 
or metals.shown. These concepts are based on the short time allowables known 
today projected to 1984. The weight savings at $600 per pound and manufacturing 
costs anticipate a volume of material to build a significant number of develop- 
ment components. A rating. of 2.5 (for SPF/DB expanded sandwich) is worth a 
6-percent reduction in DOCs (see figure 26). The Mach 2.2 cruise environment 
would allow epoxy matrices to be efficient. If the cruise Mach number 
increases, the epoxy matrices will deteriorate to a,lower rating and the metal 
matrices will improve their relative standings. 

In May of 19.79, presentations we&made (ref ..lO) that showed that more poten- 
tial exists for metal-matrix structures. In'the'case of applications for space 
structures, where resistance to thermal deformation is very important, it is 
also indicated that metal matrix materials are best. However, space structure 
environments are far different than those of an advanced supersonic transport. 

. . 
For an AST.environment, the boron and graphite/epoxy would be suitable for 
strength up to about Mach 2.2. At higher Mach numbers, the epoxy matrix 
deteriorates. However, the use of aluminum as a matrix allows the strength to 
deteriorate more slowly with temperature (ref. 10). Douglas has some exper- 
ience with boron/aluminum (ref. 11). The poor fatigue properties, low trans- 

' verse strength, and high cost of materials have not yet yielded a favorable 
comparison. Recent,improvements, however, show promise for other metal 
matrices. 

The fiber-reinforced lightweight matrix of aluminum shows significant weight 
savings compared to an all-titanium structure. However, for an AST, the long 
life required with cyclic ground-air-ground thermal differences will cause 
thermal stresses at the fiber-to-aluminum and aluminum matrix braze-to-titanium 
interfaces. In addition, the thermal coefficient of expansion and thermal con- 
ductance of these different materials will add additional thermal stresses. 
Analyses similar to those of ref. 9 must be performed to determine if the 
fatigue life will be sufficient. Test verification will also be required. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1. The Number 1 NASA SCR priority in Douglas Aircraft Company's view is to 
launch a major structural program - new start - to validate the weight and 
manufacturing cost of SPF/DB sandwich titanium structure (figure 31). 

2. The weight of the AST structure is influenced by many requirements (fig- 
ure 19). Most important is the determination of the l-g wing and fuselage 
stress levels to obtain a crack-free operating lifetime. Real-time tests 
of coupons, joints, and candidate components need to be started as soon as 
possible to assure the confirmation of accelerated tests that compress the 
spectra. These accelerated tests should also be initiated as soon as 
possible. 
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3. Developing damage-tolerant structure by using relatively new structural 
concepts (e.g., SPF/DB expanded sandwich) and titanium 6AL-4V annealed for 
the primary structure (or possibly 15-3,improved) requires a dedicated pro- 
gram and a dedicated budget for analysis and testing over a long period of 
time. 

4. To obtain the maximum benefit from the SPF/DB sandwich process, large 
panels must be formed. The standard width today is only 91.4 cm (36 in.)-. 
TIMET believes that -wider panels (203 to 254 cm (80 to 100 in.))are beyond 
the state of the art for titanium 6AL-4V annealed because small surface 
cracks are formed at these desired widths. The titanium suppliers must be 
encouraged to perfect an existing or new'alloy that is' good for SPF/DB 
sandwich. Otherwise, smaller panels will cause increases in weight due to 
attachments or decreased allowables of welding smaller panels together 
before forming SPF/DB-sandwich. 

5. The MDC NASA Langley study contract for wing and fuselage SPF/DB sandwich 
panels (ref. 5) is helping to show that the SPF/DB sandwich technology is 
potentially structurally efficient. The analysis and testing of larger 
panels with support structures having edge attachments is the next valuable 
step to validate allowables when subjected to the combined loadings of the 
AST environment., A 2- to 3-year well-planned large-scale program should 
enable the industry to gain the necessary confidence to build larger struc- 
tural components. 

6. SPF/DB titanium sandwich combined with composites or metal matrices can 
possibly be very efficient for a growth. AST. However, long-time test 
results cannot be available for inclusion in a mid-80s technology readiness 
of an AST. 

7. Titanium structure, specifically SPF/DB sandwich, shows greater structural 
efficiency than presently available aluminum structure for strength, 
fatigue, fracture toughness, crack growth rate, and damage tolerance. 
Better structural efficiency results in less weight and improved life. 

8. The SPF/DB titanium sandwich studies show a 6-percent DOC saving compared 
with aluminum-brazed titanium structure as was proposed for the 1971 U.S. 
SST. 
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Figure l.- Tensile stress/density at room temperature, 150°C, and 500°C. 
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Figure 2.- Structural efficiency-panel buckling. 
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THEORETICAL STRESS CONCENTRATION, Kt = 2.68 
LOAD CYCLE = ZERO TO PEAK STRESS 

,, 

TITANIUM 6AL-4V 

. 

lo4 lo5 1o6 lo7 
FATIGUE LIFE - CYCLES TO FAILURE DATA FROM FIEF 4 

Figure 3.- Fatigue properties. 
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Figure 4.- Fracture toughness. 
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iLUMlHUM BRAZED 1 WELDt!RAZED 
HONEYCOMB STIFFENEDSKIN 

Figure 5..- Douglas titanium structural research and development program 
for AST. 
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NO.- -’ 
ENVELOPE (SECTIONED1 WITH FACE SHEETS FORMING COMPLETE SANDWICH 

Figure 6 .- SPF/DB sandwich phases of fabrication. 
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l NO EMBRITTLING PARTING AGENT IN THE INTERIOR CORE 

l PERMITS SKIN THICKNESS VARIATIONS WITHOUT EXPENSIVE 
TOOLING _’ 

l ,bROCESS HAS BEEN PROVEN FOR 2,3, AND 4 SHEET : ,’ 
CONSTRUCTIONS 

l CAN FACILITATE EDGE ATTACHMENTS, ACCESS DOORS, AND VERY 
RAPID CHANGES IN THICKNESS 

l BLOWING FROM THE CENTER LOCKS ALL THE PARTS TOGETHER 

Figure 7.- Processing aspects of MDC proprietary SPF/DB sandwgch. 

l ABILITY TO FORM SMALL CELLS AND TRANSVERSE WEBS, THEREFORE 
MORE EFFICIENTLY CARRY BIAXIAL AND SHEAR LOADS 

l CAN MAKE THE FACE AND CORE TO ANY DESIRED CONFIGURATION AN0 
THICKNESSES - TAILOR (OPTIMIZE) 

. TRUSS CORE SANDWICH IS LESS EFFICIENT IN TRANSVERSE SHEAR THAN 
WEBS IN TRANSVERSE SHEAR 

l ACHIEVED lo6 CYCLES AT 20,684, 23,442, 26,200, AND 28,958 N/cm* 
(30,000, 34,000, 38,000 AND42,OOOPSI) 

l JIGSLlPPEDAT31,716N/Cm* 

l ACHIEVED 98,595 N/cm* IN COMPRESSION - DID NOT BUCKLE 

Figure 8.- Structural aspects of MDC proprietary SPF/DB sandwich. 
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RECTANGLE CORE 

ISOGRID CORE COMBINED CORE 

Figure 9.- NASA SPF/DB contract candidate wing concepts-study. 

FUSELAGE SKIN-STRINGER 

91.44 cm 
~35.00 IN.+ 

WING ISOGRID 

Figure lo.- SPF/DB typical panels-fabricate. 
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Figure ll.- SPF/DB rectangular core sandwich. ' 

FAILURE MODES 

. FACE WRINKLING . FACE WRINKLING l INTRACELL BUCKLING l INTRACELL BUCKLING . SHEAR CRIMPING . SHEAR CRIMPING 

l MATERIAL YIELDING UNDER DIRECT STRESS 
l CORE BUCKLING 
l PRESSURE-INDUCED BENDING STRESSES 
l GENERAL BUCKLING 

Figure 12.- Compression sandwich panel sizing program. 
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(LB/So F-U 
,754 N/cm (11,145 LB/IN.) 
i IN.1 ISOCRIO 
n 10 071 IN.) 

.O IN.1 

T-TEST 15.192 N/cm 18681 LB/IN.) 
_..” ..__ I . , . “ ,  

DEPTH 2.54 cm Il.0 IN.) PANEL 254 BY 

3.8 Cm Il.5 IN., TRlANGLE 
0.13 cm (0.05 IN.1 NOMlPjAL WEBS 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED 

0.076 cm SKIN -LOCAL STABILITY ROOM TEMPERATURE 
FROM TEST DATA 6 AI-Vi ANNEALED 
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Nx (COMPRESSION APPLIED TO SHORT EDGE) 

Figure 13.- SPF/DB structure isogrid optimization. 
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Figure 14 .- X-rays of rectangular core concepts. 
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Figure 15.- X-rays of combined triangular and hexagonal core concepts. 

LOCATION (91 - INNER WING - NK = -18.150.14 N/cm 
NY = -3217.08 N/cm. NXY = 9731.82 N/cm. AP = 5.481 Nlcm2. 
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(NO PRESSURE OR AT) 
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. MATERIAL 6AL -4V ANN TITANIUM 
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Figure 16.- Inner wing-location (9), optimum weight versus concepts. 
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Figure 17.- Stress intensity at tip of crack versus 
half crack length-sheet versus titanium sandwich. 

ANALYSIS WITHOUT CRACKSTOPPERS 
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Figure 18.- Longitudinal fuselage crack growth time history. 
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PROSPECTIVE MATERIALS (COUPONS. SMALL AND LARGE COMPONENTS) FOR SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT VEHICLE 
WILL SE ANALYZED AND TESTED FOR: 

1. FATIGUE LIFE 

2. ULTIMATE’LOAD 

3. FAIL-SAFETY 

4. DAMAGE TOLERANCE 

5. CREEP 

6. FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE 

DESIRE ONE OPERATING LIFETIME TO BE CRACK FREE. 

DESIRE TO SUSTAIN ULTIMATE LOAD THROUGHOUT OPERATING LIFETIME. 
IF A CRACK DEVELOPS BETWEEN INSPECTIONS THE RESIDUAL STRENGTH 
WILL NOT FALL BELOW LIMIT LOADS. ULTIMATE STRENGTH RESTORED AT 
NEXT INSPECTION. 

SUSTAIN LIMIT LOAD AFTER A SINGLE.ELEMENT FAILURE. (DOUGLAS 
USES MORE THAN ONE ELEMENT) 

STARTING FROM AN INITIAL CRACK, AND AFTER TWO SELECTED INSPECTION 
-INTERVALS, STRUCTURE MUST STILL SUSTAIN LIMIT LOAD. (DOUGLAS USES 
TWO-BAY CRACKS PLUS A SINGLE-ELEMENT FAILURE) 

DESIRE NO MORE THAN 0.1 PERCENT CREEP FOR ONE OPERATING LIFETIME. 

THE STRUCTURE WILL SUSTAIN LIMIT LOADS AFTER: 
A. FAN BLADE FAILURE 
B. DOOR OR WINDOW FAILURE (SIZE: TED) 
C. LIGHTNING STRIKE 
D. HAILSTONE IMPACT 
E. INTERIOR EXPLOSION (SIZE: TBD) 

7. ALSO CONSIDER: 
A. CRASH LOADS 
B. EMERGENCY DESCENT 
C. DITCHING 
D. LANDING GEAR, PYLON, OR FLAP TO BREAK AWAY WITHOUT TANK, 

HYDRAULIC. OR ELECTRICAL RUPTURE. 

Figure 19.- Structures test requirements. 

254 cm DEPTH = 3.11 cm (1.25 IN.1 
t = 1.25 SPF/OB-, 

Ocm 
(0 w 

DIFFUSION-BONO OR WELO.BRAZE TO SPFlOS SANDWICH All0 WELO-BRAZE0 CRACK STOPPER STRAP AFTER 

Figure 20.- SPF/DB sandwich panels with 101.6-cm (40-in.) 
spar depth with struts. 
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Figure 21?- SPF/DB sandwich panel with integral doublers and attached tee. 

SPAR, ACCESS DOOR AND EDGE AmACHMENTS 

. -7 , , ,,: tJJ.a.D-1 

JL. J 

SPAR FIANE 
: ‘... 

Figure 22.- SPF/DB isogrid panel design concept. 
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WING - 102-cm W-IN.) BY 254~cm (1004N.) BASE 

CONCFf’T WEIGHT COST 

ALUMINUM BRAZED 0.034 -. 
Ti HONEYCOMB 

0.012 

0 

SPF/DB SANDWICH 

4 I 

D.l#l 

0.063 

LEGEND 

I.754 

BRAZE F*."IcATlo* 

-- 
Ei? t%i! 

,I,., 
CEWTERYAR 
AREA 

-16% WEIGHT -64% COST 

Figure 23.- Weight and cost comparisons. 
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Figure 24.- Weight and cost comparison of fuselage. 
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(loo0 LB) kg 

GROSS 
WEIGHT 

270 PSGR 

Figure 25.- Weights comparison. 

STAGE DISTANCE = 2500 N MI 
1.0: E- 

3f l.O( 

RELATIVE 0.98 
DOC 

0.96 

0.94 

0.92 

1971 ST AIRFRAME 
TECHNOLOGY (ALUMINUM 
BRAZED TlTANlUYl 

ADVANCED AIRFRAME ’ 
TECHNOLOGY WFiDB, ETC.) 

. 

Figure 26.- Titanium advancements reduce operating costs. 



Figure 27.- SPF/DB expanded sandwich cylinder-prototype. 

* TI SPF/DB 

(LB/FT’) 
*MONOCOQUE 

STIFFENED SHEET 0 m 

Nx = AXIAL .LOADINh ll.l\lT.61PBA 

Figure 28.- Structural concepts. 
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Figure 29.- Section through a three-element panel. 

2.2 M 
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RATING 4 

SHORT TIME ALLOWABLES 
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Figure 30.- For growth AST. 
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FABRICATE AND TEST TITANIUM WING AND FUSELAGE 
SECTIONS ~0 VALIDATE 

. OPTIMUM DESIGN PARAMETERS 

. WEIGHT FRACTIONS 

. MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY COSTS 

CONFIGURATION INTEGRATION - DETERMINES SCALE OF 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS 

Figure 31.- Critical structural technology items. 
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SUPERSONIC CRUISE RESEARCH AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL STUDIES: 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

J. Sobieszczanski-Sobieski,' David G~oss,~ William Kurtze,' 

Jerry Newsom,' Gregory Wrenn,2 and William Greene' 

SUMMARY 

This paper reviews NASA Langley Research Center SCAR in-house struc- 
tural studies that have been accomplished since the last SCR conference in 
November 1976. Both methods development and results generated are covered. 
In methods development, advances include a new system of integrated computer 
programs called ISSYS, progress in determining aerodynamic loads and aerody- 
namically induced structural loads (including those due to gusts),, flutter 
optimization for composite and metal airframe configurations using ,refined 
and simplified mathematical models , and synthesis of active controls. Re- 
sults given address several aspects of various SCR configurations. These 
results include flutter penalties on a composite wing, flutter suppression 
using active controls, roll control effectiveness, wing tip ground clearance, 
tail size effect on flutter, engine weight and mass distribution influence ,' 
on flutter, and strength and flutter optimization of new configurations. 
The ISSYS system of integrated programs performed well in all the applications 
illustrated by the results, the diversity of which attests to ISSYS’ versa- 
tility. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the paper is to present a status report of the Langley 
program on the structural synthesis of supersonic cruise aircraft. The program 
is a continuation of the effort described in reference 1 and presented at the 
first NASA Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) Conference in November 
1976. The primary'goal of the program continues to be the development of an 
integrated analysis and synthesis methodology for the structural design of 
advanced configurations of the SCR arrow wing planform airframe, and the 
application of the methodology to specific variants of the arrow wing configu- 
rations in direct support of SCR aircraft design studies. 

Accordingly, the paper is divided into two sections devoted to the 
development of methodology and to the application of methodology, respec- . 
tively. The methods development section emphasizes improvements and ex- 

.tensions in analysis and design procedures accomplished since the publication 

1 NASA Langley Research Center 
2 Kentron International, Hampton Technical Center 
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of reference 1 and the incorporation of these analysis and synthesis methods:,,'. 
in a system of computer codes. The methods application section illustrates 
capabilities of the methodology while presenting the results of studies of 
previously unexplored characteristics of the SCR configuration. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS ' 

Ai SBj ii F(r)ji 
“id H(s) “bd 
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surface fit coefficients 

rms value of output divided by rms value of input 

direction, parameter from the given aerodynamic panel to any 
structural grid point 

elements of spline coefficient matrix 

practical feedback filter transfer function 

frequency response function 

cost function 

number of aerodynamic panels 

Mach number 

number of structural grid points 

control weighting term 

Laplace variable 

coefficients of slope vector of aerodynamic panels 

time 

control input 

optimal control input 

practical control input 

dive velocity 

coefficients of structural displacement vector 

atmospheric-turbulence power-spectral-density function 

circular frequency 



Matrices: 

IAICI, 

Ml 

{BI' 

14CpI. 

[Cl .: 

[Fl ” 

[HI 

LKJ 

; [iI 

(q1 

[Ql 

{sl 

ts1 

CXI .’ 

{VI 

tz1 

{al 

b,l 

aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix 

system dynamics matrix 

control distribution vector 

differential pressure coefficient vector 

system state-coefficient output matrix . 

direction parameter matrix 

spline coefficient matrix . . 

row matrix of optimal gain 

generalized load matrix 

generalized coordinate vector 

output weighting matrix 

slope vector 

I 

area matrix 

state vector 

. 

output vector 

structural displacement vector 

element stress .vector 

stress coefficient matrix 

Subscripts: defined throughout 

ANALYSIS AND SIZING METHODOLOGY 

The methodology presented in tnis section consists of the analysis and .., 
the structural sizing methods used in structural design studies of supersonic. ! 
cruise research airframes. The analysis includes procedures for computational 
aerodynamics, structural statics and dynamics, turbulent amspheric response 
and flutter. The structural sizing methods incorporate these analyses and 
mathematical optimization procedures to resize cross-sectional structural .,,, 
dimensions. The use of active control flutter suppression as an alternative. ~ 
to structural stiffening is discussed. The section also contains‘basic 



information on the incorporation of these methods into a system of integrated 
computer programs called ISSYS for ntegrated Synergistic anthesis System. 

'. , : , ,: , : 

Analysis Methods i V : :,: 

.I 

Aerodynami .&’ .+ .’ .: 

. . . . ,+,-. ' 
The aerodynamics analysis' capability i.n' ISSYS 'has been developed as an '+ 

integral part of an interdisciplinary approach to struc.tural syn.thesis. 
Accordingly, the aerodynamic codes whi'ch have been implemented are'those 
which are utilized for generation of loads in the form of pressures, aero- . 
dynamic influence coefficients, or generalized aerodynamic forces. These 
codes are panel method codes, and thus require ,a degree, of sophistication 
in the aerodynamic models which imposes cost and time constraints on the 
overall problem of aircraft design and optimization. i, . . . 

Previous studies presented in reference 1 F/ere .conducted using the 
steady flow, vortex-lattice method detailed in reference 2,‘ and the un- 
steady flow, kernel function procedure of- references .3. and:4,. The results 
shown in reference 1 were primarily strength“ and‘stiffness' (flutter) sizing 
studies for .a series of AST configurations ofmetal and. composite. construe- 
tion. 

,' 

Since the first NASA SCAR conference in November 1976, the aerodynamics 
analysis development has been concentrated in two areas. First, the need 
to evaluate load conditions due to atmospheric turbulence has necessitated 
the incorporation of additional subsonic, unsteady aerodynamics- an,alysis 
capability into ISSYS. Second, the degree of complexity of the structural 
finite-element model required for proper structural definition..has..led to 
independent structural and aerodynamic model paneling. The differences in 
the structural and aerodynamic models have required the :implementation of 
more advanced interpolation capabilities in ISSYS and the development of a 
matrix manipulation method referred to, in the ensuing discussion, as the 
"super-matrix" technique used for converting the pressure distribution 
obtained for an aerodynamic model to concentrated nodal f0rces.on.a finite 
element model. 

., ., 
Unsteady aerodynamics.- The unsteady aerodynamics theory, known as'the 

Doublet Lattice Method (reference 5), has been incorporated in the ISSYS 
system. This method, generally accepted as the industry.standard, is used 
to provide the unsteady aerodynamicloads required to compute turbulence 
response of the aircraft, to calculate its flutter boundaries, and to perform 
active controls, synthesis studies. In this method,,.downwash.at chosen. ; - 
reference points over,the surface.of a wing is equated'to the surface 
integral;of the differential pressure and'an appropriate kerneT,:function 
is used to:obtain pressure influence coefficients. li. ., ' .'.; 

Superimatrix technique.- Of first priority.in the development of.'ind& 
pendent.structural and.,aerodynamic models 'was the i,ntroduction. of the surface,-' 
spline capabil,ity,(ref, '6) to 811ow:interpola'tion between t,he,structural..and. 
aerodynamic-nodes. This is shown by the relationship 
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:, :: I, : ? , 1s) = [F] [J-j] .{Z) ‘. :‘: :. ’ .; ’ .’ :- ,’ 

which is derived in the Appendix of this paper. This relationship represents 
the operation of fitting the structural displacements on the structural grid 
with a 'surface spline and then transforming these displ.acements to slopes 
located,at the centroids of.the aerodynamic panels. .' .. , : 

,. : .:. ,,: ,,.a. . . 
Next, there,was the .need~ to eliminate the repetitive aerodynamiccalcu- 

lations in,the.resising process. As sh0wn.i.n the.Appendix;.a ,generali:zed 
load matrix [L] given by the relationship 

[Ll = WC’ WC [AICI [FII [HI, [Sl -, .,. ! 
can be defined for the aircraft at each Mach number under consideration. The 
loads in the stru,ctural system are,,thus produced by a single m,atr.i;x multipli,,-,.,,k; 
cation; 6nd""the:~aerodynami'c ca1culation.s need' be performed 'onl,y once ;for, each _, :. 
Mach number.,, ,,:,.I " 

,. -. . 
I. .' _. .:. . ,. L > " _ .. .:;, 

_I : 8.: .. ,. ; .I 

Static Strength 

Aerodynamic pressure is converted to' concentrated forces applied at the 
nodal points of the structural finite element ,model.. .Th,ese forces are in-.: 
fluenced by structural displacemen'ts 'computed by the finite element.'structural .I 
analysis program SPAR';. wh,ose -details are described, in ,the context'of ,this ;,, , 
applicati:on in reference 7. 
shape. 

The displacements influence .the wing camber surface- 
Therefore, the.aerodynamic press,ure distribu,tion-and;‘ consequently; 

the loa.ds are recomputed to,refl)ect the wing shape changed. according to ,‘ 
the structural"dis,placement analysis results. 

>I 
The sequence of'aerddynamid .: ., : 

and structural anal&es .is repeated until convergence of loads (aeroelastik ," 54 
loads) and' displacements is'achieved; then stresses corresponding to the ,:-.:- 
converged displacements are calcula'ted. :. _,: 
described.‘in detail in‘reference 1.' 

This iterative procedure was,. 
,. .,I' ,i 

,. ,, I ’ 

.’ , 

:. .\. :,... 
Turbulence Response .'-. : :I,, 

’ 

,, " _, 
:. ) 

Turbulence response analyses are performed with the'aid 'of the ISAC ' " 
computer program.system.described in reference 8. In these,analyses,, the ;. 
equationsof titian. incorporate the natural- vibrationmodes of the,free ,.. ,- : 
airplane, as generalized coordinates. 

': jx . 

generalized masses; frequencies, 
Vibration modal,..data (mode! sh,apes, .: '. r ":i. 

and modal str,ess coe,ffic.ients) are cal.cula:ted , : 
for the:,hircraft finit&eleme.nt model. Unste,ady.aerodynamic loads:.required ~ ., 
for turbulet$e response analysis are computed usi,ng the ,Doubl,et Lattice, program., *_ ., '. ., 

Power-spectral-density techniques are used to calculate 'both the"air- 
"I 7 

-. 
craft rigid body and elastic dynamic.responses due to .continuouslatmosph,eric 
turblilence. ,Ac'tive control' systems canbe includ.ed in',,the turbulence,re:: :‘: ,I, 
sponse.'computation to calculate thei'r',effect'on .ttie dynamic response.., Frei...': /; 
quency response functiohs,of the generalized coordinates (for a unit sinu- ; >'a' '. 
soidal gust velocity) are“comp'uted by the modal displacement method and 
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are used .to obtain' the frequency response functions of the structural stresses 

Ia(iw)I = tlp,l'(q(iw>> 
'. 

where .{a(iw)> is a vector of frequency response functions of the stresses,~' 
[&,I is a matrix of stress coefficients, and Cq(iw)) is the vector of 
generalized coordinates. These frequency response functions are us.ecf to 
calculate-root-mean-square values according to the following expression: I' .' 

.’ 

% 

ii3 = 
${lo(fti)j3$(w)dw 1 &%ddw 

where' e(w) is.the atmospheric turbulence power spectral density function. 
Structural stresses computed in this manner are incremental stresses and 
are superimposed on the stresses corresponding to steady state flight 
with a lg load factor for structural sizing purposes. . 

j 

Flutter Analysis 

: The flutter analysis used in ISSYS is a standard V-g procedure. it 
be9ins with the calculation of natural .modes and frequencies of the Strength ., 
sized af rframe. These modes and frequencies are used to calcul.ate generalized - 
matrices of unsteady aerodynamic forces, mass and stiffness. The generalized ;, 
matrices are substituted in the flutter matrix equation which is solved by 'a 
V-g method yielding the flutter matched points in the velocity and altitude .' 
intervals of interest. The fully computerized flutter solution takes. the .: 
form df a sequence .of computer programs documented in reference 9. The '. 
principal cost of the flutter analysis is incurred in the calculation of 

Therefore, two approximate but fast mthods natural modes and frequencies. 
have been implemented in the structural optimization. One of these methods 
uses a simplified finite element model for repetitive calculation of natural 
modes and frequencies; the other uses a set of constant natural tides as 
Rayleigh-Ritz functions to reduce the dimensionality of the repetitive mode 
and frequency calculations. 

Two-level modeling flutter analysis.- A procedure'using a simplified 
finite element model (SM) in place of a refined finite element model (R?!) 
during the flutter optimization reduces both computational costs and time 
usually required when repetitive dynamic and flutter analyses are performed 
on a complicated finite-element model. The simplified model is a close 
approximation in mass and stiffness to the refined model, but contains far 
fewer finite-elements. 

Reference 10 describes in detail the method which is used for generating. 
an SM from a given RM. The SM of the airframe is a beam and plate represen- 
tation of structure built UD of frames, spars, ribs and covers which are 
represented by individual finite elements in the RM. Conversion from the 

., 
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RM to SM requires calculation of distributed and lumped masses and plate 
and beam stiffnesses equivalent to those of the built up structure. 

The method follows the flow chart of figure 1, where the conversion of 
RM properties to SM properties is done primarily by three computer programs, 
One program converts the RM lumped mass data to the SM after completion of - 
the SM node and element definition. The second program converts RM wing 
rib and spar data to the SM to maintain the proper moments of inertia. The' 
third program converts the RM skin thicknesses to the SM and can also be " 
used in the reverse process.of converting the designed SM elements back to 
the RM. The transfer of engine and other aerodynamic surface data (fin, tails) 
is not automated and must be done manually. 

Flutter analysis using constant natural,modes.- In this method, the 
computer cost- is reduced in the repetitive flutter analysis, not by use 
of a simplified model, but’by use of invariant natural modes for generation 
of the-generalized matrices of aerodynamic forces, mass, and stiffness. 
The details of this approach are described later in this paper in the flutter 
optimization section. 

Structural Sizing Methods 

The cross-sectional dimensions of the structure are determined in three 
consecutively executed optimizations: one for strength, one for flutter, 
and,ohe for gust loads, in that order. In all cases the optimizations are 
performed for minimum of structural mass of the wing. Other components of 
the airframe.; such as fuselage and tail, remain unchanged. The optimization 
constraints correspond to various flight and taxi conditions that characterize 
the typical missions of the aircraft. The constrained optimum is sought by 
means of program CONMIN (ref. 11). This program is a general purpose opti- 
mizer based on the nonlinear programing method of feasible-usable directions 
and is used throughout the reported studies for strength and also for flutter 
structural resizing. 

Static Strength Optimization 

Nonlinear mathematical programing is used as the optimization- method. It 
is applied on an element-by-element basis to the wing cover membrane panels, 
as explained in reference 12. The procedure calls for displacement and stress 
analysis first. Next, each wing cover panel and the forces exerted on it by 
the neighboring elements are extracted from the finite-element model. CROSS- : 
sectional dimensions of such isolated panels are optimized to obtain a minimum 
mass while simulta:neously satisfying panel constraints. The constraints in-' 
elude strength, strain, local buckling, and minimum gage limits. To hold down>, 
the computational cost, closed form, approximate formulas are used in the 
local buckling analysis. The design variables are the panel cross-sectional 
dimensions and, in the case of filamentary composite materials, 'the fiber. 
orientation angles. Reference 13 gives a detailed discussion of the wing 
cover panel optimization procedures. , < 1 
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Since the individual panel optimizations alter the wing cover stiffness 
distribution, ttiereby changing the distribution of the internal forces acting 
between elements of the statically indeterminate wing structure; a series 
of panel optimizations is followed by reanalysis of the modified wing. 
This reanalysis yields new values of the internal forces; therefore, the in- 
dividual panel optimizations have to be repeated,. This iterative sequence 
of the finite-element model analysis and the individual panel optimizations 
continues until .the internal forces converge. The ISSYS system, with its 
flexibility obtained by use of the Control Data Corporation NOS Command 
taiiguage, allows for several different iterative procedures. In one such 
procedure, the previously described aeroelastic loads computation has 
been combined with an element-by-element wing cover optimization in one 
iterative process as proposed in reference 14. The procedure also includes 
computation of a jig shape for the aerodynamically efficient cruise shape 
of the aircraft. The computational flow is summarized in figure 2. 

Flutter Optimization 

The object of wing flutter optimization is to mOve the flutter boundaries 
outside a given flight envelope with a minimum of new material added to the wing 
that has previously been sized for strength. .The new material is added only 
to the wing covers and its amount and distribution are determined by minimum 
mass optimization using program CONMIN (ref. 11). Two different optimization 
procedures have been developed; both of them use CONMIF! as the optimizer, 
while they differ in the type of analysis carried out in the optimization 
loop. 

Nonlinear programing using two-level modeling.- Organization of this 
urocedure is shown in fiqure 3. It uses two finite-element models of different 
levels of detail as described previously in the section on flutter analysis. 
Generation of the SM from the RM data is computerized, but still requires a 
considerable amount of judgmental adjustments. The reverse resizing data 
transfer from the optimized, flutter-free SM back to RM is also computerized. 
Optimization of the wing for flutter constraint includes CONMIN and flutter 
analysis of the SM performed in a loop shown in inset in figure 3. Computer a 
time is saved in this- approach by using the SM flutter analysis inside 
the optimization loop. The additional material for flutter stiffening is 
treated as a new minimum gage imposed on the strength-sized wing cover 
material.as documented in reference 1. 

Nonlinear programing using constant natural vibration modes.- As mentioned 
previously, under this approach the analysis is applied to a sinqle refined 
finite-element model, the same one which is used in strength optimization. 
Cost of the repetitive analysis is reduced by use of natural vibration 
modes as Rayleigh-Ritz displacement functions which decrease substantially 
the dimensionality of the analysis. 

The procedure is summarized in a flow chart given in figure 4. It be- 
gins with computation of a set of natural vibration modes for the strength- 
sized wi,ng structure. Next, these modes are used to condense the stiffness 
and mass matrices and their gradient matrices. Also, a mode independent 
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matrix of aerodynamic force influence coefficients is calculated. As ex- 
plained previously, these operations are performed outside the optimization 
loop; hence their computational cost, which is large, is incurred only 
once. 

Repeated in each passage through the optimization loop are: updating 
of the generalized condensed stiffness and mass matrices by a linear 
extrapolation , computation of natural modes and frequencies of the reduced 
problem, recalculation of the matrix of generalized aerodynamic forces, 
updating of the total structural mass , and computation of natural modes 
and frequencies of the reduced problem. A subset of the modes corresponding : ' 
to the first several natural frequencies is substituted in the flutter 
equations. A similar analysis scheme was proposed in references 15, 16, . 
and 17. Several computer codes from the system described in reference 15 
are being evaluated for implementation in ISSYS. 

Design variables used in the studies reported herein are thicknesses 
of wing cover areas, each area being composed of several adjacent finite-' 
element panels. These thicknesses were added on top of the strength-size 
thicknesses in the form of patches, instead of being added as new minimum 
gages as in the two-level modeling method. The reason for this difference 
between the two methods is that in the constant natural modes method, the 
total value of the structural mass is approximated by linear interpolation. 
This interpolation requires continuity of the derivatives of mass with 
respect to the variable thicknesses. Continuity does not exist if the 
flutter stiffening material is added to the strength material in the form 
of a new minimum gage. In the two-level modeling method, however, such 
lack of continuity is acceptable since all the derivatives are recomputed 
in each iteration. 

A final check of the flutter velocity is carried out using new natural 
vibration modes recomputed for the optimized structure. If the flutter 
velocity differs significantly from the one predicted by the approximate 
analysis based on the old modes, the entire optimization process is repeated 
using the new modes. 

Resizing for Atmospheric Turbulence 

Figure 5 illustrates the analytical path currently used within the ISSYS 
system to calculate the critical turbulence induced load conditions and to 
perform a strength resizing. Natural modes, frequencies, generalized masses, 
and modal stress coefficients are calculated using the a refined finite- 
element model of the airframe. The modes are then splined to the aerodynamic 
model nodal locations and the doublet lattice unsteady aerodynamic influence 
coefficients are calculated. These air loads and dynamic properties are " 
then used as input in a dynamic response computer program which calculates " 
the statistical characteristics of the stresses due to an assumed von 
Karman gust spectrum. At present, only vertical gusts are used in the 
resizing cycle. 
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Design envelope gust criteria are formulated in what is commonly known 
as 3u conditions. The assumption of a normal distribution of the gust 
velocities implies a probability of occurrence greater than .9995. To facili- 
tate use of standard criteria, input design conditions are treated as 
maximum design conditions. Stresses on each structural element are then 
calculated using the constant probability criteria as shown in reference 18 
and added to stresses corresponding to steady> state flight with a lg load 
factor .to create a set of stress conditions for gusts. These gust stresses 
are used together with stresses due to the taxi, cruise, and maneuver 
load, conditions for structural resizing. Full discussion of the gust 
resizing procedure is given in reference 18. 

Control Law Synthesis for Active Flutter Suppression 

The method used to synthesize the flutter suppression control law is 
described in reference 19. For the purposes of control law synthesis, the 
complex coefficient equations of motion are written as a set of constant- 
coefficient differential equations. This is accomplished by using aero- 
dynamic approximating functions. The constant coefficient differential 
equations can be reduced to state-variable form: 

Ci> = [Al (X1 + IB] u 

CYI = [Cl {XI 

whe,re i is the rate of change with respect to time. Linear optimal control 
theory is then used to develop a full-state feedback control law that mini- 
mizes a quadratic performance function of the outputs of the system and con- 
trol input, 

J = $ [{YjT [Ql {VI + (u R U)] dt 

The optimal control law is then reduced to practical application by using 
a transfer function matching technique. This matching is accomplished by 
employing a nonlinear programing algorithm to search for the coefficients 
of a feedback compensator H(s) that minimizes the error between the optimal 
frequency response and the compensated frequency response (fig. 6). If the 
deviation away from the optimal control law is small, the performance of 
the practical control law is similar to that of the optimal control law. 

Computer Implementation 

The preceding methodology has been incorporated into the Integrated 
Synergistic Synthesis System of computer codes (ISSYS). This system re- 
presents a logical evolutionary improvement in the computer-aided design 
of aircraft structures. 
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'. The ISSYS concept provides a library of control-card procedures for 
performi,ng functional tasks. In the main job control deck, the calls to 
these control-card procedures can be intermixed with user specified operations' I 
in higher level procedures to perform whatever calculation sequences are de- 
sired. Thus, the ISSYS Library is analogous to system libraries used by. 
FORTRAN programmers (see ref. 20). Another analogy is between the ISSYS ’ 
main job control deck with the calls to task-performing procedures embedded .s 
in it and a FORTRAN main program containing calls to FORTRAN subroutines. I' 

. 
Maximum use is made of existing stand-alone computer programs (developed 

outside of ISSYS) and the capabilities of Control Data Corporation's Network 
Operating System. (NOS). Relying on-proven external sources in this manner 
decreases ISSVS development time and facilitates the incorporation of new j, 
analysis capabilities into the ISSYS system. . 

Use of NOSas an integral building block of ISSYS permits easy, straight; 
forward modification and-allows the execution of user generated procedures 
and programs-intermixed with ,ISSYS tasks. By using ISSYS utility procedures,. 
any part of the system can be modified at execution time for a special pur- .*I 
pose application, or can be used to check a proposed permanent modification. 
These capabilities have produced a flexible, open-ended design system 
which is being continuously improved and expanded. 

The ISSYS System Library is a single permanent file divided into four 
LIBEDIT* type sub-libraries as shown .in figure 7. The first two,consist. 
of TEXT* type records containing the ISSYS Command Procedures (LIBl) and 
the Data Processors (LIB2). The third sub-library (LIB3) consists of OPL* 
type records containing instruction decks for programs such as AUTDLAY 
(used to assemble binary files for programs) and SORTMRG* (used in alpha& 
betizing records in a library). The fourth sub-library (ISSLIB) is;a:ULIB* 
type user library. The latter is further divided into two sub-libraries : 
containing REL* type relocatable binary records for each program and sub-, .' 
routine and TEXT* type source decks. 

The ISSYS Command Procedures in LIB1 can be classified into three cate- 
gories: Task, Utility, and Auxiliary Procedures. Task Procedures, in " 
general, perform engineering calculations as part of an analysis or design 
exercise. Utility Procedures are used in the maintenance of permanent data ," 
bases or of ISSYS itself--modifying or adding to any part of the system. /.. 
Auxiliary Procedures are used by ISSYS to perform file.manipulation or 
special output functions. 

The major elements of an ISSYS job are the Job Control, Deck,;:Task Pro-, 
cedures, Data Processors, Programs, the Local Data base, and Local Files. 
All other elements of the system are either generated during a run or con- 
tained within the ISSYS System Library. 

: 
Some typical ISSYS relationships are shown schematically in figure 8. 

A user provided Job Control Deck specifies the execution sequence with a' 

*The CDC-NOS utilities and record-types are described in reference 21. 
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series of,ISSYS Commands. The Local Data base (LBASE) can either be provided 
directly or generated from a MODIFY or UPDATE permanent library, usi,ng ISSYS, 
Utjltty Procedures. With LBASE established, the Job Control Deck can call 
analysjsand design Task Procedures. These typically execute Data Processors, 
Programs, :and-other Task Procedures. A Data Processor uses Data Blocks ,from 
LBASE to:'form an input file for a program. The program generates output files 
which,are normally used by the next Data Processor, etc. Thus, ISSYS acts 
as the execution-control and data-flow interface between the separate, stand- 
alone programs and the user supplied data. 

.: : 
.As discussed in reference 20, an integrated modular system of computer. 

programs :can be:.developed simply, easily, and inexpensively on the basis of 
standard:features of a commercial operating system supporting permanent. files. 
Modularity of the system organization and control permits every engineering 
specialist to retain full responsibility for his discipline. In comparison 
with,,performing engineering calculations by means of separate, stand-alone 
programs,:the. program integration into a system with a common data base 
is highly effective in reducing the calendar time and manpower needed to 
carry .out a.given computational task. 

: 
APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY- 

This section describes a sample of results selected to illustrate appli- 
cations of-the methodology to specific configurations of SCR aircraft. Two' 
configurations, designated AST-102 and AST-105, are referred to in the 
discussioni Overall characteristics and construction details of a configu- 
ration AS%-102 are given in reference 1. Configuration AST-105, depicted in 
figure.*g,:and documented in reference 22, differs from AST-102 in some 
overall dimensions, engine, and mass data, but is similar to AST-102 in I. 
the construction type and structural detail. ., 

The results represent eight studies chosen to illustrate the capa- 
bilities of the methods. Strength and flutter sizing study results 
using the two-level modeling method are presented. Results using the constant 
mode method are then shown to illustrate the improvements obtained by this 
method; .Turbulence response , control surface effectiveness, wing deflection 
studies, flutter sensitivity to engine mass or location changes and horizontal 
tail size,~and active control flutter suppression are all presented., 

1’ Strength and Flutter Sizing of Arrow Wing Configuration 
AST-105-1 Using Two-Level Modeling : 

The SCR confiouration desisnated AST-105-l was sized for strenoth and 
flutter. As previously explained, the refined model (RM) shown in figure 10 
was used in strength-sizing, while both the RM and a simplified model (S!!) 
whose wing model is shown in figure 11 were used in the two-level modeling 
flutter resizing. The airframe was of titanium construction with a finite- 
element model (RM) containing 746 nodes and 2396 elements. In the strength 
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resizing, wing cover panels and- shear webs were the resizable elements. 
Only the wing cover panels were resized in the flutter optimization. 

The strength sizing was performed for five load cases which are criti- 
cal for the failure modes of cruise fatigue, -maximum wing root static over- 
stress, and lower surface panel compression. Based on prior studies, the 
starting gross weight of the aircraft for this sizing was 318,000 kg 
(701,200 lb). Three iterations with the aeroelastic analysis and resizing 
programs yielded a strength-sized aircraft gross weight of 308,700 kg 
(680,500 lb). 

Thickness contours of the upper wing cover for the strength-sized wing. 
box are depicted in figure 12. Design variables for the flutter optimization 
are shown in figure 13.. Each numbered area represents a constant thickness 
"patch" whose thickness. was a design variable. The "patch's" thickness was 

,' 

added to the strength-sized thicknesses as a new minimum gage producing a 
new final distribution of the wing cover thicknesses shown in figure 14. 

A simplified model with 82 nodes and 159 elements was used in the '. 
flutter optimization. After optimization, the covers weighed an additional 
1808 kg (3986 lb), yielding an aircraft gross weight of 310,500 kg (684,500 
lb). Figure 15 shows the flutter boundaries for the strength-sized.and the 
flutter-sized aircraft. 

Flutter SizimUsing the Constant Natural Modes ----~-_ _ 

Desigh variables used' in the constant natural vibration mode method 
applied to the AST-105-1 configuration are the,same as shown in figure 
13; however, in the constant mode procedure, the flutter stiffening 
material thickness is added as a patch on top of the strength-sized thickness. 

The results of flutter sizing are shown in figure 16 as additional 
"patch" thicknesses which are added to the strength-sized thicknesses to 
form a final thickness distribution depicted for the upper wing cover in 
figure 17. The method reduced the flutter weight penalty by 42 percent 
from that obtained by the two-level modeling method. This significant 
reduction is attributed to the better analysis accuracy of the constant 
natural mode method. Detailed structural mass and flutter velocity data 
are given in table I showing a good correlation of the flutter velocities 
obtained by means of approximate and "exact" modal analyses for the final 
structure. 

Turbulence Response Analysis 
:' 

The' turbulence analysis has been based on the inputs of the SCR mission 
profile and gust velocity distribution over the altitude. Figure 18 shows 
the typical mission profile for the AST-102 configuration. Figure 19 repre- 
sents the va.riation of maximum gust velocity with altitude as specified-.in 
MIL-A-008861A '(USAF). The choice of a design point criterion of M k 0.6 
yields a 19 m/set maximum gust velocity. This velocity was applied to the 
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AST-102 using methods previously described, and.stress distributions due 
to gust were calculated. Table II shows'typical gust stress values super- ,,,. 
imposed on the stresses corresponding to lg load factor (cruise) compared 
to other load conditions.: It was found,that for the configuration studied, 
gust stresses considered as combined stresses according to von Mises yield ': 
criteria do not appear' to be critical; therefore, the configurations studied 
have not been subjected to the gust resizing. ( 

., 
.. 

‘Roll' Control Effectiveness 

Since,this arrow wing,is highly flexible, loss of control surface ef-. 
fectiveness due to wing deflection-is to be expected. An evaluation was 
made to determine the amount of roll control surface effectiveness lost... 
when the flexibility effects were included. This study included.evaluation 
of maximum wing root bending moments for several combinations of control .- 
surface deflectjons at Mach 0.20. and 0.35 using Woodward-Carmichael linear 
aerodynamics (ref. 2). The ratio of the wing root bending moments for 
flexible and rigid winqs is equivalent to the corresponding ratio of the : 
roll angula'r acceleratjons and is referred to as "flexible-to-rigid" ratio. 

The .base!ine model for this study ib the stiffness-sized model of the 
AST-102 with the main flaps deflected 30 down.. Figure 20 shows the plan- 
form of one wing with the locations of the main flaps and each of the con- 
trol surfaces. This mode7 has a landing mass of 196,460 kg (435,310 lbm) and 
a center of gravity located at 5320 cm (2094 in.). 

The results of this study are listed in.table III as the "flexib7e-to- 
rigid" ratios for each control surface and each Mach number for various 
control configurations. From table III it is seen that at Mach 0.2, the 
"flexjble-to-r,igid" ratios are higher indicating that less effectiveness is 
lost due to flexibility effects at Mach 0.2 than at Mach 0.35. Also, as 
expected, the control surfaces located closest to the wing root lose less 
control effectiveness due to flexibility e.ffects. 

Wing Deflections at Landing 

The :arrow wing is mOre sensitive to. deflection constraints than a del,ta 
wing due to its highly swept trailing edge and large, flexible tip. Since 
the trailing edge tip is.2099 cm (827 in.) aft of the main landing gear, 
a potential ground clearance problem exists when'the aircraft is at a sig- 
nificant angle of attack near the ground. This problem is more serious during 
landing than at take-off since during landing there is less fuel on board 
so that the wing is more lightly loaded ,and deflects upwards less. Ground 
clearance requirements can affect several areas of aircraft design including 
landing gear length, wing location, and wing stiffness and thjckness. To 
determin,e the amount of .wing deflection that would occur during landing, 
analyses were made with .the finite-element model of the AST-102 in the 
landing configuration at the design approach speed of Mach 0.23 using- 
Woodward-Carmichael linear aerodynamics. The baseline aircra‘ft wing de- 
flections at landing are shown in figures 21 and 22. The corresponding 
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deflections for other major cases, are indicated for comparison and the 
ground level at both taxi and landi.ng is shown in figure 22 to illustrate 
the wing tip clearance problem. Effects of increased wing depth, 
increased approach speed, and varying wing fuel distribution were studied 
for the baseline to determine the most effective means of controllina the 
wing deflections. The baseline model fol; this study is the flutter-sized 
AST-102 with the main flaps deflected 30 down (see figure 20). 

The flutter-sized model is marginally acceptable from the standpoint of 
ground clearance. One reason for the problem is that there is a significant 
difference between cruise and landing deflections and landing deflections 
have not been considered during the sizing procedure. Thus, the landing gear 
may have to be lengthened to increase clearance. Since the source of the de- 
flection problem is the aerodynamic load distributions, structural modifi- 
cations, depth increase , or changes in fuel location have little effect on 
the wing tip position. However, an alternative would be to increase the 
approach speed which improves the net ground clearance. 

Flutter Speed Sensitivity to Changes of Engine Mass and Location c- .___ 

A study was performed on the strength and flutter-sized AST-102 configuration 
to determine the effects of engine weight and location on flutter speed. The 
cases studied include three engine weights, 
to the aft of each engine 

the addition of a noise suppressor 
, and relocation of first the inboard and then the 

outboard engines forward 88.9 cm (35 in.). Table IV indicates the resulting 
flutter velocity at Mach 0.6 and 0.9 for each case, and figure 23 indicates 
the effects of engine mass on flutter speed. 

For the cases studied, increases in the engine mass or the addition 
of noise suppressors have a mixed but relatively small influence'on the 
flutter performance. The increase in flutter speed as engine mass changes 
is not sufficient to warrant the use of engine mass variations to solve 
flutter problems, considering the small mass penalty involved in stiffness- 
sizing the wing for flutter. Moving the inboard engine forward was detrimental 
to flutter behavior, ,while moving the outboard engine forward increased 
the flutter speed. Unfortunately, moving the engines forward is not practical 
due to present nacelle designs and thrust reverser requirements. 

Flutter Speed Sensitivity to Horizontal Tail Size 

A study was performed to determine the influence of horizontal tail size 
on wing flutter. The tail sizes considered are shown in table V, along with 
their mass and mass per unit area. The first two tails have the same mass, 
while the last three have the same mass per unit area. Results from the 
flutter analyses are shown in table V and in figure 24. Figure 24 shows that 
increased tail area has very little effect on the 3 Hz flutter mode 
at Mach 0.6, but it is definitely beneficial for the 2 Hz mode that is 
critical at Mach 0.9. 
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An analysis was made excluding the tail aerodynamics effect on wing 
flutter. At Mach 0.6, a 1 Hz mode was critical at a low flutter speed (389 
keas). The inclusion of tail aerodynamics effectively suppresses this 
mode. This was verified using doublet-lattice unsteady aerodynamics in 
the flutter analysis. In general, increased horizontal tail size has a. 
beneficial effect on wing flutter characteristics. 

Active Control Flutter Suppression 

An active flutter suppression system (FSS) control law was synthesized 
to provide a flutter-free airplane within the 1.2 V flight boundary. The 
control system uses the inboard section of a split-Rutboard aileron, depicted 
in figure 25, which is normally locked during transonic flight. By using an 
existing control surface, the weight penalty associated with the control 
system can be reduced compared to a system that would use a dedicated 
control surface. 

The FSS synthesis was conducted at Mach .9 and 4572 m (15,000 ft) 
(approximately 7.2 V 

P 
). Using a trial-and-error approach, the wing sensor 

(accelerometer) was ocated in a position shown in figure 25 which provides 
a high sensitivity of the sensor to the flutter modes while minimizing 
that sensitivity to the other modes. (This is achieved by a locus method 
involving a parametric study of zeros of the transfer function between 
control surface input and acceleration output.) An additional acceler- 
omete.r,was located in the fuselage (at the aircraft center of gravity) and 
the difference between indications of the two accelerometers was used as a 
feedback to minimize coupling between rigid body and flexible rodes. 

Further synthesis to define feedback gains employed optimal control 
theory techniques. Al7 designs included the actuator transfer function 
4O/(s+40) (ref. 23). Optimal full-state feedback gains were calculated 
that minimized the square of the control input. This control law was made 
practical by the technique described previously in the paper. Figure 26 
shows a block diagram of the resulting system. This control law was then 
analyzed in terms of increase in flutter speed and control surface response 
in turbulence. 

Figure 27 shows the open and closed loop flutter boundaries. The 
flutter boundary is based on a constant control law, that is, no gain 
scheduling. All points are moved to the right of the 7.2 V line, except 
at Mach .6, where it is just slightly to the left. This po!nt can be 
moved to the right by a slight gain schedule between Mach .7 and tYach .6. 

Control surface activity was evaluated at the Mach .9, 7.2 V,, condition. 
Using a gust design velocity of 4.576 m/set (15 ft/sec), the rootlmean-square 
control surface displacement is 7.25 and the rate is 105.45O/sec. Using 
the estimation methods of reference 24, this results in a power requirement 
of 20.69 kW (27.75 hp) and a hydraulic flow rate of 1.06 R/set. These demands 
on the hydraulic system are we71 below the capacity available at the FSS 
flight conditions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A methodology has been developed for the structural analysis and cross- 
sectional dimension optimization for complex flexible airframes such as the 
SCR arrow wing configuration. The methodology entails analysis of steady 
and unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on a flexible wing, analysis of dis- 
placements and stresses, computation of flutter speeds, gust response, and 
procedures for cross-sectional size optimization of the wing structural box. 
Included in the methodology are computations of jig shape and overall 
aircraft deformations. 

The methodology is implemented in an integrated system of computer 
programs called ISSYS consisting of files that contain programs, procedure 
commands and the aircraft input data. The standard CDC-NOS Command Language 
and utilities are used for the ISSYS system's executive functions. 

The effectiveness of ISSYS is demonstrated by a series of studies ap- 
plied tottwo SCR airframe configurations. By use of the system design ap- 
proach and a common data base, it was possible to obtain such diverse results 
as strength sizing and flutter stiffening of the wing, wing deformations 
during landing, flutter speed sensitivity to engine mass and tail size, gust 
response and resulting stresses and synthesis of an active control flutter 
suppression system. The methodology presently included in ISSYS represents 
the current state-of-the-art and is sufficiently general to apply to advanced 
airframes other than SCR airframe configuration. 

The structure and architecture of ISSYS provides for a continuous expansion 
of analysis and synthesis capabilities. . 
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APPENDIX: SUPER-MATRIX EQlJATIOF!S 

The relationship between the displacements of the structural grid points 
and the slopes of the aerodynamic panels can be determined by fitting the 
structural displacements with a surface spline and interpolating to the 
centroids of the aerodynamic panels. From the routine developed in reference 
6, the spline influence coefficients are .dependent only on geometry and 
can be represented by the matrix 

I 
H17 - - - - - - - H7N 

. . 

[HI = l 

. 

. . 

. . 

HN+3,1 - - - - - HN+3,N 

This matrix mul.tipl'ied by the structural displacement vector 
surface fi,t coefficients. Thus, 
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. 
. 
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K, 

yields the 

The slope can now be determined by any point on the surface through the 
relationship (ref. 6) 

atHI 
'i 8X = -.(Z) = A1 + i B. (X. - 

i jtl J J 
xi) (1 + lnr..2) 

Jl 

for i = 1 to the number of aerodynamic panels and rji2 q (Xj - Xi)2 t 

(‘j - yi)2. BY letting F(r)ji = (Xj - Xi) (1 + Jnrji2), the slopes of the ., 

aerodynamics panels can be determined by 
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which in a more simplified form may be written as 

AO 

Al. 
.A2 
Bl . . 

BN 

ISI = [Fl [HI Ii9 

Note that both [F] and [HI are dependent only on geometry and need be cal- 
culated only once. 

The panel differential pressure coefficients (ACp) can be determined 
in aerodynamic,grid as a function of the displacements in the structural 
grid by the relationship 

cACplA = MIC! (s) 

= [AICj [F] [HI {ZI 

To find the elements of the differential pressure coefficients at the 
structural grid points, an analysis similar to the foregoing can be made. 
The only difference is that the value of the coefficients are interpolated 
rather than the slopes. The resulting relationship is 

IACpls = WC NC I Cpl 
A 

Expanded, the relationship becomes 

IACpls = [F+ [HIC [AICI [Fl [HI (Z) 

An area Mtrix [Sl is generated which-represents the area affected by the 
pressure at the given structural node. The product of (AC 1 

ps 
and the area 

matrix (which is diagonal) is the generalized loads matrix [L] which, 
when multiplied by the displacement vector, yields the loads at individual 
structural nodes (LNI. Thus, 
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{LN} = [L]’ fz,>. = (ACpl [S] fZ) 

7 kc [WC ~A&~1 [HI Ed (Zl 
. . 

The generalized loads matrik is then 
. 

1 

.L 
[Ll = [Flc [NC [AXI [F-l [HI [Sl 

: 
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TABLE I.- SUMMARY OF AST-105-J FLUTTER SIZING RESULTS 

Strength Sizing and Flutter FixStructural Mass Both Wings 

Wing cover mass subject to strength sizing . . . . . . . . . 7289.8 kg 

Additional wing cover mass required to stiffen for flutter 

- Two-level modeling method . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1808.0 kg 

- Constant natural vibration modes method . . . . . . . . 941.7 kg 

Correlation of Flutter Velocity Computed by Approximate 
Analysis Within the Optimization Loop and Full Analysis 
with Natural Vibration Modes Recomputed for Optimized Wing 

Mach.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.8% 

Mach.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.1% 

TABLE II.- COMPARISON OF SELECTED COVER PANEL STRESSES (N/cm') FOR 
CRITICAL LOAD CONDITIONS - AST-102 AIRCRAFT 

Gust 2.5 g Maneuver 

7 
OX -3060 -20169 -17457 

uY 
-15626 -7957 -53508 

TxY 660 12620 1431 

uX 
-6176 -4159 -17382 

2 uY -11290 -40259 -40083 
TxY 6797 5524 20252 

3 
OX -7153 -7395 -19878 

"Y -6961 -39831 -26804 
TXY 4377 17314 14390 

OX -5470 -10171 -74053 
4 OY - 5269 -28826 -21869 

TXY 4995 14872 18868 

‘SX 407 -2183 1997 
5 uY -9568 -21806 -35430 

TxY 95 -1804 -7562 

OX 2784 -2173 1924 
6 uY -12644 -35932 -50209 

TxY -2770 -2841 -70224 

aLocations are shown in figure 28. 
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TABLE III.- FLEXIBLE-TO-RIGID RATIOS OF THE AST-102 

F1~:~~~e Ratio ’ 
.8634 

.7394 

.9178 

.7905 

.6328 

.3552 

.7716 

.A726 
L 

TABLE IV.- FLUTTER VELOCITIES FOR VARYING ENGINE MASS AND 
LOCATION FOR THE AST-102 

Flutter Velocity 
Case Investigated keas Delta Mass Per Aircraft 

Mach 0.6 Mach 0.9 kg (lbm) 

Baseline Case 466 

L!!d!E GE- ----I -. 460 

454 0 

Medium-Weight 466 5443.20 (12DOO.O) 

Heavy-Weight Engine Case 473 481 10886.40 (24000.0) 

Noise Suppressor Case 465 455 1088.64 ( 2400.0) 

Inboard Engine Moved' 456 452 

Outboard Engine Moved 494 466 

NOTE: Required velocity is 456 keas (1.2 VD) for both Mach numbers. 
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TABLE V.- FLUTTER VELOCITIES FOR VARIOUS HORIZONTAL TAIL 
SIZES FOR THE AST-102 

+ 
Tail Area Tail Mass Tail Mass/Area 
m2 (ft') kg (lbm) kg/m2 (lbm/ft2) 

Flutter Velocity Flutter Velocity 
Mach 0,6-keas Mach 0.9-keas 

56.1 2136 37.4 (604) (4710) (8.8) 466 454 

35.7 2136 59.8 
(384) (4710) (12.3) 462 444 

71.3 4273 59.8 (768) (9420) (12.3) 461 465 * 

107.0 6409 59.8 (1152) (14130) (12.3) 460 484 
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Figure l.- Two-level modeling verification procedure. 
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Figure 2.- Iterative procedures for aeroelastic loads computation (loop I) 
and wing cover resizing (loop II). 
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Figure 3.- Optimization procedure for flutter resizing using 
two-level modeling. 
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Figure 4.- Flow chart for Rayleigh-Ritz based (constant natural vibration 
modes) flutter optimization procedure. 
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Figure 5.- Computational flow for gust resizing capability. 
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Figure 6.- Block diagrams of optimal and practical control laws. 
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Figure 9.- AST-105-l geometry. 

Figure lO.- AST-105-l aircraft refined finite element model. 
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Figure ll.- AST-105-l wing simplified finite element model. 

2 2 1 
(mm) 

Figure 12.- Thickness contours for the AST-105-l aircraft strength-sized 
upper wing cover panels. 
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3- 

5’ 

FigWe 13.- Flutter optimization design variable "patches'! for 
the AST-105-l aircraft. 

(mm) 

Figure 14.- Thickness contours for the flutter-sized AST-105-1 aircraft 
(upper-cover) obtained by two-level modeling method. 
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Figure l5.p Flutter boundafy before and after ,flkter--r&sizing of the 
strength-sized AST-105-l aircraft. 

THICKNESS ADDITIONS IN mm 

Figure 16.- Nonzero values of 'flutter resizing variables obtained by 
constant vibration modes method. 
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(mm) 

Figure 17.0 Thtcknese contoks for the flutter-sized AST-105-l aircraft 
(upper. covey) obtained by constant vibration mode method. 

Figure 18.- AST-102 airCraft miSSiOn profile. 

” MACH NO. 
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Figure 20.- AST-102 pianform with control surfaces. 
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Figure 23.- Effects of engine mass on AST-102 flutter speed; 
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l ACCELEROMETER 

Figure 25.- Control surface and accelerometer used for active control 
flutter suppression system. (FSS),. . 
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Figure 26.- FSS block diagram. 
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Figure 27.- Open- and closed-loop flutter boundaries for AST-102. 
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Figure 28.- Locations referred to in table II. 
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AN ASSESSMENT OF BUFFER STRIPS FOR IMPROVING DAMAGE TOLERANCE 

OF COMPOSITE LAMINATES 

C. C. Poe, Jr., and John M. Kennedy 
NASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, Virginia 23665 

SUMMARY 

Graphite/epoxy panels with buffer strips were tested in tension to measure 
their residual strength with crack-like damage. Panels were made .with 
[45/O/-45/901 2s and [45/O/-45/012S layups. The buffer strips were parallel to 
the loading directions. They were made by replacing narrow strips of the O" 
graphite plies with strips of either O" S-Glass/epoxy or Kevlar-49/epoxy on 
either a one-for-one or a two-for-one basis. In a third case, O" graphite/ 
epoxy was used as the buffer material and thin, perforated Mylar strips were 
placed bettreen the 0' plies and the cross-plies to weaken the interfaces and 
thus to isolate the 0' plies. Some panels were made with buffer strips of dif- 
ferent widths and spacings. 

The buffer strips arrested the cracks and increased the residual strengths 
significantly over those of plain laminates without buffer strips. A shear-lag 
type stress analysis correctly predicted the effects of layup, buffer material, 
buffer strip width and spacing, and the number of plies of buffer material. 

. . 
INTRODUCTION 

The potential of graphite/epoxy (Gr/Ep) composite materials to reduce the 
weight and cost of aircraft structures has been clearly demonstrated. The 
technology to design and build damage tolerant structures still needs much 
additional development, however, before composite materials can be used exten- 
sively in primary aircraft structures. 

Effective December 1978, paragraph 25.571 of the FAA Airworthiness Regula- 
tions requires that commercial transport aircraft (regardless of whether 
they are made of metallic or of composite materials) be evaluated for damage 
tolerance and fatigue. Section (a) of paragraph 25.571 states, "An evaluation 
of the strength, detail design, and fabrication must show that catastrophic 
failure due to fatigue, corrosion, or accidental damage will be avoided 
throughout the operational life of the airplahe.N Prior 'to December 1978, the 
structures of most commercial aircraft were designed (at the option of the 
manufacturer) to satisfy fail-safe requirements of the earlier version of 
FAR 25.571. Redundant structures with multiple load paths contained potential 
failures, and structures were shown to carry 80 percent or more of limit-load 
with partial failures. Fail-safe design practices will likely be continued to 
satisfy the present mandatory damage tolerant requirement. 
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Experience to date has been largely with metal structures where fatigue 
crack propagation has been a major cause of large cracks and partial failures. 
In fibrous composite materials like Gr/Ep, fatigue crack propagation has not 
been shown to be a problem. However, accidental damage remains a serious 
threat to composite structures as well as metals. Sometimes commercial trans- 
port aircraft are struck by ground equipment or smaller foreign objects. 
Moreover, some of the Gr/Ep materials have been shown (see, for example, 
ref. 1) to be more severely damaged than metals by low-velocity impacts such as 
tool drops or runway debris. Unlike homogeneous metals, the damage may reduce 
compression strength as much as tension strength. (Only tension loading is 
considered in this paper.) 

Buffer strips are a very attractive concept for improving the damage 
tolerance of Gr/Ep laminates loaded in tension. These narrow, parallel strips 
are made into the laminate itself by interrupting and replacing certain plies 
of the Gr/Ep laminate with another material or layup. The buffer strips can 
arrest a fracture and then give extra load capacity to the damaged laminate 
(refs. 2-5). Because the strips are narrow and relatively far apart, the 
stiffness, weight, and strength of the undamaged laminate is not significantly 
affected by the replacement. 

In the earliest buffer strip work (ref. 2), +4S" layups were thought to be 
the best buffer strip materials. But later experiments (refs. 3-5) showed 
that O" E-Glass or S-Glass give much better results. No analysis has been 
developed to relate the strength of damaged panels to the configuration and 
materials of the buffer strips and the layup of the basic laminate. Without 
such an analysis to guide design and development, a large number of buffer 
strip configurations and materials would have to be tested to develop optimum 
designs. 

The purpose of the present investigation was to obtain experimental data 
that would guide the development of such an analysis. Accordingly, Gr/Ep 
buffer strip panels were made and tested in tension to determine their residual 
strengths. Each panel was cut at the center between buffer strips to represent 
damage. Panels were radiographed and crack-opening displacements were measured 
to indicate fracture, fracture arrest, and the extent of damage in the buffer 
strips after arrest. The panels had two layups, [45/O/-45/90]2S and 
[45/O/-45/012S. Buffer strip width and spacing were varied. Three different 
buf'fer materials were used: 0' S-Glass/epoxy, O" Kevlar-49l/epoxy, and 
graphite-Mylar 1 (0' Gr/Ep with thin interleaves of perforated Mylar). The 
buffer strips were made by replacing narrow strips of the O" graphite plies 
with strips of the 0' buffer material on either a one-for-one or a two-for-one 
basis. The latter panels had twice as many plies of buffer material as the 
former. 

A shear-lag analysis similar to that in reference 6 was developed for the 
buffer strip panels. The analysis correctly predicted the same effects that 
the tests showed for the kind of buffer material, the number of plies of buffer 

'Kevlar-49, Mylar: Registered trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours C 
Co., Inc. 
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material, layup, and the width and spacing of the buffer strips. Only the 
salient results of the analysis are presented here. 

Certain .commercial materials are identified in this paper in order to 
specify adequately which materials were used. In no case does such identifica- 
tion imply recommendation or endorsement of the product by NASA, nor does it 
imply that the materials are necessarily the only ones or the best ones avail- 
able'for the purpose. 

: 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Ci‘ 

h,s% 

Eo;Eb 

Kt 
W 

'a 

'b 

E 
C- 

&O’ 

constant, J;;; 
, 

total thickness of O", plies in basic laminate and in buffer strip, . 
respectively, m 

Young's modulus of 0' ‘Gr/Ep and 0' buffer material, respectively, Pa 

effective strain concentration factor at failure 

total width of panel, m 

length of arrested crack or spacing of buffer strips, m 

width of buffer strips, m 

remote panel strain at failure 

remote panel strain 

& 
tu 

ultimate tensile strain 

'tub ultimate tensile strain of buffer,material 

The notation for laminate orientation in reference 7 is used in the 
present report. The cross-ply angles are listed in the order of layup, sepa- 
rated by a slash, with the entire listing enclosed within brackets. Where 
there is more than one consecutive lamina at a given angle or more than one 
consecutive group of'laminae, the number of lamina or groups of laminae is 
denoted by a numerical subscript. The subscript S outside the brackets 
denotes symmetric. For example, [45/O/-45/9012S means [45/O/-45/90/45/0/-45/90/ 
go/-45/o/45/90/-45/0/451. , 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Materials and Specimens 

The specimens were made with T3002/52083 Gr/Ep unidirectional tape. They 
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were cured at'450 K (350° F) with the material manufacturer's recommended cure 
cycle. Two basic layups were used: a 16-ply quasi-isotropic layup, 
[45/O/-45/901 2s 9 and a 16-ply layup with half O" plies and half ?4S" plies, 
[45/O/-45/012S. Each panel had four evenly spaced buffer strips parallel to 
theloading direction. One side of each panel was made flat (see fig.. 1). The 
fiber volume fraction of the Gr/Ep laminate away from the buffer strips was : 
about 0.60. The.buffer strips were made with three different materials: 
S-Glass/5208 tape, Kevlar-49/5208 tape, and T300/5208 tape with interleaves,of 
perforated Mylar, 13-pm thick. (About 44 percent of the Mylar sheet area was 
punched out to permit a partial bond.) 

The S-Glass and Kevlar-49 buffer strips were made by replacing narrow 
strips of the O" graphite plies with strips of either O" S-Glass or 0' Kevlar-49 
tape on a one-for-one .(hb/ho = 1) or a two-for-one (hb/h, = 2) basis. (The 
cross+ections in figure 1 illustrate a two-for-one replacement.) ,The strips 
had a width, Wb. Only the 0' graphite plies were interrupted by the buffer 
material. The 245' and 90° graphite plies were continuous throughout the 
panels.-. -The S-Glass, Kevlar-49, and graphite plies had about the same thick7 
ness after curing, 140 Pm. Thus, the one-for-one buffer strips had the same 
thickness as the basic laminate. The S-Glass and Kevlar-49 materials were 
chosen primarily because their tensile strains to failure, Etub, were much 
higher than that of the graphite. The Etub was 0.0281, 0.0158, and 0.,0098 
for the O" S-Glass, Kevlar-49, and graphite materials, respectively. 

The panels with one-for-one graphite-Mylar buffer strips were made exactly 
like an all-Gr/Ep laminate except for narrow Mylar interleaves at each buffer 
strip location. The Mylar strips had a width, Wb, and a spacing, W,. The 0' 
plies were not interrupted or replaced. Instead, the perforated Mylar strips 
were placed between O" and adjacent cross-plies (45', -4S", and 90° plies) to 
weaken the interfaces within the buffer strips. Mylar strips were not placed 
between adjacent O" plies or adjacent cross-plies. On the basis of work in 
reference 8, the weak Mylar interfaces were expected to arrest a fracture, 
even in a virtually all-Gr/Ep laminate, by limiting the stresses in the 0' 
graphite plies of the buffer strips. The panels with two-for-one and one-for- 
one graphite-Mylar buffer strips were made exactly alike except that in the 
two-for-one. case an extra ply of 0’ Gr/Ep was added for each O" ply. The extra 
O" graphite plies had a width, Wb, and a spacing, W,, and were located just 
like the extra S-Glass and Kevlar-49 O" plies. (See the cross-sections in 
fig. 1;) The Mylar strips coincided with the extra O" graphite plies and, as 
in the;one-for-one case, were placed between O” and adjacent cross-plies only. 

:’ .I 

Most of.the panels were made with 13-mm-wide buffer strips spaced 51-m& , 
apart (see fig. 1). A few panels with graphite-Mylar and S-Glass buffer 
strips were made with different dimensions to investigate the effect of buffer 

2 
T300: Registered trademark of Union Carbide. 

,.'52Og:, Registered trademark of Narmco Materials, Inc. 
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strip width and spacing. Table I gives buffer material and configuration and 
panel dimensions for each type of panel. 
and tested. 

Three panels of each type were made 
The length of the test section of all panels was greater than 

twice the panel width, W. 

Slits about 250-l,lm wide were cut through each panel to represent damage 
(see fig. 1). The slits were located at the'center of the panel, and the slit 
length was always less than the buffer strip spacing, Wa. Buffer strips were 
not cut. 

Small coupon type specimens were also made to measure ultimate tensile 
strengths, moduli, and fracture toughness of the laminates. I. 

Test Procedures and Equipment 

.The panels were loaded to failure in uniaxial tension at about 440 N/s.’ 
They were tested in servo-controlled, closed-loop testing machines with load as 
the feedback signal. Load, strains, and the opening displacement of the slit 
(commonly referred to as crack-opening displacement or COD) were recorded on 
magnetic tape using a digital data acquisition system. At numerous times 
during a test (always after audible and visual evidence of crack extension) the 
loading was stopped, and radiographs were made of the region that included the 
crack and middle two buffer strips. Load was held constant while the radio- 
graphs were made. The dye penetrant tetrabromoethane (TBE), which is opaque to 
X-rays, was used to enhance the image of the damaged areas. The lengths of the 
slits were generally chosen to ensure arrest of the fracture. The slit length 
for the first panel of a given. type was therefore the longest, usually about 
75 percent of the buffer strip spacing. The slit lengths for the other two 
panels were shorter, but not so short that the load to initiate the fracture 
was-greater than the strength of the first panel. The fracture toughness of 
the basic laminate was used to predict the loads to initiate fracture. 

No special effort was made,to control the amount of moisture absorbed by 
the laminates. Several months normally elapsed between the time the panels 
were made and the time they were tested. Moisture content in a few of the 
panels was measured 9 months or more after they were tested. The moisture con- 
tent ranged from 0.35 percent of the'total weight for the newest panels to 
0.58 percent for the oldest panels. This amount of moisture, and hence this 
variation in moisture content,. was not expected to have much effect on the 
room-temperature test results. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

c 
Typical Fracture Arrest Results 

The test results for the three [45/0/-45/90]2S panels with two-for-one 
S-Glass buffer strips are shown in figure.2. The buffer strips were 13-mm wide 
and were spaced Sl-mm apart. The remote strain is plotted against slit length 
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for each panel. The estimated failing strain of a sheet without buffer strips 
is shown for comparison. Coupon data from plain laminates were used to make 
all estimates of failing strains for panels without buffer strips. The frac-. 
tures in the buffer strip panels initiated (solid symbols) at about the failing 
strain of a plain sheet, ran into the buffer strips, and stopped. Load was 
increased, and all three panels eventually failed (open symbols) at nearly the 
same strain. The strains at failure were higher than those at 'which' the frac- 
tures initiated and at which plain sheets would have failed. 
slit, 

For the longest 
which was nearly as long as the buffer strip spacing, the failing strains 

were more than twice the strain at which a plain sheet would have failed. 

All of the panels in which fractures were,arrested behaved like those in 
figure 2. Fractures were arrested in most of the panels except when the 
initial cuts were too small and the corresponding failing loads were too high. 
For panels in which fractures were arrested, no consistent or strong correla- 
tion was found between slit length and the differences in remote failing strain. 
Therefore, remote failing strains were averaged for panels in a group in which 
fractures were arrested. The averages and the number of tests included in the 
averages are reported,in table I. The scatter among panels of a given type 
was much,less for S-Glass and Kevlar-49 buffer strips than for graphite-Mylar 
buffer strips. .- 

Thearrested fractures were not generally.well-defined, through-the- 
thickness cracks. The 45O plies on the.surfaces usually did not fracture but 
delaminated. The delaminated surface plies often obscured any visual evidence 
of th,e arrested fracture. The radiographs and the jumps in COD, however, gave. 
clear evidence when the.fracture initiated and arrested. (The jumps in COD 
even indicated.minute damage at the slit ends long before the fracture initi- 
ated.) Figure.3 shows two radiographs of the panel in figure 2 with the 13-mm- 
long slit. One radiograph was taken at a load of.155 kN, about 19 kN lower 
than the load at which the fracture initiated. The other was taken just after 
the fracture initiated and the loading had been stopped. The two dark strips 
in the pictures are the S-Glass buffer strips which are more opaque to the 
X-rays than the Gr/Ep. In the,first radiograph, only a small amount of damage 
is indicated at the slit ends. Whereas, in the second radiograph, the arrested 
fracture is clearly indicated by the heavy dark line extending from the slit 
ends to the buffer strips. The dark bands that extend from the fracture up to 
the left and down to the right at 4S" indicate delaminations of the 45' surface 
plies. The second radiograph also reveals significant damage in the buffer 
strips as a result of the arrested fracture. The dark semi-circular regions at 
the ends of the fracture indicate delaminations. They extend about halfway 
across the buffer strips. The transverse lines in the regions of the buffer 
strips are splits in the 90° Gr/Ep plies caused by the high strains. 

Effect of Buffer Material, Number of Buffer Plies, and Layup 

Figure 4 shows the effect of buffer material, number of buffer plies, and 
basic layup on the remote failing strain of panels with arrested fractures. 
All data are for panels with buffer strips 13-mm wide and 51-mm apart. The 
estimated remote failing strains for panels without buffer strips are shown 
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for comparison. The plain panels were assumed to have a 51&m crack, the same 
length as the arrested cracks in the buffer strip panels. 

The remote failing strains of all panels with buffer strips in figure 4 
were considerably larger than those estimated for panels without buffer strips. 
With one exception, remote failing strains were highest with S-Glass buffer 
material, were higher with more plies of a given buffer material, and were not 
affected by layup of the basic laminate for a given type of buffer strip. 
Failing strains were about the same for Kevlar-49 and graphite-Mylar buffer 
strips with a given number of plies. The one exception was [45/O/-45/O]2s 
panels with two-for-one graphite-Mylar buffer strips. The failing strain for 
those panels was consistently too small in comparison with the other results. 
This anomaly might be attributable to scatter, inasmuch as the average strain 
plotted.in figure 4 represents only one test. (The fractures were not arrested 
in two of the three panels of that type.) 

The residual strengths were quite different for the two different layups, 
even though the remote failing strains were about equal. The effective Young's 
modulus of the [45/0/-45/O] 
the [45/O/-45/9OlZS panels. 

2s panels was about 50-percent larger than that of 
Therefore, the corresponding strengths were also 

about 50-percent larger. (The buffer strips affected the stiffness of the 
panels less than 15 percent.) 

The fractures were self-similar in most of the panels, i.e., they follow- 
ed a path colinear with the slit. After the panels failed, the S-Glass was 
delaminated from the Gr/Ep for most of the panel length (see fig-s), whereas 
the Kevlar-49 and the graphite-Mylar buffer strips were broken off at the 
fracture. However, radiographs taken before failure, like that in figure 3, 
showed that delaminations of the S-Glass were relatively small up to failure. 
Only small delaminations were observed up to failure for Kevlar-49 and 
graphite-Mylar buffer strips also. On the other hand, the failures were not 
self-similar in a number of the [45/O/-45/O]2s panels with S-Glass buffer 
strips. Between the time the fracture was arrested and the panel failed, the 
S-Glass in the middle two buffer strips began to delaminate and pull out of the 
Gr/Ep (see fig. 6). The delamination began at the ends of the fracture and 
proceeded in opposite directions along the middle two buffer strips as the load 
was increased. It eventually reached the ends of the panels where the grips 
were attached. Then, the panels failed partly across each end and up the 
delamination paths. The path of the failure looked something like a "Z." The 
[45/0/-45/O] 2s P anels delaminated along the middle two buffer strips because 
they had relatively few cross-plies to transfer the large load from the frac- 
tured middle bay to the intact outer bays. (The [45/O/-45/O]Zs layup has only 
one 45' ply per 0' ply, whereas the [45/O/-45/90]2s layup has two 45' plies 
per O" ply.) 

Effect of Buffer Strip Spacing 

The effect of buffer strip spacing on failing strain is shown in figure 7. 
The remote failing strain is plotted against arrested crack length (buffer 
strip spacing) for [45/O/-45/90]2s panels with one-for-one S-Glass, one-for-one 
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graphite-Mylar, and two-for-one graphite-Mylar buffer strips. The in-plane 
dimensions for the large and small panels are in the same proportion for a 
given type of buffer strip. The ratio of buffer strip spacing to buffer strip 
width is eight for the graphite-Mylar panels and four for the S-Glass panels. 
(Panel widths are given in the table in figure 1.) The estimated curve for a 
very wide [45/O/-45/90] 2s panel without buffer strips is shown for comparison. 

For long through-the-thickness cracks in homogeneous materials and in com- 
posite laminates, the strength usually varies inversely with the'square root of 
crack length times a constant. This expression was fitted to the failing 
.strains of the buffer strip panels in figure 7 by adjusting the constant, Cl, 
to best fit the data. The curves of Cl/& show that the failing strains of 
the buffer strip panels did follow the usual inverse square root of crack 
length relationship. The remote failing strain for the S-Glass panels with the 
smallest Wa was limited to 0.00805 because the net-section strain had reached 
the ultimate tensile strain of the Gr/Ep. The Cl/K curve was therefore not 
fitted to that data point. 

Effect of Buffer Strip Width 

The effect of buffer strip width on remote failing strain is shown in 
figure 8. The remote failing strain is plotted against buffer strip width for 
[45/O/-45/901 2s p anels with arrested cracks and one-for-one and two-for-one 
graphite-Mylar buffer strips. The buffer strips were 7- and 13-mm wide and 
were Sl-nun apart in both cases. For the two-for-one replacement, the failing 
strains were about equal for the two different buffer strip widths. But, for 
the one-for-one replacement, the failing strain was somewhat lower for the 
larger buffer strip spacing --opposite to what was expected. Each symbol in 
figure 8 represents only two tests because one panel of each type did not 
arrest the fracture. In the case of the one-for-one replacement, the lowest 
strain for the 7-mm width was slightly lower than the.highest strain for the 
13-mm width. Thus, the data for the two different widths with one-for-one 
replacement overlapped slightly, and the effect of buffer strip width was 
probably small for the one-for-one replacement as well as the two-for-one 
replacement. 

Analysis 

A shear-lag analysis similar to that in reference 5 was developed for the 
buffer strip panels. The model accounted for the differences in buffer mate- 
rial, the number of plies of buffer material, the matrix damage at the crack 
tips, the constraint of the cross-plies (i.e., the difference in layup), and 
the width and spacing of the buffer strips. Only the salient results of the 
analysis are presented here. 

Values of l/Kt from the shear-lag analysis are plotted in figure 9 
against the arrested crack length or buffer strip spacing, Wa, multiplied by a 
stiffness ratio, h,E,/(hbEb). The ho and hb are the thickness of O" plies 
of graphite and buffer material, respectively. The E, and Eb are the 
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Young's moduli of the 0' graphite and buffer material, respectively. Log 
scales were used for convenience. Average test values of cc/&tub for all 
panels with arrested fractures were plotted in figure 9 for comparison. Each 
symbol represents one type of panel. (Values of 
table I for each type of panel.) 

W,h,E,/(hbEb) are given in 
Figure 9 shows that analytical values of 

l/Kt correlated well with test values of "#tub* The analysis predicted 
correctly the effects of kind of buffer material, number of plies of buffer 
material, and buffer strip spacing or arrested crack length. (The failing 
strains for some of the S-Glass panels below the curve were limited by large 
net-section strains, as discussed previously. Failing strains of wider panels 
would have been higher and thus nearer the curve.) Although not shown here, 
the analysis also correctly predicted that buffer strip width had only a small 
effect on failing strain. 

For large values of 
approximately linear with 
panels tested, 

or 

W,h,E,/(hbEb),, the SnalySiS curve in figure 9 iS 
a negative slope of one-half. Thus, for most of the 

E 
-: C c1 
& tub 'ahoE 

J hbEb 

(1) 

Equation (1) shows that the remote failing strain varied as (1) the square root 
of number of buffer plies, relative to the number of 0' graphite plies, (2) the 
square root of +ubEb, which is twice the modulus of resilience or toughness 
for a buffer material that is linear to failure, and (3) the inverse of the 
square root of arrested crack length, which was equal to the buffer strip 
spacing. The values of $ubEb for O" graphite, O" Kevlar-49, and 0' S-Glass 
are 14, 16, and 41 MPa, respectively. Correspondingly, the remote failing 
strains were about the same for Kevlar-49 and graphite-Mylar buffer strips of 
the same type and highest for the S-Glass buffer strips. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Gr/Ep panels with buffer strips parallel to the loading direction were 
tested to measure their residual tension strength with crack-like damage. 
Panels were made with [45/O/-45/90]2S and [45/O/-45/0]2S layups. The buffer 
strips were made by replacing narrow strips of the O" graphite plies with 
strips of either 0' S-Glass/epoxy or 0 O Kevlar-49/epoxy on either a one-for-one 
or a two-for-one basis. In a third case, O" Gr/Ep was used as the buffer mate- 
rial, and thin, perforated Mylar strips were placed between the O" plies and 
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the cross-plies to weaken the interfaces and thus to limit strains in the O" 
plies. Some panels were made with buffer strips of different widths and 
spacings. Three panels of each configuration were made and tested. The panels 
were cut at the center between buffer strips to represent damage. The cuts had 
various lengths. 

The buffer strips arrested fractures except sometimes when the initial 
cuts were small and the corresponding failing loads were relatively high. The 
remote failing strains of all the buffer strip panels with arrested fractures 
were significantly higher than those estimated for panels with a crack equal to 
the buffer strip spacing (the arrested crack length) but without buffer strips. 

A shear-lag type stress analysis correctly predicted the effects of kind 
of buffer material, number of buffer plies, layup, and the spacing and width of 
the buffer strips on the remote failing strain. The remote failing strains 
were shown to vary approximately with (1) the square root of the number of 
buffer strip plies, (2) the square root of the modulus of resilience or tough- 
ness of the buffer material (one-half the ultimate tensile strain squared times 
Young's modulus), and (3) the inverse, of the square root of the arrested crack 
length, which was equal to the buffer strip spacing. The failing strains were 
not significantly affected by the changes in buffer strip width and layup. The 
S-Glass buffer material had the highest value of the modulus of resilience or 
toughness. The graphite-Mylar and the Kevlar-49 buffer materials had signifi- 
cantly,smaller values that were about equal. Correspondingly, the panels with 
S-Glass buffer material had the highest remote failing strains, and the panels 
wj,th graphite-Mylar and Kevlar-49 buffer material had lower failing strains, 
which were about equal. 
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:: TABLE I.- CONFIGURATIONS AND AVERAGE REMOTE FAILING STRAINS-OF BUFFER STRIP PANELS WITH ARRESTED FRACTURES 
OD , 

Mylar 

Mylar 

S-Glass 

S-Glass 

S-Glass 

Kevlar-49 
Kevlar-49 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 

1 
2 

51 

51 

102 

102 

51 

51 

20 

51 

51 

Mylar 1 51 

Mylar 2 

S-Glass 1 

S-Glass 2 

Kevlar-49 1 

Kevlar-49 2 51 

'E. = 140 GPa. 

l 13 

13 
7 

7 

13 

13 

5 

13 

13 

1 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.23 
2.23 

50.8 .00355 (2) 2:76 

25.4 .00354 (i), 2.76 

19. .00576 (3). 4.88 

69.4 .00659 (3) 4.26 

113. .00373 (3) 4.24 

,56.6 .00547 (3). 2.89. 
: . . . I" - 

13 1 

1 

2.73 

2.73 

2.23 

13 I I 2.23 

50.8~ 

25.4 

'50.8 

,25.4 

101.6 

50.8 

139. 

69.4 

55.5 

113. 
56.6 

o.ooj74 .(2)b ..: 

.00495 (2) 

.00&23 (2) 

.00488 (3)' 
3 

.00278'(2) 

.00375 (2) 

.00586 (3) 

.00651 (3) 

.00805 (3) 

.!0405 (2) 

.00532 (3) 

2.62 

. 1.98 
2.32 

c 2.01 

3.53 
2.61 
4.80. 

4.32. 

3.49 

, 3.90 
.2.97, 

b Number of tests for which E= was a%-eraged ('those in which fractures were arrested)..-. ., .>. 



- ONE OR TWO PLIES OF S-GLASS, KEVLAR-49, OR 
GRAPHITE WITH MAR 

Figure l.- Buffer strip panel configurations 
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Figure 2.- Buffer strip test results. [45/O/-w9012s 
panels with 2 plies of S-Glass. 
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Figure 3.- Radiographs of graphite epoxy panel 
: with 8-ply S-Glas? buffer strips. 
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Figure 4.- Failing strains of panels with arrested cracks. 
Effect of buffer'strip materials and-layup. 



Figure 6.- [45/O-45/0] panel with two plies of S-Glass 
loaded to 95.'of ultimate tensile load. a 
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Figure 7.- Failing strains of panels with arrested cracks. 
Effect of buffer strip spacing [45/O/-45/90]2S. 
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EVALUATION OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES 

FOR EXTENDED SERVICE* 

Carl L. Hendricks and Sylvester G..Hill 
Boeing Aerospace Company 

SUMMARY 

Candidate high-temperature stable resin formulations were evaluated 
for adhesive properties when bonded to titanium treated with various 
surface preparations. The adhesive formulations included LARC-13, 
NR150 A2, NR150 B2, NR056X, FM-34, HR-602, and polyphenylquinoxaline. 
Eight titanium surface preparations were compared for resulting bond 
strength with the candidate adhesives. After initial evaluation, 
three adhesive systems (comprised of adhesive, primer, and titanium 
surface preparation) were selected for further screening. The 
screening (still in progress) includes cure-cycle optimization and 
bond properties from 219K (-65OF) to 505K (450°F), after isothermal 
aging at 505 K (450OF) up to 15 000 hours; and after humidity aging 
at 322 K (120°F)/ 95 percent R. H. for up to 2000 hours. Large-area 
bond capability of the three adhesive systems will be demonstrated 
by fabrication of 30.5-cm (12-in) square titanium honeycomb sandwich 
and metal-to-metal bonded panels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Significant advancements in bonding technology have created 
renewed interest in high-temperature stable adhesive systems to support 
hardware design for supersonic cruise vehicles. These advances 
include: (1) the'development of improved design concepts and analysis 
techniques for bonded aluminum'structure, (2) development of new 
and/or improved high-temperature bonding systems, and (3) development 
of new, more durable.surface treatments for titanium. Bonded titanium 
structure offers the potential for more efficient, less expensive 
structure possessing lower thermal conductivity than other concepts 
for many applications. Previously developed polyimide adhesives are 

*This work was performed under NASA Contract NASl-15605. 
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severely limited in processing due to condensation reaction volatile 
release during a critical portion of cure. Highly porous and weak 
bond lines result from attempts to fabricate large overlap bonds or 
honeycomb sandwich structures. Until improved high-temperature. 
stable adhesive systems are developed and proven, supersonic cruise 
vehicle design will be restricted to alternate titanium structural 
concepts, such as diffusion bonding and brazing. 

The objectives of this program are to: 

1. Evaluate/select adhesive systems for SCR extended 505 K 
(4500F) service 

2. Optimize and characterize selected adhesives and titanium 
surface preparations 

3. Conduct long-term environmental exposure and tests on 
selected adhesives 

4. Prepare material and process specifications 

5. Demonstrate large-area bond feasibility 

This paper presents-the test results to date,in the evaluation of 
several combinations of adhesives and titanium surface treatments. 
Candidate adhesive resins are primarily improved polyimide formulations 
and polyphenylquinoxaline. Titanium surface treatments include all 
processes available from well established to experimental. 

The program overview is shown in the flow diagram of figure 1. 
Initial adhesive evaluation is followed by selection of the three 
most promising systems. Cure cycles are further optimized just prior 
to mechanical properties test and environmental exposure. Large-area 
bond process feasibility is demonstrated by fabrication of 30.5-cm 
(12-in) square honeycomb sandwich and metal-to-metal panels. 

CANDIDATE ADHESIVE RESINS 

The adhesive resins considered for initial evaluation represent 
polymer formulations which offer the best potential for applications 
involving long-term 505 K '(4500F) aging and high humidity, and which 
potentially could be used in large-area bond structures. Ten such 
candidate resins were evaluated for this portion of the program. 
They were: 
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LARC-13 
LARC-13 Modification 1 
LARC-13 Modification 2 
Polyphenylquinoxaline 
Polyphenylquinoxaline 
Modification 1 

NR151) B2 
NR150 A2 
NRO56X 
HR 602 
FM-34 (Baseline) 

Supplied by NASA LaRC 
Formulated by Boeing 
Formulated by Boeing 
Supplied by NASA LaRC ' 

Formulated by Boeing 
E. I. du Pont 
E. I. du Pont 
E. I. du Pont 
Hughes 
American Cyanamid 

LARC-13 is synthesized from a combination of nadic anhydride (NA), 
methylene dianaline (MDA), and benzophenone tetracarboxylic dianhydride 
(BTDA). This mixture undergoes transition to the polyamic-acid and, 
with additional heat, converts to a crosslinked polyimide structure. 
The polyamic-acid phase is formulated'with 30 weight percent aluminum 
powder (Alcoa 101) and subsequently impregnated on Style 112A-1100 
finished E glass fabric and B-staged to a low flow state. 

LARC-13 Modification 1 is a formulation comprised of LARC-13 . 
resin mixed with 50 phr Alcoa 101 aluminum powder. The film adhesive 
is prepared as described previously. 

LARC-13 Modification 2 involves using methyl nadic capped polymer 
and addition of 20 mole percent of meta-phenylenediamine as codiamines. 
This results in a nominal polymer molecular weight of 1,300. 

Polyphenylquinoxaline is the only adhesive resin candidate which 
is not polyimide based. The prepolymer solution was supplied by 
NASA Langley as a monoether in a solvent mixture of 1:l practical 
grade m-cresol and 'mixed xylenes at about 16 percent resin solids. 

NR150 B2, supplied by du Pont, is synthesized from 4',4'-hexafluoro- 
propylidene bis (phthalic acid) and para- and meta-phenylenediamine 
in a solvent mixture of N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and ethanol. 

NR150 A2, supplied by du Pont, is a synthesized from 4',4'- 
hexafluoropropylidene bis (phthalic acid) plus diaminophenylether 
(DAPE) in NMP and ethanol. 

NR056X is a modification of the NR150 series synthesized from a 
monomeric solution of 4',4'-hexafluoropropylidene bis (phthalic acid), 
phenylenediamine and DAPE [mole ratio (1.0/0.75/0.25)] in diglyme 
solvent. This resin is also supplied by du Pont. 
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HR-602 represents a different polyimide resin chemistry through 
use of an acetylene-terminated structure. Ideally, this system 
should process during final cure with essentially no release of 
volatiles. Hughes Aircraft supplied the HR-602 adhesive film for 
evaluation on this program. 

FM-34 was included strictly as a baseline adhesive for the program 
and as a control to verify that bonding processes were performed 
correctly. 

CANDIDATE,ADHEREND SURFACE TREATMENTS 

The eight candidate titanium surface treatments listed below were 
selected for study. They include treatments for which reliable 
processes already exist , potential new processes with limited but 
promising data, and ney experimental processes.. 

Chromic acid anodize (with fluoride) 
Phosphoric acid anodize. (with fluoride) 
Pasa Jell 107 
Phosphate fluoride 
Phosphate fluoride (Picatinny modified) 
Phosphate fluoride (with grit blast) 
Turco 5578 etch 
British RAE Process (H202 + NaOH) 

PRIMER EVALUATION 

Prior to conducting the adhesive evaluation studies, a primer 
evaluation was conducted for each of the six basic adhesive resins. 
,In this separate study, a series of crack extension specimens were 
prepared from all candidate surface treatments and two primers. The 
primers selected were those considered most compatible with each 
specific adhesive. Each polymer system was evaluated at room 
temperature, after exposure to 322 K (120'F)/lOO percent relative 
humidity for 7 days, and after exposure to 505K (450°F) for 5 days. 

The following titanium primers were evaluated for the basic 
resin systems: 
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LARC-13 - Primer 1 - LARC-13 resin with 30 percent aluminum 
filler diluted with dimethyl formamide (DMF). Primed panels were 
baked 1 hour at 408 K (275OF) prior to bonding. Primer 2 - BR-34 
resin thinned with BR-34 thinner. Primed panels were baked 1 hour 
at 366 K (200oF) followed by 1 hour at 477 K (400OF). 

NR150 B2 - Primer 1 - NR150 B2 resin diluted with DMF. 
Primer 2 - NR150 B2 with 30 percent aluminum filler and diluted with 
DMF. Panels with both primers were baked for 1 hour at 477 K 
(4000F) prior to bonding. 

NR150 A2 - Primer 1 - NR150 A2 resin diluted with DMF. 
Primer 2 - NR150 A2 resin with 50 percent aluminum filler and diluted 
with DMF. Panels with both primers were baked for 1 hour at 477 K 
(400OF) prior to bonding. 

Polyphenylquinoxaline (PPQ) - Primer 1 - PPQ resin thinned with a 
50 percen+t mixture of cresol and xylene. Primed panels were baked 
1 hour at 477 K (400OF). Primer 2 - NR150 B2 resin diluted with 
DMF. Primed panels were baked for 1 hour at 477 K (400'F). 

HR-602 - Primer 1 - Hughes supplied HR-602-7 resin dissolved in NMP. 
Primed panels were baked at 450 K (350°F) for 4 minutes. This was the 
only primer evaluated for HR-602. 

FM-34 - Primer 1 - BR-34 resin diluted with BR-34 thinner. 
Primed panels were baked 1 hour at 366 K (300OF) followed by 1 hour 
at 477 K (400OF). Primer 2 - NR150 B2 resin diluted with DMF. 
Primed panels were baked for 1 hour at 477 K (400OF). 

Figure 2 illustrates the crack extension specimen configuration 
used for evaluation, as well as lap shear test and peel test specimens. 
Crack lengths were measured initially, then separate specimens were 
exposed for 5 days at 505 K (450'F) and 7 days at 322 K (120oF)/ 
100 percent relative humidity. The specimen crack lengths were 
remeasured after exposure. Primer 1 for all adhesives was selected 
because of superior crack resistance and/or greater compatibility 
with the base adhesive resin. 

INITIAL ADHESIVE EVALUATION 

Subsequent to primer selection, the adhesive candidates were 
evaluated for bond characteristics using the 8 titanium surface 
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preparations. Cure cycles for each adhesive were those'established 
on previous work or were provided by the supplier. Crack extension 
(from primer evaluation), lap shear, and T-peel tested'at room 
temperature and 505 K (450oF). were,used to determine adhesive . i 

properties. Figures 3 through 6 illustrate the-measured'crack length. 
of the test specimens from selected adhesive systems. Figures 7 ' " 
through 10 illustrate the lap shear values for some of the adhesives 
tested. 

Examination of the data reveals the superior performance of both 
chromic acid anodize and phosphoric acid anodize surface treatments. 
Values for both the initial and environmentally exposed conditions 
are lower for crack length and higher for lap shear strengths. 
T-peel specimens for all systems produced unexpectedly low values, 
probably because polyimide resins are relatively brittle. The 
T-peel data did not contribute significantly to the selection process. 

Data from previous Boeing programs have shown that joints treated 
with phosphoric acid anodize are not as thermally stable as those 
treated with chromic and acid anodize. Based on all available 
information, chromic acid anodize was selected as the most promising 
surface treatment for most of the adhesives. 

Analysis of all the adhesive systems (adhesive resin, primer, 
and surface treatment) resulted in selection of the following three 
systems for continued screening: 

Resin Primer Surface Treatment 

LARC-13 with 
30 percent 
Al powder 

LARC-13 with 30 
percent Al powder 
diluted with DMF 

Chromic acid 
anodize 

NR056X NR056 diluted with Chromic acid 
anodize 

PPQ PPQ diluted with 
50 percent cresol/ 
xylene 

Chromic acid 
anodize 
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These three systems were selected based upon critical factors of 
relative process difficulty, thermal stability, material availability, 
cost, and mechangcal properties. Modifications to the various resins 
did not exhibit any significant improvements over the base formulations 
and were eliminated from further consideration in this program. 
HR-602 was not selected because of its low shear properties with all 
metal surface treatments. 



I 

Figure l.- Program flow diagram. 

Figure 2.- Mechanical test specimens. 
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Figure 3.- Crack extension environmental exposure results - LARC-13. 
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Figure 4.- Crack extension environmbntal exposure results - NRl.50 B2. 
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Figure 5.- Crack extension environmental exposure results - PPQ. 
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Figure.,:8.- Adhesive evaluation lap shear strength test results - NR056X. 
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ADVANCED MATERIALS AND FABRICATION 

PROCESSES FOR S-UPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT 
. 

Marlon K. Guess, Russell S. Kaneko and George G. Wald 
Lockheed-California Company 

SUMMARY 

Research and development programs to develop high-strength aluminum alloy& 
and low-cost:materials and fabrication techniques for titanium alloys are 
being conducted by the Lockheed-California Company under contract to NASA 
Langley Research Center and through independent research. Thirteen aluminum 
alloy compositions are being evaluated by Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) 
and the International Nickel Company (INCO) under subcontract to Lockheed. 
A section of a production component has been fabricated using superplastic 
forming and diffusion bonding (SPF/DB) and fabrication studies. are being con- 
ducted on three low-temperature-forming beta titanium alloys. Cost studies 
indicate sbbstantial structural cost-reduction potentials resulting from the 
use of both aluminum alloys and low-cost titanium fabrication techniques. 
Lowest overall costs are indicated for a composite/aluminum or composite 
titanium structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

Materials and Producibility studies at the Lockheed-California Company for 
the supersonic cruise vehicle (SCV) cover a wide range of alloys and advanced 
fabrication methods. Materials being studied include advanced aluminum alloys 
and graphite epoxies for Mach 2.0 applications. Titanium and polyimide com- 
posites are under evaluation for a Mach 2.0 and a Mach 2.55 aircraft. Pro- 
ducibility studies cover superplastic forming of both titanium and aluminum 
alloys; diffusion bonding of 6Al-4V titanium; room-temperature forming of 
beta titanium alloys; and isothermal brazing of titanium. 

This paper covers development of high-temperature-resistant aluminum 
alloys which are structurally competitive with titanium alloys for Mach 2.0 
applications. The review of superplastic forming and diffusion bonding 
covers development work being conducted on an L-1011 production component 
with plans for eventual production incorporation. Room-temperature-forming 
studies of beta titanium alloys under a NASA-Langley contract and isothermal 
brazing of titanium are also reviewed. 

The paper concludes with an assessment of the producibility, cost, and 
weight advantages offered by the development of high-strength aluminum alloys, 
low-cost titanium, advanced fabrication methods, and graphite material systems. 

:. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

F tu 

F 
CY 

F max 

F 

F 
n 

Kt 

n 

,Kmax 
AK 

R 

a 

KIC Kw 
E 

P 

ksi 

UISI 

MPa 

w 
GPa 

m 

L 

T 

allowable tensile strength 

allowable compressive.yield (0.2% offset) 

maximum stress for constant amplitude fatigue using K, = 3 and 
R = 0.1 for life of 105 cycles 

allowable for titanium 

allowable for titanium normalized by density for comparison with 
aluminum 

stress concentration factor 

fatigue cycles to failure 

maximum stress intensity 

I&x (1-R) for a crack growth rate of 2.54 x 10B8 meters/cycle 
(lo-6 in/cycle) 

stress ratio, ratio of minimum stress to maximum stress 

one-half crack length 

plane strain fracture toughness 

apparent plane stress fracture toughness or residual strength 

modulus of elasticity 

density 

kips (1000 pounds) per square inch 

million pounds per square inch 

megapascals 

milligrams 

gigapascals 

meter 

longitudinal 

transverse 
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ALUMINUM ALLOYS FOR SUPERSONIC APPLICATIONS 

Background '. .: 

Precipitation-hardening aluminum alloys have been widely used in the 
aerospace industry over the past 35 years because of their relatively low raw 
material and fabrication-costs and the ability to develop satisfactory specific 
strengths for subsonic applications. For sustained use in the Mach 2.0 to 
2.7 supersonic range, however, conventional aluminum alloys have presented some 
unacceptable drawbacks. First, conventional aluminum alloys are not as struc- 
turally efficient as titanium for many structural applications in a Mach 2.0 to 
2.2 transport; and second,.development of a high-strength aluminum alloy having 
good thermal stability at temperatures associated with sustained speeds above 
Mach 2.2 has been lacking (ref. 1). As a result of these limitations, airframe 
designers have been forced to accept reductions,in performance or look for 
alternate materials to be used in structures for supersonic transport use. 

Studies conducted by private airframe and engine manufacturers like 
Lockheed, Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, General Electric, and Pratt &.Whitney under 
funding by NASA have indicated that a supersonic transport aircraft operating 
above Mach 2.2 would probably be fabricated from approximately 70 percent :' 
titanium. The reason for this is titanium's good stability in the temperature 
range of 149 to 260°C (300 to 500OF) associated with a Mach 2.2+ transport 
(figure 1). When operating below Mach 2.2, supersonic transport structures are 
only exposed to maximum temperatures in the range of 107 to 135'C (225 to 275OF). 
At these temperatures, aluminum could be incorporated in the airframe structure. 
The French and British incorporated a considerable amount of aluminum in the 
Concorde, which cruises at a speed of Mach 2.02; however, the alloy used has a 
strength-to-density ratio which is not competitive with titanium alloys (fig-' 
ure 2). Conventional .aluminum alloys fail to be as cost effective as titanium 
for sustained supersonic applications because of their lower strength and 
temperature resistance. 

Current advances in aluminum processing and alloying technologies have 
shown a potential for eliminating these strength and temperature barriers. The 
Air Force is funding research and development for structural aluminum alloys, .' 
which will retain their yield strength after exposure to 232OC (450'F) for 
10,000 hours. In the commercial field, the Lockheed-California Company under 
NASA sponsorship is initiating studies for advanced aluminum alloys capable 
of retaining their strengths in the temperature range of I21 to 177'C 
(250 to 350OF). (See fig. 2.) These temperatures will be encountered at the 
Mach 2.0 to 2.4 speed range for periods up to 100,000 hours in commercial 
supersonic transports under current study. Such studies, underway at the 
Lockheed-California Company, indicate that commercial supersonic flight in the 
Mach 2.0 to 2.2 range may be almost as productive as flight at Mach 2.7. 

New Material Developments 

According to Alcoa, a considerable effort has been expended in attempts 
to improve the elevated temperature performance of aluminum alloys. One of 
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the most promising approaches studied by Alcoa relies on creating a fine 
dispersion of a second phase through rapid solidification and maintaining it 
through subsequent consolidation and processing into final product forms 
(ref. 2). Products of this type have typically exhibited stable, but unaccept- 
ably low, mechanical properties and thus have not gained widespread use. 
Recent work at Alcoa Laboratories has employed high-velocity gas atomization 
to form particulates. This process has demonstrated that through proper 
control of alloying, particulate cooling rate, consolidation temperature, and 
total deformation during consolidation, aluminum alloy products that develop 
very high room- and elevated-temperature tensile properties can be fabricated. 
This work has been limited in scope, however, and a wide variety of alloying 
additions and fabricating conditions remain unexplored. 

The ,International Nickel Company (INCO), employing the newly developed 
process of mechanical alloying, has demonstrated a capability for coping with 
the problems of developing ahigh-strength, temperature-resistant aluminum alloy. 
Mechanical alloying is a technique for producing composite metal powders with 
controlled fine microstructures. It occurs by the fracturing and rewelding 
of a mixtyre of powder particles during milling via a highly energetic ball 
charge (refs. 3,4). The process takes place entirely in the solid state. 

This process was developed by INCO for the manufacture of dispersion- 
strengthened alloys and it shows promise for developing the required properties 
in aluminum. Through the mechanical alloying process, homogeneous alloys 
strengthened by oxide dispersions , as well as additions of soluble and 
insoluble metallic ingredients, can be produced. The materials produced by 
the process display the exceptionally fine and stable types of microstructures 
which are needed to provide the desired improvement in elevated temperature 
properties of aluminum alloys. Commercialization of the process is now well 
under way. 

These noted developments in new materials technology indicated the 
potential for more economical supersonic transports in the Mach 2.0 to 2.2 
range. Therefore the Lockheed-California Company under NASA contract has 
initiated feasibility studies to investigate advanced high-temperature 
aluminum alloys in conjunction with Alcoa and INCO. 

Requirements and Potential Applications for New Materials 

Discussions between Lockheed, Alcoa, and INCO.indicated that development 
of a single aluminum alloy competitive with titanium and all of its desirable 
properties was not a practical prospect. Since only a limited number of 
properties are critical for any given part of an aircraft structure, it was 
agreed that a family of aluminum alloys could readily compete with titanium. 
With this in mind, four sets of property goals have been established for 
improved aluminum alloys. These goals represent structural equivalence with 
titanium alloys in the properties that are critical for a given application. 
The four goals being considered are: high strength, damage tolerant, high 
stiffness, minimum gage or low density. 
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The high-stiffness and low-density'goals are the same except for specific 
stiffness requirements, and will probably be met by development of a single 
aluminum-lithium alloy. The environmental requirements for the allogs cove; an 
airframe life expectancy of 36,000 flights with 100,000 hours' at 107 C (225 F). 
Room-temperature properties must'be unaffected by elevated-temperature 
exposure and elevated-temperature properties must be equal to or greater than 
80 percent of room-temperature properties. The four alloys must also be able 
to withstand a sustained load of 124 MPa (18 000 psi) at 107OC (225oF) for 
100,000 hours with less than 0.1 percent creep. Corrosion resistance equal to 
or greater than the superior corrosion resistance presently.being demonstrated 
by Lockheed's L-1011 subsonic commercial transport is also a requisite. 

Mechanical property goals for the family of alloys were,established by 
making the primary property equivalent to that for 6Al-4V titanium. Figures 3 
through, 5 show these property goals along with existing Concorde and commercial 
subsonic jet properties and the increase in properties required to make the. ', 
alloys equivalent to titanium. In some cases secondary properties have also 
been increased. The increases were made after discussions with material 
developers indicated that the higher goals could probably be met without 
sacrificing primary goals, thus providing added material capabilities where 
secondary properties play a major role in design requirements. 

Potential applications for the family of alloys are shown in figures 6 
through 9. The damage-tolerant, fatigue-resistant alloys would be used for 
fuselage skins, wing and empennage lower surface panels, spars, and ribs. High- 
strength alloys would be used for fuselage stringers and frames and upper sur- 
face wing and empennage panels, spars, and ribs. High-stiffness applications 
shown in figure 8 cover the empennage surface panels and substructure, the wing 
tip surface panels, and the engine supports. Low-density alloy applications 
cover minimum gage structures such as leading edges, trailing edges and forward 
wing surface panels. 

Current Status 

Lockheed is presently in the first year of a program under NASA contract to 
develop aluminum alloys for SCV applications. Both Alcoa and INCO are 
under subcontract to Lockheed to assist in this development effort. Figure.10 
illustrates the task breakdown. 

.Alcoa Development Status 

Alcoa will fabricate five alloys -for evaluation. Three damage-tolerant 
alloys will be extruded and two high-,strength alloys will be forged. The 
evaluation will consist of three phases/, During the first phase, five different 
fabrication and heat treating processes will be evaluated for each alloy 
representing 25 conditions. A second screening will then be used to select 
the best three alloy/process 'combinations for final evaluation. The first two 
phases will examine room- and elevated-temperature tensile properti'es, notch 
tensile properties, .evaluate stability by determining effect of elevated- 
temperature exposure on room-temperature properties, and make a limited evalua- 
tion of fatigue. The final phase will include fracture toughness, notched 
fatigue, fatigue crack growth and corrosion. 
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The program schedule and detail status of Alcoa's development program is' 
,shown in figure:ll. Powder has been atomized, billets hot-pressed, high- . 
strength alloys forged and high-toughness alloys extruded according to plan., 
Chemical analysis has been completed and initial screening tests are linderway. 

INCO Development Status ., 

INCO.will fabricate eight alloys for testing and evaluation. Extrusions 
will be produced, forsix alloys that address the high-strength, corrosion- i 
resistance goal, and for two alloys that are targeted to meet the high-modulus, 
low-density goal. The evaluation will consist of three phases. A set of 
13 alloy composition/processing conditions will be investigated in the first 
and .second phases. The first screen will use room- and elevated-temperature 
.strength and fracture toughness as a basis for selecting the six most'promising 
candidate materials. Stability, as measured by stress-rupture properties, will 
be used for second-lqvel screening. The final testing phase includes notched 
fatigue, fatigue crack growth, and corrosion behavior as a means of evaluation. 

INCO's,program schedule and status tare shown in figure 12. Fabrication of 
powder, billets and extrusions as well as. heat-treat studies have been corn- 
pleted for the first two phases, and testing has been initiated. 

ADVANCED TITANIUM ALLOYS 

Background and New Developments 

Conventional titanium structure has a history of being difficult and 
expensive to fabricate primarily because of the extensive hot forming, machin- 
ing, drilling, and fastening involved. The usual design philosophy has been 
to adapt the manufacturing methods typically used in aluminum or steel airframe 
structures. New titanium alloys and manufacturing technologies are becoming 
available which allow exploiting fully the inherent attributes of titanium, 
thereby offering greater design freedom and reducing costs. 

Superplasticity, which is a metal's capacity for extensive neck-free 
elongation, has been demonstrated in several titanium alloys including 
Ti-6Al-4V. Optimum temperatures for SPF are generally in the transformation 
range. Thermal cycles for superplastic forming and diffusion bonding (SPF/DB) 
of titanium are compatible, which permits combining these processes to fabri-' 
cate complex structure not producible by conventional methods; The basic .' 
technology for SPF/DB of titanium sheet has been established over recent years, 
and there is a rather extensive on-going effort in the aerospace industry to 
move this technology into full production. The SPF process, either singly or 
combined with DB has high promise of economic payoff by minimizing costly 
assembly and machining and making efficient use of metal. Weight,savings 
accrue because more efficient structures with fewer parts can be made. 
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Beta alloys, being strip producible, are less costly than alpha-beta 
alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V produced by hand mill. Beta alloys can be formed 
at.room temperature leading to large reductions in fabricating costs. With 
simple aging treatments, the metastable betas attain higher specific strength 
than conventional alpha-beta alloys. Further weight savings potential exists 
in exploiting the close tolerances and long lengths from continuous strip 
processing and the selective roll taper forming of these alloys. Brazing 
and welding are potentially efficient means of joining the beta alloys. 
Lockheed is developing a low-cost isothermal brazing method using heated 
dies to achieve rapid, out-of-furnace heating in an argon atmosphere. 

Lockheed currently has two advanced producibility technology programs for 
titanium that are applicable to SCV structures: 1) superplastic forming and 
diffusion bonding of Ti-6Al-4V alloy under IRAD, and 2) low-temperature forming 
and joining of beta titanium alloys under' a NASA Langley contract and IkAD. 
Work on the new Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn beta alloy was started last year. These 
programs are aimed at demonst,rating the effective application of advanced 
titanium materials and fabrication methods to provide improved structural 
efficiency.with significant cost savings as compared with conventional produc- 
tion hardware. 

Potential Applications 

Initial in-house manufacturing capability studies for SPF/DB at Lockheed- 
California Company involve a Ti-6Al-4V auxiliary power unit (APU) access door 
on our L-1011 wide-body transport. The present door, illustrated in figure 13, 
is made up of numerous details mechanically fastened together. The redesigned 
configuration for SPF/DB (figure 14) combines two-sheet integrally stiffened 
concepts with selective reinforcements. The ultimate objective, of this activ- 
ity is production application of the SPF/DB access door. 

Convex beaded wing-panel concepts for SCV structure appear to be a natu- 
ral for SPF/DB. A typical section including end closure is shown in figure 15. 
This panel section is one of the design concepts being evaluated for'the SCV.' 

Cold-formable beta alloys are attractive for skin-stringer applications, 
especially in long lengths as used in fuselage structure.. The skin-to-stringer' 
joints would be brazed or weld-brazed. Lockheed's NASA program culminates in 
the design, fabrication, and test of panels representative of an SCV upper 
arrow wing panel. The design will consist of beta alloy hat-section stringers 
brazed to Ti-6Al-4V skins, a concept which is also applicable to the fuselage. 

Current Status 

Superplastic Forming and Diffusion Bonding 

A 38- by 46-cm (15- by 18-in.) section of the ApU access door will serve 
to evaluate design limits, processing requirements, and structural aspects of 
the SPF/DB design. Figure 14 gives the location of this section. Processing 
trials will include variants such as sheet thickness, cutouts, and doublers. 
A trial part made from two 0.81~mm (0.032-in.) sheets of Ti-6Al-4V is shown 
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in figure 16. Edge compression and bend tests are planned for this part, in 
addition to nondestructive and metallurgical examinations. 

Cold-Formable Beta Alloys 

Lockheed is presently in the first year of a three-year program to assess 
potential payoffs for the ,beta alloys over conventional titanium alloys for 
SCV applications. Candidate alloys are being subjected to a variety of 
forming studies including brake bending, stretch forming, hydroforming, 
development of forming limit diagrams. 

and 

to develop optimum heat treatments. 
Aging studies are being performed 

LOG-cost brazing and welding methods 
are being investigated. Material characterization tests are being conducted 
to determine effects of forming strains, joining, 
basic material properties. 

and SCV environments on the 
Finally, 

cated, andtested. 
structural panels will be designed, fabri- 

What follows is a summary of the progress to date. 

Alloy Identification and Screening. - Based on a literature survey which 
considered room temperature formability, mechanical properties, stability in a 
Mach 2.7 environment, and availability, 
screeningrtestsr 

three beta alloys were selected for 
Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn (Ti-15-3), Ti-3A1-8V-6Cr-4Mo-4& (Beta-C), 

and Ti-13V-llCr-3Al (B-120). The latter alloy is serving only as a baseline 
alloy during the screening phase of the program, The Beta-C material has not 
been tested yet because material delivery has been delayed, 

A preliminary assessment of room-temperature forming capability was made 
from tension and compression stress-strain curves developed on solution-treated 
(annealed) material. Table 1 summarizes the test results for Ti-15-3 and 
B-120. The lower yield'(flow) stress of Ti-15-3 in both tension and compres- '- 
sion is desirable from a forming standpoint. B-120 did exhibit slightly more 
uniform elongation in this test, and it has higher moduli.- The strain- 
hardening exponents were similar. Plastic strain ratios (R) greater than .. 
unity were obtained for both alloys indicating a resistance to thinning and, 
therefore, suitability for forming operations such as stretch forming, hydro- 
forming, and drawing. 

Mechanical properties screening tests in aged conditions selected for the 
projected maximum strength and an intermediate strength level will include 
room-temperature tension, residual strength of material stretch-strained to 
simulate forming strains, notched fatigue, fracture toughness, and 316'C 
(600'F) creep. 

Table 2 summarizes the tension and residual strength test results for 
Ti-15-3 and B-120. Ti-15-3 displayed less directionality and slightly better 
ductility than B-120, while B-120 had the greater stiffness. Uniaxial pre- 
strain induced slight overaging with the peak strength age in B-120 and 
with both aged conditions in Ti-15-3, indicating that the alloys were fully 
aged by these treatments. Prestrain accelerated the aging reaction to increase 
strength only with the intermediate strength aging treatment for B-120. 
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Fatigue results for Ti-15-3 and B-120 in two aged conditions are presented 
in figure 17. The lower strength Ti-15-3 displayed the best fatigue behavior 
with an endurance strength about 15 percent higher than B-120 or the peak 
strength Ti-15-3. 

Room Temperature Forming Studies. - Only bending data are available at 
this time. Press-brake bending of 2.0-mm (0.080-in.) gage Ti-15-3 using 
15.2-cm and 91.5-cm (6 and 36-in.) wide specimens shows uniform bending 
behavior with respect to grain direction, and a minimum acceptable bend 
radius of 2.4t; the bends had light to moderate orange peel. In preliminary 
bend tests, 2.54-cm (l-in.) wide specimens achieved a 2.0t radius with accept- 
able surfaces in both 2.0- and 1.6-mm (0.080- and 0.063-in.) gages. For 
perspective, Ti-6Al-4V can be formed to only 4.5 to 5.0t radius. Springback 
data for various bend radii are given in figure 18. 

Joining Studies. - The primary approach to the brazing development is to 
achieve sufficiently low brazing temperatures and short brazing cycles to 
permit the beta alloys to be brazed in the solution treated and aged (STA) 
condition with minimal overaging effect. Promising results have been obtained 
using aluminum brazing alloys and a brazing envelope of high-purity argon gas. 

Room t9mperature lap shear strengths for various braze alloy foils are 
given in figure 19. Figure 20 shows some effects of the brazing thermal 
cycles on the tensile strength of aged Ti-15-3. With the present brazing 
cycles, a maximum brazing temperature of 621'C (1150'F) was found to be 
desirable to minimize overaging the Ti-15-3 STA material. Note in figure 19 
that only filler metal 718 Al gave acceptable shear strength at these lower 
brazing temperatures. 

Filler metals 3003 and 1100 produced superior wetting and shear strengths 
compared with the others. However, these two alloys have a minimum brazing 
temperature of approximately 663'C (1225'F) which may make it necessary to 
age-harden after brazing. An investigation on effects of aging after the 
brazing operation shows this process sequence to be feasible (Table 3). 
Braze shear strengths, aging response, and microstructures were not adversely 
affected, 

Mechanized tungsten inert-gas (Tig) arc welding was selected to demonstrate 
butt joining of beta alloy sheets. Square butt welds were made without filler 
metal addition in 2.0 mm (0.080 in.) Ti-15-3. Weld quality was excellent with 
only minor porosity. The weld beads were almost flat with no machining 
necessary. Results of preliminary tension and bend tests are given in Table 4. 

!Tig welds exhibited full joint efficiency both as-welded and after aging, with 
good ductility. As-welded joints withstood bending to a 4t bend radius. 

PRODUCIBILITY/COST BENEFITS 

Detailed production cost comparisons of aluminum, titanium, and composite 
structural concepts have been prepared considering advanced and conventional 
materials and fabrication techniques. Table 5 illustrates the results of this 
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study. Seven basic configurations were evaluated for a Mach 2.0 aircraft 
and three configurations were evaluated. for a Mach 2.55 aircraft. The 
study shows that a structural concept using 17 percent advanced aluminum 
and 55 percent composites results in the lowest cost and weight for a Mach 
2.0 aircraft. This is closely followed by an aircraft having 44 percent ad- 
vanced aluminum and 21 percent composites secondary structure. For a Mach 
2.55 aircraft, a structural concept using 55 percent composites and 23 per- 
cent titanium resulted in the lowest projected production cost and weight. 
Details of the material mix and weights for each aircraft type are presented 
in reference 5. 

Figure 21 shows the relative material cost for a typical SCV structural 
component. As shown, material costs for both composites and titanium will 
be considerably higher than material costs for conventional and advanced 
aluminum alloys. Projected material costs for an advanced aluminum alloy 
component are about 85 percent higher than a conventional aluminum alloy 
component. The advanced titanium material costs were below conventional 
titanium material costs because structural concepts for advanced titanium 
employed a greater amount of sheet materials. Sheet stock has a higher 
fly-to-buy ratio and therefore, costs less on a dollars-per-pound-of- 
structure basis than other material forms. The use of graphite/polyimide 
matrix materials for Mach 2.55 applications results in a 66 percent 
material cost increase over graphite/epoxy matrix systems. 

Relative fabrication and assembly costs for aluminum, titanium and com- 
posite structures are shown in figure 22. Conventional aluminum was used 
as a base and the 7 percent reduction for advanced aluminum fabrication 
techniques represents extensive use of adhesive bonding for primary struc- 
ture. The 17 percent reduction for advanced titanium fabrication techni- 
ques over conventional methods results from the use of SPF/DB and low-cost 
beta alloys. It was estimated that these techniques would result in a 50 
percent cost reduction on 62 percent of the titanium structure and that 55 
percent of total fabrication costs consisted of detail fabrication and sub- 
assembly. A 10 percent increase in cost for graphite/polyimide over 
graphite/epoxy results from slightly higher layup costs and the need for 
a secondary cure. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has reviewed several research projects aimed at the develop- 
ment of advanced materials and producibility technology applicable to super- 
sonic cruise vehicles. 

l Advanced Aluminum Alloys. - A family of advanced aluminum alloys is 
is being developed to be competitive with titanium for Mach 2.0 
applications. The development effort by Lockheed and its subcon- 
tractors Alcoa and INCO is being performed under contract to NASA 
Langley Research Center. Powder metallurgy and mechanical alloying 
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techniques have been used to prepare 13 alloy systems, which are 
presently under evaluation. Results should be available in early 1980. 

Superplastic Forming/Diffusion Bonding (SPF/DB). - SPF/DB studies are 
being conducted under Lockheed independent research programs. A 
38- by 46-cm (15- by 18-in.) section of the L-1011 APU access door 
has been fabricated and plans presently call for fabrication of a 
complete door assembly and eventual production incorporation. cost/ 
weight studies indicate a substantial reduction in number of 
parts and assembly hours and a 10 percent reduction in weight. 

Low-Cost Beta Titanium Alloys. - Development of low-cost fabrication 
techniques for beta titanium alloys is being conducted under a NASA 
Langley contract. Three alloys, Ti-15-3, Beta-C, and B-120 are 
being evaluated for room temperature forming and low-cost joining 
techniques. Studies to date indicate excellent cold formability for 
the Ti-15-3 alloy. Promising results for low-cost isothermal 
brazing have also been obtained using aluminum brazing alloys and a 
brazing envelope of high purity argon gas. Cost studies indicate a 
30 percent cost reduction resulting from room-temperature forming 
of beta alloys and a 20 percent cost reduction using isothermal 
brazing techniques for assembly. 

Producibility Cost Studies. - Cost studies indicate that structures 
consisting of metals and composites will result in the lowest cost 
and weight. 
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TABLE 2. AGED TENSILE PROPERTIES OF UNSTRAINED AND STRAINED BETA TITANIUM ALLOYS 
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TABLE 4. UECRANICAL PROPERTIES OF MECHANIZED TIG WELDS ON Ti-15V-3Cr-3Al-3.5n SHEET 
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Figure l.- Structural temperature at indicated Mach number. 
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?ROPERTlES 
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Figbe 3.- Damage tolerance and fatigue resistance goals for 
advanced aluminum alloys. 
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Figure 4.- Strength and corrosion resistance goals for 
advanced aluminum alloys. 
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PROPERTIES 
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Figure 5.- Stiffness and density goals for advanced aluminum alloys, 
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Figure 6.- Applications for advanced aluminum with damage-tolerant, 
fatigue-resistant properties. 
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Figure 7.- Applications for advanced aluminum with high-strength, 
corrosion-resistant properties. 
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Figure 8.- Applications for advanced aluminum with 
high-stiffness properties. 
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Figure 9.- Applications for advanced aluminum with 
low-density properties. 
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TASKS 

1. ATOMIZE POWDER 

2. BILLET PRODUCTION 

3. EXTRUDE. FORGE 

4. TEST AND EVALUATION 

,. FIRST SCREEN 
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Figure ll.- Advanced aluminum program schedule - ALCOA. 
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Figure 12.- Advanced aluminum program schedule - INCO. 
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Figure 13.- Current auxiliary power unit access door for 
L-1011 transport. 
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Figure lb.- Auxiliary power unit access door fabricated by SPF/DB. 
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Figure 17.- Constant amplitude fatigue test results on 
beta titanium alloys. 
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Figure 18.- Springback of annealed 2.0 mm (0.080 in.) 
Ti-15V-3Cr-3A1-3Sn beta alloy. 
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Figure 19.- Room-temperature shear strength of brazed joints. 
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Figure 21.- Relative material cost for typical 
SCV structural component. 
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EFFECTS OF AN AST PROGRAM 

ON U.S. TITANIUM STORY 

Richard D. FitzSimmons 
Douglas Aircraft Company 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation 

SUMMARY 

The singular importance of titanium as the primary structural material 
for an efficient Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST) is outlined. The ad- 
vantages of titanium over other metals are shown to apply to future subsonic 
aircraft as well as for supersonic designs. The cost problem of titanium is 
addressed and shown to be markedly reduced by the emerging technologies of 
superplastic forming/diffusion bonding sandwich, hot isostatic pressing of 
titanium powders, and isothermal forgings IF demonstration programs should 
validate preliminary findings. .The impactyf a U.S. AST program on the 
United States titanium supply and demand picture is postulated. 

INTRODUCTION 

The history of titanium is relatively short. While titanium oxides have 
been known since 1791, a 95 percent pure sample of the element was not obtained 
until 1895, and a 99 percent pure sample a few years later. In 1940, the Kroll 
method using titanium tetrachloride and magnesium was first published which 
enabled researchers to identify the properties of this new titanium metal. 
Accordingly, in 1948, the first engineering usages were seen in the U.S., in 
the U.K. and in Germany. In perspective, 1948 is after the development of the 
world's first production jet engines or large multiengine, swept-wing airplanes. 
Therefore, in comparison with these other aviation advances, titanium technol- 
ogy is relatively new. 

In 1937, the world production of titanium was 0.45 kg (1 lb). In 1944, it 
was 59 kg (130 lb). By 1950, it had reached 45,350 kg (100,000 lb) and ten 
years later 6,350,OOO kg (14,000,OOO lb). In 1978, world production had 
reached 73,000,OOO kg (161,000,000 lb), and the next decade may see even more 
spectacular growth (Figure 1). 

The production of titanium metal is capital intensive which, in an energy 
critical future world, may be an advantage as compared to aluminum production 
which is more energy intensive. The Kroll method of production using magne- 
sium (or sodium) is a chlorination process from which titanium sponge is 
recovered (Figure 2a). It is.a batch process and therefore expensive. The 
titanium ingot can be made from this sponge, and,the ingot used for making 
mill products. Every 907.18 kg (1 ton) of mill products requires about 
1814.37 kg (2 tons) of ingot which, in turn, requires 3628.74 kg (4 tons) of 
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rutile, 1814.37 kg (2 tons) of carbon, 1814.37 kg (2 tons) of chlorine, and 
302.39 kg (l/3 ton) of magnesium. 'Steps in this process are shown in 
Figures 2b through 2g. 

Titanium alloys offer physical properties that are superior to the 
traditional aluminum alloys with the potential for additional gains from 
development of new and improved'alloys. There seems little doubt that titan- 
ium will play an important role as a corrosion-free structural material with 
broad applications in our future society, especially as the overall costs are 
reduced. 

TITANIUM PROPERTIES 

Mr. N. F. Harpur, in his Beatty Lecture in January 1979 on titanium, pro- 
vided an excellent set of basic properties for titanium and his paper is the 
source of many of the facts included in this section. Titanium can be con- 
sidered an abundant resource. There are well over 300 years of known supplies 
of rutile (titanium sponge is produced from rutile) on the beaches of Australia. 
And there are other sources as well (Figure 3). Titanium is the fourth most 
abundant structural metal and the ninth most abundant element (Figure 4). It 
is a silver grey, non-magnetic metal with the basic alloy possessing the 
strength of steel at about half the density. Today, about 90 percent of titan- 
ium usage is in the oxide form for paint. Only 10 percent is reduced to the 
metal form and in that form about 75 percent is used in aerospace applications, 
usually for elevated temperature critical components. 

The status of titanium alloy as a structural material can best be sum- 
marized as follows: 

PRO's o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CON's o 
0 

0 

higher specific strength than aluminum 
better high temperature properties than aluminum 
very good corrosion resistance 
better crack resistance than aluminum 
lower buy-to-fly ratio than aluminum or steel 
lower energy consumed to produce the raw material required 
for a finished part than is required for an aluminum part 
abundant ore 

more expensive raw material than aluminum or steel 
cutting or metal removal rates much lower than aluminum 
recycling not well developed (although 75 percent of 
usage is controlled within aerospace industry) 
more energy required to make 907.18 kg (1 ton) of ingot than 
required for aluminum 
has bad reputation in airlines due to corrosiveness with 
Skydrol (an extremely corrosive fluid) 
sponge availability in U.S. (domestic plus imports) is 
marginal, inadequate for the future 
mill capacity in the U.S. is now very limited 
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From an engineering or designers point-of-view the following have been 
substantiated. 

o Specific strength, usually depicted as ultimate stress to density ratio, 
is an important parameter.by which to help select an airplane structural 
material, as weight required for strength is a major part of the structural 
weight. In this regard, titanium does look best at medium and high stress 
levels, even for low temperature (or subsonic) applications (Figure 5). 
However, a'second parameter, high cost, both for the raw material and, for 
manufacturing it, has made titanium an unpopular material as compared to. : 
low cost aluminum, except as elevated temperature becomes critical. As 
the price objections are overcome, titanium may well become a more desirable 
material for all new aircraft, both subsonic and supersonic. As this paper 
will show, the SPF/DB process, if used in the efficient sandwich form, 
offers competitive weights and costs for both low temperature (subsonic) 
and high temperature (supersonic) applications. 

.I 
o Because titanium has a higher strength than aluminum, for a given compres- 

sion load, thinner material is required and therefore panel buckling must 
be addressed. Fortunately, titanium does offer improved buckling stress 
to density properties compared to aluminum for most typical loading-condi- ., 
tions (Figure 6). 

o For fatigue designed structures, titanium again shows a superior value- 
compared to aluminum. Increased fatigue life in terms of cycles to fail- 
ure can be shown (Figure 7). With more and more attention being paid-to 
eliminate the possibility of any cracks at all in one lifetime of the 
structure, titanium must be given more attention as a prime civil trans- 
port material. Also, the superior fracture toughness-of titanium makes 
unavoidable microscopic cracks less likely to grow for medium to high 
thickness plates at the same crack tip stress intensity factor (Figure 8). 

o Almost without exception titanium is basically free of corrosion problems 
and can be used in the untreated condition. Skydrol hydraulic fluid, the 
inflammability development that was put into the first civil jet transports 
to prevent fires, unfortunately is the one known corrosive agent that ruins 
titanium (Skydrol will have to be replaced on a titanium airplane). This 

problem has caused titanium to have a bad name in airline maintenance 
circles today as being a corrosive metal. This is unfortunate as titanium 
is otherwise free of corrosion problems. 

In comparison, aluminum is an active metal in the presence of many sub- 
stances and care must be taken to prevent corrosion from becoming destruc- 
tive. There may be a greater problem in the future as we try to assess 
the remaining life of one of today's aluminum airplanes. This is because 
designers have learned to work with each design application more efficiently 
than before. The trouble-free long-life structure of a DC-3 using 17ST. 
aluminum was due to the conservatism used by the designers due to unknowns. 
The DC-3 may well prove to have a longer life than the more modem jet 
airplanes using 24ST or 75ST aluminums. This would be in spite of, the fact, 
that great pains have been taken in recent designs to obtain a long-life 
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structure by including fatigue testing for two complete lifetimes on all 
the structure. !I: _: 

. . Titanium should be better than aluminum as it is basi~ally~corrosion~free .. 
and; .unlike aluminum, does not require exterior treatment or cladding;as' 

i .does aluminum. A titanium airplane could well possess inherent longevity 
beyond-that of,an,alunrLnum airplane if designed to the same strength : 
criteria. The freedom from corrosion for titanium decreases.somewhat at' 
elevated temperatures, but it is still superior to other possible,airplaiie 
structural materials. : _' 

. . I' 
It is an interesting idea that a titanium DC-8, if designed.to',the same' 

strength conditions as the original-aluminum structure, could'have an >' 
operating life ,expectancy much greater than today's DC-8. For the ongoing 
CFM56 re-engine program this could have been most attractive. 'Such eco- 
nomic value from longer life expectancy could well become an important* 
consideration in future subsonic aircraft sales. 

,:: .. . 
o In the 1971 U.S. SST, a titanium alloy Ti 6-4, 6 parts vanadium and 4 ,parts 

aluminum, was selected after TI 8-1-l'was found to have a salt stress : '. 
corrosion susceptibility at elevated temperature. MDC has now been advised 
by a supplier, TIMET, that if sheet widths greater than the standard A;.. 
91.44 cm (36 in.) are desired (121.92 I-m (48 in.) at premium rates) and in 
continuous rolls, a new alloy must be used, as unacceptable microscopic 
cracks develop in Ti 6-4. The other excellent properties of Ti 6-4 can be 
retained if a new alloy is used. The alloy Ti 15-3-3-3 is presently under 
development on an Air Force contract. For this alloy these microsdopiti‘ 
cracks do not form and continuous rolls and wider'sheet stock could be< 
possible in the future. The weight and cost advantages to an airplane 
designer for this extra width and length of stock are substantial and this 
.effott on new alloys needs to be aggressively pursued. 'Unfortunately, 
15-3-3-3 has rapid grain growth at the beta transit temperatures of 773.89OC 
(1425OF). Its superplastic forming temperature is about 837.78OC =(1540°F) 
and it should be diffusion bonded at about 893.33OC (1640'F). Therefore at 

-these temperatures bad grain growth occurs. Another alloy -combining the 
good properties of both 6-4 and 15-3 is probably required ,for an AST. At 
least such an alloy would be more desirable. Because titanium alloys- 
development is so relatively new, the potential of finding a new alloy, 
may be excellent (Figure 9). 

MATERIAL COST CONSIDERATIONS 

Raw Material Costs 

For many years, the sponge price of titanium has been five times as exA 
pensive as aluminum, $2.76/kg ($1.25/lb) compared to 55C/kg.(25C/lb) 
(Figure 10). In 1973, when the price of oil quadrupled, both aluminum ingot 
and titanium sponge prices were increased rapidly. The latest prices;'for 
early 1979, show that titanium has escalated 250 percent from 1973, slightly 
faster than aluminum at 210 percent. This averages out to be I8 percentper 
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year and 16 percent per year, respectively. Needless to say, if such cost 
increases: continue, the ability to sell new airplanes as compared to modifying 
old&designs w.ill, be made more difficult. It is possible, as airplanes get. 
more expensive, that pressure could devel9p to design for a 30 year.lifetime 
ratherthan the 20.years used today. This would make titanium look.more .! 
attractive. 

To turn the titanium sponge into mill products is-costly and this too has. 
escalated in recent years. Plate is cheaper than sheet and both are cheaper 
than forgings (Figure 11). Sheet prices are seriously affected by the thick- 
nesses required and this poses a-problem to the designer. -The typical cost .'.: 
variations for sheet materials.are large and,varied in 1976 prices.from 
$26.46/kg ($12/lb) for 0.23,cm,(0.090 in.) thickness to $41.89/kg ($19/lb).,'~.~,,; 
for"d,08 cm (0.030 in.) thickness. With aluminum sheet then at-$2.87/kg, :. .:,, 
($1.30/lb), the challenge for titanium to be cost, competitive is great. Some, 
typical prices for 1979 are about 50 percent higher than these 1976 level~.,.~:. 
(Figure 12). Fortunately, raw material cost is only part, and a small part:at 
that, of the total cost of an airplane structure. 

,, :- 
" ._ 4 

,; -Manufacturing Costs 
. 

Titanium is difficult to machine. Aluminum is easy to machine: Where 
metal removal rates of 420 cm3/min (30 in3/min) are common for aluminum, I 
42 cm3/miu (3 in3/min) are more typical.for titanium, like steels. Cutting . 
rates for titanium sheet have been limited to 0.76 m/min or 1.02 m/min 
(30 in./min or 40 in./min) as compared to 15.24 m/min (600 in./min) or more for 
aluminum. However, recently, using lasers which work well in non-temperature- 
conductive titanium but poorly in conductive aluminum, cutting rates for 
titanium have been increased to as high as 15.24 m/min (600 in./min) with 
excellent results. 

Because aluminum is easier to work than titanium, the buy-to-fly ratio 
that has resulted in industry is far different forthe two. In aluminum, 10 I' 
te 20 times as much material is bought as is used in the finished part., With 
the expense of titanium stock, this ratio is held to 3 to 5 and, in the case 
of large forgings, can approach 2.0. Thus, much of the raw material cost 
differential'is overcome for titanium today as compared to aluminum (Figure13)'. 

Using 1971 U.S. SST state-of-art for titanium as compared to aluminum, 
the manufacturing costs tend to break out as follows: 

0 LABOIL- titanium 1.68 times aluminum 

) o 'TOOLING 
s 

- titanium.l.63 times aluminum 

o MATERIAL - titanium 2.17 times aluminum '------ 
-I 

This 'is changing. Advanced technology developments are making great 
strides in reducing the manufacturing cost of titanium as compared to today's 
standards. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) results look very promising with 
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cost savings of 39 percent. Isothermal forging, as validated in the Air Forcei 
BLATS (Built-Up Low Cost Advanced Titanium Structures) program'carried out it- 
McDonnell Aircraft, shows a 29 percent total cost savings dompared to existing 

methods (Figure 14). And the sup&plastic forming co-diffusion bonding 
(SPF/DB) shows total cost savings of from 48 percent to as high as 64 percent 
for the MDC AST sandwich shown later. These are outstanding developments 
and are deserving to be labeled "significant breakthroughs." But these 
research results,don't mean immediate application. 

.I 
d' Titanium usage has now been perfected in the laboratory.or on small 

specimens, showing that titanium usage can be economically competitive. The 
high cost material:can"be offset by the significant reduction in the fly-to-buy 
ratio; ' The expensive manufacturing costs of material removal, drilling, and 
machining to titanium can now be shown to be offset by the SPF/DB honeycomb 
designs. What tias both labor and capital intensive has become low cost.- The 
high assembly costs of many structures can now be shown to be greatly reduced 
by the use of SPF/DB honeycomb structures. :, 

The industry is in serious need of major large structural validation test 
programs, maybe even a flight test article, to validate the weight and total 
cost estimates shown for these advanced titanium technologies, especially for 
SPF/DB sandwich titanium. The challenges would be exciting and the rewards 
commensurate with our 'vision. Here is an opportunity where Government support 
of technology validation'could pay off manyfold to the U.S. And the spinoffs 
to society&in innumerable other areas such as boats, salt water installations, 
or plumbitig could be huge. 

*; ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS 
_. 

Comparison of the total energy required to make the raw materials re- -. 
quired for an aluminum airplane structure and a titanium one is a timely 
matter. It may seriously affect future prices. Titanium does require twice 
as much energy per unit weight to produce than does aluminum (Figure 15). Even 
so, this is more than offset-by the advantageous buy-to-fly ratio for titanium 
as compared to the very large buy-to-fly ratio used today for aluminum parts. 
Consequently, it does taketless energy to make the raw material required to 
end up with a 0.45 kg (1 lb) titanium part than it does to end up with a 
0.45 kg (1 lb) aluminum part. 

A big difference exists between aluminum and titanium basic materials 
costs, with titanium roughly five times as expensive per unit weight. Nonethe- 
less, inherent in this cost is the cost of the energy required to process each 
metal. For aluminum, somewhere around 20% of the cost is to cover the energy 
required during production of the basic material. In titanium, this is only 
about 4 to 5%. Titanium should, therefore, be less sensitive to future 
increases in energy costs than would be aluminum, other factors being equal. 
This may be very important in the future regarding designers' attempts to 
predict costs. 

. . 
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Comparisons of an AST and a wide body subsonic design show interesting 
results regarding the energy required to produce the material. When the 
buy-to-fly ratio is included (Figure 16), then the energy required to make the 
large amount of aluminum metal purchased for the wide body aircraftmore than 
of.fsets the higher energy required per unit weight for the titanium for an AST, 
as long as titanium retains a low average buy-to-fly ratio. All the advanced 
technologies being studied today for titanium .seem to be directed towards 
making this buy-to-fly ratio even lower than the values assumed here. It is 
interesting that an advanced technology titanium supersonic transport can 
actually require less total energy (7.7 million kilowatt hours) to produce the 
material than is required today for a typical wide-bodied subsonic design 
(9.4 million kilowatt hours). 

TITANIUM SUPPLY AND DRMAND 

Recent testimony to a Congressional Committee by the President of TIMKT 
contained some interesting data regarding titanium, including some forecasts 
for the future (Figure 17). Titanium has been frequently in the limelight in 
recent months. It is newsworthy. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to 
separate outl the relevant facts on supply and demand, especially since it is 
a competitive industry, and internationally competitive as well (Figure 18). 
What seems to be known is the following. Four companies in the U.S. left the 
sponge production business in the early 1960's. In England, the I.C.I. plant 
is to be closed in 1982; however, recent announcements indicate a desire to 
establish a new sponge production facility to support Rolls-Royce and the U.K. 
is reportedly looking for a U.S. partner. The French are exploring starting 
up a sponge plant in cooperation with the Germans. In the U.S., R.M.I. and 
Oremet have announced plans for expansion of sponge production and TIMET 
testified that it has the potential for some expansion. The Oremet plant has 
just recently come back on line following a major fire. Dow Chemical and 
Howmet have announced the formation of a new company to produce sponge and 
possibly mill products with production possible by 1984 or 1985. 

There is no question that the titanium sponge and mill product industry 
was badly impacted by the cancellation of the U.S. titanium SST in 1971 after.- 
building new facilities to'handle the anticipated titanium demand. This left 
an unused capacity for titanium producers and only recently has demand grown 
to match, or even exceed, supply. Unfortunately, no margin exists today and 
the future looks bleak if new facilities are not developed immediately. 

The reduction in U.S. imports occasioned by the Russians reducfng the 
supply available from 6.26 Gg (6897 tons) in 1974 to a modest 0.91 Gg 
(1000 tons) estimated for 1979 has been significant. The U.K. fs no longer a 

supplier to the U.S., and from Japan, U.S. imports for 1979 are projected at 
3.63 Gg (4000 tons). The criticality of the U.S. sponge supply in 1979 has 
occasioned some 2.72 Gg (6,000,OOO lb) of scrap to be imported to the U.S. 
and reports are that the suppliers are recycling 19 percent more scrap than 
ever before. Still, demand exceeds supply. 
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How close to reality will be the TIMET forecasts for mill products re- 
quirements for 1980, 1981 and 1982 remains to be seen. This will have much 
to do with what kind of price changes occur during these years. As far as 
Douglas is concerned, these demand forecasts do not take into consideration 
the present production rates of civil aircraft, with their forecast for DC-9 
titanium demand being less than Douglas is presently delivering. Douglas 
presently has a .short-fall of 0.11 Gg (250,000 lb) for calendar year 1980 and 
purchase orders go begging. Substitutions for titanium parts is the only 
solution available and this does not help the titanium experience needed to 
enable building an all,titanium AST. There can be little question but that 
titanium supply and demand will be out of balance for the present and near 
future with price escalation out of step with basic costs. Titanium should 
have low price escalation if the supply is increased adequately to meet the 
predicted growth in demand. There is little question but that supply and 
demand are critically close for the present and near future. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Titanium Applied to An AST 

In order to evaluate the impact of a titanium AST on the U.S. titanium 
industry, assumptions need to be made regarding AST markets, delivery dates, 
and delivery rates. Studies at MDC done recently for NASA and for internal 
planning of future airline needs have been described. A typical subsonic 
commercial transport schedule is superimposed on these market demand esti- 
mates (Figure 19). The subsonic transport rate selected might be considered 
typical for an AST as it represented initially an airplane for which there 
was no competition, an expensive commitment for the airlines, and one which 
was to be used on their prime competitive intercontinental routes. The first 
two years show that a very large number of airplanes, 150, are required to 
satisfy the airline competitive pressures. That would be 75 airplanes per 
year. 

The new technologies for titanium described earlier are assumed to be 
validated for this example. The reductions in labor and materials, buy-to-fly 
ratios, and total manufacturing costs are all assumed to be validated as well. 
A titanium structure is assumed to remain optimum for this 2.2 Mach number 
MDC-AST, and the results show why titanium SPF/DB honeycomb structures look so 
promising and need validation testing. With titanium SPF/DB honeycomb, the 
airplane price is reduced $10 million, or 9 percent (Figure 20), as compared 
to the 1971 U.S. titanium state-of-the-art proposed for the last U.S. SST. 
This would cause the direct operating cost per seat mile to be reduced 6.5 
percent, a most significant item, one that repeats itself every day over the 
twenty year (or thirty?) life of each AST (Figure 21). This operating cost 
reduction for titanium SPF/DB honeycomb looks especially attractive. 

If the advanced technologies, such as SPF/DB sandwich, are validated, 
then this AST requirement for 75 aircraft in one year equates to about 
10.43 Gg (23,000,OOO lb) of titanium per year, a 50 percent increase over 
today's U.S. industrial capacity. Fortunately, this is much better, by 
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4.54 Gg (10,000,000 lb) than would have been the case using the technology of 
the 1971 U.S. titanium SST (Figure 22). 

The impact of an AST program on the titanium industry would be substan- 
tial. Accordingly, the aerospace industry and Government working together 
need to keep communication open to see that the supply and demand requirements 
of titanium are balanced better than they are today. 

MDC believes that both the advanced technology developments in titanium 
and a large increase in the U.S. titanium capacity in sponge and mill products 
are needed. This will be especially true as other demands of society develop 
for this "new" material, titanium. The historical ratio of 75 percent. of 
the demand being for aerospace products is already changing as the largest 
supplier is now reporting 50 percent of its sales being for non-aerospace 
products. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Recent cost escalations for titanium should not be used to forecast 
applicability of titanium to a future AST or supercruise fighter. 

Supplies could be adequate for an AST program if sufficient time is given 
the titanium industry in order to set up the capital intensive sponge and mill 
product plants required. The fear remains that the time to develop a new air- 
plane may not be all that much longer than to get a new titanium production 
plant on line, p rincipally because these companies have been misled before and 
will be more cautious a second time. 

The titanium industry needs to pursue advanced alloy developments to 
provide wider and longer sheet mill products. They need to keep materials 
available for unique R&D structural validation programs lfke a major titanium 
structural test program or a large structural flight test article for a super- 
sonic cruise vehicle. 

The non-aerospace uses seem to be expanding greatly due to the unique 
abilities of titanium to withstand corrosion, e.g. - water desalination equip- 
ment, reactors for chemical processing, electrodes for production of copper 
and chloride, and tubing for power plant surface - condensers (where 40-year 
warranties have been offered). Also titanium blades for stream turbines are 
being looked at to increase output and efficiency through use of larger 
turbines with longer turbine blades. Such developments must be watched 
carefully as the demand can grow very rapidly compared to aircraft lead times, 
with a result that the aerospace industry programs will suffer. 

In a recent paper on Periodic Materials Scarcity, Mr. William Swager of 
Battelle reported that "The history of titanium supplies has shown that short- 
ages 'have been caused by surges in demand. Prior to the surges, conditions 
discouraged investment in new domestic sponge capacity, and downstream ingot 
(and sheet) capacity was built dependent on foreign supplies. When the 
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surge in demand was recognized, .it was too late to add domestic capacity. 
That's the pattern." 

The message therefore is that industry must do several things in order 
for a titanium AST or a titanium fighter to become realistic potentials. 

First, we must decide the real timing for an AST or when titanium would 
be the best material for a new fighter. 

Second, we must recognize that titanium ingot and sheet production will 
not take care of itself without some guidance. 

Third, we must recognize that other societal usages for titanium may '. 
'irow beyond our estimates and overburden the suppliers. 

1. 
Lastly, we must communicate, convincingly, our'projected requirements to 

the suppliers. 

A titanium AST or supercruiser will not come easily, but making it out of 
titanium utalizing the latest advanced technologies, especially of SPF/DB 
sandwich, will' be worth all the difficulties. The spinoffs to society from 
this new technology can be enormous. 
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5 1791 ESTABLISHED AS AN ELEMENT (THROUGH ITS OXIDE) NAMED 
AFTER “TITANS” DUE TO ADHERENCE TO OTHER ELEMENTS, 
NOT DUE TO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES- .’ 

1895 FIRST 95% PURE SAMPLE 
1898 FIRST 99+ % PURE SAMPLE 
1940 Kf?OLL METHOD PUBLISHED USING TiCa PLUS MAGNESIUM 
1948 FIRST ENGINEERING USES (USA, UK, GERMANY) 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

1937 1 POUND 
1944 130 POUNDS 
1950 100,000 POUNDS 
1960 14,000,OOO POUNDS 
1970 161,000,000 POUNDS 

to.45 NC) 
(59 ke) 

(45350 ke) 
WW)W ke) 

(73ma~ w 

Figure l.- History. 
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.y 

(b) Major source of rutile - Australian sands. 

Figure 2.- Production of titanium metal. 
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(c) Rutile prior to chlorination. 

(d) Titanium sponge in reactor (after reduction of Ti Ca4 with magnesium). 

Figure 2.- Continued. 
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(6) Sponge aft er crushing td gravel size. 

(f) 6803.89 kg'(15,OOO lb) titanium ingot. 

Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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RUTILE -- OCCURS IN BEACH SANDS (-6% TiO2) 

ILMENITE SLAG - OCCURS IN 
SELECTED BEACH SANDS ( 25% TiO2) 
ROCK DEPOSITS (-20% TiOi) 
FERRUGINOUS ROCKS (-35% Ti02) 
HIGH-ALUMINA CLAY (- 5% Ti02). 
COMMON SOIL (0.8% Ti02) 

HIGH-QUALITY RUTILE J?ESOURCES ARE FOUND MAINLY IN 
AUSTRALIA, INDIA, AND RUSSIA. U.S. IMPORTS MAINLY FROM 
AUSTRALIA 

ILMENITES ARE USED MOSTLY FOR PAINT 

U.S. IMPORTS 93% OF ITS RUTILE AND 23% OF ITS ILMENITE 

Figure 3.- Main sources of titanium ore. 

TITANIUM IF THE FOURTH MOST ABUNDANT STRUCTURAL METAL 

TITANIUM IS THE NINTH MOST ABUNDANT ELEMENT 

SILVERY-GRAY, NONMAGNETIC METAL WITH STRENGTH 
EQUAL TO STEEL AND ABOUT HALF THE DENSITY OF STEEL 

ABOUT 90. PERCENT OF THE ORE IS FOR PAINT:, 10 PERCENT 
FOR SPONGE (METAL) 

ABOUT 75 PERCENT OF THE SPONGE PRODUCED IS FOR 
AEROSPACE 

KNOWN WORLD RESOURCES OF RUTILE FROM WHICH 
SPONGE IS PRODUCED TOTAL OVER 199.6 Tg(220 million tons) 

Figure 4.- Some facts about titanium; 
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Figure 5.- Specific strength - titanium. 
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Figure 6.- Titanium is better for panel buckling. 
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REF: AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING, JANUARY 1979. PAGE 17 

Figure 7.- Titanium better for fatigue. 
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Figure 8.- Fracture toughness. 
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Figure 9.- Titanium - Future development potential. 
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Figure lO.- Prices of titanium and aluminum. 
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Figure 12.- Cost of titanium sheet-strip material. 
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Figure:13.- Buy-tq-c?y ratio for machined billets and forgings. 
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Fig&e 14.- C&t savings using new technology." 



ENEMY 
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Figure 16.- Titanium technology advancements save 'energy. 
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Figure 19.- AST market buildup. 
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Figure 20.- Reduction of AST price with technology. 
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Figure 21.- Titanium advancements reduce operating costs. 

(75 AIRCRAFT IN ONE YEAR) 

AIRFRAME (EXISTING TECHNOLDGY) LB/YR WYR) 

TITANIUM SHEET AND PLATE = 75,045x2.6x75 = 14633,775 (69637,769) 
TITANIUM FORGINGS = 36,963x5.0x75 = 13,861,125 (6,287,301! 

TOTAL = 28,494,900 (12,925,070) 

AIRFRAME (USING SPF/DB, HIP, ETC.) 
TITANIUM SHEET AND PLATE 
TITANIUM FORGINGS 

= 75,045X1*9X75 = 10,693,912 (4,850,677) 
= 36,963 x 3.0 x 75 = 8,316,675 (3,772,380) 

TOTAL = 19,010,587 (8,623,057) 

ENGINES (EXISTING TECHNOLOGY) 
40 PERCENT TITANIUM CONTENT =0.4x12.000x4x4x75 = 5,160,ooo (2,340,537) 

ENGINES (NEW TECHNOLOGY) 
40 PERCENT TITANIUM CONTENT =0.4x12.000x4x3x75 = 4,320,OOO (1,959,519) 

TOTAL REQUIREMENT (OLD TECH) = 33,654,900 (15,265,605) 
TOTAL REQUIREMENT (NEW TECH) = 23,330,587 (10,582,5#) 

SAVINGS WITH TECHNOLOGY = 10,324,313 (4,683,051) 

Figure 22.- AST titanium requirements. 
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SESSION VI - SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND EOONOMICS 





INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ., ,,. 

G. G. Kayten 
NASA Headquarters '1 

We now begin the'final session of the SCR '79 Conference, covering 
"Systems ,Integration and Economics." We have spent almost three days' ' 
reviewing progress in the technical disciplines critical to‘supersonic cruise. 
It is apparent that important advances have been made - and are'still being' 
made - in low-speed and high-speed aerodynamics, in structural design and 
technology, in variable-cycle engine technology and its application to 
supersonic cruise aircraft design, and in improved environmental eff'ects;'. 
It is. somewhat less apparent where all of this progress is leading. '. 

Some of the technical advances will eventually be utilized in military 
applications. Some will possibly appear in supersonic business jet aircraft. 
But the primary objective of the SCR program has been, and still is, to make 
possible the development of economically successful and environmentally 
acceptable advanced supersonic transports. To this end, a key element of 
the program since its inception has been a series of systems integration 
studies and economic analyses conducted by the major industrial participants. 

These studies have provided mechanisms for investigating the application 
of the technologies to practical designs, testing and evaluating them against 
real-world criteria, and assessing their contributions and costs individually 
and in combination. The studies also serve a second and perhaps more 
important purpose. When a U.S. advanced supersonic transport materializes, 
it will not be as the result of technologists' enthusiasm, or national 
determination, or congressional action - although all of those are necessary 
ingredients. It will come about because corporate decisionmakers and the 
financial community are finally convinced.that production and operation of 
the advanced supersonic transport can be sufficiently profitable ventures. 
So the integration studies, the economic analyses, and the market analyses 
constitute "howgozit" reports for us and for the industry, and serve as 
indicators of how close we are to the point at which favorable development 
decisions would be justified. 

I think these final ten papers will demonstrate that, at the very 
least, we are certainly progressing toward this point, and that the recent 
progress provides even the conservative observer with a reasonable basis 
for optimism. 

The session starts with three very significant introductory papers. One 
is a summary of Concorde operations to date. The only supersonic aircraft in 
airline service, Concorde offers the first actual test of supersonic cruise 
feasibility and the only real experience relative to passenger, airline, and 
community acceptance. It therefore provides a valuable baseline for our 
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projections into the future. The second paper presents the results of a recent 
market survey polling U.S. passenger attitudes and preferences with respect 
to supersonic air transportation. 

The third introductory paper is a summary of the findings presented 
several weeks ago to the House Science and Technology Committee by the Office 
of Technology Assessment (OTA). OTA has been conducting for the Congress an 
assessment of the impact of advanced air transport technology,.with part+cular 
emphasis on high-speed long-range passenger transportation. Their report 
will have an important bearing on the congressional action that will be 
require,d for any major expansion of NASA SCR activity. 

The last seven papers cover the SCR systems studies conducted by the 
aircraft, manufacturers, six addressing the advanced supersonic transport and 
one reporting on studies of a smaller research/business-jet vehicle. 
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CONCORDE WITH THE AIRLINES 1 

Clive S. Leyman 
Deputy Chief Development. Engin-eer 
(Supersonic Projects & Concorde) 

British Aerospace, 
Aircraft Group 

Weybridge - Bristol Division 
Filton House 

Bristol , 
ENGLAND 

, 

,: 

,.. ,‘, 

Concorde e.ntered service with Air France an.d Briti'sh : 
Airways at 11.15 GMT on Zlst January 1976, the two,aircraft 
taking off in a blaze of publicity. Since then'the -aircraft, 
has carried 400,000 passengers over 25 million miles and ': : 
accumulated 30,000 flying hours - enough to take a sober look -' 
at the realities of supersonic aircraft operations. . . '. 

The immediate reaction is.that 400,000 paying customers::;'. 
can't be wrong, and that the aircraft clearly has enough passen-". 
ger appeal to overcome the handicap of a 20% fare surcharge on 
the normal first class fare. However, it is-airline managers 
not passengers that buy aircraft, and if designers and manufac-“-!' 
turers.wish to assess the potential for future supersonic :, 
operations,, they must try to see Concorde thr0ug.h the eyes of 1,' 
the airlines. 1 

Perhaps the.dominant characteristic of the operations up to 
now has been the disappointingly low aircraft utilisation 
achieved. There are several reasons for this, one of which is 
the restricted route network. Figure 1 shows the routes in 
current'operation, and the average load factor on each route.. i - 
from start of service. Until November 1977 British Airways 
operated only from London to Bahrain and Washington,:whilst Air ,,a' 
France operated Paris to Washington, with.restricted frequencies% 
to Rio de Janeiro and Caracas. Operations into New York were 
from the.start essentialif reasonable utilisationwas,,to be 
achieved. As we all know this was eventually c1eared'i.n 1977.; ';., 
and routes. from New York to Paris and London are possibly th,e .'i 
best indication of the potential of, supersonic travel avai‘la.ble“"- 
to day. 'Even with these New York services? plus the Braniff ,' .,' ' 
exten-sions to Dallas/Fort‘Worth, the British Airways/Singapore,. 
Airlines extension from Bahrain to Singapore and the AirFrance .. 
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extension to Mexico City, the average aircraft utilisation 
throughout the nine aircraft fleet is only la00 hours per year, 
which is a far cry from the utilisation on which economic 
forecasts were based, 

The operating costs of supersonic aircraft are obviously 
an issue of great general interest. They are also very 
difficult to assess, partly because airlines are reluctant to 
publish detailed breakdown figures and partly because'the 
marketing philosophy adopted for Concorde leads to high but 
somewhat indeterminate values of i.ndirect costs, 

For the purpose of this paper; Concorde's operating costs 
have been estimated using the formula proposed by NASA for ICAO 
Working Group E Studies, As can be seen from Figure 2, the 
effect of low utilisation is to increase the TOC's by 15%. When 
viewed against an average Concorde fare of 19 cents/km - say a 
yield of 11 cents/km at average load factors, it would appear 
that even at 1900 hours/year and TOC's of 5.4 cents/km, the 
airlines on paper should be making substantial profits out of 
Concorde operations. This is not borne out in their public 
statements,' and it is certainly true that the 'formula' operat-' 
ing costs presented in Figure 2 are substantial under-estimates 
of the true operating costs, There are various reasons for 
this, only a few of which are susceptible to reduction by 
suitable design. 

-For example, the VIP passenger service - from seatreser-' 
vation through streamlined check in, exclusive waiting lounge,, 
a very high'standard of cabin service, with 'Cordon Bleu' food 
and drink - is very costly to operate,and formula costs sig- 
nificantly under-estimate such operations, Selling costs also ' 
reflect this marketing philosophy, which although it may be 
optimum for Concorde, is surely not applicable to any future 
aircraft which aspires a bigger, less affluent market. 

In other areas the formula does not, and really cannot, 
include book keeping allowances for fleet contributions to 
fixed overheads, upkeep of facilities etc., which will vary 
enormously from,airline-to airline, and which are more dependent 
onairline efficiency than on aircraft operating costs. 

The nett profitability of the aircraft will of course ' 
depend-on how.the achieved load factor compares with the break 
even load factor. As a rough indication, it seems that with 
present fare levels, the latter, with all airline costs included, 
is about 50%. What then is the load factor that has been 
achieved in practice, and how much of the market has been 
captured by Concorde's premium service? 
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It is in fact quite difficult to get an answer to the 
second of these questions, as there are as many market predic- 
tions as there are estimators. For this paper, estimates of 
1978 traffic have been taken from 'a UK Government/Airline/ 
Manufacturer committee set up to examine potential Concorde 
routes. 

It was assumed that the traffic captured by Concorde 
would be dependent upon the time saving offered, in three 
categories 

% TIME SAVED -- CONCORDE CAPTURE OF 1926 TRAFFJC -- 
FIRST FULL FARE ECONOMY ---- - -II---- 

40% 75% 10% 
40 - 30% 55% 7% 

30 - 25% 40% 4.5% 

These values were suitably escalated for growth according 
to the route, and corrected where necessary for the traffic lost 
if a less than daily frequency were offered - some passengers 
will not change their plans merely to travel by Concorde. Note 
however, that this is not a pro-rata scaling; for example a 
thrice weekly service is estimated to take 61% of the weekly 
traffic. Finally there was, and is, evidence of considerable 
'off line' capture of traffic from other routes, and this also 
has to be allowed for. 

A comparison of these estimates with actual traffic carried 
in 1978 is shown on Figure 3. Perhaps the most striking feature 
of this information is the traffic attracted by the Air France 
routes to Washington and Rio de Janeiro (and although not given, 
the Caracas route also shows better than expected results). 
According to the traffic predictions neither route should be an 
economic proposition, and although the Washington route must be 
regarded as a prestige service - helped now by the Dallas 
traffic - the Rio de Janeiro service seems to be a success story. 
Similarly for British Airways, the Bahrain route was never 
regarded as potentially profitable until the Singapore extension 
came on line. For various reasons, some political and some 
technical, this extension did not open fully until January 1979. 
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The important indications of traffic potential however 
are. the New York/Paris/London routes. On these routes Concorde 
is in direct competition with regular, frequent subsonic servic,es, 
and the Concorde frequency is at least once per day. On the 
Paris/New York run, the capacity offered matches the predicted 
traffic fairly well, and the market capture is a very reasonable 
74% of that expected. If off line capture is ignored, the 
market capture is an apparent 89%. These figures surely 
indicate a healthy demand for supersonic travel, even at 
premium fares. 

It is interesting to note that the London/New York route 
is the only route where the capacity offered is less than the 
predicted-traffic requirement, and that this route has the 
highest load factor of all Concorde routes. There is therefore 
every reason to suppose that an increase in frequency of service 
between London and New York would be in order right now, and 
that further increases will he required as traffic builds up. 

The load-factors achieved on each route show seasonal and 
service frequency variations as would be expected. Figures 4 
and 5 which give the load factors on British Airways routes, 
demonstrate several interesting features. 

On the London/Bahrain route the load factor prior to the 
opening of the Singapore service was strongly affected by 
service frequency. With one service a week a load factor of 
50% or more was achieved, with two services about 35%, and with 
three services less than 30%. Today, with the Singapore service 
in operation, the London/Bahrain load factor with three weekly 
services is around 60%. This is entirely in line with traffic 
predictions. 

From London to the USA, the load factor shows the usual 
seasonal peaks in January, May/June and September. The New York 
load factors have been particularly encouraging, seldom falling 
below 55%, although as noted earlier, there is a case for 
increased service frequency on this route. One oddity, which is 
consistent with the subsonic pattern of traffic, is that the 
load factor throughout the year is some 15% higher westhound 
than eastbound. So far, the Washington-Dallas service has had 
little effect on the London-Washington load factors. 

One interesting feature which has materialised is that 
British Airways subsonic first class traffic has increased since 
Concorde went into service. This so-called 'Halo' effect has 
had a valuable influence on the airlines subsonic operations. 
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A nett exodus of Concorde passengers from Europe is also 
apparent on the Air France Rio de Janeiro, Glashington and New 
York routes (Figures 6 and 7). This is not so on the Caracas 
route, in fact the reverse tends to be the case. It is interest-: 
ing to note that these South American routes show less seasonal 
variation than the Europe/North America routes, which perhaps ; 
indicates that the traffic is predominantly business orientated. 
In any event, the South American load factors are far above ,. 
anything that might have been predicted. 

Turning now to a less encouraging feature, it is apparent 
that the maintenance/reliability record of the aircraft could be 
improved. Although the service started well enough - in fact it 
compared fairly well with other subsonic operations in their ; 
initial months - the dispatch reliability has not improved as 
was hoped and it is currently about 92%, which is not entirely 
satisfactory at this stage of the aircraft's life (Figure @). 
This feature, when combined with a relatively small fleet in 
each airline, is a powerful constraint on the extension of 
services which is needed to achieve adequate utilisation. Action 
has been taken to improve these statistics, but because of 
several reasons peculiar to Concorde operations, the necessary 
changes cannot be embodied quickly. 

In addition to the publicly visible dispatch reliability 
record, there can be a hidden high trouble rate which requires 
an undue amount of labour and spares to keep the aircraft in 
service. This is most clearly seen as the rate of entries into 
the technical log of the aircraft, and is reflected also in the 
maintenance costs. Figure 9 shows the record of snags per 10.00 
hours of flying for Concorde and two other British Airways air-. 
craft. 
time, 

Even after account is taken of Concorde's shorter flight 
its troubles rate is the highest, and in conjunction with 

the scheduled maintenance, 
clearance, 

which is additional to the snag 
the manpower required to keep the a-ircraft serviceable 

is higher than for comparable subsonic aircraft. Perhaps one 
reason for this high level of maintenance man hours is that the 
aircraft is treated as other long range aircraft. Supersonic 
aircraft need to notch up flights at an annual rate comparable 
to medium range aircraft if they are to be profitable, and it 
is arguable that the maintenance philosophy should be in keeping 
with this. 

The most common causes of Concorde's dispatch delays are 
given in Figure 10 - a "dirty dozen" of hurt items, many of 
which will be familiar to engineers involved in maintenance 
problems. 
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It can be surprisingly difficult to identify and correct 
these faults. One reason is that with a low aircraft utilisation 
a significant period of calendar time can elapse before enough 
failures of a particular type have occurred to identify a common 
cause., and it is generally uneconomic to embody modifications 
for 'one off' failures. In addition, with only a small fleet 
of aircraft, equipment vendors are not exactly falling over 
backwards to embody changes, and the aircraft manufacturers are 
still subject to stringent Governmental,'financial control. . 

The powerplant effectively clocks up operational hours at 
four times the aircr'aft rate, and in this area it has been 
possible to identify more 'common cause' failures. A special 
four company committee was set up to deal with these, and 
suitable modifications are now finding their wav into service, 
which should lead to a significant improvement ;n reliability, 
which, with delivery of additional aircraft (to British Airways 
at least), will permit increased utilisation and better economic 
performance. 

Turning now to the purely operational side, it has been 
found that supersonic aircraft really do fly "above the weather" 
in cruise, and since the winds at 15 - 18 km (50 - 60,000 feet) 
are very low in relation to the aircraft cruise speed, the 
repeatability of fuel requirements and flight times has been 
excellent, and leads to block times which vary by only a few 
minutes and would justify a lower value for 'en route' reserves 
than is common on subsonic aircraft. 

Operational requirements have led to some routing changes 
and in some cases extra performance requirements due to environ- ' 
mental or air traffic considerations. An example of this is 
shown on Figure 11 which shows the dog-leg route which has to 
be used to get out of Washington to avoid military danger areas. 

The major constraint on supersonic operations is of course 
the sonic boom. Concorde operations are either overwater or 
overland through strictly defined 'supersonic corridors'. The 
only current example of the latter is over Lebanon and Saudi 
Arabia. So far there have been remarkably few problems. One 
particular point of importance is that the navigation system has 
to be exceedingly accurate to maintain the necessary standards, 
and this is achieved in Concorde by the use of three independent 
navigation systems with mixing and QME update to obtain the best 
answer. 
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In overwater operations two problems have emerged. 
Firstly the track must be held very carefully to,keep the boom 
away.from coasts and islands. Figure.12 shows the changes which 
had to be made in the return track to Paris to avoid booming the 
northernmost of the Channel Islands, and to avoid booming N.ova 
Scotia the tracks to New York and Washington were moved 12 n' 
miles further out to sea. 

Secondly,' a new phenomenon has emerged which is known‘as 
secondary boom, the,mechanics of which are illustrated on -. , 
Figure 13;. "Secondary boom" occurs when the primary boom is 
reflected from the ground and then refracted downwards from i 
wind and temperature shear layers in the stratosphere at 50 - ,, 1. 
100 km. These reflected waves have negligible overpressure, ' 1 
but they can be heard and have been reported in several,areas. "'1.. 
of the West of England and Nova Scotia. 

'heard.' indoors,. where the building 
They are more likely ', ,,,: 

to be structure (e.g. 
windows) may respond to the weak pressure wave. So far th-ese ; 
secondary waves ha,ve not produced a high level of complaint. .. ', 

Concorde was designed to be as quiet as subsonic aircraft.,.., 
of its generation, i.e. aircraft like the Boeing 707 and Douglasi,.: 
DC 8, and by and large it meets this criterion. In practice,:, ,,; 
at the time the design was frozen there was no more that could .I 
be done,.and the result has been an uphill battle to get Concorde 
operations accepted. 

All that can be done is to tailor the operations to 
minimise the nuisance. For example Figure 14 shows Concorde 
tracks inthe New York terminal area. On the main runway 31L, '.I, 
Concorde's excellent handling allows a sharp turn away from the, 
communities which maintains noise levels below limits and often' 
well below the noise made by subsonic aircraft. On 13R, Concorde 
is operated as infrequently as po-ssible to minimise noise over 
the communities and on 22R Concorde turns right after take-off >, 
to minimise noise over the Rockaway Park.area. 

At all airfields Concorde uses a decelerated approach 
procedure wherever possible to minimise noise. This allowsa' 
fast approach with an automatically controlled power reduction a' 
over:the' close in communities and a substanti.al (3 - 4 .dB). " 
reduction in noise level. This is largely only possible 
because of Concorde's excellent handling and the high degree ,. 
of automation in the flight control system. j ;' ' 

'. "y 
: '. j 

T 
3. 
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One feature that is worth noting is that complaints 
against' Concorde have diminished with time. F!igure 15 sh'ows - ' " 
the numb'er of complaints r'egistered per movement at London,:! : '; 
Washington $nd N'ew York up to the time at which' FAA ce,ased /' '. 
complaint-totalling at the latter airports. Ther.e i's evi'd'ence '~ 
of an increase in- complaints -during the hot months, but the .j 
general trend is downwards. 1 

.'- It' was ,stated earlier that extens'ion of the,Rahrain route 
to 'Singapore: was delayed by political at&technical factors;. 
Politically the Malaysians decided, as is their right, that 
they wa',nted something in exchange ,for granting Concorde over-" 
flying rig.hts, and the Indian Government decided, not to allow 
supersonic o'verflight. This latter d.ecision meant that the "‘; 
route.'had,to be a dog-leg around Sri Lanka, which led to 
performance difficulties - after all the aircraft was basica-lly 
designed -for 3200 n miles Paris-New York, whereas Bahrain- :', 
Singa$o.re on the 'new' route is.3660 .n miles. 

Although the payload/range characteristics have been 
quiettly exte.nded since,,entry into service (Figure 16.),, 'the 
Sih~apor'e run requi.re'd the installation of a new low drag ', ' 
intake"‘,lip to become a viable year round operation. This' 
modification 'was particularly pleasing technically bec,ause 
cowla'drag was lowere‘d without sacrificing any powerplantco.m- 
patibility - in fact it is rather better now than i'n the ,' ' ,' 
original version. 

.! 
T:his is not the,end of the line, because 'we already have"'. 

proposals, for retrofittable performance and weight improvement 
modifications, al'th'ough it is b,ecoming steadily more'difficult' '. 
toi,,devise, co,st effective s themes .- '; -. ., 

. ; :: ! 
‘,: What of the future? The production line is closed at 

sixteen aircraft, fourof which are white tails at present; 
two are development aircr.aft, with a further aircraft alloca- 
ted to Fritish Airways. Fuel, which is a major operating cost 
on Concorde is, as we all know, g'etting more expensive. 
Despite this we believe that Concorde operations will expand 1 ,,:; 
and will,:continue. There are seve,ral routes (Figure 17),wbich 
could support a Concorde service, and as traffic grows on e,xist- 
ing routes., these will' require,extra frequencies. When dis- 
patch relsiability has been brought up to the target 96/98% and :, 
the current crop of main'tenance problems got under, control; the 
aircraft will generate impressive operating surpluses, and with 
the level of utilisation expected we see no reason why Concorde 
should not be flying profitably into the mid nineties - 
perhaps even until a replacement comes along. 



Figure l.- Load factor summary - August 31, 1979. 
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Figure 2.- Concorde estimated operating costs. 
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Figure 3.- 1978 Concorde traffic. 
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Figure 4.- Zlonthly average load factors for U.K. -Middle East-Singapore routes. 
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Figure 5.- Monthly average load factors for U.K.-U.S.A. routes. 
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Figure 6.- Monthly average load factors for France-South America routes. " 
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Figure 8.- Scheduled service dispatch reliability. 
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Figure 12.- Concorde track change - approaching Europe. 
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Figure l5.- Complaints per movement at Heathrow, Dulles, and John F. Kennedy 
Airports. 
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Figure 16.- Concorde' payload/range characteristics. 
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LONG-RANGE AIRPLANE STUDY 
The Consumer Looks at SST Travel 

Karyl H. Landes 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 

J. A. Matter 
Boeing Computer Services, Consulting Division 

INTRODUCTION 

The Boeing Company and its subsidiary, Boeing Computer Services, retained 
Gilmore Research Group to conduct a study among long-range air travelers to 
ascertain attitudes toward several basic air travel decisions. 

Of interest were tradeoffs involving time versus comfort and time versus 
cost as they pertain to supersonic versus conventional wide-body aircraft on 
overseas routes. 

The market focused upon was the segment of air travelers most likely to make 
that type of tradeoff decision: those having flown overseas routes for business 
or personal reasons in the recent past. 

The information generated by the study is intended to provide quantifiable 
insight into consumer demand for supersonic as compared to wide-body aircraft 
alternatives for long-range overseas air travel. 

THE PRELIMINARY STUDY (SEATTLE-TACOMA AIRPORT): METHOD 

Sample Frame 

The sample frame was comprised of persons having the following character- 
istics: 

0 They had taken at 'least two flights of five hours or more over water within 
the past two years. 

0 They were U.S. citizens. 

0 They did not work for an aircraft, air transportation, market research or 
advertising related industry. 

0 They traveled through the Seattle-Tacoma airport during the period in which 
the study was conducted. 
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Sample Design and Reliability 

The sample derived can be characterized as a convenience sample of travelers 
qualifying under the above criteria. 

The sample exhibits considerable diversity in terms of characteristics of 
individual respondents and their points of origin, and may be viewed as reason- 
ably representative of long-range over water air travelers with destinations in 
the North and South Pacific. (See Table 1.) 

Interviewing Execution 

The survey was conducted using personal interviews with qualified trav- 
elers. 

Interviews were conducted by the professional interviewing staff of North- 
west Certified Surveys, the data collection division of Gilmore Research Group. 
Interviewers were fully trained prior to conducting the study and supervised by 
senior field supervisors. In addition, all interviewers had prior air travel 
interviewing experience. The interviewing took place during the period of June 
25 through June 29, 1979. 

Incidence of Qualified Respondents 

The incidence of qualified respondents was found to be 218, with 1447 
travelers screened to complete 304 interviews. Only 4% of those contacted 
refused to be screened (Table 1). 

OBJECTIVES 

Study objectives were the following: 

0 Define the comparative incidence of business motivated flights versus per- 
sonal or pleasure motivated flights. 

0 Determine the fare class usually taken on these types of flights. 

0 Quantify the relative preference between the following: 

- a conventional wide-body jet with normal seating that takes 10 hours on 
an overseas flight versus a supersonic aircraft with slightly less leg 
room which takes 39 hours on the same route. 

- a conventional wide-body jet which takes 10 hours on an overseas flight 
and costs $500 versus a supersonic aircraft on the same route taking 35 
hours and costing $600. 
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9 Ascertain tradeoff preferences for business flights and for personal 
flights. 

0 Determine the underlying reasons for the preferences expressed. 

0 Define the incidence and experience in flying the supersonic Concorde and 
intentions to fly that aircraft in the future. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF LONG-RANGE TRAVEL 

Interpretive note to the reader: There are three categories. of travelers 
referred to in this report: total travelers, business travelers and pleasure 
travelers. Persons classified as business travelers may also have taken qualify- 
ing pleasure trips. Those classified as pleasure travelers, however, have only 
made qualifying trips for personal or pleasure reasons. 

Motivation for Flights: Business versus Personal 

Among the long-range overseas travelers sampled, a total of 61% described 
all such flights they had taken within the past two years as "personal or 
pleasure" motivated, 22% indicated their flights were primarily business moti- 
vated, and 16% had taken qualifying flights of both types (Table 2). 

Frequency of Long-range Overseas Travel 

Table 3 documents the frequency of travel among all travelers and among both 
business and pleasure travelers. 

Just over half (53%) of those sampled had taken two qualifying flights 
during the past two years (which translates to one round trip by air for nearly 
all of this group). An additional quarter had taken 3-Q flights, a total of 17% 
had taken 5-10 flights, and 6% had taken more than 10 qualifying flights during 
the period. The mean number of flights taken was 4.4. 

Among business travelers, only about one-third had taken two flights. 
Nearly half (42%) had taken more than 5 flights. The overall mean was 6.3 
flights. 

Among pleasure travelers, 66% had taken two flights and 12% had taken more 
than five flights. The average number of flights was 3.3 among this group. 

Class Usually Traveled on Business Flights 

A total of 22% of long-range business travelers indicated their flights were 
usually first class. A total of 66% normally flew regular coach, and 11% 
attempted to utilize discount fare options (Table 4). 
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Differences exist between those normally paying their own business fare, 
e.g., self-employed/company owners or others paying their own business expenses, 
as compared to those for whom business expenses are paid. A total of 26% of those 
for whom expenses are paid usually fly first class, while 15% of those paying 
their own fare usually fly in this class on overseas routes. About two-thirds of 
both fare-paying categories normally fly regular coach fare status. 

Class Usually Traveled on Personal or Pleasure Flights 

Seventy-two percent of personal travelers normally fly regular coach class 
status (Table 51, while 22% fly with special discount rates. Only 6% usually fly 
first class. 

Advance Knowledge of Type of Aircraft Flown 

Table 6 documents that 56% of all long-range overseas travelers sampled were 
aware of the type of aircraft they would be flying prior to their flights. This 
can reasonably be interpreted to include knowledge of the aircraft manufacturer 
and model. 

No significant differences exist between pleasure and business travelers 
with respect to advance knowledge of aircraft type. 

INCIDENCE OF USE OF CONCORDE 

Table 7 illustrates the limited use of the Concorde among those sampled-2% 
of all travelers in the sample had flown the Concorde at any time previously. 

Quantitative analyses as to why that aircraft was chosen and expectations as 
to future repeat usage are not possible to interpret from the limited cell of 
past users. 

TIME/COMFORT/PRICE TRADEOFFS IN BUSINESS TRAVEL 

Time versus Comfort 

Business travelers were asked to trade off time versus comfort for an 
imaginary Seattle to Tokyo business trip: 

0 A lo-hour coach/economy class flight on a wide-body jet with normal seating 
(34 inches from the back of one seat to the back of the next seat) versus 

0 A 3$-hour coach/economy class flight on a supersonic airplane with 2 inches 
less leg room than normal (32 inches from the back of one seat to the back of 
the next seat). 
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Table 8 illustrates that fully 90% of business travelers prefer a supersonic 
aircraft with 2 inches less leg room than normal, which would take 3$ hours on a 
Seattle to Tokyo flight as compared to a wide-body aircraft with normal seating 
taking IO hours on the same route. Ten percent prefer the wide-body jet with 
larger seating area. 

As shown in Table 9, 88 percent of business travelers preferring the super- 
sonic airplane mentioned time savings as the reason for their choice. Few other 
reasons were mentioned. 

Cnly 11 business travelers chose the wide-bpdy jet on the comfort tradeoff 
question.. Five mentioned roominess'as the reason for their preference for the 
wide-body; five said they were opposed to supersonic transport. 

Time“versus Price 

This tradeoff presented business travelers with the following two choices: 

0 A IO-hourcoach/economy class flight on a wide-body jet for $500 (U.S. 
Dollars) versus 

0 A 3$-hour coach/economy class flight on a supersonic airplane for $600 (U.S. 
Dollars). . 

A total of 80% of business travelers preferred the supersonic and 20% the 
wide-body jet under this scenario (Table 10). 

As shown in Table11,50 percent of those choosing the supersonic airplane 
said the time saved was worth $100. An additional 35% mentioned time saved 
without mentioning cost. 

Twenty-two business travelers chose the wide-body alternative in response 
to this tradeoff. Most expressed unwillingness to pay the extra $100 (14 
respondents, or 64% of those'preferring the wide-body). Five business travelers 
said 'they were opposed to supersonic transport. 

Readers caution: These preferences must be interpreted with respect to .the 
actual price alternatives offered respondents; extrapolations or inferences with 
regard to other price levels should be avoided. 

, TIME/COMFORT[PRICE TRADEOFFS IN PERSONAL TRAVEL . . 

* 
Time versus'comfort * 

The entire sample was asked to trade off ti.me versus comfort and time versus 
cost for personal travel. The results are reported in Table 12. ' 
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A total of,74% of all travelers, 81% of business. travelers and 70% of 
pleasurestravelers prefer the supersonic as contrasted to the wide-body jet when,. 
given the-same tfme!comfort option for a pleasure/personal trip: 

0 ', 'A IO-hour coach/economy class flight on a wide-body jet wit&normal seating. 
(34 inches from the back of one seat to the back of the next seat) versus 

0 A 3$.-hour coach/economy .class.flight on a supersonic airplane with 2 inches 
less leg'room than norma1.(32 inches from'the back of &seat to the back of.1 
the next seat). 

2 The reasons' .cited for preference of the supersonic airplane alternative 
again were time focused-fully 96% (217 respondents) thought itwould signifi- 
cantly save time and allow more of that commodity at their destination (Table 
13). Seven percent (I6 respondents) felt the two inches were inconsequential, 
and seven percent indicated they simply "wanted to try the supersonic." 

Forty-four of the 78 respondents who chose.the wide-body cited its roominess 
as their reason. Twenty-five respondents said they were opposed to a supersonic 
airplane.. 
mind a long 

.-Another .I7 Respondents said that they were in no hurry and did., not 
flight. 

1::. .’ 

Time versus Price 

All respondents ,were given the option of time versus cost for pleasure 
travel': 

0. IO-hour coach/economy class flight on a w,+de-body jet costing $500 on the 
Seattle/Tokyo. route versus : (. 

0 3&hour coach/economy class flight on a supersonic airplane costing $606 .on 
the same r,oute 

'_ A majority (.57%) of the total sample chose the supersonic airplane while 423 
indicated they would prefer the wide-body. jet. Business travelers were more 
willing to pay extra to save time on a pleasure trip than were pleasure 
travelers. Sixty-four percent of business travelers chose the supersonic air- 
plane, compared to 52f6 of pleasure travelers (Table 14). 

Thirty-nine percent of those choosing the supersonic airplane on this ques- 
tion said that the time saved was wor.th the $100. An additional 49% mentioned 
time savings without mentioning cost. (See Table 15.) 

Sixty-three percent of 128 respondents who chose the wide-body jet indi- 
cated that the additional cost of the supersonic airplane was too great. Fifteen 
respondents liked the wide-b,ody roominess, and 28 were opposed to a supersonic 
aircraft. '. (Based on this last number, about 9% of the total sample were opp,osed 
to supersonic transport.) 

Table 16 summarizes the tradeoff preferences among business travelers and 
pleasure travelers. 
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P,RELIMINARY STUDY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS <I 

Experienced air travelers (304) were asked to imagine that 'they had two 
alternative flights available for a Seattle to Tokyo trip. In one case, the two 
flights cost the same, but one was on a wide-body jetwith normal leg room and the 
other was on a supersonic airplane with two inches'less leg room than normal. In 
a second case, the two planes available had identical seats and leg room, but one 
was a wide-body jet offering a coach fare of $500 and the other was a supersonic 
airplane offering a coach fare of $600. In both cases the wide-body jet flight 
would take 10 hours, ,. while the supersonic flight would take only 3$,,hours. 

Business travelers (those with prior 'overseas business frights). made these 
two types of choices for both imaginary business.and imaginary pleasure trips, 
Personal/pleasure travelers (without previous overseas' business flights) 
responded only for the imaginary pleasure trip. 

When asked whether they would sacrifice two inches of leg room to save 6$' 
hours on an overseas flight, the overwhelming majority of both business and 
pleasure travelers said they would. Ninety percent of business travelers chose' . 
the less roomy supersonic airplane for a business tr'ip, 81% for a pleasure trip. 
Seventy percent of personal/pleasure travelers were also willing, to sacrifice 
some comfort for speed. 

There was slightly less willingness to sacrifice money in order to save 
time. Among business travelers, 80% chose a more expensive supersonic flight for 
a business trip, 64% chose the more expensive flight for a pieasure trip. Among 
personal/pleasure travelers, 52% were willing to spend an extra $100 to fly 
supersonic. 

"Saves time" was the reason given for chasing the supersonic airplane by the 
majority of those who preferred it. Many respondents added explicitly that time 
was worth money to them. 

Of those who chose the wide-body jetin response to the comfort tradeoff, 
more than half mentioned the'wide-body's roominess as the reason. On the cost 
tradeoff, over 60% of those preferring the wide-body jet said that the additional 
$100 to fly supersonic was too much for them. A few respondents .(28, or about 9% 
of the sample) were opposed to supersonic transport. 

The comfort tradeoff results strongly suggestedthat passengers would not 
be deterred from flying on a supersonic airplane if seat pitch were reduced.by 
two inches to permit greater cabin seating capacity. From the cost tradeoff 
results, it would appear that if incr,eased cabin capacity and technological 
advances to reduce operating costs permit a supersonic ticket that is priced only 
moderately higher than regular coach, the supersonic airplane could be expected 
to capture a major portion of the overseas air-travel market. I 
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However, because we do not know the extent to which the opinions of Seattle- 
Tacoma travelers reflect opinions in other.parts of the .United States, these 
conclusions had to be regarded as pre1iminar.y. In order to discover whether the, 
high level of interest in supersonic travel observed at SeaTac was present 
elsewhere inthe country, a more extensive survey effort was needed. 

THE FIVE-AIRPORT STUDY: ':METHOD.. ' '. .. _' 

Sample Frame ; 

As in the preliminary study, the sample frame consisted of persons having 
the,..following characteristics: 

0 They 'had taken at least two flights of five hours. or more over water within, 
the past two years. : 

0. They were U.S. citizens. ,i .' '. 

0 They did not work for an aircraft, air/transportation, market research; or 
"advertising related industry. : 1' 

0 During the period in which the study was conducted, they traveled through 
one of the following airports: 

John F. Kennedy (New Yorkj. 
Dull& (Washington, D. C.> 
Dallas-Fort Worth 
Los Angeles International 
San Francisco International 

Sample-Design and Reliability 

Again, the sample obtained in the five airport study was a convenience 
sample of travelers meeting the above criteria. Although demographic infor- 
mation (described below) was collected, no attempt was made to fill any quotas on 
the basis of demographic characteristics; It is not known whether observed 
differences in the demographic make-up of the samples collected at different 
airports were due to real differences in the populations of travelers that pass 
through these airports, or whether the differences were simply a result of 
sampling variability. However, as Table 17 shows, the sample collected did 
represent a broad cross section of experienced overseas travelers of different 
ages, sexes, and socioeconomic characteristics. 

Interviewing Execution ,, 

Data collection took place between October 5 and October 19, 1979. As in 

the preliminary study, all data was col1ecte.d through personal interviews with 
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qualified respondents who consented to participate when approached by an inter- 
viewer in the airport terminal building.1 All interviewers were experienced 
employees of Gilmore Research or its affiliates. They were trained prior to 
conducting the study and supervised during the data collection by senior field 
supervisors. In addition, the validity of the interviews was verified by subse- 
quent telephone calls to a subset of those respondents who had been willing to 
give their numbers for this purpose. 

Incidence of Qualified Respondents 

Across all five airports, the incidence of qualified and willing respond- 
ents was found to be l6%, with 1~1,863 travelers contacted to complete 1750 inter- 
views. Twenty-two percent of those contacted refused to be screened. Table 17 
shows incidence and refusal rates for the five airports for the, tradeoff and 
price perception samples combined. (See explanation of the two samples below.) 

OBJECTIVES 

The five airport study had three major objectives: 

0 Replicate and extend the Seattle-Tacoma findings with regard to time versus 
price and time versus comfort tradeoffs on overseas flights. 

0 Collect age, sex, and socio-economic information and examine differences as 
a function of these variables in choice of SST versus wide-body subsonic 
alternatives for overseas flights. 

0 Examine additional time versus price and time versus comfort tradeoffs. 
Specifically, quantify relative preferences for the following tradeoff 
alternatives: 

- a conventional wide-body jet with standard coach leg room (34 inches from 
seat back to seat back) that takes 11 hours on a San Francisco to Tokyo 
flight versus a supersonic airplane with 2 inches less leg room than 
normal that takes 4 hours on the same route 

- a conventional wide-body jet with standard leg room that takes 7 hours on 
a New York to London flight versus a supersonic airplane with two inches 
less leg room than normal that takes 3 hours on the same route. 

- a conventional wide-body jet that takes 11 hours on a San Francisco to 
Tokyo flight and costs $525 versus a supersonic airplane with identical 
seats and leg room that takes 4 hours on the same route and costs either 
$575, $625, or $675. 

1 We would like to acknowledge the kind cooperation of operations personnel at 
Seattle-Tacoma, San Francisco, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Dulles International air- 
ports and also the cooperation of Braniff, United, and Western Airlines in 
allowing us to interview in the various airport terminals. 
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- a conventional wide-body jet that takes 7 hours on a New York to London 
flight and costs $400 versus a supersonic airplane with identical seats 
and leg room that takes 3 hours on the same route and costs either $450, 
$500, or $550. 

In addition to these major objectives, there were two additional concerns: 

0 Enlarge the sample of persons having Concorde experience and examine their 
reactions both to the Concorde and to the tradeoff alternatives presented in 
this study. 

0 Check on travelers' awareness of present transoceanic air fares by running a 
separate control group of 50 travelers in each airport who guess what price 
they would expect a ticket on a supersonic airplane to cost relative to a 
regular coach ticket on both a transatlantic and a transpacific flight. 

QUESTIONNAIRE CONSTRUCTION 

Order of Presentation Counterbalancing 

Copies of the tradeoff questionnaire and of the "price perception" ques- 
tionnaire administered to the control group are included with this paper 
(Figure 1). The order in which the questions are shown in the sample ques- 
tionnaires is one of four orders used with the tradeoff questionnaire and one of 
two orders used with the price perception questionnaire. The use of these 
different versions of the questionnaire was necessary to counterbalance any 
effects that order of question presentation might have on respondents' answers. 

Specifically, on both the tradeoff and the price perception question- 
naires, half of the respondents at each airport were first presented with a 
question about the New York to London trip followed by the same question about 
the San Francisco to Tokyo trip. For the other half of the respondents, this 
order was reversed. 

On the tradeoff questionnaire only, the three different price levels for a 
supersonic ticket ($50, $100, or $150 above coach fare) were also presented in 
different orders. For half the sample, the first time versus price tradeoff 
question asked whether subjects would be willing to pay $50 extra to fly super- 
sonic. If they said "yes" to this, they were asked if they would pay $100. If 
they said "yes" again, the $150 tradeoff was asked. 

On their second time versus price tradeoff question, these subjects were 
first asked if they would pay $150 for the supersonic flight. This time, if they 
said "no" to the highest price level, the interviewer asked if they would pay 
$100. If they said "no" again, the $50 tradeoff was asked. 

For the remaining half of the respondents, the descending ($150, 100, 50) 
order of prices was used with the first question and the ascending ($50, 100, 
150) order was used with the second question. 
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The four orders of the tradeoff questionnaires created by counterbalancing 
were shuffled together with the two orders of the price perception questionnaire 
before the sets of questionnaires (350 per airport) were sent out to the inter- 
viewing staff. There should thus be no confounds between the order of presenta- 
tion, the airport, the interviewer, or the time during the study at which the' 
interview was conducted. 

Business versus Pleasure Travelers 

As in the preliminary study, respondents were classified as "business" 
travelers if at least one of their overseas trips in the last two years was for 
business reasons. Travelers having no recent overseas business trips were class- 
ified as pleasure travelers. Business travelers answered four sets of tradeoff 
questions, one set for an imaginiary transatlantic pleasure trip, one for an 
imaginary transpacific pleasure trip, one for an imaginary transatlantic busi- 
ness trip, and the last for a transpacific business trip. Pleasure travelers 
answered only for the two imaginary pleasure trips. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF LONG-RANGE TRAVEL AND TRAVELERS 

Motivation for Flights: Business versus Personal 

The mix of business versus pleasure travelers varied from airport to airport, 
ranging from 30% business and 70% pleasure travelers at Dulles in Washington, 
D.C. to 46% business and 54% pleasure at Dallas-Fort Worth. Across all five 
airports, the business/pleasure split was 37% business and 63% pleasure trav- 
elers. (See Table 17.) 

Characteristics of Business versus Pleasure Travelers 

Demographic and socioeconomic data on the sample are presented in Table 17. 
This table indicates that, as would be expected, most business travelers were 
males (86%). The pleasure traveler sample was about half male (46%) and half 
female (54%). Fifty-eight percent of the business travelers were between the 
ages of 30 and 50; 15% were under 30; 27% were over 50. Among pleasure travelers, 
34% were between 30 and 50; 23% were under 30; and 42% were over 50. Thus, 
younger and older adults were more prevalent in the pleasure traveler group. 

Professional and managerial level occupations were most frequently given by 
both business and pleasure travelers. Seventy-one percent of the business trav- 
elers and 42% of the pleasure travelers had occupations in these categories. The 
pleasure sample also contained a large number of homemakers (20%) and retired 
per-sons (12%). Both the latter occupations are listed as "otherfl in Table 17. 

Income levels for the business and pleasure traveler groups were fairly 
similar. Among business travelers, 9% had total faimily incomes under 20 thousand 
dollars per year; 30% had incomes between 20 and 40 thousand dollars; 26% had 
incomes between 40 and 60 thousand dollars; and 25% had incomes in excess of 
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60 thousand dollars annually. Twenty-two percent of the pleasure travelers had 
incomes under 20 thousand dollars; 31% had incomes between 20 and 40 thousand 
dollars; 18% fell between 40 and 60 thousand; and 13% were in excess of 60 
thousand. Ten percent of the business and 1546 of the pleasure travelers refused 
to give their income levels. 

The somewhat lower income levels among the pleasure travelers is most likely 
related to the greater numbers .of younger and older persons in this group. 
Younger persons have not been employed long enough to achieve the higher income 
levels and older persons are frequently living on some form of relatively low 
retirement income. In addition, both younger and older persons may be less 
likely to be part of multi-earner households. 

Other background information collected on the sample indicated that busi- 
ness and pleasure travelers from all regions of the country were well repre- 
sented, though more travelers from the Western part of the United States were 
included due to the fact that three of the five airports where surveying was 
conducted were in Western states. Seventy-five percent of the travelers inter- 
viewed were waiting in the airport prior to departure either on the first leg of 
a journey or on a connecting flight. About 7% of the sample was just completing a 
trip, and the remaining 18% of the respondents were at the airport to pick up or 
to drop off another party. 

Overseas Flight Experience of the Sample 

As expected, business travelers tended to have more recent overseas flight 
experience than did pleasure travelers. Twenty-two percent of the business 
travelers had taken two trips of five hours or more over water in the past two 
years while 60% of the pleasure travelers had two qualifying trips. Fifty-seven 
percent of the business travelers had taken between 3 and 10 overseas trips in 
the last two years, and 21% had taken 11 trips or more. Among pleasure travelers 
the comparable percentages were 39% with 3 to 10 trips and only 1% with 11 or more 
trips. Fifty-seven percent of the business and 56% of the pleasure travelers 
said they usually knew in advance what plane they would be taking on their trips 
of five hours or more. Thus, while the business travelers tended to be more 
experienced, both types of traveler were equally likely to be airplane conscious 
when making travel plans. 

Class Usually Flown on Business and Pleasure Trips 

The majority of both business and pleasure travelers said they usually flew 
regular coach on their flights of five hours or more, regardless of the purpose 
of the trip. Of those business travelers who said they paid for their own 
business travel, 62% usually flew on a regular coach ticket, while 72% of those 
business travelers whose travel expenses were paid said they usually flew coach 
on business flights. Twenty-three percent of those who paid their own way and 
21% of those whose way was paid usually flew first class. Among those who paid 
their own way, 15% usually employed discount fares, while 7% of those whose way 
was paid used such fares. 
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About 23% of the business travelers interviewed had never taken a personal 
or pleasure flight of five hours or more. Among those business travelers who had 
taken long-range pleasure flights, 69% said they usually went coach, 15% flew 
first class, and 16% employed discount fares. Among pleasure travelers, 65% 
usually flew coach on their long flights, 8% flew first class, and 27% went 
discount. 

These results indicate that even when they are not traveling.on business, 
traveiers who have taken recent overseas business flights are more likely than 
travelers with only pleasure flights to fly first class and less likely to seek 
discount fares. Examination of the results for business and pleasure travelers 
suggests that this is not due to the age, sex, occupation, income, or number of 
overseas flights of business travelers relative to pleasure travelers. It may be 
that a greater proportion of business travelers have been able to experience 
first class comfort and service on their long-range business flights and hence 
are willing to pay the additional amount to fly first class when they are 
traveling for personal reasons. Among pleasure travelers who -have only flown 
overseas at their own nondeductible expense, there may be fewer flyers ,who have 
been able to discover that first class fare can be worth it. 

EXPECTED DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WIDE-BODY AND SUPERSONIC TICKET PRICES 

In order to better understand the sample's responses to the time/price 
tradeoffs presented to them in this study, we wished to discover whether respond- 
ents were aware of the large price differential between present coach fares and 
present supersonic fares. However, we did not want to sensitize our tradeoff 
questionnaire sample to the fact that we were using relatively small price 
differentials ($50 to $150) in the tradeoff questions. To avoid such sensitiza- 
tion, a separate control group of about 50 respondents at each airport was asked 
to guess what they thought present coach fare was on a New York to London trip and 
on a San Francisco to Tokyo trip. They were then asked what they thought the 
present supersonic fare was on the transatlantic trip and what they thought 
supersonic fare would be on a transpacific trip if a commercial supersonic 
airplane were to fly such a route. Background information on this control sample, 
indicated that it was very similar in composition to the main sample that 
responded to the tradeoff questions. 

The fare estimates we obtained showed considerable variability, ,but on the 
average, the price perception control group guessed that. regular transatlantic 
coach fare was about $381 (standard deviation= $178). This is fairly close to 
the actual New York to London fare of $369 (peak season fare according to the 
November, 1979 Official Airline Guide). The average estimate for transatlantic 
fare on a supersonic airplane was $680 (s.d. = $374), about double the estimated 
coach fare, but still substantially lower than the actual supersonic fare of 
$1113 (again according to the November, 1979 OAG). 
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:The control group guessed,t,hat regular coach fare .for a San Francisco to 
Tokyo trip was about .$628 (s.d. = $2861, somewhat higher,than the actual trans- 
pacific fare of $502 (-November, 19'19 OAG). Their guess as -to the probable 
supersonic f:are across the ,Pacific was about, $1064 (s.d., = $857). 
.I 

In'general then, knowledge of transatlantic coach fare seemed fairly 'good, 
though the control group thought transpacific travel at regular fare would be 
somewhat more,expensive than it actually. is,. The control.,group was aware that 
present supersonic- fares ar,e considerably-.higher than regular, coach fares,. 
though they under.estimated -just how much-higher. Nonetheless, we can conclude 
that our sample of,expsrienced overseas travelers was. generally knowledgeable 
about ,the present costliness-.of supersonic travel,. 

:.,. : ,! '; 
: > 1 , . : ,: I 

. . - 'I TIME VERSUS COMFORT TRADEOFFS'. ' _~ ,. 
- :' s. .: '. 

" Figure 2, and.tables 18, 
.', - 

19, and 2O,.show patterns of response obtained when 
subjects were presented,with the two pairs of time/comfort tradeoff ch0ice.s: 

0 A conventional wide-body jet with standard leg room (34 inches from seat 
back to seat back), that takes 11 h-ours..on *a..San Francisco .to Tokyo flight 
versus a supersonic airplane with 2 inches less leg room that takes 4 hours 
on the same route.. (Both cost $525.) 

- . 
0.. /.- A conventional .wide-body jet.with standard leg room that-takes 7 hours on a 

New York to London trip,versus a supe,rsonic airplane with 2.inches less leg 
room that takes 3 hours on the same route. (Both cost ,$400.) .. 
.' 

,; Figure 2., - 
fort tradeoffs,, 

which summarizes the,five airport sample-responses:to these com- 
shows that 83% of business travelers said they were willing to 

sacrifice 2,inc.hes of leg room to save 7 hours on a-transpacific business flight, 
while 81% were willing to sacrifice this leg room to save 4 hours-on a transat-.. 
lantic flight. When the ,entire sample of both business ,and pleasure travelers- 
responded. to the comfort trade.offs while.thinking of imaginary pleasure trips, 
78% said they wsuld sacrifice leg room on a transpacific flight and 75% said they 
would saorifice it on a transatlantic flight. 

Table 18 shows that willingness to sacrifice leg room to save time on 
pleasure ,flights was slightly higher among business than among pleasure trav- 
elers., This table also shows that at Los Angeles and San Francisco ,fewer 
travelers, both business and pleasure., were willing to give up leg room to save 
ti,me..~ J Even in these airports,. however, two thirds or more of the travelers 
surveyed thought the time savings :on.an SST flight were worth the sacrifice qf 
leg room. ; i . 

., 
Additional information on responses to the comfort tradeoffs is presented 

in Table 19, which shows how persons of different ages, sexes, occupations, etc. 
responded to the tradeoffs for imaginary pleasure trips. From this table; it is 
apparent that the majority of persons in all demographic categories would prefer 
to fly an SST even with lesser leg room. However, there are fluctuations in the 
size of this majority as a function of some demographic variables. For instance, 
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Table 19 shows that preference for the SST was less .prevalent among .older per- 
sons, women, and persons with occupations categorized as ,lfother.ff Howeve,r, the 
women in this sample tend to be somewhat older on the average,than the men, and 
persons classified "other" were predominantly homemakers and retired persons. 
Thus, the reduced preferences for the SST in these age, sex, and occupation 
categories. are related.and must be interpreted with caution.. Differences as a 
function of other demographic variables were not so striking. 

Table 20 presents the tradeoff data.broken down as a function of the class 
that the respondents said they usually traveled when taking a long-range flight. 
Again, the most apparent result here is that 70% or more of the persons in all 
fare. class categories felt they would give.up leg.room to get, a significantly 
faster flight. Among business travelers, fluctuations as a function of. fare 
class were not strikingly consistent, but among pleasure travelers, those who 
usually paid a discount fare were most willing to give ,up leg room, while those 
who usually paid first class fare were least likely to say they would make the 
two-inch sacrifice. 

WILLINGNESS TO FLY SST IF THERE WAS MORE LEG R.OOM AND .,. 
WILLINGNESS TO PAY EXTRA FOR MORE ROOM (. 

For each trip scenario (transatlantic and transpacific), half of those 
subjects who said they would prefer a wide-body jet with normal leg,room to >an 
SST with less leg room.were asked if they would fly the SST if it had normal leg 
room. (Recall that cost was held constant on the comfort tradeoffs.) Among 
business travelers imagining pleasure trips, 73% of 49 respondents who rejected 
the SST for the Atlantic trip and 58% of 50 respondents who rejected it for the 
Pacific trip said that they would take the SST if.it had normal leg room. Among 
pleasure travelers, 54% of 107 respondents rejecting the les.s'roomy SST on the 
Atlantic trip and 46% of 95 respondents rejecting it on the Pacific trip said 
they would fly the SST if it had normal leg room. 

, 
When the business travelers were imagining business trips, 71% of 45 

respondents rejecting the SST for the Atlantic trip and 50% of 40 respondents 
,rejecting it for the Pacific trip said they would fly the SST if it had normal leg 
room.. 

' 
Also for each trip scenario, half of those subjects who chose the less roomy 

SST or who said they would take the SST if it had regular leg room were asked if 
they would be willing to. pay extra to sit in a more-roomy (normal leg room) area 
of the SST. Of 253 business travelers asked this question with. regard. to a 
3-hour transatlantic pleasure ,trip, 30% said- they would pay an average of $59 
extra for more room. Of 257 business travelers asked the question with regard to 
a 4-hour transpacific pleasure trip, 37% said they would pay an average of:-$67 
extra for more room. Thirty-one percent of 423 pleasure travelers said they 
would pay an average of $58 for more room,on a transatlantic flight; 32% of 400 
pleasure travelers said they would pay about $60 extra on a tran.spacific flight. 
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On a transatlantic business trip, 32% of 247 travelers said they would pay 
about $62 extra for more room. Thirty-seven percent of 258 respondents said they 
would pay about $72 extra on a transpacific business 'flight. 

Thus, approximately a third of those travelers asked said they would pay a 
surcharge of 12 to '15% over coach fare to sit in a roomier area on the SST. 

TIME VERSUS PRICE TRADEOFFS 

Figure 3 and tables 19;20, and 21 show patterns of response obtained when 
subjects were presented with two pairs of time/price tradeoff choices: 

0 A conventional wide-body jet taking 11 hours. on a San Francisco to Tokyo 
flight and costing $525 versus a supersonic flight taking 4 hours and cost- 
ing $575/$625/$675. (Both have standard seats and leg room.> 

0 A conventional wide-body jet taking 7 hours on a New York to London flight 
and costing $400 versus a supersonic flight taking 3 hours and costing 
$450/$500/$550. 

Figure 3 summarizes responses to the time/price tradeoffs across all five 
airports surveyed. Among business travelers imagining a transpacific business 
trip, 82% said they would pay $50 extra for an SST flight, 72% would pay $100, and 
67% would pay $150. On the transatlantic flight, 79% of the business travelers 
would pay an extra $50, 64% would pay $100, and 54% would pay %150. 

When the entire sample was asked about an imaginary pleasure trip, 83% said 
they would pay $50 extra to fly an SST across the Pacific, 63% would pay $100, and 
51% would pay $150. On the transatlantic flight, 77% would pay $50, 47% w&d 
pay $100, and 33% would pay $150. 

In summary then, the pattern of results was a very reasonable one. At the 
$50 level about 80% of the respondents imagining either a business or a pleasure 
trip said they were willing to pay extra to fly an SST. The percentage willing to 
pay the higher price levels fell off more rapidly when a pleasure trip was 
considered than when a business trip was considered, and it fell off more rapidly 
when the Atlantic trip was considered than when the longer Pacific trip was 
considered. 

This basic pattern of results was observed at all five airports, as shown in 
table 19. This table also shows that, as with the comfort tradeoffs, business 
travelers were typically more willing than pleasure travelers to make a trade in 
favor of the SST even when considering a pleasure, rather than a business, 
flight. 

The responses of pleasure travelers to the time/price tradeoffs were very 
similar from airport to airport. However, there was some variability observed 
among the different samples of business travelers. Generally speaking, the 
percentage of business travelers at San Francisco and at Dulles (Washington, 
D.C.) that was willing to make the time/price tradeoffs in favor of the SST was 
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somewhat lower than the percentage at Kennedy (New York), Dallas-Fort Worth, and 
Los Angeles. The lowered percentage in the San Francisco sample may have been 
due to the fact that this sample was somewhat younger and less affluent than the 
samples of business travelers at other airports. Table 19 indicates that less 
affluent travelers were less willing to make time/price tradeoffs in favor of the 
more expensive SST flight. The same table indicates that older persons were 
slightly less willing to make trades favoring the SST. This may explain the 
lower percentage of business travelers choosing the SST at Dulles, since the 
Dulles sample tended to be older than the samples from other airports. 

The finding that older persons were less willing to trade in favor of the 
SST on the time/price questions was the same result seen with the time/comfort 
alternatives. Also like the time/comfort alternatives, a slightly lower per- 
centage women and those with "other" occupations chose the SST at the three cost 
levels. The previously described confounding of sex, age, and "other" occupation 
complicates interpretation of this result. 

As would be expected, table 19 shows a relationship between income level and 
willingness to pay higher amounts to fly an SST. The higher the total family 
income of a respondent, the more likely he or she was to choose the SST at the 
$150 additional cost level. However, there did not appear to be a relationship 
between occupation and willingness to pay extra (excepting the lowered willing- 
ness to pay among "other" occupations as noted above). The indication is that 
persons with widely differing family income levels were included in the 
"manager/professiona1," the "white collar,ff and the "blue collar" classifica- 
tions. Finally, there appeared to be no differences in willingness to make 
time/price trades in favor of the SST as a function of the area of the country in 
which respondents lived. 

Table 20, showing responses to the tradeoffs as a function of fare class 
usually chosen on long-range flights, displays a similarily straightforward 
pattern of response to the time/price tradeoffs. At the $50 level at least 70% 
of respondents in all fare categories expressed willingness to trade in favor of 
the SST. As the additional price went higher, discount flyers dropped out most 
rapidly, regular coach passengers dropped out somewhat less rapidly, and first 
class passengers dropped out least rapidly. The pattern of change as a function 
of usual fare class is quite similar for both business and pleasure travelers 
(though as mentioned above, pleasure passengers show less willingness to pay 
overall). Also among business travelers, those who said they customarily paid 
for their own travel did not appear strikingly less willing to pay extra to fly 
SST than'those for whom business travel was paid. 

RESPONSES OF EXPERIENCED CONCORDE TRAVELERS 

One class of responses shown in table 19 has not yet been discussed. These 
are the responses of the 46 travelers who had already experienced supersonic 
flight at present high fare levels. Their responses to the comfort tradeoff 
questions were generally similar to the responses of the 1438 travelers who had 
not flown Concorde. On the time/price tradeoffs, however, the experienced SST 
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travelers were markedly more willing than other travelers to pay $100 or $150 
'extra to fly supersonic. It can be safely assumed that such price levels did not 
sound high to those who had already flown Concorde. Also, Concorde travelers are 
very affluent. 

Of the 46 experienced Concorde travelers, most (35, or 76%) were business 
travelers and most were male (42, or 91%). Seven percent were under 30 years 
old; 48% were between 30 and 50; 46% were over 50. Seventy-six percent were 
managers or professionals; 9% were white collar workers; 9% were retired; and 2% 
were homemakers. Fifty percent of the experienced Concorde flyers had family 
incomes exceeding $60,000 per year; 31% had incomes between $40 and $60,000; 11% 
had incomes below $40,000; and 9% refused to give their income levels. 

The Concorde travelers were typically quite experienced. Twenty percent 
had‘taken only two overseas flights in the past two years; 35% had taken from 3 
to 10 flights; and 55% had taken 11 flights or more. Forty-three percent of 
these respondents had taken one flight on the Concorde (no time limit was speci- 
fied here); 28% had taken two flights; the rest had taken three or more flights. 
When asked whether they usually knew what airplane they would be flying on their 
long-range flights, 70% of the Concorde flyers (versus about 57% of the general 
sample) said they did know what plane they would be taking. 

As would be expected with such an affluent sample, there was a high inci- 
dence of persons who usually flew first class. Fifty percent of the Concorde 
experienced business travelers said they usually flew first class for business; 
24% usually flew coach. No one mentioned a discount fare. Seventy-one percent 
of these business travelers had their travel paid for, while 26% paid themselves. 

On pleasure trips, 55% of the Concorde experienced travelers who had taken 
long pleasure flights said they usually flew first class; 30% said they flew 
coach; and 15% said they flew discount.' 

Thirty-four respondents said they had taken business related trips on 
Concorde; 12 had taken pleasure trips. When speaking of their business trips, 
44% said they had flown Concorde to save time; 32% said they had tried it out of 
curiosity; 18% gave miscellaneous responses; 6% did not answer. When speaking 
of their pleasure trips, five of the twelve respondents mentioned curiosity as 
the reason; two mentioned speed; other answers were miscellaneous. 

Fifty-four percent of those with Concorde experience said they would fly 
Concorde again; 20% said they would not; and 26% were undecided or did not answer 
the question. Most of those who said they would fly Concorde again (22 of the 25 
respondents who said this) mentioned speed as the reason. Of those who said they 
would not fly again (9 respondents), 3 said they thought Concorde uncomfortable. 
Other categories of negative. response contained too few occurrences to be mean- 
ingful. 
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RESPONDENTS' REASONS FOR PREFERRING SUPERSONIC 
VERSUS WIDE-BODY JET ALTERNATIVES FOR LONG-RANGE 

TRAVEL 

Reasons for Selecting the SST 

As in the preliminary study at Seattle-Tacoma, speed was the overwhelming 
reason given for preferring the supersonic flight on both the comfort and the 
time/price tradeoffs. Well over 80% of those choosing the supersonic alternative 
on the price tradeoffs mentioned speed in some form when asked.the reason for 
their choice; 70% more mentioned speed when giving reasons for their time/comfort 
choice of the SST. The other major reason mentioned for choosing the SST on the 
time/comfort tradeoffs was that space was not that important. About 40% of both 
business and pleasure travelers gave the latter reason when answering .about 
pleasure trips; about 32% of the business travelers said space was not important 
when speaking of a business trip. (Total percentages here can exceed 100 due to 
multiple responses.) 

Reasons for Selecting the Wide-Body Jet 

Among those who chose the wide-body alternative at the $50 level for an 
Atlantic pleasure trip, about 49% said the price for the SST was too high. About 
32% of those rejecting the SST on the Pacific pleasure trip said the price was 
too high. Among business travelers, 19% mentioned high price when responding to 
an Atlantic business trip; 28% said they thought their company would not pay 
extra for them to fly the SST. On the Pacific business trip, 13% mentioned high 
cost; 29% doubted their company would pay. 

Despite the explicit statement that the hypothetical SST to be considered in 
answering the time/price questions had the same seats and leg room as the wide- 
body jet, 10 to 14% of the pleasure travelers and 29 to 38% of the business 
travelers still mentioned wide-body comfort as their reason for rejecting the SST 
at the $50 price tradeoff level. On the comfort tradeoff itself, about 70% of 
the wide-body preferring pleasure travelers mentioned comfort as their primary 
reason for rejecting the SST. Among business travelers preferring the subsonic 
wide-body, about 79% mentioned comfort as their reason. 

There was some expression of anti-SST sentiment in response to both types of 
tradeoff questions. On the time/price trades, 57 to 58 pleasure travelers gave 
anti-SST sentiment as their reason for rejecting the SST alternative. (This is 
about 6% of all pleasure travelers.) However, on the comfort tradeoff, where cost 
was held constant, 40 to 44 pleasure travelers (about 5% of all pleasure trav- 
elers) said they opposed the SST. Thus, 14 to 17 of those who mentioned anti-SST 
sentiment were not so adamantly against the supersonic transport that they would 
reject.it if the price were right. 

Among business travelers, there were 12 to 17 persons (about 3% of all 
business travelers) who expressed anti-SST sentiment on the time/price trade- 
offs and 9 to 11 who said they opposed the SST when explaining their comfort 
choice. Again, equal price seemed to mute a few, travelers' objections to the 
SST. It appears, then, that about 49 persons (3% of the entire sample) felt 
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strongly enough against the SST to express opposition even when the price of an 
SST ticket was the same as a regular coach ticket. An additional 2% of the sample 
felt some qualms about the SST, but these qualms were not so strong that they 
would reject a much shorter flight at an equal price. 

. . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
.' 

Interviews were conducted with approximately 1500 experienced overseas air 
travelers; 300 at each of five airports (John F. Kennedy, Dulles, Dallas-Fort 
Worth, Los Angeles International, and San Francisco International). These trav- 
elers were asked to imagine they 'had a choice between a supersonic airplane and a 
subsonic wide-body jet for a flight from New York to London and for a flight from 
San' Francisco to Tokyo. On the "time/comfortlt tradeoff choices, both planes 
o'ffered the same fares, but the supersonic flight (4 hours over the Pacific, 3 
hours over the Atlantic) would have two inches less leg room than the wide-body 
jet (11 hours Pacific, 7 hours Atlantic). On the "time/price" tradeoff choices, 
both planes would offer the same seats and leg room, but the shorter supersonic 
flight would cost $50, $100, or $150 more than the wide-body jet flight (wide- 
body cost = $525 Pacific, $400 Atlantic). 

As in the preliminary study, business travelers (those with prior overseas 
business flights) made these two types of choices for both imaginary business and 
imaginary pleasure flights. Pleasure travelers (without recent overseas busi- 
ness flights) responded only for imaginary pleasure flights. 

The results ,of the preliminary study were closely replicated in the five 
airport follow-up, though results indicate that business travelers interviewed 
at Seattle-Tacoma were among the most enthusiastic with regard to SST flight 
alternatives. In the five airport sample, 81 to 83% of business travelers 
imagining a -business trip said they would prefer the less roomy SST over the 
slower wide-body. Ninety percent chose the SST at SeaTac. Seventy-seven to 79% 
of the five airport business sample preferred the less roomy SST for a pleasure 
flight. Eighty-one percent of the SeaTac business travelers chose the less roomy 
SST .for a pleasure trip. Seventy-three to 77% of the five airport pleasure 
travelers preferred the less roomy SST. The SeaTac percentage was 70%. 

In order to check on the knowledgeableness of the sample with regard to 
present overseas fares for subsonic and supersonic airplanes, a separate control 
group of approximately 250 persons (50 per airport) with the same qualifications 
as the main sample was asked to guess what regular coach fare was on the New York 
to London and San Francisco to Tokyo routes and what supersonic fare was (or 
would be) on these routes. Generally, respondents seemed fairly knowledgeable. 
They were quite aware that supersonic travel was,significantly more expensive 
than subsonic fare, though they underestimated somewhat on just how much more 
expensive. However, based on the responses of the control group, we can conclude 
that most overseas travelers realize that the $50, $100, and $150 additional 
charges for an SST used in this study were low compared to the actual additional 
charge for a supersonic flight. 

On the time/price tradeoffs, approximately 80% of both business and 
pleasure travelers on both Pacific and Atlantic business or pleasure trips said 
they would pay $50 to fly SST. Fifty dollars was apparently an all but negligi- 
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ble additional charge to most people. At the $100 and $150 additional price 
levels, business travelers were more willing to pay extra for a, faster flight 
than were pleasure travelers. This is again similar to the results seen in the 
preliminary study at SeaTac. There, 80% of business travelers were willing to 
pay an extra $100 on a transpacific business flight,and,64%.were willing to pay 
this amount for a pleasure flight. Fifty-two percent of the SeaTac pleasure 
travelers were willing to pay.the $iOO. 

In the five airport sample,'72% of bu siness travelers,,said they would pay 
$100 for a transpacific'business ,flight, and 68%.said they would pay this amount 
on a pleasure flight.. Sixty percent of the five airport pleasure travelers would 
pay $100 on the transpacific trip. Sixty-seven percent of the business travelers 
were willing,to pay.$I50 for a transpacific SST on business,, 54% would pay $150 
for a pleasure flight.. Forty-nine percent of the pleasure. travelers would .pay 
$150. ' : ., 

Comparable results 'were seen on, the transatlantic trip, though on this 
shorter run a smaller number of both business and pleasure travelers were willing 
to pay the $100 and $150 additional to save 4 hpurs.. Still, 54% of the business 
travelers considering a business trip, 37% of the business travelers considering 
a pleastire trip, and 31% of the pleasure travelers said they were willing to.pay 
the $150 extra (a 37.5% surcharge) to fly supersonic across the Atlantic. 

Examination of responses to SST versus wide-body alternatives as a function 
of age, sex, occupation, income and region of country where respondents lived 
indicated that high levels of interest in moderately priced supersonic transpor- 
tation were prevalent among experienced overseas air travelers in all the demo- 
graphic and socioeconomic categories surveyed. It did appear, however, that 
older persons might be less enthused about SST travel than.younger ones. Also, 
as would be expected, less affluent travelers were less willing to pay the higher 
surcharge levels. 

Reasons given for preferring the SST generally rela,ted. .to the speed with 
which it could take travelers to their destination. Most of those rejecting the 
SST alternative on the price or comfort questions unsurprisingly mentioned price 
or comfort as the reasons for their preference for the wide-body subsonic jet. 
However, there appeared to be about 3 to 5% of the sample that was generally 
opposed to the introduction of commercial supersonic transports. 

,It is apparent, then, that the conclusions drawn on the basis of the pre- 
liminary study at SeaTac are generalizable to.the experienced overseas air trav- 
elers interviewed for this study at othermajorairports;in the United States. 
If an environmentally and economically viable supersonic- transport can be 
developed, a high percentage of overseas air travelers appear willing to pay 
moderately elevated ticket prices in order to save significant amounts of time on 
long-range flights. 

. . 
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CiLiorc Resuich Croup Intcrvicvcr~ Ssn ?rsncisco~ 
2100 N. 45th Street. Los Angeles 
Seattle. WA 911103 DJtc O'Nsrc 03 
Jpb. No. 867 -. i ‘ DsllssfFt:Worth (. 14 .:, 

‘.,I, .,:’ .,. Dulles 
J.P. Kcnnidy 1 

(. 15 
(,‘I6 

: L. 
LtmR RsnRc Airplsnc Study - Nstionsl 

: ; ’ # 
.I i‘ ‘- ‘. : 

Ncllo. I’m of Gilmorc Research Group. sn indepcndcnt market research 3:: 
rim. We're conductinS . brief aimcy l .cmS U.S. cltircns;‘ 
.rs ,aJ . U.S. citlscn7 

IF “NO” IERMNATI! Yes I , 0: ; ‘.‘. ~ : I 
This .urvcy Is l bo+ 5 to.7 minutes In lcnSth,snd dcrls with sir trsyclcr preferences 
for sfrplsilsn for 1bnR r*nw! trsvc1. C&Id you ssslst n. wlth’thia &search aou? 

7. ;- 

i. .F+t. srs you nt is .ny wmbcr,of your fsmlly enploycd In .ny of th,esc ;: 
‘cspscltlcs.. . N4ND YELLOY CARD 

, ,, 

IF ‘YES” To ANT. ,TEPJUNATE No .,- ( 1. 

2. ‘IJslnR this csrd.:plessc tell mc why you .ts st the sltport todsy...SHOU FLIP 
SlDK OF YELL(Y cARD 

To tske . flight ( 11 
Arriving frm s flight 

.,’ : : . \ To mskc .,nnnnectlon between flights : ;: 
To tskc sooeonc else to’s flight ( 16 

‘..,, . IO pick s-eons else up- frm . flight ( 15 

’ 
, Other:’ : ( 16 

.: ;; Refuse L . . , ‘(* )7 

3. Uherc do ;& live? .’ 
., 

.: : :: . 
ststc 

‘6 
_’ 

Other couytry (If- Not US ) .. 7-9 

-_ 4. ,Uithln the lsit tvo .y”rs. how rany flighti’of 5 hours or q orc ovei .w.tpt have 
you tskcn? 

.’ . . HOTE: ROlRiD TRIP RY AIR - 2 ‘FLIGHTS” 
d ,’ I 4 
t - IF *GNE** by “1”. ~~RMNATE. RECORD;. RE-USE FERN 

I L ‘. r 

.; : IF. “2” PR HORE. ,ASK Qs 4a L 4b,. 

‘. 4s: Of thcsc:fllRhts. how many wcrc primar.lly busine’ss notivatcd: : 

BUSINESS 
None ( ) 

‘: 4b Ho6 uni :ve’rc primarily ,mb‘tivitcd by personal or pleasure rC’SO”S? 

.n 

'. NOTE: NUHRERS IN 4s k 4b SHOULD ADD TO NlJhSER IN 94 

I’F “RUSINESS” ROX EtlkY. SKIP To Q5c 

IF “RUSINESS” ROX RAS NUWER. ASK Qs 5s 6 5b I : 
RUSIRESS nZcpT RCSPUNDEhTS 

: 
.I 

5s. ThInkinS n” of sll the business flights of 5 hours nt .nrn you have ever 
tskcn nvcr lsnd nr “.ter. hsve ,ou usually trsvelcd.. . READ l-3: 

‘,,. 
First clsss ( 11 
Regular coach 
Spcclsl discount fare : :: 
_______ ---------- 
Don!t knw ( )4 

5b Do ,ou ususlly p.y for ,cur (ILL business travel 
.or do ,ou have s major financial interest in Yes ( )l 
the firm thst ps,s for ,our busiocw travel? NO ( 12 

_I__-_--____----- 
Don’t knw ( 13 
Refused ( w 

Figure l.- Five-airport questionnaire. 
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ASK EVERYONE: 

5c Thinking of a11 the permona or plumurc fliShcm of 5 hnurr or .orc you 
have ever taken over land or vater. have ,ou umually traveled . . . READ l-3;. 

. 

; ‘, 
nrmt clam ( 11 
Regular coach 
Special dimcount fare 
-----__-__------- 
No l ch flichtm taken ( 14 

Don’t knw .( 15 21 

6. Do you usually kacw in advance on ubat type of airplane ,ou vi11 be flying 
for your flightn of 5 harm or more? 

Yea ( 11 
No ( )2 
Don’t koow ( )3 22 

7. Have you •YC~ flown on the Concorde? 

ASK Qr S-13 f---Yea ( 11 

‘&Rrfu.r ( )3 23 
( )2 

SKIP TU NEXT PAGE 

CONCORDE FLYERS, ONLY 

8. Now uny oni v.y flights have you &kc” on the Concorde: 
Y 

NOTE: dOUND TRIP - 2 ‘TLIcHIs” 

9. How .rny of your fiightm on, the Concorde were primarily busincsa motivated: 

SKIP To Qll e------None AZ2 

I 

10. What were your rc.sons for flyins the Concorde for them buaincsa flighta? I 30 

I 31 

1 32 

11. Now ..ny of your fllehts on the Concorde “crc primarily motivated by ~~rscnal 
or pleasure reasons? 

SKIP TO Ql3-None ( 10 
33-5 

12. What were your re.sms for flying the Concorde for these pleasure flights? 

3b 

I 37 

36 

13a Do you plan to fly the Concorde ASainT 

13b Why do you uy that? 

YeI ( 11 
NO ( 12 
Don’t know ( )3 
Ilcfumc ( )4 39 

40 

I 41 

42 

-------_ L----- -------- -----_----------------w-w 
-------__-----_-____-_I-___---_--------------------_ 

. . .I- ‘.,’ 

h&e l.- Continued. 
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24. 

25. 

26. 

And nay Jumt a:fcw l hort questions far thr purpo.c..of clarsification. lJaf.nS chim 
card, plmnc tel1.c ibto which of, tlu follouinS .Sc catcSorics do ,a~ fall . . . . 
NANDOREQJCARD 

:.I 18-25 ( 11 

. : 

..I.,, r 

Nb4t ir ,our oc&iop? (ae’.pecifk) 

26-30 ( 12 
31-35 
36-40 : ;: 
41-45 ( 15 
46-56 
51-55 I :: 
5b-b0 ( .)8 
bl-b5 
Over 65’ 

( ,I9 
( 10 

_-_-me----- 

lefumd ( )A 

Into which of these group‘ did your tot+frily incmc fall last ye.r . . . . 
FLlP SIDE OF GREEN CARD 

Under 810.000 ( 11 
$10.000.-$19,999 ( 12 
$20.000 - $29.999( 13 
$30;000 - $39.999( 14 
$40.000 - $49.999( 15 
$40.000 - $59.999( 16 ._ .’ $60.000 - $69.999( 17 
over $70.000 ( )a 

7 : _---__--___--- 

Refused ( )9 

Ihis concludea my qucations; thank ,ou SO much for your time. and interest. 

CHECK ONE 
., L Hale ( 11 

Femlc( )2 60 

ENDURDZ f( 

NAm ?HONE 

Figure l.- Continued. 
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BIAIK 43-U 

Now I Y loins to ~ive~you . l ericm of 5” x 7” cards. each of uhich,has printed 
on it . dcmcriptim of two fliShts. both coachlmma, elma fli~hrm with identical 
.e.t. and lea rok. The, differ only in lenath of flight. type of aircraft and colt. 

Nht I would like ,a~ to do ik to iuSin8 that ,cu .re pl&nin‘ . g~rwx~al 01 
plc~marc ttie fra New York co Lmdcm and ,ou had to choose bctw+n the two 
fli~htm dcacribcd on each card. For each card tc1l.e which flisht ,ou would 
choome l nd why. 

CARD 1 WHITE 
7 hr./wide-bbd,lSLOO ( 11 
3 hr.lmupermiclS450 ( 12 
-------------A-- 
Don’t know ( 13 
Icfuaed ( )4 

IF “7 hr. /wide-body/$400 SKIP TO NFY.T PAGE 

CARD 2 UNITE 
7 hr. /wide-bod,l$SDO ( 11 
3 hrr/~upcrmonic/S500 ( )2 
--------------~------- 
Don’t know 
Rcfuaed 

IF “7 hr./wide-bodylS400”. SKIP TO NEXT PAGE 

CARD 3 UHITE 

7 hr./wide-body/t400 ( 11 
3 hr. Imupersmic/ $550 ( )2 
---------m-------a 
Don’t know 
Refused 

Figure l.- Continued. 

59 

60-l 

62 

63-4 

65 

b6-7 
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[ASK EVERYONE 1 

16. Now. different kind of question. If you had the following two choices. both 
coach/economy flights which co6t $400. which would you fly for .personal or 
pleasure trip frm New York to London . . . 

SHCW PINX Card .l tide-body/normal seating ( 11 
ruper.onic/2 in. less leg row ( 12 

Dodt know 
Refused 

( 13 
( 14 

68 
17. ml,? 

69-70 

BLNK 71-5 

ENDcARD 80 

SANE As 1 l-5 

Figure l.- Continued. 
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Now I am soin to give you a aerics of 5" x 7" cards. each of which has printed 
oo it . dcscriptim of two flights. both coech/econc.ay cleos flights vith identical 
neat8 and leg ram. The, differ ml, in length of flight. type of aircraft end cost. 

Whet I would like you to do is to hqinc that you are planning a perronal or 
pleasure trip frcm San Frmcisco to Tokyo end you had to choose between 
the two flightm deecribed on each card. For each card tell.= vhich flight 
you would choose and why. 

CARD 3 BLUE 11 hr./wide-body/S525 
4 hr./euperwmic/S675 

Don't know 
Refused 

why? 

IF "4 hr./supersonicl$675".SKIP TO NEXT PAGE 

CARD 2 BLUE 11 hr./wide-body/$525 ( )l 
4 hr./supersonic/S625 ( )2 

my7 

Don't know ( 13 
Refused ( )4 

: - 
r IF "4 hr./eupereonic/S625". SKIP TO NEXT PAGE 1 

CARD 1 BLUE 11 hr.lvide-body/S525 ( )l 
4 hr./supersonic/S575 ( )2 

why? 

Don’t knw ( 13 
Refused ( 14 

6 

7-8 

9 

lo-11 

12 

13-14 

Figure l.- Continued. 



16. Now e different kind of question. If you had the following two choices, both 
coach/economy flights which Cost $525 which would you fly for .personal or 
ple*SurC trip fr- San Francisco to Tokyo.... 

SHCW PINX Card 2 wide-body/normal seating ( )l 
supersonic/2 in. less leg ram ( )2 

--__-_---__-_---____________ 
Don't know ( 13 
Refused ( )4 

15 
17. my? 

16-17 

786 

18. IF 'bide-bodv/normal SeatinR" in Q17 ASK: Would you fly the supersonic 
if it had no-1 leg room? 

19 

YCS ( 11 
NO ( 12 
------ ----- --- 
Don't know ( )3 
Refused ( 14 

18 

= "suversonic/2 in. less len roomw in 916, or "YES" to ql8 ASK: 
If an area with normal leg ~OCID were available on the supersonic airplane. how 
mch extra would you be willing to pay to sit in this more roomy area? 

(RECORD $ VALUE) 
"would not pay extra” 

Other 

Don’t know 
Refused 

( )B 

( )C 
( )D 

19-22 

Figure l.- Continued. 



ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF EVERYONE. ROTATE ORDER 
START AT RED ll4P.K 

q 
14. Imagine that you .re planning . trip frcm New York to Lmdon. 

Suppose that you had the option of flying either an. cmvcntial wide-b+ jet 
or m . rupermmic airplme. 

Bow much do you think . gne-vav renular coach ticket would co‘t if you chooe 
to fly . ..(REkD a-b): 

RECORD DON’T 
$ VALUE KN(w REFUSED 

. . the vide-body jet? . . ( ) b. ( ) 43-6 

b. the supersponic airplane? l . ( ) b. ( ) 47-50 

IS. Iugine ,ou .re planning . trip froa San Francisco to’ Tokyo. 
Again. you have the choice of a wide-body jet or a supersonic aiiplane. 
How much do you think a --uav ~ would cost if you chose 
to fly . . . (READ a-b): 

RECORD DON’T 
$ VALUE KNO REFUSED 

. 
. . the vldc-body jet? a.( ) b.( ) 

b. the superemic airplane? a.( ) b.( ) 

BLANK 59-75 

END CARD 1 80 

SAME AS 1 l-5 

BLANK 6-56 

Figure l.- Concluded. 
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55-8 
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100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

‘. 

PACIFIC ATLANTIC PACIFIC ATLANTIC 
BUSINESS TRIP PLEASURE TRIP 

(N = 552) (N = 1492) 

Figure 2. Summary of time/comfort tradeoffs. 

100 

20 

PACIFIC 

ATLANTIC 
TRIP 

$50 $100 $150 

ADDITIONAL COST LEVEL 
BUSINESS TRIP (N = 552) 

i 

ATLANTIC 
TRIP 

I I I 

$50 $100 $150 

ADDITIONAL COST LEVEL 
PLEASURE TRIP (N = 1492) 

Figure 3. Summary of time/price tradeoffs. 
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Cilvrr Irmearch Croup 
21W W. 45th St. 
smrt1c. WA 98103 
Job. WO. 5120 (2OW 

l-3 

LONG RANGE AIsPLAm ,YrmT 

HrlI0. 1’8 of Norebve‘t Ccrtlficd Survey‘. .n independent mrker 
re.e.rch fir.. We're conductin‘. brief survey . ..a"* U.S. citirons: .r~ you . 
U.S. CILIZC"? 

IP "NO" YEMN4Ys Yes .( ) 

Thin .urvey i. “cry brief and dr.1. with .ir tr.vclcr preference, for .irpl.nc, 
for 1on; rm‘c travel. Could you . ..i.t U. with thi. rr.e.rch now, 

2. “.ins this cmrd. p1e.w tell IL why you .a .t the .irport rod.y . . . SHO” 
FLIP SIDE OF YELLW CAM. 

To rake . flinht ( 

3. Yhcre do you live? 

flights ( 
To take .O~CDIIC else LO . flilht( 
To pick .cmeonr elm up from . 

flight ( 
Other: ( 

ilcfuae ( 

city SC.t= 

Ocher cauncry 

;: 

;: 

;i 
17 

S-6 

BUS1mE.S FLLIGHI IIESPONDENTS 

Fi*.t chss ( )I 
Rew1.r co.ch ( )2 

Ierel.l-“ircn~~r-~rr__----~--~’ 
Don’t know ( )4 

Sb Do you usually p.y for your own businms travel? 
Ye. ( )I 
NO ( )Z ----_-----------_- 
Don’t know ( )3 
Refuse ( )4 

Figure 4. Preliminary survey questionnaire and show cards. 
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Job. lo. 5120 (2OOD) 

ASK l!VERYOllK: 

5c Ibinkiag of a11 the permmml or plumure fliKhtm of 5 hourm or rare you 
have cvcr tatan over land or ".tcr. have ,'ou m traveled ..? WAD 2-3: 

lint class ( 11 
Ic~ular co.ch ( 12 

Special dimcount fare _ -------------------(__23 
No such fliShts t.kcn ( 14 

Don’t know ( )5 18 
6. Do ,au uwually know in advance on ubat type of l irplme you will be flying 

for ,our fllBtm of 5 hours or mrc? 

Ycm ( )I 

Don’t know ( 13 19 

7. “.ve you l v.r flown on the Concorde? 

UK 9s 8-13+Yts ( 11 

03 20 

8. Hov uny one v.y flishta h.“e you takmn on the Concorde? 

Ho" "ny of your flishrm 0~ the Concorde rerc priurily business motiv.red: 

f \ 

SKIP TO Q.ll< La4 24-26 
10. Uh.L were your rc..ons for flying the Concorde for these business flights? 

27 

I 2.3 

I 29 

11. How uny of ,our fliahts 00 the .$ancorde were priurily q orivated by personal 
or Pleasure rcamn~? 

(-7 30-‘2 
SKIP TO Q.13r Hone ( ) 

I 12. Ilhat “cre ,our rc.sonl for flying the Concorde for thr‘e pleasure flights? 

33 

34 

13s Do you.plm to fly the Concorde alai,,? 

Yes ( )l 
NO ( )2 

t-&know ( )3 
( )4 ‘6 

13b. Why do ,a .., that? 37 

I 
38 

Figure 4.- Continued. 
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10 hrluide bodyl34” .e.tinS ( )l 
5&hrlsupermniclJ2” main& ( 12 ------- 

Don’t know ( 13 
Lcfusc ( )4 40 

41 

42 

43 

15a If you hd to choose betvccn these tyo fliShts. both of which had identical 
.*.t. and 1rS ram., which would you fly for .perronml or ~lc..urc trip . . . 
SHW FLIP SIDE OF CARD: 

1Sb yhy? 

IO hrlvid. body15500 ( 11 
9’15rl~uerz~znic!s4o~-------~--~2 

Don’t km” 
Ilefu.e 44 

45 

46 

47 

CHECK SACK TO Q. 4a. FRONT FACE. IF SOX HAS NU,WD. -- HAS T4KEN 5-HOUR LOSINESS FL.ICHT 
0”ER WATER -- ASK 9s 16.-17b. 

IF BOX BIANL - NO BUSINESS YXICHTS -- CONCl.“DE INTERVIE". 
I 

16a Iu‘inc ,ou .r~ ~1mnninS . business trie fro8 Se.tCle to Tokyo. If you h.d 
the folloving t”c. choices. both of which to‘t $500, which would you fly for 
l bumIncas trip . . . SHW UNITE CARD: 

10 hr/vldr body/34" .c.tlnS ( )I 
!tr_hr!?un_rec?~rl2~~-ee~~~~g- ( )2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Don’t know ( )3 
Refuse ( )4 4.9 

I 
16b “by? 49 

I 50 

51 

17a If JO” h.d LO choc..e brtueen them two flights. both of which h.d identical 
. ..t. .nd 1cS roe., which would you fly for . business trip... SHOU FLIP 
SIDC OF CUD 

10 hrlvid. body15500 ( 11 

I’r_h~l~llerr~on_iEl~~~~---------~--~2 
Don’t know ( )3 
Refuse ( )4 52 

17b yhy? 53 

I 54 

INTERVIEliZR DATE 

Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Show Card-Questions 14a and 16a 

A lo-hour coach/economy class flight on a wide-body 
jet with normal seating (34 inches from the back of one 
seat to the back of the next seat). 

A 3-l/2-hour coach/economy class flight on a supersonic 
airplane with 2 inches less leg room than normal (32 inches 
from the back of one seat to the back of the next seat). 

Show Card-Questions 15a and 17a 

A IO-hour coach/economy class flight on a wide-body 

A 3-l/2-hour coach/economy class flight on a supersonic 
airplane for $600 (U.S. dollars). 

Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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TABLE 1. CHARACTERIZATION OF SAMPLE 

Description of all contacts Total, % 

Interviewed (qualified respondentsIa 21 

Not enough flights taken 54 

Employment security 5 

Not a U.S. citizen 14 

Refusal 4 

Other 2 

Total % (contacts) 100 (1,447) 

Reason for being at airport Travelers, % 

To depart on a flight 48 

Arriving from a flight 12 

To make a connection between flights 22 

To take someone else to a flight 7 

To pick up someone else from a flight 9 

Other 2 

Total % (travelers) 100 (364) 

Living area Travelers, % 

Washington 35 

California 11 

Alaska/Hawaii 10 

Other western states 7 

Midwest 14 

Eastern seaboard 6 

South 11 

Other continental U.S. 2 

Outside continental U.S. 2 

Total % (travelers) 166 (304) 

aTwo or more flights of five hours or more over water in the past two years. 

TABLE 2. BUSINESS 3'LIGHTS VERSUS PERSONAL OR PLEASURE FLIGHTS 

Q: Of these flights, how many were primarily business motivated? 
How many were primarily motivated by personal or pleasure reasons? 

Reason Travelers, % 

Personal or pleasure 61 

Business 22 

Both types 16 - 
Total % (travelers) 99a (364) 

aTotal percentages in all tables that are more or less 
than 100 are a result of rounding error or multiple 
responses. 
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TABLE 3. FREQUENCY OF LONG-RANGE FLIGHTS 

0. Within the last two years, how many flights of 5 hours or more over water have you taken? 

Total Business travelers, % 
Flights, No. 

‘Pleasure 
travelers, % 

Total trips Business trips Pleasure trips 
- travelers, % 

0 Oa Oa Oa 58 Oa 

1 Oa Oa 4a 5 Oa 

2 53 32 48 24 66 

3-4 24 26 20 9 22 

5-6 10 19 9 3 5 

7-10 7 10 9 2 5 

10 plus 6 13 10 0 2 

Total % 
(travelers) 100 (304) 100 (117) 100 101 100 (187) 

Mean number 
of flights 
based on raw 
responses 4.4 6.3 5.4 1.2 3.3 

aln order to qualify, respondents must have made 2 or more flights for business or pleasure. Business 
travelers may have made trips of both types. 

TABLE 4. CLASS USUALLY TRAVELED ON LONG-RANGE BUSINESS 
FLIGHTS AMONG BUSINESS TRAVELERS 

Q: Thinking now of all the business flights of 5 hours or more you 
have ever taken over land or water, have you usually traveled 
. . . (asked of business flight respondents only) 

Class traveled 
Among al I Pay own Business 
business travelers, % business travel, % travel paid, % 

First class 22 15 26 

Regular coach 66 64 67 

Special discount rate 11 21 7 

Don’t know/no response 2 0 0 

Total % (travelers) 101 (117) 100 (33)a 100 (82) 

alnterpret with caution (small sample base). 
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TABLE 5. CLASS USUALLY TRAVELED ON LONG-RANGE PERSONAL 
OR PLEASURE FLIGHTS 

Q: Thinking of all the personal or pleasure flights of 5 hours or 
more you have ever taken over land or water, have you usually 
traveled.. . (asked of all respondents) 

Class traveled , 
I 

Total 
,travelers, % 

First class 10 6 

Regular coach 64 72 

Special discount rate 21 22 

Total % (travelers) 100 (304) 100 (187) 

Personal pleasure 
travelers, % 

16 

64 

‘18 

G+7) 

TABLE 6. ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE OF THE.TYPE OF AIRCRAFT BEING FLOWN 

Q: Do you usually know in advance on what type of airplane you 
will be flying for your flight of 5 hours or more? (asked of 
all respondents) 

Answer Total travelers, % Business travelers, % Pleasure travelers, % 

Ves 56 ‘57 55 

No 44 43 45 

Total % (travelers) 100 (304) 100 (117) 106 (187) 

TABLE 7. INCIDENCE OF FLYING CONCORDE 

Q. Have you ever flown on the Concorde? (asked of all respondents) 

Total Business Pleasure 
Response travelers, % travelers, % travelers, % 

Yes 2 3 1 

I No 98 97 99 

Total % (travelers) 100 (304) 100 (117) 100 (187) 

Q. What were,your reasons for flying the Concorde for these flights? 

Response 

Speed/time: 

“Speed” 

“Time.’ It’s a beautiful way to fly and I really like the Concorde. 
Always pick it over others.” 

“Politics, the office scheduled it because it was faster. I’m in politics.” 

Other: 

“We visited London, and we wanted to take the Concorde.” 

“That was what they booked me on.” 

1 ’ 
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TABLE 8. TIME AND COMFORT TRADEOFF IN BUSINESS TRAVEL 
_: 

Q: Imagine you are planning a business trip from Seattle to Tokyo. 
If you had the following two choices, both of which cost $500, 
which would, you fly for; a business trip. . . (asked of business 
flight respondents only) 

Flight chosen 

lo-hrlwide-bodi jet/ 
normal seatinga 

3YIhrIsupersonic airplane/ 

2 in.‘.:ess leg room than 
normala 

Total % (travelers) 

I Among all 
business travelers, % 

10 

r 90 - 
100 (109)b 

80 

100 (25): 

rally travel, % 

Coach/discount 

7 

93 
iiG& 

! 

:. i 

/ ,‘I 

aSee Figure 4 for exact wording of show cards. 

bEight missing responses 

‘Interpret with caution (small sample base). 

TABLE 9. .i.EASONS UNDERLYING TIME/COMFORT TRqDEOFF FOR BUSINESS TRAVEL 

Preference for supersonic 

Saves time, more time at destination: 

“Much faster; because of shorter hours in the air; for the convenience of 
saving on flying time; I just want to get there.” 

Dislike long airplane flights: - 

“Boredom; you are too uncomfortable for 10 hours; less tired, more 
relaxed; I don’t particularly care to be up there; there is nothing to see.” 

All others: 

“Since I’m not paying I’d rather fly 3% hours.” 

Total % (travelers) 

Preference for wide-body 

Prefer wide-body (non-specific): 

“More room; more comfort...rest, etc.; I likecomfort.” 

Against supersonic: 

“I don’t want supersonic in U.S.; don’t like supersonic. . .also I have a 
fear of the Concorde because it’s new and a foreign plane.” 

Time not a factor 

All others (wide-body): 

“Company is satisfied with (wide-body) so I am too; because of the 
environment.” 

Total % (travelers) 

alnterpret with caution (very small sample base). 

79.6 

Those favoring supersonic, % 

88 

7 

8 

103 (97) 

Those favoring wide-body, % 

45 

45 

9 

27 

126 fIlla 



TABLE 10. TIME AND PRICE TRADEOFF IN BUSINESS TRAVEL 
- 

Flight chosen Among all business Class usually travel, % Pay own Business 
travelers, % first coach/ business travel 

class discount travel, X paid, % 
-- 

lo-hriwide-body/$500a 20 16 20 23 18 

3X-hrlsupersonicl$600a ; 80 84 80 77 82 

Total (travelers) 100 (109)b 100 (25)’ 100 (84) 108 KW 100 (79) 
< . 

aSee Figure 4 for exact wording of show cards. 

bEight missing responses. 

‘Interpret with caution (small sample base). 

TABLE 11. REASONS UNDERLYING TIME/PRICE TRADEOFF FOR BUSINESS TE&VEL 

Preference for supersonic 

Time savings worth $100: 

“Time is money; if the cost is not more than that for difference, I 
would take the faster flight, of course; again, to save the time in 
the air.” 

Time without reference to cost: 

“Definitely the fast one; I want to get there fast.” 

Easier to cope with time changes: 

“You don’t have as much jet lag; easier to get back on your feet 
for business; speed, jet lag.” 

Dislike long airplane flights 

All others: 

“Since I’m not paying I’d rather fly 3% hours! business is paying for it.” 

Total % (travelers) 

Preference for wide-body Those favoring wide-body, % 

Savings/cost (cost too high): 

“The price; less expensive; my company would probably not pay 
that extra $100.” 

Against supersonic 

All others (wide-body) 

Total % (travelers) 

Those favoring supersonic, % 

50 

35 

6 

3 

14 

108 (86) 

ti 
23 i 

‘14 

. . 101 ‘(22)a 

‘Interpret with ca,ution (very small sample base). 



TABLE 12. TIME AND COMFORT TRADEOFF FOR PERSONAL OR PLEASURE TRIP 

Q. Imagine you are planning a personal trip from Seattle to Tokyo. If you had the following two choices, 
both of which cost $500, which would you flv,foL,a personal or pleasure trip. . .(asked of all.respondents) 

I 
Flight chosen Business travelers, % Pleasure travelers, % 

IO-hrlwide-body jet/ 
normal seatinga 

3X-hrhupersonic airplane! 

2. in. less leg room than 

nbrmala . 

26 19 30 I. 
74 81 70 

tooo4) i&117) El87) ” :: 1 .’ 
c 
aSee Figure 4 for exact wording of show cards. 

1 1 

TABLE 13. REASONS UNDERLYING TIME/COMFORT TRADEOFF FOR 
PERSONAL OR PLEASURE TRAVEL 

Preference for supersonic Those favoring supersonic, % 

Saves time, more time at destination: 

“To get there quicker; I just want to get there; the one that gets 
there the fastest; I don’t like long flights; it just takes so long... : 
long flights; because you don’t get so tired sitting.” 96 

Don’t need more space: 

“Two inches does not make that much difference; leg room OK.” 

Would like to try supersonic: 

“Would be interesting to try; because of new experience; I think it 
would be interesting to fly the supersonic.” 

All other: 

7 

: 

7 

“Easier to cope with time change; easier to travel with children; 
I don’t like riding in airplanes; because of societal ramifications.” 

Total % (travelers) 

Preference for wide-body 

*efer wide-body (nonspecific): 

9 

119 (226) 

Those favoring wide-body, % 

“More comfort, wider, etc.; It looks more comfortable; The 
wider’seating is nicer to me.” 

gainst supersonic: 

56 

“I’m opposed to supersonic; No, opposed to faster types like 
Concorde; Don’t want to fly in the supersonic until it is tested more.” 

Ime not a factor: 

32 

“I’m satisfied with the 10 hours; we are never in a hurry; I like to fly 
and am not in a hurry.” 

,efer wider body proven record: 

22 

“I would feel safer on the wide-body jet, they look more secure; 
.I love 747s. We don’t,need all the unproven airplanes: stick with 
proven ones like we have now.” 

II others (wide-body): 

5 

“If for pleasure; Company is satisfied with this one, so I am too.” 8 

>tal % (travelers) 123. 



TABLE 14. TIME AND COMFORT TRADEOFF FOR PERSONAL OR PLEASURE TRAVEL 

Q: Imagine you had to choose between these two flights, both of which had 
identifical seats and leg room, which would You fly for a personal or 
pleasure trip . . . (asked of all respondents) 

- 
Flight chosen 

10.hrlwide-body/$500a 

3X-hrlsupersonic/8600a 

Don’t know/no response 

Total % (travelers) 

All travelers, % 

42 

t 

57 

1 

100 (304) 

aSee Figure 4 for exact wording of show cards. 

Business travelers, % Pleasure travelers,% 

35 47 

64 52 

1 1 

100 (117) 100 (187) 

TABLE 15..REASONS UNDERLYING TIME/PRICE TRADEOFF FOR PERSONAL OR PLEASURE TRAVEL 

Preference for supersonic Those favoring supersonic, % 

Prefer supersonic: 

“The time factor; it is three times the time; naturally take it; 
because of the shorter flying time.” 

Time savings worth $100: 

49 

“I would pay the extra $100 for the shorter ride-g% hours. 
That’s a lot. You have time to spend when you get there; Speed; 
Speed again-rather pay extra.“ 39 

Dislike long airplane flights 10 

Would like to try supersonic 6 

All others 5 

Total % (travelers) 109 (173) 

Preference for wide-body 

Savings/cost (cost too high): 

Those favoring wide-body, % 

“Less money; Because of the difference in price. I would have 
more money to spend later; Cheaper; I would save the money and 
take the longer flying time.” 

Against supersonic 

Prefer wide-body: 

63 

16 

“The wider seating is nicer to me; More comfort, wider, etc.;. . . 
the planes are too crowded for sitting now.” 

Time not a factor 

All others 

Total % (travelers) 

12 

8 

8 

107 (128) 

7Ij9 
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TABLE 16. SIJMMARY OF TRADEOFF PREFERENCES 

For business travel 

IO-hr/wide-body jet/ 
normal seating 

3%-hrkupersonic airgraft 
2 inches less leg room than 
normal 

lo-hr/wide-body/$500 

3X-hr/supersonic/$600 

For pleasure travel 

IO-hr/wide-body jet/ 

normal seating 

3%-hrkupersonic airplane 
2 inches less leg room than 

normal 

lo-hr/wide-body/8500 

3Shrlsupersonic/$600 

Total travelers (304). % Business travelers 11091a, % Pleasure travelks 1187). % 

- 10 

90 

- 20 

80 

Total travelers Business travelers Pleasure travelers 
(304). % (117),% (187). % 

4 

‘26 19 30 

74 81 70 

42 35 47 

57 64 52 

aEight missing responses. 
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TABLE 17. CHARACTERIZATION OF SAMPLE, FIXi-CITY STUDY 

Dulles DFW 

Business 1 Pleasure 1 Business 1 Pleasure 

Airport 

Tvpe traveler 
r J 

1 Business 

I Total 

'leaw re Buriness Pleasure 

179 552 1 940 

! 

15 23 
58 34 
27 ) 42 

47 
53 

I I 
86 86 46 46 72 72 46 46 1 65 65 37 37 62 62 

2 2 8 B 9 9 11 11 14 14 12 12 10 10 
3 3 3 3 10 10 6 6 4 4 11 11 5 5 
9 9 43 43 9 9 37 37 18 18 39 39 23 23 

35 
13 

7 
44 

86 46 
14 I- 54 

71 42 
9 10 
6 7 

15 41 

4 I 18 4 18 7 7 19 19 9 9 23 23 14 14 
24 30 24 30 26 25 26 25 23 33 23 33 38 38 
36 20 36 20 26 27 26 27 29 17 29 17 21 21 
28 17 28 17 34 17 34 17 30 14 30 14 18 18 

8 8 15 15 7 7 13 13 9 9 12 12 9 9 

24 9 22 
38 30 31 
16 26 18 
12 25 13 
10 10 15 

11 16 11 16 17 17 4 4 18 18 14 14 17 17 16 20 ,I8 
37 45 37 45 13 13 6 6 6 6 7 7 4 4 4 12 15 

4 4 1 1 9 9 17 17 9 9 12 12 17 17 12 11 12 
41 41 34 34 57 69 57 69 64 64 67 67 56 56 65 51 51 

7 7 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 7 7 3 6 4 

(40%) 6,713 (62%) 
(43%) 2,400 (22%) 
(16%) 1,750 (16%) 

Pleasure 

27 
32 
40 

sex (%I 
Male 
Female 

B4 45 
16 55 

44 
7 
7 

41 

Occupation f%t 
Manager/professional 
mite collar 
Blue collar 
Other 

71 
6 
8 

14 

Income I%) 
Under $20,000 
$20-40.090 
s40-60,ooo 
Over 860,ooO 
Refused 

11 27 
39 29 

1 16 10 
9 7 

24 27 

Residence (%I 
Northeast 
Southeast 
Mideast 
West 
Other/missing 

38 38 
5 9 

16 18 
32 27 
10 7 

Incidence rates* 
Unqualified 
Refused 
Acceptable interview 

918 (56%) 
357 (22%) 
350 (22%) 

For both trade-off.and price perception samples. 



TABLE 18. TIME/COMFORT TRADEOFF RESULTS 

Airport JFK 
Trip scenario F’S AS 

Business 
travelers, % 
l Business trip 

SST, 32 in pitch 88 80 
Conventional jet, 
34 in pitch 11 19 

l Pleasure trip 

SST, 32 in pitch 88 81 
Conventional jet, 
34 in pitch 10 18 

Personal/pleasure 
travelers, 96 (N= 2031 

l Pleasure trip 

SST, 32 in pitch 81 77 
Conventional jet, 
34 in pitch 18 23 

86 82 88 88 76 76 78 77 

13 15 11 12 22 24 18 20 

86 83 87 83 67 69 

30 30 

I~=1851 

70 70 

13 16 13 15 28 30 

1 N=1791 

LAX SF0 
PS AS PS AS 

I 

[N= 1101 

68 64 

31 35 

kiiq 

69 64 

2934 

Total 
PS AS 

I 
IN-5521 

83 81 

15 18 

79 77 

19 22 

IN=9401 

77 73 

21 26 

saa 
Ps 

IN=1171 

90 

10 

81 

,A, 

70 

30 



TABLE 19. RESPONSE TO SST DEMOGRAPHICS 

- 

1 

I 
L 

1 
I 

I 
I 

I 

- 

Tradeoff type 

Trip scenario 

AGE 
Under 30 (N = 303 1 
30-50 (RI=6361 
Over50 (N=545 1 

SEX 
Male (N = 907 ) 
Female (N = 582 ) 

OCCUPATION 
Manager/ (N = 783 
profgsional 
White collar (N = 143 
Blue collar (N = 102 
Other (N=466 

diffuant bvrls of cost trrdo comfort 

Ps 

82 
84 
69 

81 
73 

82 80 87 66 52 83 50 36 

79 76 87 66 54 81 52 39 
84 81 64 61 53 77 46 36 
70 65 75 58 49 66 41 26 

Pacific scenario 

,61 50 
88 68 55 
77 60 48 

65 51 
80 62 52 

Tradeoff type 
I 

% choosing SST on 
comfort tr&e T 

Trip=T AS 

74 79 52 42 
75 84 60 47 
78 88 70 53 
74 85 73 65 

ii: 
79 
72 

84 ‘66 51 75 45 32 
87 64 78 42 
83 63 z 81 g 
81 62 61 79 z 35 

Atlantic scenario 
$50. $100 $160 

79 46 33 
82 51 37 
71 43 29 

tie 49 35 
73 44 30 

X choosing SST at differat lwds of cost trqck 

Pacific scenario Atlantic scenerio 
so $100 $150 $60 $100 $160 

72 
80 
5: 49 61 45 34 

89 74 65 85 61 50 

83 63 50 78 47 33 

: 
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TABLE 20..RESPONSE TO SST.BY CLASS USUALLY FLOWN 

.Tradeoff type % choosing SST 
or oornfort .trMb K choosing SST at different lavdt of cost trade 

,Trip sce&io PS AS Pacific scenario Atlantic scenario 
so $100 $150 $56 $169 $156 

OtVbusiness trips , 
YPay ovm travel 
I l lstclass (N.= 36) 83” ‘86 

. Coach (N= 96) 63 ‘.’ 2. iz.. ii -.E : E 

69 

l Discount (N = 24) 75 ” 79 71 58 .72 55 z 
l Travel paid 

. 1st class (N = 85) 82 78 ;: 94 82 

.coach (N =291) 81 80 68 62 
ii ii 73 

47 
l Discount (N = 27) 85 ., 78 85 63 56 70 55 48 

On pleasure trips 
l Business travelers ‘:, 

l lstclass (N = 63) 84 78 87 79 ,76 82 71 
l Coach (N=291) 78 75 88 81 ii 
l Discount (N= 67) 79 81 65 

ii :A 
82 

ii 
25 

0 Pleasure travelers 
l lstcJass (N= 74) 72 ; 70 77 66 61 77 62 
l Coach (N-607) 77 72 72 63 48 
l Discount ~252) (N 62. 77 82 55 

ii 7783 
31 

TABLE 21. TIME/PRICE TRADEOFF RESULTS 

Airport 1” JFK 

l Business trip 
’ $50 for SST 85 77 

$100 for SST 75 65 
$150for SST 70 49 

i Pleasure trip 
$50 for SST 96 86 

$100 for SST 74 55 
$150for SST 57 38 

Personal/ 
pleasure N = 203 
travelers, % 

l Pleasure trip a 
$50for SST 85 75 

$lOOfor SST -65 40 
$150 for SST 49 29 

bd18S 

PS AS 

. 

:DFW 
PS AS 

I 
IN = 1381 

87 83 
76 68 
76. 59 

87 85 
72 61 
63, 46 

[N.= 1631 

79 77 
56 48 
46 39 

-_ 

LAX 
PS AS 

I 
[N = 110; 

il8 83 
79 75 
77 68 

85 83 
69 59 
56 43 

[N = 1851 

74 75 
59 49 
52 30 

SF0 
PS AS 

N= 115 

79 77 
67 60 

r 

61 50 

77 71 
56 43 
45 31 

Total 
PSAS 

I 
IN = 552; 

82 79 
72 64 
67 54 

87 81 
68 52 
54 37 

IN = 9401 

81 75 
6044 
49 31 

saa 

,A, 

60 

52 

‘Pacific scenario-SF0 to Tokyo (8XCOpt ti8td8) 
bAtlantic scenario-JF K to London 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT OF ADVANCED AIR - TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY 

R.L. Maxwell and L.V. Dickinson, Jr. 

Office of Technology Assessment 

U.S. Congress 

In April of 1978, the former Chairman of the House Science & Technology 
Committee, Olin E. Teague, requested that the Office of Technology Assessment 
consider performing a technology assessment "to provide a fresh look at the 
impact of eventual widescale introduction of.advanced high speed aircraft." 
The specific issue raised in this request was whether the potential benefits of 
advanced supersonic transport aircraft warrant the Federal Government 
increasing the level of its support during the next steps, which would be to 
validate concepts and develop the technology. 

In responding to this request and in keeping with the role of OTA,, the 
former Director suggested, and I agree, that this should be a broad and long- 
range study. He further suggested that we include all types of advanced 
aircraft technology, passenger and cargo. With this broader perspective, we 
could then more adequately evaluate the potential of specific technologies. 
As a result the total assessment examines the potential future for large 
long range aircraft, which includes advanced subsonic, advanced supersonic, 
and even hypersonic vehicles. It further includes commuter aircraft and air 
cargo. This paper will be confined primarily to the findings,of our study of 
advanced long range aircraft which is nearing completion. We expect our work 
on commuter aircraft and air cargo to be completed early next year. 

Barring some major disruption to continued growth in the world economy, 
we see no reason that there will not continue to be an expansion of the 
commercial air system and the-need for more efficient aircraft to support 
its growth. During the next 20 years the market for long range aircraft will 
continue to be dominated by subsonic aircraft, for which there is still 
substantial opportunity for advancing technology to improve energy ,efficiency, 
general economic performance, and environmental compatibility. At the other 
end of the performance spectrum -- hypersonic aircraft -- we doubt that there 
will be any commercial applications within the next 30 years. In between is 
the issue of the role and importance of commercial supersonic flight capability. 
It.is to this issue that most of this paper is directed. 

It is important to make clear our perspective on the issue of supersonic 
aircraft, the now-designated Advanced Supersonic Transport, or AST. The 
situation is not one in which aircraft manufactur,ers have designed a supersonic 
airplane that they consider a justifiable risk. In fact, the potential 
manufacturers generally agree that the technology is not yet far enough 
along to make a decision to build such an aircraft. While they think 
it is conceivable to build an airplane that would meet today's environmental 
standards and be economically viable in unsubsidized competition, the overall 
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risk is still too great. Until further technology advances and validqtion 
are accoop'listled, and 'until-a.variety of economic questions are clearer, 
an AST is not likely to be a prudent investinent. 

The real issue nqw is whether the long range promise of an advanced 
supersonic transport - -,one that may be designed perhaps 5 to 10 years 
froro now - - is sufficient to justify the investment in getting the 
technology ready. If we keep with l'ast prattice, the burden of financing 
sucll research would fall in large measure on the Pl\nerican taxpayer, i;hich 
is why the question was originally put to OTA by this comnittee. 

Tn this perspective, our assessment is not a market study of the pro-’ 
spects 'for a specific supersonic aircraft ,clesign. This kind of study will 
have to be undertaken sonetioe in tile future if anyone is to proceed with 
actual coilstruction of a prototype aircraft. Ours is rattler an' eval~jation 
of whether a trend in technoloi;ical research toward a class of possible 
future supersonic aircraft seeIlls sensible in the lonz'run - -'wIletIler Iloving 
a r:lastery of supersonic technology in this country will be an important 
Eactor in our international competitiveness in the future. Tlierefore, we 
tlavc tried to look at supersonic tecllnology as one of several possible ,, 
direc.tions for the continuing evolution of aircraft, and itave tried to 
evaluate whether the game is worth the' candle and whether the public invest- 
ment is attractive. 

MARKET FOR FUTURE LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT 

Figure 1 'reiterates's point I 'made earlier, that with reasonable luck 
in maintaining long-range economic growth in the world and reasonable success 
in copink with the growing need for -increasingly costly energy, the total 
market for aif-travel and commercial aircraft should continue to expand 
substantially in the future. A reasonable expectation over the next thirty 
years is a quadrupling of passenger miles, a doubling of route miles and 
a total world market for new long range (greater than 2700 NM) aircr'aft 
resulting in expected potential sales of some $150 billion df 1979 dollars. 
The new aircraft referred to here include both additions to the fleet and, 
replacement aircraft. To put the $150 billion into perspective this number 
represents about 3 years tiorth of new automobile sales in the U.S. 

ADVANCED SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT 

While the potential exists for supersonic transport aircraft to satisfy 
a portion of this long range niarket, it is expected.ihat it ii.11 be dominated 
by subsonic aircraft -- at least in this century. This brings me to a point 
I made earlief that there is potential for subst'antial improvement in sub- 
sonic aircraft that could have favorable impacts on lowering the cost, energy 
usage, and emissions. As shown in Figure 2 such improvements provide the 
incentive for investment in new designs. For example, work on lighter weight 
materials and improved design and manufacturing techniques, improved aero- 
dynamic efficiency, and more efficient and quieter engines are areas which 
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appear fruitful for an improved subsonic aircraft. There are other factors 
whicfl will be important in new subsonic aircraft designs. T11e availability 
of fuel and rising fuel costs are two examples. Another is the possibility 
of more stringent noise standards in the future which would llose a challenge 
for both subsonic and supersonic aircraft. 

TYPE OF FUEL -- 

One of tlie most significant factors affecting aircraft design and tile 
growth of air travel is tllc future type and price of fuel. In considering 
new aircraft, whether subsonic or supersonic, it must be remembered that 
they will most likely be in service'20 to 30 years after intr.oduction. ' 
Tllerefore, given this ion;; term service, we may well be on a different 
energy track in the future than that which exists today. /\s illustrated in 
figure 3, if the energy track is synthetic jet fuel, then aircraft can 
be expected to be adapted' to use this type of alternative without major 
design changes. However, if the energy track is to use fuels significantly 
different from petroleum sucl~ as methane or hydrogen, these fuels will rc!quire 
new aircraft designs. Thu's , 'one uncertainty is deciding what fuel a fut&re 
aircraft should be designed to use. IJhilc that decision does not have'tn 
be made now, it would have to be made before starting a new aircraft program 
and is important in technology validation. 

POTLXTIAL FOR CONI\IERICAI. SUPCRSOKIC AIRCRAFT ---------- .-- 

I would now like to leave these general observations and discuss specifi- 
cally the potential for and impacts of an ac!vanced supersonic transport. 
Our analysis shows that supersonic travel has tlie potential of significantly 
altering the lonp, term structure of the aircraft market and could have a 
major impact on the competitive picture; (Figure 4) Future development of ' 
an advanced supersonic transport appears justified if expected tecllnological 
progress can be verified. The basic incentive for an XT is lower flight 
time and higher productivity - - productivity being defined as the number 
of seat-miles (km) generated by an aircraft per unit of time. Productivity is 
of course very important, but only one of many factors that must be taken 
into account in considering future air transport aircraft. The issue leas 
not been whetller a supersonic would potentially have higher productivity 
than a subsonic airplane. The question teas been "At what cost?" \de will 
address this quest ion presently. 

The most compelling argument for an AST is improved aircraftproductivity. 
(Figure 5) For example, a Xach 2+ supersonic aircraft can transport roughly 
twice as many passengers per day as an equivalent sized subsonic aircraft. 
Since the beginning of commercial flight, the real cost of air travel has 
been dropping even though the cost of labor and other cost elements in 
aviation have been rising. This progressive reduction in the cost of 
commercial air travel in the past has been partly because technological 
improvements in successive new aircraft have made them more efficient and 
partly because they are more productive due to size and speed increases. 
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For the i>ast twenty years, since the advent of jets, speed has not 
incrca~ed, but :nnjor productivity improvezents have resulted almost entirely 
from increases in size. For example, a 300 seat airplane can carry twice 
as aany passengers per da+ as a 150 passenger airplane, but it does not’ 
cost .twice as much to build and operate. The potential for further product- 
ivity gains. from size increases is not as impress.ive. They have not disap- 
peared,' however, because as the number of people using a route grows, larger 
aircraft liave been substituted for sr?aller aircraft. Titus, while the larger 
aircraft my be further stretched in tile future, as cxenplified by the 
sharfin~; of the subsonic aircraft in the figure, the size increases will 
bc constrained ,by the rlarket denand and route densities. For example 13oeing’s 
new aircraft, ‘the 757 and 767, planned for introduction in tile mid ‘80’s, 
will scat 150 -21)(i passengers and therefore iJill not continue the trend 
f n iqroved productvity. On the other hand improvements in the aircraft 
tcchuolo~;y r:ay continue to lower the costs per seat-mile (km). 

The rationale behind a supersonic aircraft is to take advantage of 
increased speed. The drawback in the past from pursuing speed-derived 
productivity has been cost. In other words the productivity could have been 
achieved, but at a much greater than proportionate increase in costs. Figure 6 
shows that over time, however, this cost penalty has been decreasing - - that 
is the difference in the potential cost of supersonic aircraft compared to 
subsonic aircraft has been shrinking. While rising energy costs could slow 
the trend, it is reasonable to expect that through technological improvements 
this convergence will continue. 

The figure indicates a relative convergence of costs of supersonic and 
subsonic aircraft as compared to present wide-body jets. 1 feel it is appro- 
priate to clarify a few points. The advanced subsoni.c aircraft, designated 
ASUlY~, ,assul:,ed a 20 to 25 percent improvement in fuel efficiency over the 
Boeing 747. With respect to the AST, ossucptions were made by the various 
aircraft manufacturers regarding fuel price. These included a raq:e of fuel 
price increases of 50 percent to 100 percent in constant dollars between 
now and the year 2010. If the assumptions are valid, the shape of the curve 
would resemble that shown. The effect of fuel price on the aircraft’s total 
operating cost is shown on the next Eigure. 

EFI’ISCT OF FUEL PRICE --- 

Figure 7 shows the result of increasing fuel price, relative to all 
other costs. As can be seen, tlie supersonic aircraft is nore sensitive to 
fuel price increases than a subsonic aircraft. The primary reason is that 
an AST will use about twice as much fuel on a seat-mile (km) basis as a same 
generatidn subsonic aircraft. Ranges of total operating costs are shown 
considering the followi.ng: 

Suycrsonic: This includes a conposite of several proposed MT's and 
not just one specific aircraft. 



Subsonic: This band contains subsonic aircraft wittr improvements in 
fuel efficiency to 30 percent. 

IJhile a vast amount of.disagreenent exists over the future price and avail- 
ability of fuel, this figure uses for illustrative purposes, a fuel ,llrice. 
that increases nt .a real rate of 5 percent annually (1378 dollars). .Thus, i 
in 1830 at a cost of $0.71 per gallon, in 1973 dollars, the total operating 
cost (T:O.C. ) of .supersonic aircraft would be approximately 25 percent 
higher than a subsonic a-ircraft.2 At $1.29 (in 1973 dollars) per gallon 
in 2010 the T.O.C. for supersonics would be approximately 35 percent higher 
than that for subsonics. There are two important paranetcrs which will impact 
this EiCure: first is the seating capacity of ttle a,ircraft and the seco,nd 
is labor cost. i?ising labor costs would probably he more detrimental to 
subsonic aircraft economics tllan to supersonics clue to the hii:her product- 
ivity of flight crews in supersonic aircraft operations. 

LIKCERTAINTIES _--- 
'. . j 

I\s we have just seen, energy price and availability are major uncertain-. , 
tics surrounding the long range prospects for a successful AST. There are 
others, as shown in Fiy,ure 8. 

Noise . 

One of t!le lnost significant prohlerls appears to he the ability to,ncet : 
incrcasin~: sensitivity to community noise, especially in the vicinity of ah- . 
ports. T?!is may lead to nore stringent environmental standards in the future 
for both aircraft and airports. In dealing with tllis problem, one of the 
objectives of NASA's Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) Program is 
directed toward achieving noise levels of supersonic aircraft conparable 
to competing long -ran,o,e subsonic aircraft. Present NASA work indicates the 
possibility of meeting (FAR Part 36, Staf;e 2) noise regulations. Yore 
research and development and technolo;;y validation will be needed to meet 
Stage 3 repirements. Xost likely there will be cost penalties associated 
wit11 satisfying these more stringent regulations. 

Public Interest and Acceptability --- ---- 

Another important point, that was quite significant in the former U.S. 
SST program, is public acceptance of supersonic transport development. The 
public may not be in favor of possible government support of a program 
leading to an aircraft perceived to be desired and affordable only by privi- 
leged classes. 

* These calculations were made in the summer of 1979. Fuel prices have 
increased significantly since this tine. This illustrates the major un- 
certainity that exists in this area. 

Further, there could be a strong negative public reaction to an aircraft 
which has a high energy use as compared to other means of transportation. 



There are also probably other issues, which will brinj; with them new 
uncertainties, yet to be identified. These uncertainties cannot be resolved 
by analysis. Only Lhrough the passage of time and the progress of -re$earcil 
and development can they bti rec!uced. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS 

As indicated in Figure 9 the primary environmental conce'm now 
appears to be the impact of noise on the bommunity. Public opinion 
is toward less tolerance of noise and this view will undoubtedly have 
a significant impact on future aircraft -- both supersonic and 
subsonic. Controversy over allowing the British-French Concorde to 
operate into Washington's Dulles Airport and into New York's John F. 
Kennedy Airport focused around its anticipated noise impact on the 
neighboring communities. The concept of the Concorde was evolved before 
noise rules were established for any class of aircraft. The engine 
configuration selected was not a design favoring minimum noise generation. 
Although supersonic transports will comprise only a small number of 
future aircraft operations, noise will continue to be a critical 
factor in any future U.S. aircraft program. 

It is the gerxral belief that the uncertainty about noise frorn‘supersallic 
aircraft will have to be reduced significantly before any nanfacturcr is 
likely to commit to a new supersonic aircraft program. Tile investment is 
too large to risk failure of not meeting a more stringent noise standard. 
Therefore, substantial research and engine hardware testing will be needed 
to develop the data to reduce this margin of uncertainty. 

Sonic Boom ____- 

The sonic ,boom is another environmental concern carried over from the 
first SST program and the Concorde. Present federal regulations prohi bit 
civil aircraft from generating sonic booms that reach ttle ground. ‘This 
effectively bars any future SSTs from operating supersonically over land, 
forcing them to fly at subsonic speeds and at less efficient fuel conswption 
rates. Research indicates ttlere ~nay be ways to lower sonic booo pressures. 
Rut practical aerodynamic solutions appear to be many years off. 

Elore recently, “secondary sonic booms” have been reported in connection 
with some Concorde operations. It has been suggested that secondary sonic 
booms are augmented by meteorological pllenomena. The source of the noise 
could be waves from an airplane that propagate upwards and are then returned 
to the surFace of the earth. Although measurements have indicated that the 
pressures of secondary booms are much lower than those resulting from con- 
ventional sonic booms, the Federal. Aviation Administration and others are 
presently studying this potential environmental problem. 
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&tmospheric Pollution -- 

In 1971, there was considerable concern that engine emissions of a fleet 
of. supersonic airliners would deplete the ozone irk the upper atmosphere. A 
reduction in tllis protective shield against the sun's rays, it was feared, 
vould increase the incidence of skin cancer. Ilowevcr, studies since tl!en, 
including a Federal Aviation Administration program now in progress to monitor 
the upper atmosphere, indicate that previous predictions of uzonc loss throuy,h 
subsonic and supersonic aircraft pollution appear to have been substantially 
overstated. The science of atmospheric chemistry and physics is still growing; 
and, as new data and models become available, it will be determined whether 
the current optimistic outlook is justified. 

Considering air .pollution problems on the ground, aircraft emissions 
around airports appear minimal when compared to erxissions resulting from 
Oround- transportation vehicles. Furthermore, n the problem appears to'differ 
little between subsonic and supersonic aircraft. 

. . '.' 
NASA 'SUPE&SONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESMRCI! YROGRAM ----- 

I would now like to briefly review some of the major technical advances 
in supersonic technology resulting fron NASA's Supersonic Cruise Aircraft 
Research (SCAR) program (Figure 10). This program was established after 
the former U.S. SST program was cancelled in 1971. 

Aerodynamics 
o In R&D in the aerodynamics area, sup<rsonic cruise lift-to-drag ratios 

between 9 and 10 have been demonstrated in wind tunnel tests. These 
values represent a 20 percent improvement over both the Concorde and 
the 1971 Boeing SST configuration. 

Structures 

o The most significant advancement in the structural area is probably the 
application of finite-element modeling and advanced computational 
methods. With an airplane structural Ilode1 typically consisting of over 
4,000 elements with 2,000 degrees of freedom, computer technology 
advancements lrave reduced the structural design turnaround time for 
a major aircraft component from 3 months to less than l-week. 

o Another promising structural development is the concept of super- 
plastic forming and concurrent diffusion bonding of titanium. Studies 
indicate that significant weight reductions (10 to 30 percent) and 
cost reductions (50 percent) are potential results of application of 
these techniques. Effort has also gone into studying various forms of' 
high-temperature polyimide composi.te structures and the potential weipJlt 
savings resulting from their application. 
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Propulsion 1,; 

o j A major. part of the.-proposed NASA SCAR technology,validatioti prtigram 
wou1.d involve the::deve,lopment and'testing of a new.conctipt. ,for. a variable,- 
cycle aircraft engine. Research indicate‘s this experimental engine would, 
be able to operate at near..optimum fuel eSfici&cies while cruising :$ 

: either. at supersonic. (turbojet) .or subso'nic (turbofan)'.speeds.: The! 
research also .indicates rhe. internal configuration,,of the.engine could : J 
-achieve significant ,reductiong. in cnoi.se levtils, at:.takeoff and landingi 

.,_ .' ,- 
‘? ' : Systems Studies ,.. I, ,, " 

1 '. . , ., 
0 In the systems area, various advanced operational procedures are being 

stud.ied which have,,the ~potential for lowerink; t.lle .r*oise over 2: community 
during takeoff, and, landing. .AJI iq)ortant result ;oF these. studies is 
that, important gains. in -noise reduction are indicated to be possible. 

., " : 
0 The benefits of a family concept of aircraft designs are also encourag- 

ing., By using common fuselage-and wing module.desi-gns on variads, size ,' 
aircraft, it enables the manufacturer to n&et chnniing needs of tile' .'~ .'. 
airline :customers for different payloads and ranges in 8' very c'ost 
effeetivc manner. :. : ,- , I '- '. I 

.!. /I 
As indicated, 

._ 
supersonic ,aircraft technology has advanced signifi- ' 

cantly since 1971. This work leas -been undertaken for a modest federal 
investment of approximately $lI: r!,illion:.per year over the last 7 years. 
Further advances,, \:/lich could be achieved under a continuing NASA 
research program, could significantly improve the prospects, fo~,super- 
sonic Xravel, both environmentally and cconoclicall~. .e_ -. ., 

' .;.; 
POTEPiTIAL FOR CO~liXRCIAL SL!PERSOKIC CRUISE AIRCKAFT 

Given this technical background and identification of both 
prospects and unce.rtainties, we conclude (Figure 11) that there.-is 1 
a good possibility that. an environmentally acceptable and cconomicaJly 

-viable &lvartced Supersonic Transpoi-t (MT) could be,developed and could 
play a significant role in the, long; range, overwater travel matket _ 
by the c‘nd of tl~ .century. .As shown on the figure, althoughbthe 1 
Concorde is much more exl1ensiv.e to operate - - mainly due..to its..small 
payload - - than subsonic aircraft, it has denonstratcd with 20 year 
old technolok;y (1) safe supersonic conmercial operations and (2) passen- 
ger acceptance at fares several times the subsonic coach fares:? .I 

<,/.'.' 
An AST has the pot.ential for alleviating many of the problems which 

characterized.earlier supersonic aircraft even tllough.it also would,. 
fly supersonically only over water. It is .estimated that an AST could 
capture about $50 billion (1979 dollars) of the potential $150 billion 
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in sales up to the year 2010. 

. . . . 
In sum, as shown .i,n FiAg(lre 12,,. tl,je lon ,g :term .prospi"cts f.o'r. corimier- 

cial supersonic transp0z;ta.tlo.n appear. attractive, -- atc,ra.ct.ive enou.gh 
to keep obr sui,e'rsoni&' rescarcli effort active and reasonal+y jiealthy.. 
On the other hand, the, uncertainties surrounding an Advanced Supersonic 
Transport, specifically sucl pricq, fuel,:va+:lability and noise, are 
too significant to warrarit tin adc~lcr;lt'ed'res'earcH and"devclopnent 
progral!l until t,hey arc better resolved. These same uncertainties are 
also faced by' dur'fore$& competitors. :. (,' .', .t. / " / I,, a1 ,_ $I . . '.i 

Thus, at this point iri tile study ii appears appropriate to con- 
tinue the researcli,.'ana:.devclop~:ent -~prbgram at a rno,det?at+e le.vtil to -: 
further develop factual inforclation ant! reducc;~som~ of the' tieclin'i'cal 
uncertainties. 

._ . . . .I ,. f'. x_, i. ., \ ,,:, 1. ., ~ ,,:;., '> f r 
.' 

This posture would then lead to a point som&timc in tli&'iGtre~wt&re 
a decision could be made as to how, or if, the research program si!ould 
be accelerated to a level. nl~i)ropr~at~' to:achi~v~ '<e'Ch‘nold$y ireridiness. 
IJe believe this posture is appropriate due to the current uncertainties 
concerning fuel,av;iilabili,ty, fuel price and noise. (This would still. 
maintain the option for future development of an Advanced Supersonic 
Transport. 

. . - _ 
.:. . 
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Given. long-range economic giowth in the world, the total market 
for. air travel and cqmmercial aircraft will continue to expand 
substantially 

World Requirements - New Aircraft 

Potential, Sales 
1980 Thtu 2010 1979 Dollars 

Short - Medium Range 6,500 - 8,500 l $235 Billion 
(up to 2,700 nautical miles) 

Long Range 2,200 - 3,300 l $150 Billion 
(over 2,700 nautical miles) 

l Estimates exclude U.S.S.R. and People’s Republic of China 

Figure l.- Growth in air travel and aircraft from 1980 to 2010. 

There is still potential for technical advances in subsonic aircraft 
that could have favorable impacts on lowering the cost, energy 
usage, and emissions per seat mile 

Technical Advances 

Relative Shift in 
Factor Costs 

Environmental 
Constraints 

Incentive for 
h Investment 

in New Designs 

Improved 
Aircraft 

Figure 2.- Advanced subsonic aircraft. 1 mile = 1.6 kilometers. 
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Aircraft can be adapted to use synthetic 
petroleum fuels without” major design 
changes 

New ‘advanced aircraft could be designed to 
use liquid methane or hydrogen 

Figure 3.- Fuel adaptability'. 

Future development of an advanced supersonic 
transport (AST) appears justified if expected 
technological developments are realized 

The Incentive: Lower flight time and higher 
productivity 

The Uncertainties: The cost of achieving these 
goals with an environmentally 
compatible machine 

Fuel availability and price 

Figure 4.- Future development of advanced supersonic trarkport. 
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500 
1600 MPH Cruise Speed 

I I I I I MPH 

600 

500 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
Seats Per Aircraft 

. . Cost per Seat Mile = Tota’ ‘Ost 
Productivity 

Figtlre 5.- Productivity of advanced supersonic transport (AST). 
1 mile = 1.6 kilgmeters. 

The relative.total costs of supersonic and subsonic aircraft per seat 
mile appear to be converging over tithe 

t 
#DC-3 < XB-70 
\ \ 

\ 
Derivative 

\ 
\ \ . \ 

\ ‘. Supersonic Aircraft 

Subsonic Alrcraft 

I I I I t I I ~ -__I 

1930 1950 1970 1990 2010 

Year of Introduction Into Commercial Service 

Figure 6.- Relative total cost of advanced supersonic transport (AST). 
1 mile = 1.6 kilometers. 



2010 Fuel Price’ 

2- I I 
l- 

I .I I I I I I I I .20 .40 .60 A90 1.00 
1.20 

J 
1.40 1.50 1.30 2.00 

Fuel Price per Gallon 
Constant 1973 Dollaa 

’ Aerumee a 3% annual Increase In fuel price over 1975 In constant dollare 

Figure 7.- 
1 

Effect of fuel price on aircraft operating cost. 
gallon = 0.0038 meter3; 1 mile = 1.6 kilometers. 

A number of uncertainties exist which surround the 
long-range prospects for a successful AST 

Noise - Ability to meet increasing sensitivity to 
community noise 

Cost of technological uncertainty - Achieving an 
economically and environmentally acceptable 
aircraft 

Energy price and availability 

Public interest and acceptability 

Figure.8.- Uncertainties in future prospects of advanced supersonic. 
transport (AST). 



The primary environmental concern now appears to 
be the impact of noise on the community 

Other Environmental Areas: 

l Sonic boom 
l Air pollution - emissions 

Ozone 
Airports 

Figure 9.- Environmental concerns with advanced supersonic transport. 

Aerodynamics : 

Improved aerodynamic efficiency with lift/drag ratios between 9 
and 10 

Structures ’ 
Finite element modeling and advanced computational methods 
New materials - superplastic forming and concurrent diffusion 
bonding of titanium 

Propulsion 
Variable cycle engine concept and improved control systems 

System Studies 
Operational procedures 
Family aircraft concept 

Figure lO.- Advances in supersonic technology since 1971. 
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ASTs have the potential for capturing a significant $ share of the 
long-range aircraft market after 2000 

Progression of supersonic aircraft (potential) 

l Concorde - up to 2-3 times average subsonic fares 
- Payload too small 
- Customer appeal 

l AST - Up to 1.3 times subsonic fares 
- Supersonic flight only over water 
- Efficient subsonic operation over land 

Figure ll.- Potential for advanced supersonic transport (AST). 

Long term prospects for supersonics are significant and real 

The uncertainties are also significant and real 
l Fuel price and availability 
l Noise 

Potential threat from foreign competitors appears muted by the 
same uncertainties 

Continued support of a moderate R&D program appears appropriate 
l Maintain option for future development of an AST 
l Clarify and reduce uncertainties 

Figure 12.- Summary of prospects of advanced supersonic transport (AST). 
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OVERVIEW OF BOEING SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT EFFORTS-1971-1979 

A..Sigalla. 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 

INTRODUCTION 

The state of the art in supersonic cruise 
continuously at the Boeing Company since 

technology has bee,n advanced 
the' United States Supersonic 

Transport program was cancelled. Following that cancellat,ion, the status of 
the technology was assessed carefully and emphasis was put on finding 
solutions for what had been considered the major technical difficulti,es. In 
particular, work on the breakthroughs needed to advance the technology was-, 
emphasized. *This was done to ensure that eventual practical application of 
the technology would establish the design feasibility of economically-success- 
ful and environmentally-satisfactory highly-productive, supersonic, cruise 
airplanes. Currently, solutions to all major technical problems have been 
identified. Depending on the subject, either the problem is no longer a 
concern or the steps needed to bring about a solution have been mapped out 
clearly. This paper outlines the accomplishments of the Boeing Company's 
Supersonic Transport studies and complements other papers presented at this 
conference. 

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

The major technical concerns identified after the 1971 SST program 
cancellations are summarized in Table 1. These concerns addressed not only 
the problem of completing the airplane design for that program, but also 
heavily emphasized the need to improve the airplane capability in light of 
increasing fuel prices and tighter noise regulations. Also listed on Table 1 
are comments on how these concerns are viewed after several years of 
identifying and verifying relevant technology. As can be seen from this 
table, considerable progress has been made since 1971. 

THE DOT 'SST FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 

The Department of Transportation/Supersonic Transport“(DOT/SST) technology 
follow-on program was developed by the Department of Transportation Federal 
Aviation Agency, The Boeing Company, 
Panel. 

and a Government 'Interagency Review 
These development efforts were in response to recommendations from the 

Government Accounting Office to attain maximum return on the investment made 
in the 1971 prototype SST development effort. In recognition of the potential 
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benefits of the program, Congress authorized additional funds to pursue those 
objectives. 

Both the government and industry were concerned with the detrimental impact 
of total termination of supersonic transport development activities. Stopping 
all work -in progress could have created serious losses in critical techno- 
logies necessary for the continued superiority of the U.S. aerospace industry 
and for the desired advancement of related- transportation fields. On the 
other hand, continuing development work to complete selected critical 
technology areas and ensure an effective technology transfer to other 
applications was determined to be of benefit to ongoing government and 
industry programs. The technologies selected for further studies are 
indicated in Figure 1 and 'amplified on Table 2. 

Throughout the program, provisions were made to assure that complete and 
timely information on technology advancements was made available for transfer 
to a broad cross-section of U.S. industries and government agencies. 
Principal methods of technology transfer included: 

. design, development, and test guidelines data 

. engineering specifications 

. technical documentation and reports 

l periodic interagency/industry reviews of program developments 

. technology implementation in. other products and programs 

These methods were applied successfully in all the technology areas listed in 
Table 2. Not only has that program helped resolve- many of the questions 
raised in connection with the 1971 SST program, but it also has resulted in 
significant applications to many other products. Table 3 highlights where 
advanced technology implementation in other products and programs is being 
achieved in the ten technology areas listed in Table 2. 

THE NASA SCR .PROGRAM 

This program also has greatly helped identify and validate appropriate 
technologies. Key technical subjects that have been examined are 
variable-cycle engine, aerodynamics, multi-element structures and aeroelastic 
studies, blended fuselage, airplane family, takeoff noise, research airplane, 
and economics and market. The significant research results on some of these 
subjects are summarized in the following subsections. 
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Variable-Cycle Engine 

The need for variable-cycle engines in relation to the problem of designing a 
successful SST had been recognized for a long time. But it was only as a 
result of the SCR program that coordinated research by airplane manufacturers, 
engine manufacturers, and NASA technologists led to the mechanical and 
thermodynamic definition of such engines by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and 
General Electric. It should be noted that a variable-cycle engine is not 
defined by any specific mechanical scheme. Rather? it is define,d by its 
ability to meet a set of requirements aimed at eliminating the poor subsonic 
and transonic performance of supersonic ,engines designed for higher Mach 
numbers without, affecting adversely the supersonic cruise performance of those 
engines. Such requirements are high supersonic cruise performance with low 
specific fuel consumption and high specfic thrust (comparable to a dry turbo- 
jet cycle), and subsonic cruise range factor almost equal to a supersonic 
cruise range factor with the goal that subsonic specific fuel consumption be 
at least halfway between those of a turbojet and a bypass ratio 5 turbofan. 
Currently defined study variable-cycle engines meet these requirements. A 
comparison of performance parameters of the General Electric engine for the 
1971 SST with General Electric's current concept of a variable-cycle engine 
follows: 

. installed supersonic specific fuel consumption improvement-9.5 percent 

. propulsion pod weight improvement-9 percent (mission-matched engines) 

. installed subsonic specific fuel consumption improvement-22 percent 
(cruise-matched thrust) 

These comparisons include engine cycle, engine/airplane match, and technology 
changes. The substantial superiority of the variable-cycle engine is clearly 
evident. Furthermore, variable-cycle engines possess features which 
inherently make them quieter for take-off and landing operations. 

Noise 

All the features and potential capabilities inherent in a supersonic airplane 
have been examined during the SCR program to make maximum use of these 
features for noise reduction without reducing the airplane's effective 
productivity. potential. 

They 
These features are listed, and illustrated in Figure 

include the digital control systems inherent in 
c&figuration management and control of the center of gravity. 

supersonic 
With these 

systems, the airplane flight path can be modulated safely so that noise is' 
minimized for any particular community when the system is used in combination 
with the inherent thrust capabilities and airflow variability of 
variable-cycle engines, and with the ability to adjust the supersonic 
airplane's simple trailing-edge flaps. Coupled with the inverted flow 
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discharge feature of variable-cycle engines and additional suppression of the 
jet stream, these capabilities could. lead to a substantially-decreased takeoff 
noise relative to an airplane that did not take advantage of such features; 
the potentially-large takeoff noise reduction is shown in Figure 2. If 
validated by comprehensive testing and analysis, this technology would make it 
possible to', reduce the SST noise levels to the noise levels of high 
bypass-r'atio turbofan-powered, advanced, subsonic airplanes. The results of 
static acoustic testing at Boeing for takeoff noise reduction technology' are 
shown in Figure 3. They indicate how the .invert,ed flow discharge is capable 
of reducing noise and show the potential of adding suppression devices to 
complement the effect of inverted flow and further reduce the noise at 
takeoff. Similar potential noise benefits have been identified for noise 
during landing taking advantage of the supersonic intake to minimize forward 
radiated noise. 

Structures 

All aspects of structures technology are being investigated continuously 
during the SCR program including: 

. basic titanium structure technology 

. -composite materials for high-speed flight 

. airplane structure design technology 

. mathematical modeling of structure 

. aeroelasticity and flutter 

. loads technology 

Results of this work have been very encouraging and, in particular, have made 
it possible to define configurations of high aerodynamic potential. These 
configurations have been considered practical only because of the design 
refinements possible by the successful development of structural technologies; 
other papers at this conference cover aspects of these technologies, such as 
"Opportunities for Structural Improvements for an Advanced Supersonic Trans- 
port Vehicle" by J. E. Fischler (paper no. 26). The most obvious configuration 
payoffs are the fuel-efficient arrow wing planform and the blended-fuselage con- 
cept. The latter, in particular, would lend itself to a new way of developing a 
family of commercial transports, thus further enhancing the commercial viability 
of this type of airplane as discussed in the paper by Neumann and Whitten at 
this conference entitled "A Family of Supersonic Airplanes-Technical and 
Economic Feasibility" (paper no. 38). 
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Aerodynamics 

As mentioned previously, structural developments have allowed aerodynamic 
configuration development that has led to improved supersoniclift-drag ratios 
(and hence fuel efficiency) since 1971. Configuration changes to the 1971 
supersonic airplane that have led to such improvements and the gain validated 
in supersonic wind tunnel tests are shown in Figure 4. 

Further benefits in fuel efficiency would occur with an arrow wing planform. 
To make such a planform more efficient at take-off and landing speeds the 
aerodynamics of highly-swept leading-edges are being studied in the SCR 
program. The result of using computer-aided design to develop leading-edge 
flaps for a highly-swept arrow wing are shown in Figure 5. The wind tunnel 
data plotted in this figure indicate good progress. 

Research Airplane 

In addition *to the above, many other technological innovations have been 
identified also. However, eventually, technological advances in aviation are 
brought to maturity through flight testing. Accordingly, the question of 
flight experiments and of a research airplane to validate and demonstrate 
supersonic cruise technologies was examined. As a result of investigations, 
under the NASA SCR program, it was found that a research airplane of small to 
moderate size could demonstrate the needed technologies quite satisfactorily. 
The demonstrations would be relevant to a whole new class of supersonic cruise 
airplanes ranging from large supersonic transports down to small military ' 
airplanes. The research airplane could have dimensions similar to those of 
the supersonic business jet airplane shown in Figure 6, but with a much 
simpler fuselage. Alternatively, it may be more cost and research effective 
to flight test technologies on available, suitably modified, airplanes. A 
successful example of this approach applied to short takeoff and landing 
technology is the NASA Quiet Short Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA) shown in 
Figure 7. It was designed and built starting from an existing airplane. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Throughout the NASA SCR program, important strides have been made in the 
identification of design advances which would greatly improve supersonic 
airplane fuel efficiency, noise, and other performance and cost affecting 
parameters. Furthermore, these efforts have created an atmosphere in which it 
has been possible for new ideas to flourish and positive inventions to take 
place such as the variable-cycle engine and the blended fuselage. These 
technical gains have shown that, given availability of such technology, 
advanced supersonic transports could be developed -that would be economically 
successful and environmentally acceptable. What is needed next is to 
transition these technologies to maturity through increased testing and 
additional research. 
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TABLE l.- THE TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES OF 1971 

. 

1971 Major Unresolved Questions 1979 Status 

Feasibility of titanium sandwich 
for heavily loaded structure 

Fuel tank sealants 

Problem resolved. Current efforts address 
furtier improvements 

Resolved. Current efforts address higher math 
numbers 

Airport noise 

Supersonic cruise range factor 

Subsonic cruise range factor 

Aeroelastic problems 

Solutions identified. Current efforts consist of 
defining required validation and its cost 
29% improvement in range factor 

29% improvement with variable-cycle 
cycle engine 

Advanced finite element mathematical models 
provide means of solution. Current efforts focus 
on inclusion of wind tunnel aerodynamics in 
mathematical models 

Ozone and similar concerns More accurate forecasts show 1971 predictions 
to have been wrong. Current efforts concentrate 
on better understanding of atmospheric test data 

a FliQht control System: @ 
0 Digital computer technology for flight-critical control functions, 

including active COntrOlS 

. Fly-by-wire lelectrical circuits replacing mechanical systems) 
reliable system for commercial supersonic transports 

0 Computer system flipht test demonstration 

Navigation, Guidance, and Display System: 

0 Capabilities for all-weather operation, high-density terminal 
operations, noise abatement maneuvers, and economical flight 
performance 

0 
EnQine Noise Reduction: 

. Noise reduction demonstration, on turbojet SST-type engine. 
required for federal noise regulations as applied to the original 

0 

U.S. SST 

0 Fully-automated flight throughout complex flight profiles 

0 Total system flight test demonstration 

0 Performance and functional characteristics analysis 

Titanium Structure: 

l Noise reduction/engine performance prediction technology 

l Model-scale/full-scale test correlation 

0 Fuel Tank Sealant: 
0 Longlife high-temperature sealant system 

. Sealant system producibility and maintainability @ 

0 
Engine Intake System: 

. Analytical procedures for intake design 

l Model testing and analysis/design correlation 

@ 
69 

Elrctrical Power System: 

0 High toughness, high-strength alloy 

l Lightweight high-performance brazed structure 

0 Acoustic treatment panels for engine noise reduction 

l Welding methods and quality control 

0 Structural analyses and systems integrity 

Titanium Hydraulic Tubing: 

0 Reliable seamless WbinQ alloy 

0 Lightweight in-place tube WeldinQ and inspection 

l TubinQ system reliability and maintainability 

l Variable-speed constant-frequency generator system reliability 
and economics 

Airloadr and Pressure Distribution: 

l Definition of critical supersonic and transonic criteria 

. Analysis prediction and test techniques 

0 Capabilities for supporting a fly-by-wire aircraft control system @ Flutter: 
l Active controls flutter suppression feasibility 

@Flutter control analyses and predictions for structural afficirncy 

TABLE 2.- MAJOR TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS OF SST DOT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 
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TABLE 3.- MAJOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER--SST DOT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 

Flight Control System @ 
0 NASA Terminal Configured Vehicle (TCV) aircraft 

0 NASA Airborne,Advanced Reconfigurable ComP,utr 
System .(ARCS) 

a YC-14 cargo aircraft 

. AFFDL R&D test facilih/ installation 

l Boeing 757 a,nd Boeing 767 

Engine Noise Reduction 

l NASA JTBD angina quiet nacelle 

0727. 737 commercial aircraft 

0 NASA R&D wind tunnel tests 

l Future supersonic aircraft design 

Fuel Tank’Sealant 7 l YF-12A-and F-100 &ghter/bomberaircraft 

l SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft 

0747 commercial aircraft 

*Concorde commercial aircraft 

l NASA R&D flight cycle tests 

Engine Intake System 

l NASA R&D on math 3.5 intake sYstem 

Electrical Power System 

0 F-18, A-4N. and A-4M fi&ter aircraft 

0 NAOC aircraft commercial and control system 
laboratory 

l AFFDL analysis techniques 

Navigation, Guidance, and Display System 

0 NASA Terminal Confiwred Vehicle (TCV) aircraft 

0 YC-14 cargo aircraft 

0 Bceing 757 and Boeing 767 

Titanium Structure 

0 B-l bomber aircraft 

0 F-14, F-15, F-16, and F-18 fighter aircraft 

l YC-14 cargo aircraft 

l CH-53 helicopter aircraft 

0 NASA rafan JTBD engine 

0 737 commercial aircraft 

@New commercial aircraft 

Titanium Hydraulic Tubing 

0 Space shuttle 
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Figure 6.- Modified supersonic research airplane with executive jet fuselage. 

Figure 7.- Quiet Short-Haul Research Aircraft (QSRA) in flight. 
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A FAMILY OF SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES-TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 

Frank D. Neumann and Jerry W. Whitten 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 

SUMMARY 

The success of the subsonic jet transport airplane has been due, in part, 
to. the manufacturer's ability to expand, basic models into airplane 
families to satisfy emerging market requirements, giving the airlines the 
right airplane for the right market. 
huge initial expenditures 

As a benefit to the manufacturer, 
involved in any modern airplane program are 

spread over a bigger production run than is possible with a single-model 
program. As a further benefit, 
experience increases, 

unit cost decreases as manufacturing 

facturer. 
thereby reducing the financial risk to the manu- 

The technical feasibility of this cost-effective family 
approach to the design of supersonic airplanes has now been established. 

With the important improvements in key technologies proven in the labora- 
tories during the 1970's, exciting possibilities can be projected on the 
performance and economic characteristics of a family of supersonic air- 
planes. Despite the severe constraints imposed by uncertain fuel costs 
and environmental considerations, it appears that overwater global, truly- 
rapid transit is within reach of being economically attractive to the 
majority of air travellers without becoming a financial or environmental 
burden to the general public. 

INTRODUCTION: AIRPLANES COME IN FAMILIES 

Airplanes have come historically in 
models. 

families rather than in single 
The manufacturer's ability to modify and improve basic models to 

adapt to the changing and expanding market requirements of the world's 
airlines has most likely been the reason for the success of the subsonic 
jet airplanestrefs. 1 and 2). 
DC-8 and the Boeing 707. 

Examples of such families are the Douglas 

traded for range, 
Both have stretched versions, where payload is 

and advanced versions that incorporate new technologies; 
such as the step from turbojet. engines to the more economical turbofan 
engines, or combinations of the above. Other examples are the Douglas 
DC-9 and the Boeing 727 airplane programs that today--l5 years after the 
airplanes first flew--produce new, improved derivative introductions. 
These stretched, growth, and improvement versions have led to the legen- 
dary success of'the DC-8, DC-g, 707, and 727 families of airplanes. 

We are currently witnessing the emergence of a new family of subsonic 
widebody airplanes derived from the 747. The potential spectrum of pas- 
senger and range options is shown in Figure 1. The major in-service 
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derivatives of the initial 747-100 and -200 models are the 500-passenger 
short-range (SR) version, designed to meet the needs of Japan Airlines, 
and the special performance (SP) version, where passenger payload was 
reduced for increased range to meet Pan American's need for nonstop New 
York-to-Tokyo service. Freighter and combination freight and passenger 
versions have been selling for years, and a stretched version that will 
carry about 600 passengers is planned for the near future (ref. 3). Be- 
cause of this building-block approach, where all models use many common 
elements, the 747 family has the potential of guaranteeing a long produc- 
tion run for the manufacturer and low production costs. 

In a broader sense, perhaps all present subsonic commercial jet airplanes 
could be classified as a family of airplanes that fit the multiplicity of 
market demands. Though they may not share common components, e.g., fuse- 
lages, wings, and landing gears, they do share very similar technologies 
for the major systems, engines, manufacturing processes, aluminum alloys, 
construction methods, flight operating envelopes, and airline operations 
(fig. 2). 

A FAMILY OF SUPERSONIC AIRPLANES 

To improve the prospects for success in the market place, the family 
approach is essential to the design of future supersonic airplanes (fig. 
3). The evolution from a basic supersonic airplane to a family could 
follow historic patterns, with one exception: substantial changes in 
passenger-carrying capacity will be difficult by the conventional fuselage 
"doughnut" approach so successfully used on the cylindrical fuselage of 
subsonic airplanes. The primary reasons for this difference are illus- 
trated in Figure 4. They include the requirement for highly integrated 
"area-ruled" configurations, to give the desired high supersonic aero- 
dynamic efficiency, and other physical limitations such as takeoff and 
landing rotation. 

A new concept for a supersonic airplane family has evolved that could 
effectively solve the variable range and passenger capacity problem. It 
provides for modification of the fuselage cross section that makes it 
possible to build a family of three airplanes with four-, five-, and six- 
abreast passenger seating. This is done by replacing or modifying por- 
tions of the fuselage as illustrated in Figure 5. This family is depicted 
in Figure 6, which shows the extent of common geometry and components 
among the airplanes. All airplanes share the same wing, engines, and 
major subsystems. Only small sections of the fuselage would be different, 
and aerodynamic efficiency need not be compromised. 

In terms of passenger capacity and airplane range, this airplane family is 
tailored to three potential markets, where the time savings of supersonic 
flight would be particularly important (fig. 7). The members of this 
supersonic airplane family are 
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a basic model A, which carries 270 passengers (all tourist) over trans- 
atlantic inland city pair distances, as well as transpacific one-stop 
city pair distances, 

0 derivative B, which ,carries 330 passengers (all tourist) over trans- 
atl,antic distances, and 

0 derivative C, which carries 220 passengers (all tourist) over trans- 
pacific nonstop d,istances. 

VALIDATION OF THE SUPERSONIC FAMILY CONCEPT 

The validity of the family concept was investigated on the Boeing super- 
sonic, baseline configuration, known as model 733-633 and. shown in Figure 
8. This configuration is well defined and well understood. It evolved 
from the 1971 U.S. SST and is designed for math 2.4 cruise, 340,000 kg 
maximum ,taxi.weight, 270 passengers, and Pacific range capability. Major 
improvements .include a neti wing, a blended wing-fuselage, variable-cycle 
engines, selected use of composite structure, and other advanced tech- 
nologies. Studies in recent years (refs. 4 through 8) have shown that 
this blended configuration is technically practical, cheaper to manu- 
facture, and safe for a passenger airplane. Tests in the Boeing super- 
sonic wind tunnel 'have confirmed an 18-percent improvement in supersonic 
lift-to-drag ratio over the 1971 U.S. SST. The design concept for the 
family of,.supersonic airplanes was one direct technology spin-off of that 
developmental work (fig. 9). In fact, the family's ba,sic model A is 
essentially identical to model 733-633. Extensive studies have been con- 
ducted to validate the feasible characteristics of the family concept from 
the standpoint of aerodynamics, structures, systems, manufacturing, air- 
plane cost, and airline operating economics (ref. 9). The results are 
briefly summarized in the following paragraphs. 

Aerodynamics 

Area distributions for the three airplanes of the family (fig. 10) demon- 
strate that the constraints of strict area-ruling for high supersonic 
efficiency, have been satisfied. This provides evidence that the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of the derivative airplanes need not. be com- 
promised, whi,ch makes it possible to capitalize fully on the benefits of 
the family approach. 

The supersonic lift-to-drag .ratio is almost identical for the three air- 
planes. On ,the largest airplane (B), the higher skin-friction drag is 
offset by lower induced drag, due to increased wing span, and vice versa 
on the smallest airplane (C). Constant lift-to-drag ratio allows the use 
of identical, engines on all three airplanes. 
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Structures 

The concept of lateral fuselage modification is well suited.to ,the blended 
and conventional fuselage sections 'alike. This is illustrated in Figure 
11. The production splices were located so that only the fuselage top 
section is unique to each airplane in the family. At the fuselage ,keel 
splice, different trimming of the simil,ar parts Will accommodate the dif- 
ferences among the three airplanes. Depending for which configuration the 
fuselage is modified, the two wings are moved in or out laterally by a 
distance equivalent to the width of one passenger seat, The wing-fuselage 
intersection remains unchanged, since fuselage width is changed by a 
constant distance over the entire inboard chord of the wing. New fuselage 
sections forward and aft of the wing provide the transition into a common 
nose and a common aft fuse;lage. 'No increase in, the number of fuselage 
production breaks or panel splices is required by the proposed ,fuselage 
modification. 

The fuselage structure waYdefined with a weight and cost-effective titan- 
ium sandwich structure. Sandwich structure was also found to be effective. 
for handling the pressurization loads associated with the out-of-round 
derivative fuselages. 

Systems ; 

The commonality study showed that essentially the same subsystems, can. be 
used for all airplanes of the family. Required changes' are primarily on 
length of tubes, wires, and cables, which are normally accompli~shed during 
the airplane manufacturing process.' It is'adv.antageous to oversize the 

,air conditioning systems on the basic model to 'provide for growth to the 
larger derivative, 'which is estimated to add an insignificant 140 'kg to 
the empty weight of the airplane. 

Manufacturing 

In a derivative airplane program, compared to a new airplane program, 
large savings are possible in development, tooling, and manufacturing' 
labor costs because of commonality. For instance, because of these 
benefits, the cost of developing the 747SP was a fractional amount of that 
for the initial 747 (refs. l‘and 2). Therefore, in’ planning the manufac- 
ture of a family of supersonic airplanes, the objective is to use as 'much 
as possible common manufacturing facilities, parts, and tooling. This has 
been accomplished. . 

A supersonic airplane is estimated to contain about 150,000 different ' 
engineering design elements, referred to as parts. The total number of ' 
parts is estimated to be at least three times that number because of their 
multiple uses. These parts are classified into three categories: 
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0 

Common--These are .common to all airplanes of the family and provide 
the biggest cost savings, because the same tools are used and bec,ause 
of the favorable effect of the learning curve. 

Similar--These are manufactured on common or multi-use tools and give ' 
YZjiXYcant cost savings. Similar elements, for instance, include the 
fuselage side panels and frames of the three airplanes. They are 
manufactured using common tools, but differ in material.gauge and trim. 

Uni ue--These are unique to each airplane 
=J-b percent of the parts are unique on 
percent on the larger airplane (B), and on 
airplane (C). 

and give no cost savings.. 
the basic airplane (A), 6 

ly 1 percent on the smaller : 

The high degree of commonality among the three airplanes is illustrated in, 
Fi‘gure 12 both by part numbers and by weight. 

Airplane Cost and Price 

Since the airplane market had not been defined for this initial study, 
reasonable assumptions were made on development and production schedules, 
production rates, and production quantities. As shown in Figure 13, air- 
plane deliveries are spread evenly over a lo-year production program, with s 
a total of 500 airplanes being built at a rate of 50 per year. The 
assumed total family program consists of 300 type A, 150 type B, and 50 
type C airplanes. First deliveries of types B and C would occur, respect- 
ively, 4 and 7 years after type A. 

Cost estimates were made based 'on the available detailed technical de- 
scriptions of the three airplanes and their subsystems. The cost estimat- 
ing pa+ameter used was the weight of each major section and subsystem of 
the airplanes. To estimate the, costs of the derivative airplanes B and C, 
the cost of the family's basic model A was separated into common and 
unique costs by section for nonrecurring and recurring costs. Dollars- 
per-unit-weight values determined by this method were applied to the unique 
airplane section weights of the derivative airplanes to estimate non- 
recurring and recurring costs. 

Eighty-one percent of the manufacturing empty weight of the family basic 
model is common to the derivative airplanes. The effect of the deriva- 
tive's high commonality on costs is indicated in Figure 14 by the small 
peaks that occur in the cumulative average airplane cost as the deriva- 
tives are introduced. This curve also shows that airplane cost can be 
reduced (compared to a single-airplane program) if, by offering deriva- 
tives, the total market can be increased. For this to happen requires 
high commonality and additional sales sufficient to outweigh the peak in 
the cost curve. 

The basic premise of the advantage of a planned airplane family is that. 
the addition of derivatives would increase the size of the market and 
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reduce airplane unit cost (or price, if based on cost). To show this 
potential, airplane prices were estimated for two assumed production pro- 
gram scenarios: 

0 a single-airplane program consisting of 300 type A airplanes, and 

0 an airplane-family program consisting of 300 type A, 150 type B, .and 
50 type C airplanes. 

The, average airplane cost-based price for the airplane family program was 
estimated to be 10 percent less than with the single-airplane program, 
assuming that two derivatives would increase the number of airplanes built 
from 300 to 500 (fig. 15). Considering that more derivatives have been 
built of subsonic airplanes than of their basic models, this is probably a 
conservative assumption. Later in this paper, it will be shown how in- 
clusion of the derivative in the program planning and pricing can indeed 
significantly increase the market. 

Cost-based prices for both the single-airplane and the airplane-family 
programs were calculated so that the total sales dollars gave a reasonable 
return on investment (ROI) to the airplane manufacturer. Prices for the 
individual airplane models within the family were based on airplane pro- 
ductivity. Supersonic airplane prices were estimated to be about three 
times those of subsonic airplanes of comparable passenger capacity and 
range. 

Airline Operating Economics 

The proposed airplane family would give the airlines superior demand flex- 
ibility, leading to significant improvements in operating economics and. 
fuel efficiency. This is because trading payload and range is more favor- 
able for a family of airplanes than it is .for a single airplane. This 
improvement is illustrated in Figure 16. For instance, on the Neti York- 
to-London route, derivative B would average 24 percent lower direct 
operating cost (DOC) and 23 percent better fuel efficiency than derivative 
C, which is tailored for very long ranges. An airline with a long-range 
mission requirement can achieve better economics and fuel efficiency with 
derivative C than with either A or B. The latter two must offload pas- 
sengers to fly the longer mission, a very inefficient trade on a super- 
sonic airplane because of its small payload fraction. These data show 
that the best operating economics and fuel efficiency will be obtained 
with specialized members of a supersonic airplane family operating at 
average ranges very close to their design point. 

MARKET PROSPECTS FOR THE YEAR 2005 

Inspired by the promising results of the airplane family, a separate 
economic study was performed on a parametrically-derived set of supersonic 
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airplane 'families. This study provided answers to the question of super- 
sonic ticket surcharge sensitivity to variations in key economic and air- 
plane performance parameters. The A, B, and C family discussed pre- 
viously was used in this study as a point of departure to define, 
parametrically, a new family of SSTs with a broader payload and range 
spectrum, consisting of models A', B', and C'. This new family incorpor- 
ates the following performance improvements thought to be realistically 
achievable: 

0 five-percent better supersonic lift-to-drag ratio, achievable 
with a modest wing planform change, and 

d five-percent reduced airplane operating empty weight (OEW), 
achievable with projected improvements in structures and sub- 
systems. 

The economics for two of thqse airplanes look very promising, as indicated 
by the required ticket surcharges shown in Figure 17 (ref. 10): 26 
percent for the 273-passenger Pacific-range airplane and 6 percent for the 
360-passenger North Atlantic inland city-pair airplane. It should be 
emphasized what these surcharges are and what they are not. They are a 
surcharge relative to the average of all subsonic economy and discount 
fares. They are not surcharges relative to subsonic first-class fares. 
One limitation of this economic sensitivity study, however, is the fact 
that airplane prices were based on assumed production quantities of 500 
units. Therefore, a separate market-size study was performed in order to 
take into account the interaction of cost-based price, market size, and 
required ticket surcharge. Airplanes A' and B' were analyzed both singly 
and as members of a family, using various market scenarios for the year 
2005. The method and results of this market-size study will be dis- 
cussed next. 

Traffic Growth and Value-of-Time Model 

When making predictions about the market prospects for supersonic air- 
planes 25 years into the future, it is difficult to defend the reasonable- 
ness of any assumption. Nevertheless, other than uncertain fuel costs, 
the two key driving forces upon economics are expected to be 

0 the traffic growth to the year 2005, by which time we might expect to 
have put a substantial fleet of second-generation supersonic airplanes 
into service, and 

0 the air traveller's value of time (i.e., the price an air traveller 
would be willing to pay for the time saved by flying the supersonic 
airplane). 

Traffic growth, based on extrapolation beyond available lo-year industry 
forecasts, would roughly quadruple 1979 traffic by the year 2005, if based 
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on a low 5-percent annual growth rate, or quintuple, if based on a high 
6-percent growth rate. 

The surcharge that people would be willing to pay for flying faster is 
based on the premise that "Time is money!" and that the value of time can 
be related to an individual's income. A study done by United Technologies 
(ref. 11) shows data for Concorde and Icelandic Airlines where people have 
made the cost-time trade (fig. 18). Working with statistical data such as 
these indicates that air travellers, on a weighted average, value their 
time at about 1.8 times their hourly income. 

To develop an SST market share model, a composite worldwide air traveller 
income distribution was developed first. Income in 1978 dollars per hour 
is shown in Figure 19 versus the percentage of air travellers whose income 
exceeds that value. For example, 22 percent of air travellers are shown 
to have incomes of 20 dollars per hour or more. The value-of-time mult- 
iplier of 1.8 was used to factor this income distribution. By entering 
the adjusted distribution at the dollar-per-hour cost of supersonic flight 
time savings, it was possible to determine the market penetration for an 
SST with various levels of surcharge. For example, at a surcharge with a 
corresponding cost of 36 dollars for every hour saved, those travellers 
with incomes of 20 dollars per hour or more would be diverted to the SST, 
giving the SST a market share of only 22 percent. This approach implies 
that without a surcharge, everyone would fly the faster airplane. 

Market Size for Single-Airplane Programs 

Having determined the future traffic and the market share model for the 
supersonic airplane, the airplane market, .in terms of supply and demand, 
can be balanced. The supply curve represents the manufacturer's cost of 
producing various quantities of airplanes. The demand curve represents 
the effect of price on demand in the market place for these airplanes. 
The results of this closed-loop airplane market supply and demand analysis 
showed that a significant market would exist for airplane B' in a single- 
airplane program. The market for airplane B’ varies from 240 airplanes, 
at the low traffic-growth rate and 65-percent load factor, to 580 air- 
planes, at the high-growth rate and 70-percent load factor (fig. 20). In 
every case, a reasonable return on investment is provided to both the 
airlines and the manufacturer. This significant airplane market is gener- 
ated by the air traveller's willingness to make a cost-time trade, i.e. to 
pay a modest surcharge to get there faster. 

It should be emphasized again that this surcharge is relative to the 
average-of all subsonic economy and discount fares. It is not a surcharge 
relative to subsonic first-class fares. The required surcharges that 
correspond to the market quantities vary from 9 to 32 percent, depending 
on traffic growth and load factor, as shown in Figure 20. Fuel price 
increases will alter these surcharges, but not significantly (less than 10 
percent to absorb a doubling from the 1978 U.S. international fuel price); 
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the fuel price effect on supersonic surcharge is shown in Figure 21. The 
conclusion that must be drawn is that the supersonic airplane is sensitive 
to, but not critically vulnerable to, fuel price increases. 

Market Size for Two-Airplane Family Program 

A second study determined the effect on market size if airplanes A' and B' 
were produced as members,of a family. Airplane B' is capable of serving, 
nonstop, 90 percent of all potential trips, according to the distribution 
of trips by range shown in Figure 22. Theoretically, 8% more (or 98% of 
all trips) could be served nonstop by the longer range airplane A'. 
Available trips were segmented between the two family members by assigning 
the best airplane (lowest surcharge) to every city pair. Airplane A' is 
only assigned to serve city pairs exceeding the range capability of air- 
plane B'. An aggregate demand curve was then established for both family 
members, using the procedure previously described for the single-airplane 
program. A market for 70 airplanes was found to exist for airplane A'. 
At the same time, the market for airplane B' grew by 30, increasing the 
total market from 460 for the single-airplane program to 560 for the two 
airplane family program (fig. 23): This is due primarily to the cost 
reductions associated with an airplane family of high commonality and the 
more efficient operation of both airplanes closer to their resp,ective 
design points. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

No attempt was made to optimize airplane combinations in terms of size and 
range for this market-size study. Nonetheless, it is shown that, by the 
turn of the century, a significant market will exist for an advanced tech- 
nology, environmentally acceptable supersonic airplane, in spite of a 
required minor surcharge and uncertain fuel costs. 

This market-size study also confirms the premise of enhanced market pro- 
spects for a planned family of supersonic airplanes through the favorable 
circular economic relationship among increased market demand, increased 
production quantity, and reduced cost. 

Technically and economically the concept of a supersonic airplane family 
with fuselages of different cross sections is practical and efficient, 
offering the essential payload and range flexibility that has led to the 
success of the subsonic jet transport. Therefore, future supersonic air- 
planes can and should be designed as members of a family (fig. 24). 
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Figure l.- Subsonic airplane family-Boeing 747 evolution. 

Figure 2.- The Boeing family. 
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Figure 3.- Objectives of supersonic airplane family concept development. 
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Figure 4.- Conventional fuselage stretch. 
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Figure 5.- Lateral fuselage modification. 

Figure 61- Supersonic airplane family. 
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Figure 12.- Commonality among family members. 
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Figure 13.- Development and production schedules. 
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Figure 14.- Favorable effect of commonality on cost. 
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Figure 16.- Trip fuel and operating cost benefit. 
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Figure 17.- Supersonic surcharge. 
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Figure 19.- Market share-effect of cost-of-time savings. 
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Figure 20.- Market size of single-airplane program. 
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Figure 21.- Surcharge sensitivity to fuel price increase. 
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Figure 23.- Market size increase with two-airplane family program. 
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IMPACT OF CHANGING FUEL CHARACTERISTICS 
ON SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRPLANE 

0. J. Hadaller, J. E. Schmidt, A. M. Momenthy, and P. E. Johnson 
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company 

SUMMARY 

The question of an advanced supersonic cruise research (SCR) airplane is 
related to future oil supplies and prices. The object of the study reported 
here was to develop technical data on the impact of changing fuel character- 
istics on' the SCR airplane. Projections of crude oil characteristics typical 
of the 1985-to-2000 time period were made with the help of consultants to the 
oil industry. Refineries for the future were modeled to establish jet fuel 
yield and property data. Candidate jet fuels were then related to requirements 
of engine and aircraft systems for future airplanes, with emphasis on super- 
sonic cruise airplanes. The study results do not show a need for broadening 
the fuel specification. Hypothetical study fuels with broader specifications 
were defined, however, as was the impact of their properties on the SCR air- 
plane and systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

Jet fuel properties are greatly influenced by the sources of crude feedstock 
and the refining process used in the production of jet fuels. In the future, 
these properties may change. If that were to happen, then the fuel properties 
may not be compatible with SCR airplanes and engine systems. Knowledge of jet 
fuel characteristics and their impact on supersonic cruise vehicle systems, 
therefore, is needed to determine technology requirements. A study under the 
NASA SCR program was conducted to identify candidate jet fuels for the 1980's 
and beyond and to evaluate the favorable or unfavorable impact of these fuels 
on SCR airplane and engine systems. 

This report describes the process of selecting a slate of crude oil feed- 
stocks from likely foreign and domestic sources and the analytical process of 
developing corresponding fuel properties. Oil industry consultants provided 
guidance in selecting the feedstock and refinery configurations. Validation 
of the crude oil and product properties data was achieved by comparing those 
modeled for 1980 to today's known feedstock input and refinery product output 
data. 

Variation of fuel properties, such as vapor pressure and viscosity, with fuel 
temperature were developed using reported estimating and extrapolation methods. 
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Validation of these methods is in progress. Candidate jet fuels obtained from 
refinery analyses were developed and some of these selected to evaluate the 
impact of these fuels using a Boeing SCR airplane (Model 733-633) and the 
Pratt & Whitney VSCE 515 variable-cycle engine installation as the study model. 
The effect of heating these fuels on airplane operation, performance, emis- 
sions, and maintenance was estimated with assumed heat-load inputs from aero- 
dynamic heating and by fuel, mechanical, and engine systems. 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The development of domestic jet fuel property trends into the-mid-1990's was 
accomplished by computer modeling of petroleum refinery operations. This 
consisted of 

0 

0 

l 

0 

0 

0 

The 

developing crude oil supply scenarios by geographic region (i.e., West, 
Midwest, Gulf Coast, and East Coast), 

assembling crude oil data by type and properties representative of the 
supply scenarios, 

evaluating the development of synthetic petroleum sources and their 
integration into the energy supply system, 

assessing refining practices and modeling refinery equipment represen- 
tative of jet-fuel-producing refineries in each region, 

exercising a refinery computer program called Gordianl at various 
initial and final boiling points for the jet fuel fraction, 

assembling and evaluating this Gordian computer program output with 
respect to jet fuel properties, and 

synthesizing the jet fuel property data to obtain candidate fuels and 
limits for SCR systems and engine analyses. 

technical approach is summarized in Figure 1. 

REVIEW OF CRUDE OIL FEEDSTOCKS 

The Oil and Gas Journal identifies approximately 30 domestic2 and 
95 foreign3 crude oil supplies. To model these crude oil supplies effective- 
ly, they were classified according to density and sulfur content. The classi- 
fication system is outlined in Table 1.. As an example, Alaskan North Slope 
crude would be a heavy density, high-sulfur type. A few crudes were selected 
to represent the crude oil supplies for a given region. These crudes are 
identified by year and geographic region in Table 2. In general,the trend is 
to heavier-density and higher-sulfur crudes supplemented by synthetics. 
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Synthetic Crudes 

Only two resources, coal and oil shale, were identified wi,th large enough 
reserves to make a significant contribution to United States crude oil 
supplies. Oil shale processed by surface retorting and hydroliquefaction of 
coal appear to have the best possibilities for syncrude development. Surface 
retorting processes by Paraho, TOSCO, and Union are ready for subscale 
commercial operation and could contribute significantly to petroleum supplies 
by 1995. Coal liquefaction technology is not as well developed and may not 
make a significant contribution by 1995. An exception to this is the utiliza- 
tion of indirect coal liquefaction such as Sasol synthesis, a commercial 
process. This process results in finished products compatible with today's 
jet fuels, not a synthetic crude. Shale oil property data were derived from 
Department of Energy (DOE) sponsored research by Sohio and Chevron.435 Coal 
liquids data were from Exxon's research for DOE.6 Missing data for both 
petroleum and synthetic crudes were determined by interpolations, extrapol- 
ations, and correlations. 

REFINERY PROCESSING OF JET FUEL 

The refinery size, configuration, and operating extremes were developed by The 
Pace Company to represent typical refineries producing jet fuel in the Gulf, 
Midwest, East Coast, and West Coast fuel production districts.7 Some 
adjustment in equipment was necessary in the computer program representation 
to obtain the gasoline-distillate flexibility and product slates typical of 
the refining industry. Projected 1995 refinery equipment modifications would 
improve gasoline octane yields and add desulfurization capacity for distillate 
and residual fuel oils. Figures 2-7 show the jet fuel property data as a 
function of time. Two bands are identified. One band represents the proper- 
ties of Jet A currently being delivered (U.S. average).8 These fuels are 
defined by a flash point of 550C (1300F) and a freezing point of -450C 
(-49'F). The other band is associated with the potential properties of Jet P 
at current specification values. The limits of each band are defined by the 
refinery operating at maximum distillate production and maximum gasoline 
production. 

Also shown in Figures 2-7 are the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) normal specification limits for the Jet A fuel properties and the 
specification limits for aromatic content and smoke point, if the user is 
notified by the fuel supplier. A specification limit for nitrogen content is 
not established. The arrow in each figure is directed toward values within 
the specification limits. . 
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SELECTION OF STUDY FUELS 

The credibility of the projected refineries was based on how well the model 
predicted existing jet fuel properties using 1978 crude supplies and refinery 
configurations. The data in Figures 2-7 (aromatics, specific gravity, heat of 
combustion, and smoke point) were compared to and found to be consistent with 
the 1978 inspection data.8 None of the studied petroleum-based jet fuels 
showed aromatics concentrations above 25 volume percent or smoke points below 
18 mm. The highest sulfur and nitrogen for traditional petroleum sources 
(figs. 6 and 7) are in the West, which is the result of processing almost 
exclusively heavy-density, high-sulfur crudes. The dramatic increase in ' 
nitrogen and sulfur for the Midwest is the result of adding ZO-percent shale 
oil to the crude slate. Work by Chevron9 and others indicate that fuels 
containing more than 500 ppm nitrogen will typically have high.gum levels and 
stability problems. If suitable solutions to these problems are not forth- 
coming, additional hydrotreating will be required to remove the nitrogen. The 
result is an overall high-quality jet fuel similar to existing jet fuels 
obtained from processing light-density, low-sulfur crudes. 

A significant result of the jet fuel study shows that properties derived from 
projected crude oil supplies and equipment modifications will not signifi- 
cantly change and are expected to fallwithin existing Jet A specification 
limits. However, for the purposes of investigating and quantifying impacts of 
fuel property changes on the SCR airplane, a set of candidate fuels with a 
much broader range of specifications was selected. A -29OC (-20°F) freez- 
ing point and a 290C (85OF) flash point were chosen as practical limits. 
Specific gravity -tends to increase with increasing freezing point. For an 
airplane with a volume-limited fuel tank, such as most long-range airplanes, 
increased range could be achi,eved with tanks filled to maximum capacity with 
high-density fuel. The 29OC (85OF) flash-point limit was chosen to evalu- 
ate the effects of increased volatility and the trend toward higher heat 
content fuels. 

Data from over 200 projected jet fuels were scanned for -290C (-200F) 
freezing-point and 290C (850F) flash-point requirements. The resulting 
jet fuel study property limits in Table 3 were identified. In order to eval- 
uate SCR systems and engines, six specific candidate fuels reflecting these 
property limits were selected for the' impact studies. Three of the fuels were 
selected to represent petroleum-based fuels, and the other three represent 
fuels with a significant shale oil component. In each case, the fuel with the 
least desirable properties was from those meeting the freezing-point and 
flash-point limits. Table 4 lists those fuels. Note that these fuels are not 
projections for the 1995 to 2000 time period, but represent fuels for the 
purposes of this study. 
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Properties of Selected Study Fuels 

The impact on SCR engine and airplane systems and operation required the defi- 
nition of fuel, properties over a range of the lowest temperature in the tanks 
to the temperature in the engine fuel injectors. 

In general, the fuel properties are based on the crude oil assay ,data and on 
the NASA-Gordian refinery model data base, which describes the changes in 
properties that occur during the various processing operations. However, 

. certain of the important properties are not included in the crude oil assay 
data and must, be defined by correlations and extrapolations from available 
industry sources, including National Bureau of Standards, American Petroleum 
Institute, and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Validation of these properties is 
necessary. The heats of combustion were generally available as assay data, 
but, where not available for a given boiling range, were extrapolated from 
other ranges or obtained from a correlation with hydrogen content 'based on a 
variety of crude oils. Some viscosity data were generally available for the 
crude oils considered. However, these data had to be extrapolated and inter,- 
polated to the desired temperatures, and boiling ranges. The viscosity corre- 
lation of the 1995 heavy-cut synthetic fuel (20-percent shale oil) is shown in 
Figure 8. Flash points and vapor pressures were obtained by correlations 
based on the ASTM distillation curve. The correl.ation of vapor pressure for 
the 1995 light-cut petroleum fuel is shown in Figure 9. 

SUPERSONIC CRUISE RESEARCH SYSTEM COMPATABILITY 
WITH STUDY JET FUELS 

The impact of the study fuels on SCR operation, performance, engine emissions, 
and maintenance were evaluated using the Boeing 733-633 technology study air- 
plane and the Pratt & Whitney VSCE-515 variable-cycle engine installation. 
Exposure of the fuel to airplane operations and the heat loads on fuel by 
aero-dynamic heating, mechanical systems, and engine systems were identified 
as the significant impact factors. 

Heat-load Study 

Fuel system and thermal management studies were -previously conducted in the 
NASA SCR program.10 The same heat-load study model was used in the present 
analysis to determine the impact of study fuels on engine and airplane 
systems. The heat-load distribution system shown in Figure 8 has a fuel 
recirculation system that is mandatory to reduce the engine interface tem- 
perature during descent-and landing operations where fuel flow rates are low 
and'system heat loads are high. 

Figure 9 shows the fuel temperature history for a consecutive 5956ikm 
(3216-nmi) flight with 320C (9OoF) on loaded fuel and hot reserve fuel on 
board from the previous flight. This is the most critical design condition 
for the 'system. The heat loads on fuel are shown for aerodynamic heating of 
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the fuel tanks, airplane mechanical systems, engi.ne pump and oil cooler. 
Previous studies indicate that fuel management with the recirculation system 
may further reduce the temperature rise at the engine interface. However, 
based on the complexity, reliability; and fail-safe considerations of' this 
system, the fuel temperature rise in the tanks appears to be at a practical 
minimum; fuel recirculation would be limited to descent and landing operations. 

The heat loads on fuel from the airplane mechanical systems include heat added 
by environmental control systems, accessor~y drive system (ADS) and generator 
gearbox, and hydraulic system.. Increased margin in interface temperatures 
appears possible with an update of the environmental control system (ECS) by . 
using a system which recirculates cabin air and reduces engine air bleed, 
extractions. 

The heat load to fuel by the engine system is from fuel and hydraulic pumps 
and heat exchangers. The critical engine ,operating limit of 15OoC (3OOoFj 
is set by the maximum temperature and time .of exposure at the fuel nozzles to 
prevent fuel coking and high combustion system maintenance. The difference 
between -the predicted fuel temperature and this limit appears marginal, based 
on using specification Jet A fuel. Study fuels with high levels of nitrogen 
may exhibit poor thermal stability and require greater margin, which would 
lead to a reduction in the limiting engine interface temperature. To avoid 
these problems, the components contributing to instability in the fuel must be 
removed in the refining process, or the fuel must be protected from high- 
temperature exposure. 

IMPACT OF CHANGING FUEL CHARACTERISTICS ON ENGINE SYSTEMS 

Emiss.ions, cold temperature operations, maintenance and performance effects on,, 
the Pratt & Whitney VSCE-515 variable-cycle engine were investigated. The 
heavy petroleum and synthetic fuels appear to have the greatest impact on 
engine systems. 

The heavy kerosene study fuels have high percentages of components such as 
nitrogen, sulfur, and naphthalene. These components can contribute to fuel 
instability at elevated temperatures. When the heavy fuels are subjected to 
high temperatures, as those shown in Figure 10, the fuel tends to decompose 
and cause deposits to form on heated engine surfaces. These deposits can 
inhibit heat transfer in heat exchangers and adversely affect atomization in 
the combustors. Further study is required to evaluate the tradeoffs between 
fuel refinery operations for removing components .contributing to thermal 
instability and, the tolerance of engine systems when the fuel is exposed to 
high-temperature operation. 

The emissions characteristics have been estimated on the VSCE-515. The 
unburned hydrocarbon emissions, which are sensitive to fuel atomization, ,are 
significantly higher for the broad-cut and heavy kerosene fuels because of the 
higher viscosity of these fuels. The synthetic study fuels can produce 
greater increases ,in unburned hydrocarbon emissions than the petroleum-based 
fuels. 
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Moderate increases in nitrogen-oxide, (NO,) emissions are expected for the 
broad cut and heavy kerosene fuels derived from petroleum sources. These 
increases are attributed to increased thermal NO, production. Greater 
increases in NO, emissions are associated with the synthetic fuels because 
of'the conversion of fuel-bound nitrogen to NO,. 

Assessment of ignition and combustion stability characteristics was based on 
the atomization of the fuel (i.e., viscosity) and its volatility. Because of 
the wide viscosity range of the xstudy fuels, atomization effects appear to 
dominate, and difficulty in cold ignition can be anticipated with the heavy 
fuels. Current in-service engines are capable of cold ignition on fuels with 
viscosities less than 12 cs; but, as shownin Figure 10, the viscosity of the 
synthetic fuels is above this level over significant parts of the sea-level, 
ambient-temperature range the aircraft is likely to encounter. While cold- 
injection capability might be extended to include viscosities of up to 20 cs 
by advances in fuel-injector technology, this will not be sufficient to cover 
the entire viscosity range of the study fuels. It also appears that fuel 
heaters would become a necessity, to cold-start with the high-viscosity 
synthetic fuels. Increases in the flash point of the fuel, which occur with 
the heavy kerosene fuels, will also aggravate the cold-ignition situation. 
These problems must be countered by further enhancement of atomization, which 
would require additional fuel heating. 

Specific fuel consumption is proportional to the heat content of the fuel. 
The heavy fuels tend to have low heat content, compared to typical Jet A fuel, 
and will adversely affect engine performance and reduce airplane range on 
weight-limited flights. 

IMPACT OF CHANGING FUEL CHARACTERISTICS ON AIRPLANE SYSTEMS 

Fuel Systems 

High-volatility fuels, such as the light petroleum study fuel, can start to 
evaporate when the fuel is subjected to high temperature and low pressure 
during SCR airplane operations. Near the end of supersonic cruise when the 
fuel temperature in the main tanks is above 650C (1530F) and the ambient 
pressure in the vapor space is low, corresponding to a 19 000-m (62 000-ft) 
altitude, six percent or 500 kg (1100 lb) of the remaining fuel will boil 
off overboard unless the fuel vents are closed and the tanks are pressurized 
(fig. 11). The 733-633 airplane has unpressurized tanks. A method. of 
avoiding boiloff and fuel loss would be to consider air-pressurized system 
design for high-altitude operation with light kerosene fuel. 
require about 20 N/m 2 

This would 
(0.3 lb/in2) additional pressure in the unpressur- 

ized tanks of the 733-633 airplane. 

The vapor-handling capability of the fuel system boost pumps becomes a problem 
in pumping high-volatility fuels near their boiling points. Pumps that 
operate with high suction pressure can increase the vapor content, resulting 
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in pump cavitation. This can lead to difficulty in pumping the fuel and to 
durability problems, due to surface erosion within the pump stages. 

The light kerosene fuel had a 4-percent reduction in heat capacity, compared 
to current typical Jet A. This reduces the heat sink available for cooling 
airplane mechanical and engine systems, since the fuel tank temperature will 
also increase by 4.percent. 

The reduced flash point of the, light kerosene from 38OC (lOOoF) to 300C 
(850F) lowers the flammability "limits set by the 733-633 design criteria.for 
the fuel system. Fire safety design and grou.nd-handling requirements must be 
carefully reviewed to assure that the fire safety standards will be maintained. 

A beneficial effect on SCR airplane operations can be achieved by using high- 
density fuels. The 733-633 airplane has high-aerodynamic efficiency, which 
has been achieved by low frontal area and low wave drag. As a result,- volume 
available for fuel storage has been reduced to, the minimum required for the 
design range. Higher-density fuels can extend the design range by providing 
greater on-board-loaded fuel .weight and greater energy content per unit volume. 

Mechanical Systems 

Operation, maintenance, component life, and system safety were considered in 
the impact study of the fuel properties on airplane mechanical systems. The 
elements of the mechanical systems included the ECS hydraulic power and elec- 
trical power systems. The major interface between the fuel and mechanical 
systems occurs at the heat-transport-fluid loop to fuel and hydraulics to fuel 
heat exchangers. Other mechanical subsystems, such as ECS, drive system, and 
generator, are cooled by the heat-transport loop. 

Higher viscosities, lower specific heat, and higher-nitrogen content all will 
affect mechanical systems. As indicated in Figure 10, higher viscosities can 
increase the weight and volume of the transport loop to fuel heat exchangers 
and the hydraulic/fuel heat exchangers. The effect of the lower specific heat 
of. the light kerosenes is to reduce the available heat sink. This could neces- 
sitate modifying the system to use other heat-sink sources, such as water 
boilers. Higher-nitrogen content causes a potential for increased deposits in 
the heat exchangers, resulting in reduced heat transfer and higher maintenance. 
The 1995 heavy syncrude fuel has a 13-percent lower film coefficient compared 
to Jet A fuel, due to a large increase in viscosity. The overall conductance 
in the fuel/air heat exchanger is not significantly affected; but, in the 
fuel/transport fluid heat exchanger, the overall conductance was 15-percent 
higher with Jet A than with the 1995 fuel. A 15-percent increase in heat 
exchanger weight and volume is estimated for a system designed with 1995 heavy 
synthetic fuel. The higher viscosity of the 1995 heavy fuel will also require 
more power to pump at the same fluid velocity when compared with Jet A fuel. 
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System operation is not affected by the 1995 fuels, nor is system safety. The 
possibility of increased deposits could be a problem, since heat exchangers 
are installed and are not normally serviced during the life of an aircraft. 
If the fuel/transport fluid heat exchangers are installed in the fuel tanks, 
access and replacement would be difficult. ̂ ___ 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The preliminary results of the study reveal that, in general, projected crude 
feedstock s,ources and refinery operations will not produce changes in fuel 
properties outside the current Jet A fuel specification limits with the same 
freezing-point and flash-point temperatures. Also, SCR airplane operations do 
not show a need for broadening the fuel specifications. The potential for 
increased concentrations of nitrogen and sulfur, due to the introduction of 
shale oil in the 1990 time period, is recognized and the influence of these 
components on SCR systems requires continued study. 

The study to investigate hypothetical broadening of the specification by 
increasing the boiling range over today's Jet A specification in the 
directions of reduced flash-point and increased freezing-point temperatures 
for the SCR airplane revealed the following: 

0 Light kerosene (i.e., reduced flash point) produces reasonably good 
quality fuels approaching current Jet A fuel. 

0 Heavy kerosene and synthetic fuels (i.e., increased freezing point) 
represent poorer quality fuels compared with current Jet A, due to high 
viscosity and high nitrogen and sulfur content. 

Pre1iminar.y results of the effect of hypothetical study fuels with broadened 
fuel property limits on SCR operations revealed unfavorable impacts on the 
airplane fuel, mechanical, and engine systems. Broadening the fuel property 
limits for the SCR airplane will require advanced technology and system 
modifications to assure satisfactory operations. 
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Density 
classification 

__ 

Light 

Medium 

Heavy 

Sulfur Sulfur content range, 
‘classification weight, % 

Low 

Medium 

High 

< 0.5 

0.5 <Weight (%) > 1.0 

> 1.0 

TABLE l.- CRUDE OIL CLASSIFICATIONS 

Density range, degreesa Specific gravity range 

> 38 

38 <Den <32 

<32 

< 0.835 

0.835 < SPGR < 0.865 

> 0.865 

aAmerican Petroleum Institute 

TABLE 2.- REFINERY FEEDSTOCKS SELECTED 

Crude oils. 

Light density, low sulfur 1 

Light density, low sulfur 2 

Medium density, low sulfur 1’ 
Medium density, low sulfur2’ 

Medium density, high sulfura 

Heavy density, low suifur 

Heavy density, high sulfur 1 

Heavy density, high sulfur 2 

Heavy density, high sulfur 3a 

Shale oil 

Coal liquids 
almported crudes 

t- 

- 

3 

16 

4 

33 

44 

St Coa 
1985 

45 - 

48 - 

3 - 

Volume, % 
Midwest 

1985 

30 
10 

- 

10 

20 

30 

1995 

10 

10 

- 

10 

20 

30 

20 

r; Gulf and Easr 
1978 1985 

50 50 

40 

10 

- 

- 

10 

10 

10 

20 

- 

Zoasts 
1995 

40 

- 

20 

- 

10 
- 

26 

2 
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TABLE 3.- JET FUEL STUDY PROPERTY LIMITS 

Phvsical characteristics 

Specific gravity 
Freezing point OC (OF) 
Flash point ‘C (OF) 
Initial boilins point OC (OF) 
Final boiling point ‘C (OF) 
Kinematic viscosity cs at 50°C (122OF) 

Combustion characteristics 

Heat of combustion MJ/kg (Btdlb) 
Volume of aromatics (%I 
Smoke point (mm) 
Nitrogen (%I 
Weight of sulfur (%I 
Weight of hydrogen (%I 
Volume of naphthalenes (%I 

-. 
Limits --- 
0.85 maximum 

-29 (-20) maximum 
29 (85) minimum 

135 (275) minimum 
330 (625) maximum 

5.2 maximum 
_~.. 

Limits 

42.55 (18 300) minimum 
25 maximum 
18 minimum 

0.2 maximum 
0.4 maximum 

12.5 minimum 
6 maximum 

TABLE 4.- STUDY JET FUEL PROPERTY LIMITSa 

Fuel properties 

Specific gravity 
Kinematic viscosity. 
cs at 50% (122OF) 
Freezing point, OC (OFI 
Flash point, OC (OF) 
Initial boing point, OC (OF) 
Final boiling point, OC (OFI 

Heat of combustion, MJ/kg (Btu/lb) 
Smoke point, mm. 
Weight hydrogen, % 
Weir@ nitrogen, % 
Wei& sulfur, % 

lolume aromatics, % 
lolume paraffins, % 
lolume naphthenes, % 
lolume naphthenes, % 
lolume olefins, % 

1 
Broad 
cut 

0.838 

Petroleum fuels Petroleum/ 
synthetic fur 

Light Heavy Broad Ligt 
kerosene kerosene cut kerosene 

0.810 0.853 0.836 0.818 

2.13 1.46 3.0 2.25 1.54 3.2 
-29.0 (-20.0) -46.6 (-51.9) -29.0 (-20.0) -29.0 (-20.0) -45.6 (-50.C -29.0 (-20.0 
30.5 (87.0) 29.0 (84.2) 70.8 (159.5) 30.3 (86.5) 29.5 (85.1) 70.6 (159.1 
135 (275) 135 (275) 205 (400) 135 (275) 135 (275) 205 (400) 
330 (625) 275 (525) 315 (600) 330 (625) 275 (525) 315 (600) 

02.90 (18 446) 43.12(18 544) 42.79(18 402, 42.73(18 373) 43.00(18 48! 
19.4 23.2 18.8 21.1 23.8 
13.0 13.7 12.7 13.1 13.5 
0.0370 0.0019 0.0325 0.1716 0.0827 
0.26 0.04 0.23 0.29 0.12 

2.1 16.4 23.5 20.9 17.2 
4.4 46.2 34.2 41.3 44.7 
3.4 37.3 42.2 37.7 38.1 
3.9 2.9 4.1 3.7 3.0 
0.7 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.5 

kerosene 

0.850 

42.63(18 331 
20.9 
12.9 
0.1485 
0.25 

!2.1 
IO. 1 
17.8 
3.9 
0.7 

aThess are not projections of fuel properties. 
They represent consistent sets of extreme properties. 
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Figure l.- Technical approach for fuel characteristics study. 

m Freezing point -450C (-49OF), flash point 55OC (130°FJ 
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Figure 2.'- Refinery jet fuel fraction - aromatics, 
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m-Freezing point -45OC (;49OF), flash point 55’C (13O’F) 

m Freezing point -40°C (-40°F), flash point 38oC (lOOoF) 

--- .llt A specification (maximum) 

Specific 
gravity 

0.81 L 0.81 L’ 0.81 L .’ 0.81 I I I I I I 1 I I 

East 
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Figure 3.- Refinery jet fuel fraction - specific gravity. 

m Freezing point -45OC (-49’F). flash point 55’C (13O’F) 

m Freezing point -4OOC (-40°F), flash point 38’C (lOOoF) 
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Heat of 
combustion. 
i-J/kg ,. 
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4.28 

42.6 
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d’ 
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Figure 4.- Refinery jet fuel fraction - heat of combustion. 



m Freezing point -45OC (-49’F), flash point 55OC (130°F) 

Freezing point -40°C (-40°F), flash point 38OC (lOOoF) 

--- Jet A specification (normal) 
---- Jet A specification (when reported) 

West Midwest 
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Figure 5.- Refinery jet fuel fraction - smoke point. 

m Freezing point -45OC (-49OF), flash point 55’C (13O’F) 

m Freezing point -4OOC (-40°F), flash point 38’C (lOOoF) 
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Figure 6.- Refinery jet fuel fraction - sulfur. 
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.+ Figure 7.- Jet fuel processing - nitrogen. 
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Figure 8.1 Heat-load study model. 
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Figure 9.- Fuel temperature history. 
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Figure lO.- Impact of high viscosity on systems. 
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Figure ll.- Impact of high vapor pressure on fuel system. 
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPFIENT STATUS AT MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 

William T. Rowe 
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation 

INTRODUCTION 

During the 1979 SCR Conference, a presentation was included to provide 
the highlights of technology development activities at McDonnell Douglas. The 
presentation charts are included in the following section, along with a brief 
written explanation for each. 
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MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 

Artist's rendition of the MDC advanced supersonic transport for long-haul, 
International, over-water operation. 

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY COMPARISON 

Comparison of the significant technology items of the Concorde and the 
conceptual MDC baseline advanced supersonic transport. The four major improve- 
ments are in the areas of range performance, structures (improved materials), 
aerodynamics, and in community noise. 

MDC BASELINE 
CONCORDE (1979): IMPROVEMENT 

SPEED MACH 2.02 MACH 2.2 9% FASTER 

RANGE 3400 N MI 5500 N MI 62% FARTHER 

PASSENGERS loo 225 TO 300 3 TIMES 
r 

STRUCTURES ALUMINUM 70% TITANIUM, 30% 
(WT FRACT = 0.279) ALUMINUM/COMPOSITES 

(WT FRACT = 0.228) 

ENGINE TURBOJET WITH MINI-BYPASS TURBOJET 
AFTERBURNER OR VARIABLE CYCLE 

PROPULSION 
EFFICIENCY (MISFC) 1.70 1 74 2% INCREASE 

AERO EFFICIENCY (LID) 7.6 10.0 32% INCREASE 

TAKEOFF AND 116 EPNdB 108 EPNdB FAR PART 36 
LANDING NOISE AVERAGE OR BETTER OR BETTER 

MARKET PREMIUM CLASS FIRST-CLASS AND 300-500 ACFT 
FULL-FARE ECONOMY 
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AERODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY 

Current status of aerodynamics in configuration design. Test data have 
been used to establish realistic performance levels, and the new goal is based 
'on wind-tunnei test data. 

0 . 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 

MACH NO. 

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS/NASA AST IMPROVED WING ON NC MILLING MACHINE 

The reoptimized wing for wind-tunnel validation of the new aerody&&c 
efficiency goal of L/D = 10. Improvements include more sweep in the other 
panel, refinements in the thickness and thickness distribution, and recambering' 
to account for the presence of the nacelles. ; 



NASA LOW-SPEED MODEL IN LANGLEY 30- BY 60-FT TUNNEL - 
McDonnell Douglas AST Baseline Design (1979 Tests) 

Photograph of the 10% scale model (9.45 m (31 ft) long) of'the 1DC con- 
ceptual baseline configuration during pressure distribution and drag testing. 

LOW-SPEED L/D SUMMARY 

Test results of the 10% scale low-speed model which shows, the aerodynamic 
perfoqnan,ce with leading and trailing edge devices undeflected, leading edge 
devices deflected, and trailing edge devices deflected 20° and 30°. ,Also com- 
parisons are shown of the clean configuration from the 1.5% scale model tests in 
the Ames 11 x 11 foot tunnel and a NASA SCAT-15 configuration with leading and 
trailing edge devices deflected which was tested in the Langley V/STOL tunnel. 

UNTRIMMED 

0.50 

0.09 
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CONTROL SYSTEMS 
1 

,Controls systems studies have progressed to the point of simulation.on the 
Douglas fixed base simulator. Equations have been programmed and evaluations I, 
with and without augmentation have been completed with several pilots in the 
loop. Gust and wind shear conditions can also be simulated on approach. 

FLYING QUALITIES WITH RELAXED STATIC STABILITY 
CONFIGURATION ARE ACCEPTABLE WITH AUGMENTATION 
USING LINEAR SYSTEM CRITERIA 3 ,, 

FIXED-BASE SIMULATOR WITH PILOT VERIFIES LONGITUDINAL 
AXIS ANALYSIS AND CHANGES TO IMPROVE LATERAL AXIS 
RESPONSES ARE UNDERWAY 

NEED MOVING BASE SIMULATION AND FURTHER FLEXIBILITY 
DEFINITION 

AST STRUCTURAL MODEL 

The structural modeling and analysis possible in the advanced design phase 
of the AST program has increased the capability and accuracy considerably. The 
complete solutions are now limited only by computing facilities and priorities. 

,\' 

2707 BARS 
2038 PANELS 
7610 STRESSES 

11092 ELEMENT FORCES 
6717 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

5 APPLIED LOAD CONDITIONS (UPDATED FOR WIND TUNNEL) 
3 FS DESIGN ITERATIONS 

STRENGTH 
AEROTHERhiOEiASTlCS 

l FAIL-SAFE . . 
-= ;;AJllTOLERANCE 
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WEIGHT AND COST COMPARISONS 
Wing - 102-cm (40-in.) by 254-cm.(lOO-in.) Base 

The MDC proprietary process for superplastic forming/diffusion bonding 
(SPF/.DB) of titanium sandwich structure has been successfully demonstrated in 
the;laboratory. Typical wing panel weights are' reduced'and costs are signifi- 
cantly reduced by this process over the aluminum brazed honeycomb process; ', ..a 

CONCEPT WEIGHT COST 

ALUMINUM BRAZED 
Ti HONEYCOMB 

. . 

./ 

SPF/DB SANDWICH 

.: 

LEGEND : ’ 
(WEIGHT) (COST! 

-16% WEIGHT -64% COST 

WEIGHT AND COST COMPARISONS 
'Fuselage - 120-cm (40-in.) by 305-cm (120-in.) Base 

; ', 
Typical,fuselage panel weights are greatly reduced and there is some cost 

savings .when the MDC SPF/DB process is used in fabrication instead of the con- 
ventional z stiffened weld braze process. 

CONCEPT WEIGHT COST 
-. 1.000 I.066 

6.215 
50.8 CM 0.467 

,- 
. WELD BRAZE TITANIUM 

(PO-INCH) 
_ FRAMES 0.694 

Z-STIFFENED 

l SPF/DB SANDWICH 
RECTANGULAR CORE 
WITH CLOSER CELL 
SPACING AND 
VERTICAL INSERTS 

152.4 CM 

--- 
-48% WEIGHT -7% COST 

LEGEND 

(WEIGHT) (COST) 

FRAME. CRACK FABRICATION 
STOPPERS. ETC. 
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SPF/DB TITANIUM ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The 89-cm (35-in.) by 89-cm (35-in.) prototype of the wing sandwich panels 
to be fabricated under the NASA SPF/DB contract (NASl-15527). The core is a 
rectangular pattern and the panel is approximately 2.54 cm (1 in.) in thickness. 

TITANIUM ADVANCEMENTS REDUCE OPERATING COSTS 

Distinct advantages in operating costs (DOC) are evident from incorporation 
of titanium instead of conventional aluminum construction. For aluminum brazed 
titanium structure, the reduction in DOC of 1% is achieved with a 78% titanium 
structure. Beyond 78%, the titanium structure suffers a weight penalty due to 
minimum gage considerations. The advanced technology titanium structure 
(including SPF/DB) results in both weight and cost savings over aluminum and a 
DOC improvement of 7%. Both designs are based on equivalent analysis techniques. 

STAGE DISTANCE = 2500 N MI 

1.02 

PERCENT TITANIUM IN AIRFRAME A 

RELATIVE 
DOC 

0.98 

0.96 

10 20 30 40 50 .60 70 80 

AIRFRAME 
LOGY (ALUMINUM 
TITANIUM) 

ADVANCED AIRFRAME 
TECHNOLOGY WF/DB, ETC.) 
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MIX SUPPRESSOR/EJECTOR NOZZLE FOR HS-125 FLIGHT TESTS 

Photograph of the I-IS-125 flight test aircraft with the MDC suppressor/ 
ejector nozzle mounted on the Rolls-Royce uprated Viper 601 eninge. Testing 
was accomplished over the 137-m (450-ft) tower of the Sevem River Bridge at 
Bristol, England. 

"p " ,, ,y;, : : AST 

HS-125 FLIGHT TEST SUPPRESSION RESULTS 

Flight test suppression values scaled to an equivalent full scale engine 
size for the MDC conceptual 2.2 m baseline configuration. The suppression 
levels demonstrated represent the best to date in actual flight for a mechanical 
suppressor design. 

EPNL CONICAL - DOUGLAS 12L/24T + EJ 
NOZZLES SCALED TO 95.25 CM (37.5 IN.) 

172 KNOTS 
20 

16 

12 

AEPNL 

( EPNdB) 
8 

0 
0.10 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.26 0.30 0.34 0.38 

LOG -$ 
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??DC AST NOZZLE PERFORMANCE 

Nozzle performance for the MDC suppressor/ejector exhaust system shown are 
based on tests of a 15.2-cm (6-in.) diameter nozzle in the Douglas test facility. 
Ames 40 X 80 foot tunnel test data show excellent agreement. 

0.98 - 

NOZZLE 0.96 - 
VELOCITY 

COEFFICIENT, 
cv 0.94 - 

12-LOBE/24-TUBE SUPPRESSOR/EJECTOR 
DATA SOURCES 

02 TO 0.4 m, DIANE TESTS, 1524-cm (BIN.) NOZZLE, 
1974 

NOULE PRESSURE RATIO 
STATIC, DAC LB FACILITY, 7.62~11 (J-IN.) NOZZLE. 

MAY 1977 

PREDlCTED AST 

0 PREDICTED 

/i NASA-AMES TEST POINTS 

NOISE SUMMARY 

The results of the HS-125 flight tests of the MIX suppressor/ejector nozzle 
have been applied to the applicable low-bypass turbojet engines at sideline and 
takeoff/cutback conditions. These engines provide noise levels considerably 
less than FAR part 36 (stage 2) noise levels and also lower values than 
estimated for the variable cycle engines, Noise levels/FAR part 36 (stage 2) 
noise requirements, EPNdB. 

ENGINE SIDELINE CUTBACK 
,rlNCLUDES 

MDC 
MECHANICAL 

GE21/JlOB7 106/-2 109/+1 SUPPRESSOR 

P&WA LBE 431R 
TEST 

lOl/-7 104/-4 RESULTS 

RR GN 20770 lOO/-8 105/-3 

GE21/JllB18 107/-l 109/d 

P&WA VSCE 511R 106/-2 106/-2 
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AIRFRAME/ENGINE INTEGRATION SUMMARY 

Significant range performance improvements are available when the increased 
lift to drag ratio (L/D) due to tailoring the wing for the presence of the 
nacelles and the reduced weight for incorporation of SPF/DB titanium sandwich 
structure. Range values which exceed 5500 n. miles are available with one of 
the advanced technology study engines. 

GROSS WEIGHT = 319,788 kg (705,ODO LB) 
PAYLOAD (225 PASSENGERS) = 20.922 kg (45,125 LB) 

km 
12,000 - I I 

< FAR PART 36 (STAGE 2) 
SPF/DB STRUCTURE 

W MI) 

@Ooo) 11,000 
:%iA=T:& INLET 

0 DESIGN POlNT 

RANGE 
(5500) - 

10,000 - 
_--m-w. 

(5000) - 

(4500). 

(kg/SEC) 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 

(LB/SEC) 600 650 700 750 800 850 
ENGINE REFERENCE AIRFLOW -.1*,>9,91 

SCALED OLYMPUS RANGE SUMMARY 

Rolls-Royce continues to participate in the AST technology development 
program by providing engine data for scaled up Olympus engines. The 1984 tech- 
nology engine has a higher bypass ratio (0.2 vs 0.07) than the 1982 technology 
engine and although final calculations are not complete, it is estimated to 
provide a 5% improvement in range performance. 

GROSS WEIGHT 319,788 kg (705,000 LB) 

PAYLOAD 20,922 kg (46,125 LB) 

I 1 A’ I I I J 
W'W" (650) (!W (750) WOO) 0350) @GO)(LB/SEC) 

ENGINE REFERENCE AIRFLOW 
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AST PERFORMANCE WITH BICONE INLET 
I 

:,Range performance shown is for the baseline with a translating centerbody, 
inlet design incorporated. An alternate concept, collapsing bicone,. is being 
studied which shows promise of range improvements of 150 to 180 n. miles& 

DELTA 
(N 

200 ‘. 

loo- 

RANGE 
MI) 0 - 

TRANSLATING 

P&WA VSCE GE21/Jll-B18 CENTERBODY 

‘. 511R AUGMENTED INLET 

-100 
i,. i 

I 

FUEL EFFICIENCY COMPARISbN 
, 

The fuel efficiency of the AST is shown compared to the wide' bodied and ; 
narrow bodied subsonic jets and the Concorde. . . . ,. 

FUEL 
CONSUMED 

PER 
1000 ASM’S 

SOURCES: 
CAB FOURTH QUARTER 1978, (SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT) 
DOUGLAS (AST. CONCORDE) 



COMPARATIVE TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

The total operating costs (TOC) of the AST .are shotm to approach the level 
of the wide-bodied DC-lo-30 at international ranges. Also, the Concorde values 
are a.ppro,ximately double the,AST at its normal transatlantic range. MDC studies 
show that the AST can be operated in commercial service. and make a profit with 
today's.first class and economy class fares. i. 

AST, DC-‘lo-30, CONCORDE 
e/AS km 

(e/AS N MI) 8 

im +fiR 1 

CCjNCORDE (108 SEATS; 8 HOURS/DAY) 

: ,;’ 

TOTAL 
‘OPERATING 

COST 

I I AST TITANIlh SPF/DB 

/ I 

. . : . . 

I I I I 
1000 3ooo 5ooo 7000 9ooo 11, I km 

(0) (1000) (2000) (3ooo) (4ooo) (5ooo) &O) (NMI) 
RANGE 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS COMPARISON - INTERNATIONAL 

The,relative ranking of the AST compared to the subsonic international 
jets' and the Concorde show it to be competitive. Again, ,the Concorde costs are 
double the values of the AST. ., ..: 

TOTAL 
.,OPERATING 

COST 
@EAT-NAUTICAI 

MILE) 
_ 

STANDARDIZED* 
DAC-1978 

*STANDARDIZED TO SAME RANGE, SAME SEAT SPACING 
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MARKET ~STJ-MMARY (1985-2004) 

The results of the MDC market survey ,over 175 city pairs ,&n international 
operation produce a significant demand for advanced supersonic transports. The 
routes chosen are existing routes and modeling techniques were utilized in 
developing the passenger demand. ,' '.,A ..\ 'I 

AIRCRAFT DEMAND 3,bo: Tb 500 AIRCRAFT ._ I. 
.’ ,,’ ,J ., .,’ ,(I .,. 

‘I .,’ ,,, : -._, ,’ 

.., ‘! ./ . ‘,’ 

VALUE (1978 DOLLARS). $35’&LibN Td $60 BILLION ,. ‘., :- I, 

‘. I 

~NVI~ON'ME~TAL IssuEs ‘! ” 

McDonnell Douglas continues to'address the other issues which affect com- 
munity and public reaction to an advanced supersonic transport.. The four '- ' 
summarized here are currently being investigated;' 

EXHAUST EMISSIONS EFFECT’ --‘) NEGLIGIBLE EFFECT 
ON HIGH ALTITUDE OZONE , .’ ,’ 

SECONDARY SON!C BQOMS - NOAPPkEClABLE . 
: ‘;, .,. ‘., ENV~RONM.ENTAL 

” : ‘IMPACT. :’ 
, ‘:,,, 1: 

COSMIC RADIATION. :.: ,..;,: ‘7 : ,‘..- ’ iii P&LEM 
,: ‘. 

AIRPORT VICINITY EMISSION - ’ FlJRTiiER T&TING 1 ., .‘REQUlRED ., 
; : ./. ., 

II... I .1111..1.1.-11..1111..---~-~-,.,..~- .-.mc._. .--.-.__-.--.---.__ _ . . . . _ . . ..__-_..... .._. ..- _.__ . . ..-__ __- 
.&f 



CONCORDE PROGRAM / 

The news release left doubts about future activity in England and France 
on the advanced supersonic transport. Since the program may require inter- 
national collaboration, the notes of the minister's meeting were reviewed and ' 
are summarized. 

Rc: September 22, 1979 Britikh Press Release 

“. , Based upon ttie notes of the British/French Ministers Meeting I. 
!. The communique said the ministers reviewed the French,and 

9 -. 

British work on supersonic transport research,and agreed that 
I ‘. ,. 

no joint program between the governments would be 
.: ’ I L 

’ 
undertaken at this time. + I. , 3.. : ‘: 
BAC says this decision does not preclude research being 

.‘,, 

performed by individual companies and BAC will continue a low- 
level effort. It also does not preclude the companies from 
making collaborative agreements with each other or with other 

:, ., 
companies, such as MDC.. 

: ., 
BAC expects that France’will continue the 50-50 ‘Government/ 

,/ ‘: :. 
’ ~ ’ L’ -’ 7’. ” 

Aerospatiale/Snecma AST research. 

British Government policy has been that all civil aircraft 
research is solely a British Aerospace responsibility and the 
September 22 decision is a continuation of this policy. 

fief: Telephone call from Clive Lcyman, 
Assistant Program Manager, Concorde. British Aerospace 

HIGH-PRIORITY TECHNOLOGY ITEMS 

,The top priority technology items are present,ed. Accelerated development 
testing and analyses are require,d in these areas in or,der that a state'of.' 
technology readiness'can be attained within a reasonable time. ,,, 

. FABRICATION AND TEST TITANIUM~WING AND FUSELAGE 
SECTIONS TO VALIDATE 

. 

- OPTIMUM DESIGN PARAMETERi 
- WEIGHT FRACTIONS 
- MANUFACiURlNG AND ASSEMBLY ‘iiOSTS ’ 

‘0 CONFIGiJkATION, INTEGRATION - DETERMINES SCALE OF 
TECHNOLOGY READINESS 

l NOISE SUPPRESSION- FOR ENGINE CYCLE SELECTION 
. HIGH-SPEED, LIFT AND DRAG - FOR CRUISE EFFIC!ENCY 
. LOW-SPEED LIFT AND DRAG - FOR CLIMBOUT NOISE 

CQNSlDERATl,C)NS , i” I,’ 

. INLET CObPATlBlLlTY - FOR PERFORMANCE ANti’ ’ 
: 

ACOUSTICS 
a NOZZLE COMPATIBILITY - FOR PERFORMANCE AND 

ACOUSTICS 
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TITANIUM WING AND FUSELAGE TEST COMPONENTS 

A possible augmented technology development program can be formulated 
based on the concept of a cooperative industry effort. An example of possible 
cooperation in the structural program is illustrated. In this concept, one 
company serves as lead investigator in a particular area. The work can be 
cooperative or individual, but the lead investigator is responsible that all 
participants share in the final result. 

TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE 
COOPERATION 

LENGTH CM 
(IN.) 

636 (i511, - 

TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION* (1978 $)"* 

Two concepts for completing technology validation are shown. The funding 
values represent a consensus of industry estimates. 

LOCKHEED AND 
BOEING AND 
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS 

GENERAL ELECTRIC OR 
PRATT & WHITNEY 
AIRCRAFT 

TOTAL 

IF JOINT 
PROGRAM 

- 
- 
- 

S600M 

- 

- 

S300M 
S900M 

IF INDIV 
PROGRAMS 

f350M 
53251111 
S420M 

t140M 

S400M 

51.68 

‘TO ARRIVE AT AIRLINE ORDERS (AUTHORIZE TO PROCEED WITH 
PRODUCTION) 

‘*USING AIA SUBMITTAL TO CONGRESS 1977 
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LETTER TO NASA ADMINISTRATOR - JUNE 1979 

McDonnell Douglas continues to encourage NASA management, congressional, 
and senate subcommittees to support an accelerated SCR program for technology 
validation. Excerpts from the most recent letter from the president of 
Douglas Aircraft to the NASA administrator are presented. 

RE: ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY R&D 

. . . the critical stage today remains the funding 
of the high risk technology validation research 
efforts that lead to a state of technology 
readiness for U.S. industry. This is a proper 
obligation of NASA for unique programs that are 
in the national interest. . . . 

PRESIDENT - DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

THE DEMAND EXISTS FOR SUPERSONIC TRAVEL 

TECHNOLOGY IS DEFINED FOR A MACH 2.2 ADVANCED 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 

AN EXPANDED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IS 
NECESSARY TO ATTAIN A TECHNOLOGY READINESS 
POSITION 
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SUPERSONIC MARKET AND ECONOMIC ANALYSES 

Lucian S. Rochte 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation 

SUMMARY 

Projections are made of advanced supersonic transport (AST) markets of 
the free world for the period 1985-2004. Estimates are made of passenger 
traffic volume and airplane range and seat-capacity requirements for Mach 2.2 
service by international regional market areas and by city-pairs within and 
between these areas. The volume of candidate traffic consists of first class 
and full-fare economy class passengers of the international long-haul, 
overwater routes and such tag-end markets as are needed to fill out airline 
network patterns. Market and traffic factors examined include variable load 
factors, growth rates, supersonic transport market shares, and schedule 
frequencies considering the different make-up of passenger traffic for the 
individual city-pairs. 

Economic analyses are made of supersonic transport projected operations ' 
throughout the international regional market areas of the world. Economic 
factors analyzed include direct, indirect, and total operating costs and 
yield levels for first class and full-fare economy class traffic. A brief 
comparison is made between advanced supersonic transports and typical 
wide-bodied subsonic jet transports of the economic impact of increased fuel 
prices. 

These economic analyses illustrate the benefits of advanced technology 
applied to next-generation supersonic transports in several pivotal 
technologies, including structures of superplastic formed/diffusion bonded 
sandwich titanium, improvements in aerodynamic cruise efficiency, and refined 
engine cycle performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

McDonnell Douglas (MDC) has conducted studies of the free world 
long-haul overwater passenger needs for supersonic travel for the period 
1985-2004. Market studies were performed initially in 1973 under a 
NASA-Langley contract. Since then, market studies have continued using 
company funds. The results of these studies have been highly useful in 
defining the current baseline supersonic transport configuration and 
performance considering market, environmental, technological and economic 
factors. The current base1 ine advanced supersonic transport which resulted 
from this work is used extensively in sensitivity studies to determine the 
effect of specific technology gains on performance and operating costs. 

The world long-haul overwater city-pair markets are examined to assess 
current passenger traffic activities including analyses of traffic density and 
fare class, city-pair distance, type of aircraft used and frequency of 
service. City-pairs are selected for supersonic service based on a 
comprehensive computer-aided evaluation process. A passenger traffic annual 
forecast of these markets is made covering the forecast period 1985-2004. The 
penetration of these markets for supersonic service is then estimated for each 
city-pair. The number of advanced supersonic transports required to meet the 
world passenger traffic needs is determined annually throughout the forecast 
period. The study does not include market elasticity considering fare levels 
and supersonic speed because analyses to date have indicated these are 
difficult to quantify. 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Baseline Advanced Supersonic Transport 

The baseline advanced supersonic transport used in these market analyses has 
the performance shown in Figure 1. 

The results of current market studies indicate that a 273 seat, 
mixed-class airplane with a range of 10,186 km (5500 n. mi.) provides a good 
match with the world-wide passenger traffic demand for supersonic service 
during the forecast period. 

International Regional Market Areas 

World requirements for supersonic service are determined by studying 
the long-haul traffic needs for each of the international regional market 
areas of the world. The traffic flow of these areas is then tied together 
with major trunkline city-pairs to provide for inter-area traffic flows, 
thereby linking all major areas of the world together in a complete supersonic 
system. The international regional traffic flows studied are shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Selection of City-Pair Markets , 
': 

The selection and refinement of city-pair markets for supersonic 
service is a dynamic process. Initially, more than 500 origin-destinat 
city-pairs were investigated as:potential candidates for service. The 

ion 

city-pair markets that sustained initial evaluations of passenger traffic 
requirements-for detailed study are based on the criterila shown in Figure 3. 
To be's candidate, a city-pair must have a sufficient vo,lume of passenger : 
traffic by the year 2004 to support a minimum of two round trips weekly. This 
is considered the minimum frequency to warrant scheduled supersonic service. 
City-pairs having relatively long subsonic' distances at the origin or 
destinati,on terminals; as a large percentage,of the total distance, were 
screened out as being non-competitive with subsonic jets. 'A distance of 1610 ,' 
km (870 n. mi) was assumed as the minimum for supersonic service for tag-end 
city-pair markets. All city-pairs selected should be geographically capable 
of integration into an operating network ('not'isolated):~ ,' .I' 

The world city-pair market candidates .have been' investigated based on 
these criteria resulting in 175 city-pairs being selected for detailed 
investigation,. Ttiese are distributed th.rougtiout virtually all the ,' 
international regions of the world. A cross-section of city-pair candidates 
in the North Atlantic, Europe - Far East1Australasia, and Pacific' regions is 
shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6, including the flight distance and the AST market 
share. In the market share studies, the AST capture rate for each city-pair 
varies considerably. City-pairs having primarily business travelers are 
expected to attracta large percentage to supersonic service where ,. 
time-savings are important. Other-city-pairs having a majority of tourist 
travelers are not expected to attract as many since time-savings are probably 
not as important and the traveler is more fare-sensitive. 

Passenger Traffic Model 

Passenger traffic between each city-pair has been analyzed with the aid 
of a computer program developed by MDC for this study (Advanced Supersonic 
Aircraft Fleet Evaluation Model). A base market has been used and the market 
projected annually to the year 2DO4. The computer pr,ogram determines the 
weekly market in terms of the information shown in Figure 7. The input data 
shown bel,ow, in addition to aircraft performance and operational data, are 
used in the analysi-s. 

0 'Minimum'and maximum'load,factdrs of 40-65 percent. 
s ,'. 

0 Minimum weekly frequency of two round-trips to initiate . 
,supersonic service. ', 

: _ 
0 Airplane daily !utilization of 10 hours. .1 

0 Induced passenger traffic of 10 percent. 
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A value of 10 percent for induced travel has been used to reflect the 
large drawdown area in the general.vicinity of each city from which supersonic 
passengers would come, as demonstrated by the North Atlantic operations of the 
British/French Concorde where 50 percent of the traffic is transfer‘traffic. 

,' ) .I. 
1.‘. 

,’ 

Advanced Superson<c Transport MarketDemand 

The AST demand for the forecast period .showing its relationship to-the 
total long-haul, internationa!,marke,t is i,llustrated in Figure 8. It has been 
determined that 'a lower bound,,of ,297 ,baseline supersonic airplanes will ,be 
needed by the year.2004 to provide supersonic s,ervice over this world network 
of 175 city-pairs. This assumes,,an approximate penetrationzof 90 percent of 
the first class m,arket, 50 percent of the full-fare economy cla,ss market, and 
none of the discounted-fare, market. It also assumes an overall 10 percent : 
induced passenger market each year-for the supersonic airplane., ,. 

. -. 
The upper bound result is that.509 baseline supersonic airpl,anes .will. 

be needed by the year 2004 i'f 100 percent of the first class market, 100 
perce;nt of the full-fare,economy.class market,, and none of the discounted-fare 
market cou1.d be captured for s,upersonic ,traveJ, again using an overall 10 
percent induced passenger market p,er year for the supersonic airplane. . I' 

The narrow band, shpwn for,1980-1988 represents Concorde operat1on.s. An ) 
average annual passenger traffic ,growth rate.of 6;8 percent is use,d for the 
forecast period. . 

The cumulati,ve aircraft demand .by year for both the nominal and high / 
market .estimates for,t'he -total system l,is,,summarized. 

., .'.. .. 
. " , ;,'; ., !. 

Aircraft Demand 

Year 1985 1990 1995 2000 2004 

Nominal 86 , 124 1 71. ',, 232 297 
High 154 211 286 392 509 

Discussion of the Advanced Supersonic Transport Market' Demand 

Th'is estimated‘market demand represents requirements for commercial 
supersonic airplanes having the configuration and performance characteristics 
described earlier. Any changes in these parameters .will undoubtedly result in 
changes in the aircraft demand. 

: 
No attempt has been made i'n the current 'study, to determine the effect 

on market demand of changes in aircraft range. The range of the study 
airplane is 10,186 km (5500 n. mi.) with a full,payload of. 273 passengers. 
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From the east coast of the U.S., this range covers the distance from New York I 
City to the eastern Mediterranean,countries for a flight time of about five 
hours. From the west coast of the U.S., this range covers the distance from 
San Francisco to Shanghai; China with comparable flight time. 

The Payoff of.Technology 

The results of more than three years of comprehensive, analysis and test 
of titanium superplastic forming/diffusion bonding, sandwich for primary. 
structure by McDonnell Dpuglas at Long Beach have resulted in a 6.2 percent 
reduction in direct operating cost for this advance'in technology alone for a" 
273 passenger supersonic airplane at an operating stage length of 5556 km-" 
(3000 n. mi.), in comparison with an airplane having 1971 technology structure, 
(aluminum-brazed titanium honeycomb wing and a weld-brazed stiffened-skin L 
fuselage), while achieving a range increase of 1072 km (579 n...mi.) to a " r 
maximum range of 10,186 km (5500 n'. mi.) with a full payload (Figure 9): ,' ','.',' 

., ,, /I 
With an annual utilization of 3600 hours, this operating cost'saving ,' 

amounts to more than $2 million per year (1978 dollars) for each airplane 
using SPF/DB sandwich structure in comparison with an airplane using . 
aluminum-brazed titanium structure. From an energy standpoint, each SPFIDB 
sandwich airplane saves an estimated four million gallons of fuel annually 
compared to the aluminum-brazed titanium airplane. 'i 

‘. 

Indirect Operating Costs . . 
,' 

'To better understand indirect operating costs (IOC) of the AST, a> " 
detailed computer-aided analysis was performed .of international commercial 
transport operations for several major U.S. scheduled carriersmcovering the 
period 1976-1978. Data sources included CAB Forms 41 which itemize expenses 
according to the applicable account numbers. The results of this work are 
applied in the AST total operating cost analyses. As shown in Figure l,O, the 
IOC for the AST is 10 percent less than the DC-lo-30 for a 5556 km (3000 n. '. 
mi.) stage length. 

Total Operating Costs : 
': * 

The total operating cost comparison of the supersonic ‘airplane and the 
DC-lo-30 shown in Figure 11 is another illustration of the narrowing of the 
operating cost gap between possible future commercial supersonic service and 
typical subsonic wide-bodied service. 
virtually the same seating capacity, 

Considering that both airplanes are ,of 
the total operating cost of the AST on a ,' 

. seat-km (- mi.) basis is only 13 percent more than the DC-lo-30 at's st 
length of.5556 km (3000 n. mi.,). Y! 

e 
-The total operating cost of the Concor e is 

shown for reference. The e.conomic benefit of advanced technology ,shown.in 
Figures 9 and 11 demonstrates the high.payoff potential of research fund 

:, 
'., 
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investments. Continued advances in technology can be applied to,increases-in 
aircraft range, as needed, by the airlines, or these gains may be used to 
increase the payload, reduce the empty weight and operating cost or applied to 
some selected combination of these to increase profitability. .I 

Economic Effect of Fuel.Cost Changes on Supersonic Aircraft Operations 

Over the years,, there has been a great deal of conjecture,concerning 
the energy efficiency of,possible future advanced supersonic transport c 
aircraft. Much, of it stems from the Concorde experience which, unfortunately, 
compounds the economic disadvantages of a relatively small. payload with the- 
inefficiencies of a nonoptimum propulsion system. The combined effect of this 
is.an a,ircraft having a high fuel,consumption per seat-km ,(- mi.) in 
comparison,with current subsonic,wide-bodied jets. But,here again, an 
investmentin research can have substantial payoffs resulting .from focused - 
technological,advances. As shown in Figure 12, an AST constructed of 
aluminum-brazed titanium (1971 technology) uses about one-half the fuel per 
seat-km (- mi.) of,the Concorde for a typical North Atlantic.range of 5556 km 
(3000 n. mi.) and about 58 percent more fuel per seat-km (- mi.) than the 
DC-10-30. Benefiting from the substantial weight saved by using advanced 
technology titanium SPF/DB sandwich structure, a fuel reduction of,five 
percent per seat-km (-n mi.) can be realized for the AST compared to the 1971 
technology structure. 

There is no question that the baseline supersonic transport is not as 
energy efficient as large capacity, subsonic wide-bodied jets based solely on 
seat-km (- mi.) criteria and ignoring travel time. In comparison with the 
DC-10-30, the supersonic transport.uses 53 percent.more fuel-per seat-km (- n. 
mi.) for a stage length of 5556 km,(3000 ;n. mi.). The block:time of the' 
supersonic,airplane for this stage length, however, is only 44 percent that of 
the subsonic jet. This is not an inconsiderable time saving and may well 
represent a cost-effective tradeoff of passenger travel time.versus fuel use 
in favor of the lower travel time, particularly for the very long city-pair 
distances of the Pacific Basin. 

The fuel efficiency of the AST is compared in Figure 13 with subsonic 
aircraft in the current fleet. It fits into the general pattern of fuel 
efficiency of the subsonic fleet - it is not as fuel efficient as the 
wide-bodied jets and is more fuel efficient than the others shown. The 
Concorde is shown for reference. '., 

The effect of increases in fuel cost on total operating cost of the ASTZ! 
is shown in Figure 14. To better visualize this effect, the percent increase 
in t,otal operating cost for t.he AST is compared with the DC-10-30. In this '. 
comparison, all other items are ,held constant - only the fuel cost is 
increased.. As illustrated in the figure, as a reference, the total operating 
cost of the AST is 1.3 percent higher,than that of the DC-lo-30 at a fuel cost I 
of 11.9 cents/liter(45 cents/gallon).. At fue.1 costs which are double and 
triple the reference cost, the total operating costs of the AST are 21 percent 
and 27 percent higher than the DC-10-30, respectively. 
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As the energy efficiency of supersonic transport aircraft improves, the 
fare increase to offset future increases in fuel cost, compared to that of the 
DC-10-30, is relatively modest. .This comparison is based on the supersonic 
airplane carrying first-class and full-fare economy passengers, while the 
DC-lo-30 carries the discount economy class in addition to the other fare 
classes. As shown in Figure 15, a doubling of fuel cost [reference 11.9 
cents/liter (45 cents/gallon)] requires an offsetting fare increase of 14.1 
percent for.the DC-lo-30 and only 1.5 percent more (15.6 percent) for the 
supersonic airplane. 

From this type of comparison, it could.be concluded that, since the 
higher fuel consumption costs of the supersonic airplanes are passed through 
to the passenger, as are all other costs and the passenger makes a decision in 
the competitive market place as to the benefits of trip time and travel class, 
the matter of fuel consumed per seat-trip is treated routinely in the same 
relative way as the use of other resources in any other transportation 
decision. 

Revenue Distribution and Market Shares - North Atlantic 1978 

The North Atlantic market will continue to dominate the world 
international air passenger markets for the remainder of this century. An 
analysis of North Atlantic 1978 traffic revenue distribution in comparison 
with operating costs of subsonic and supersonic aircraft illustrates their 
profit potential in relation to the various fare classes. It is evident from 
Figure 16 that the first class yield of 12.4 cents/passenger-km (22.9 
cents/passenger-n. mi.) is almost double the Qconomy class yield of 6.9 
cents/passenger-km (12.7 cents/passenger-n. mi.). Similarly, the full-fare 
economy class yield is substantially higher (62 percent) than the 
weighted-average yield of 4.2 cents/passenger-km (7.8 cents/passenger-n. mi.) 
for the discount economy groups. 

When the total operating costs of the DC-lo, AST, and Concorde are 
projected against the yields of the various revenue classes, as shown at the 
bottom of Figure 16, the cost-yield relationships can be better visualized. 
It is seen that the Concorde total operating cost is well under the first 
class yield and slightly below economy class yield. The MDC-AST and DC-10 
total operating costs are considerably below the economy class yield. Of 
these three aircraft, the DC-10 alone looks attractive for the discounted fare 
low yield passenger market. 

As shown in Figure 17, the North Atlantic first class and Concorde 
markets, although representing only about 6 percent of the passenger traffic, 
account for 16 percent of the revenue and demonstrate why the airlines 
consider these markets highly attractive sources of revenue. Similarly, the 
economy class yield is substantially higher than that of the discount groups. 
The economy class also represents an attractive market since it accounts for 
30 percent of the North Atlantic revenue and 22 percent of the passenger 
traffic. The figure depicts the AST relative revenue and passenger volume 
percentages for both the nominal and high market capture assumptions. 
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A broader perspective of the AST total operating cost is shown in 
Figure 18 in which it is compared with several airplanes in the current fleet 
along with a future derivative of an existing wide-bodied jet. The AST fits 
into the general pattern of these airplanes - it has a lower total operating 
cost than a typical narrow-bodied jet and a higher cost than the wide-bodied 
jets shown. The Concorde is shown for reference. 

CONCLUDINh REMARKS 

The MDC studies forecast an AST overwater market of between 297 and 509 
aircraft by the year 2004 for international supersonic passenger service 
throughout virtually all regions of the world (Figure 19). This AST market is 
estimated at $35 - $60 billion. Advances in supersonic cruise technology 
continue to show reductions in operating costs with a narrowing of the gap 
between supersonic and subsonic transport operations. These advances are also 
reflected in considerable improvement in the fuel efficiency of AST designs. 
projections show that AST fare increases to offset fuel price increases are 
comparable to subsonic transport operations considering the fare classes of 
the passengers being carried. 

A next-generation AST designed to cruise at Mach 2.2 carrying 273 
passengers for a range of at least 10,186 km (5500 n. mi.) provides a good 
combination of performance and economic attractiveness in meeting the needs of 
the major internationallong-haul, city-pair passenger markets of the world. 

An adequately funded technology validation program aggressively 
implemented now, and continuously supported, could lead to the U.S. 
development and manufacture of an AST fleet operating in world service 
starting in 1990. Current investigations indicate that such an effort would 
be relatively low risk in meeting program goals. 
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,: 

CRUISE SPEED 2.2 MACH 

PASSENGER CAPACITY (MIXED CLASS) 273 SEAT 

RANGE >10,186 E 

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT 340,200 k 

NOISE FAR PART 

TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH 43353 m 1 

Figure l.- Baseline advanced supersonic trans 



u 

Figure 2.- International regional traffic flows. 
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TRAFFIC VOLUME Tp.‘SUPPORT .MlNlMUM OF TWO ROUND 
TRIPS WEEKLY BY YEAR 2004 

I . . 

CITY-P&lR DISTANCE WITHIN .NONSTQP RAhGE”CAPABlLlTY 
OF AST ( 

. 

MINIMUM CITY-PAIR .DISTANCE OF 1610 km (870 N MI) 
: 

CITY-PAIR NOT ISOLATED - LINK INTO OPEkATlNG 
NETWORK ,. .I . 

Figure 3.- City-pair passenger traffic criteria. 

; CITY-PAIR 

AMSTERDAM - CHICAGO 
BOSTON - FRANKFURT 
CHICAGO - LONDON 
COPENHAGEN - NEW YORK CITY 
LONDON - MIAMI 
LONDON - TORONTO II 
LONDON - WASHINGTON, D.C. 
MADRID - NEW YORKXITY 
NEW YORK CITY - PARIS 
NEW YORK CITY - ROME 
PARIS - MONTREAL 

DISTANCE 
MARKET 
SHARE 

km (N MI) PERCENT 

7256 
6136 
6673 
6354 
‘7117 
5713 
5908 .’ 
,5769 : 
5838 
6895 1 I. 
5528 

(3918) 
(3313) 
(3603) 

.(3431) 
(3843) 
(3085) 
j3 190) 
(3115) 
(3152) 
(3723) 
(2985) 

.  30 
16 
17 
18 
10 
14 
18’ 
12 
13 

II7 
i4 

Figure 4.- Typical regi,ons and city-pair markets for North Atlantic. 



DISTANCE 
MARKET 

: - SHARE 
:i. ,’ . ,- &qmPAIR : I ,.‘ikm 1. (id Mi) PERCENT’ . 

ABU DHABI - BOMBAY 1990 
,I ... ; AXHENS ---KARACHI .: 4327 

BAHRAIN - SINGAPORE ‘6734. 
BAHRAIN - LONDON 5095 
BANGKOK - TOKYO 5636 
BOMBAY.- DUBAI :: : 1927 
BOMBAY - PERTH 7488 
COLOMBO - KARACHI 2576 
COLOMBO - SINGAPORE 2819 
LONDON - TEL AVIV 3593 

(1075) 17 
‘; ,(2337) 25 

(3636) 17 
(2751) 33 
(3043) 36 
+1041) / 1.7 
(4043) 17 
(1391). 17 

-‘:’ (1522) 17 
(1940) 29 

Figure 5.- Typical regions and cityipair markets 
for Europe-Far East/Australasia. 

.’ .C’! 

.“’ : 
. . DISTANCE 

MARKET 
SHARE 

CITY-PAIR km (N Ml) PERCENT 

ANCHORAGE -’ TOKYO 5573 
AUKLAND - HONOLULU 7108 
GUAM - HONOLULU 6117 
HONOLULU - SYDNEY 8171 
HONOLULU - PAGO PAGO 4267 
HONOLULU i TOKYO 6199 
LOS ANGELES ‘- ‘PAPEETE 6610 
LOS ANGELES - TOKYO 8821 
SEATTLE - TOKYO 7.721 
SAN FRANCISCO - TOKYO 8293 
TOKYO - VANCOUVER 7573 

(3009) I. 16 
(3838) 24 
(3303) 14 
‘(4412) ,30 
(2304) 27 
(3347). (. 14 
.(3569). 2 23 
(4,763) ,32 
(4169) 19 
‘(4478) ,32 
(4089) 18. 

Figure 6.- Typical regions and city-pair markets for Pacific. 
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NUMBER OF POTENTIAL PASSENGERS 

NUMBER OF PASSENGERS CARRIED 

YEAR OF INITIAL SERVICE ” 1 
* 

AVERAGE LOAD FACTOR 

NUMBER OF ROUND TRIPS 

AIRCRAFT DEMAND 

Figure 7.- Weekly city-pair market potential. 
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NUMBER OF 
PASSENGERS 
ANNUALLY 
(MILLIONS) 

350 - ---~ NO. OF 
AIRCRAFT 

I/ 
297 AST 

.-- 

*r4rb I ;t-----1 1 .t 71 . 
r- I I I I I 

1 i+::4&c> 7-7 I 
w-r- I cl 

1980. 1985 1990 1995 2ooo 2004 
YEAR 

Figure 8.- Passenger demand fol: 1980- -2004. 
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Figure 9.- Effect of advanced structures technology on direct 
operating cost. 

5556 KILOMETERS (3000 NAUTICAL MILES) 

. pGG--1 [AST-5B/B18 

270 PASSENGERS 6.6 HOURS 2i3 PASSENGERS 3.0 HOURS 

mcENl 

I 

I 
6M 

WIR CUEW 

10 PERCEC 

11 11 

I 
16 5 

14 

13 

Gu 

FOOD AND BNER&E 
WIN CREW 

PSGR HANDLING 

10 PERCENT 
I-- 

l 

PSCR tUNDLINC 

SERVICE MllUND.EQUlPMENl 20 
30 

30 33 

SERVICE GROUND EQlJlPMEln 

Figure lO.- Indirect operating cost comparison. 



(10) 

TOTAL (8) 4 
OPERATING F 

c/AS km 
(c/AS N MI) 8 - 

(14) 

F 
(12) 6 I -. 

I 

1 
0 

COST 

AST, DC-10-30, CONCORDE 

CONCORDE (IOI’SEATS: 8 HdURS/DAY) 

AST TlTANlbM SPF/DB 
,-SANDWICH j273 SEATS) 

DC-1040 (270 SEATS) 

I I 
IO km 

L 1 I I I 1 I 

(0) (1WO) (2ooo) (3wo) (4ooo) (5ooO) (6ooO) (NMI) 
RANGE ‘).A51 er‘oc 

Figure ll.- Comparative total operating costs. 

4.0 

3.0 

RELATIVE 
FUEL 

BURNED 2.0 
PER SEAT km 
(SEAT N MI) 

1.0 

0 

5556 km (3000 N MI) RANGE 

1 - 
STRUC 

lf 
l- 

CONCORDE AST 
SEATS 100 273 

AST DC-lo-30 
273 270 

Figure 12.- Fuel use comparison. 
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FUEL I 
CONSUMED 

PER / 
1000 ASM’S 

I 1 i : 

E 

5 
H - 

-1 WIDE BODIED NARROW BODIED- 
SOURCES: 

CAB FOURTH QUARTER 1978 (SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT) 
DOUGLAS (AST. CONCORDE) 

ATOC 
AST 

DC-10 
(PERCENT) 

CENTS/LITER 
(CENTS/GAL) 

Figure 13.- Fuel efficiency comparison. 

AST VERSUS DC-lo-30 

x 0” Y 8 

-- 
1978 DOLLARS 

01 
11.9 23.8 39 
(45) (90) (135) 

FUEL COST 

Figure 14.- Effect of fuel cost increase on total operating cost. 
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STAGE LENGTH: 5556 km (XKX) N MI); LOAD FACTOR: 60 PERCENT 
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Figure 15.- Effect of fuel cost increase on fares 
'in North Atlantic. 
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Figure 16.- Revenue distribution - 1978 North Atlantic. 
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NORTH ATLANTIC - 1978 
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Figure 17.- Market shares. 
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Figure 18.- Total operating cost comparison (international). 
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. MDC STUDIES FORECAST AN AST OVERWATER MARKET BETWEEN 297 
AND 509 AIRCRAFT BY YEAR 2004. 

l THIS AST MARKET IS ESTIMATED AT S35-S60 BILLION. 

. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES HAVE NARROWED THE GAP BETWEEN 
SUPERSONIC AND SUBSONIC TRANSPORT OPERATING COSTS. 

. AST FARE INCREASES TO OFFSET FUEL PRICE INCREASES ARE 
COMPARABLE TO SUBSONIC TRANSPORTS CONSIDERING FARE 
CLASSES OF PASSENGERS BEING CARRIED. 

. AST DESIGNED FOR MACH 2.2 CRUISE CARRYING PAYLOAD OF 273 
PASSENGERS FOR 10.200 KILOMETERS (5500 NAUTICAL MILES) OR 
LONGER RANGE IS A GOOD MATCH WITH FORECAST MARKET DEMAND 
AND IS ECONOMICALY ATTRACTIVE., 

. U.S. AST COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS COULD START IN 1990 

IF 

AN AGGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION PROGRAM WAS STARTED 
Q AND CONTINUOUSLY SUPPORTED. 

Figure 19.- Concluding remarks. 





THE IMPACT OF MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY AND 
OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE ECONOMICS OF 

, '. CRUISE SPEED SELECTION 

' 

J.S. Clauss, Jr., F.A. Bruckman, D.L. Horning, I 
R.H. Johnstonand J.V. Werner 

Lockheed-California Company 

,., i . 

SUMMARY' .: . . . 
. '. 

A study was conducted to evaluate the impact of materials technology on' . 
the economic viability of supersonic transports, and to determine the effect 
of cruise Mach number on these evaluations. .Six material concepts at Mach 2.0 
and three-material'concepts at Mach 2.55 were proposed. The economic figure 
of merit,was supersonic fare premium over subsonic economy for an'acceptable 
airline return on investment. The fare premium goal was 10 percent.' Realistic 
operational constraints based -on airline scheduling analyses were used. The 
resulting evaluations, based on projected development, production; and operating 
costs, indicate that aircraft designs with advanced'composites as the primary 
material ingredient have the lowest fare premiums at both Mach 2.0 and ,2.55.' 
The values are 11 percent and 16 percent, respectively. The designs 'having ad-' 
vanced metallics as the primary material ingredient are not as economical; 
Advanced titanium, employing advanced manufacturing methods such as SPF/DB, .' 
requires a fare premium of about 30 percent at both Mach 2.0 and 2.55. Ad- 
vanced aluminum, usable only at the lower Mach number, requires a fare premium 
of 20 percent; Cruise speeds in the Mach 2.0-2.3 regime,are preferred because '. 
of the better economics and because of the availability of two material concepts 
to reduce program risk - advanced composites and advanced aluminums. This ,' 3. 
cruise speed regime also avoids the increase in risk associated with the more' 
complex inlets and airframe systems and higher temperature composite matrices 
required at the higher Mach numbers typified by Mach 2.55. 

INTRODUCTION' ' 
_' ; : .' 

.,' . J 
A topic of first importance in the preliminary design of a supersonic :j .- 

cruise aircraft is the selection of the cruise Mach number because the direc- 
tion that technologies must follow hinges.a great deal on that selection.,- The 
term "selected cruise speed I' is used here because no clear-cut technical'ra- . . 
tionale e,xists for determining an optimum supersonic cruise speed. This is in 
direct cohtrast to‘subsonic jet transports, for which nature has provided a 
convenient cruise-speed boundary in terms of the transonic drag rise. This 
boundary.causes 'a distinct peak in the efficiency of the aircraft (represented 
by the range parameter M*(L/D)/SFC) which is -exploited by current subsonic jets. 
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Approaches to Cruise Speed Selection 

The late fifties marked the emergence of an interest in the supersonic 
transport (SST) aircraft. This was also a time of intensive aircraft research, 
especially in the military field, and a time of optimism for what the future 
had to offer in terms of.advanced air travel. The first proposed Mach 3 air 
transport emerged on the scene during that era. 

As a justification for 'a"Mach 3 transport, 
- 
the variation of range param- 

eter M*(L/D)/SFC with cruise Mach number was singled out as shown in figure 1. 
This parameter is a reflection of the aircraft's range efficiency. It 
increases continuously with Mach number beyond Mach ,l and can be greater at 
Mach 3 than at the subsonic peak around,Mach 0.85. Also, it was thought at 
that time that productivity, being proportional to block speed for constant 
utilization, increased at supersonic speeds in the same manner as the range 
parameter., .' 

The basic theme was the ,fastdr, the better - .due to the aforementioned -.',l 
continuous increases in range efficiency and productivity. Little attention 
was ,paid.to ,whether or,not such speeds could be, fully utilized in .a real 

‘world.market. " 
.: 

i .' 

Technology constraints provided,the only limits to supersonic cruise. 
speed. During the National SST program of, the sixties, Mach 3 flight was , 
considered an upper bound on cruise speed because of limits in turbojet 
engine .technology. Other constraints, such as fuel coking, resulted from 
aerodynamic heating at high speeds. Because of these.technology limits, the 
cruise-speed finally was set at Mach .2.7. 

Technology has, -of course, - 
technical limit,s were in,effect. 

made progress since the aforementioned 
We now have the benefit of considerable ,I 

accumulated flight experience at sustained supersonic speeds .with the SR-71, 
B-70, B-l; and F-111 military programs. Also, there is extensive commercial 
experience with the Concorde at Mach 2. 

It is doubtful that Mach 2.7 can still be considered a technical upper. 
bound on cruise speed. Today's technology could easily achieve sustained 
cruise speeds well beyond Mach 2.7. In other words, if it were decided to 
develop a Mach 3+ SST, the technology exists today to support this venture. 
There is a constraint on cruise speed from, the cost of technology, however. 
The cost of high-speed ted-miogy must be weighed against its payoff in terms. 
of operational utilization and market penetration. 

The approach to cruise-speed selection being employed in this -paper is 
summarized as: 

l Realistic productivity.must-play a role in,cruise speed selection 

l . The cost of technology and its effects on fares and market penetra-, 1 
1 tion must guide cruise speed-selection ,: 
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The cost of increasing cruise speed to gain the aforementioned efficiency and 
productivity improvements is assessed to see the effect on airplane cost, air- 
line fares, 'and the resulting market penetration. An integral part of this 
approach is the employment of realistic productivity improvements with increas- 
ing i=ruise Mach number. 

,Market Economics 

The success of any future commercial SST depends on many factors - some 
technical, some economical, and some operational. 'There are, however, two 
fundamental concerns which must be considered: 

l At what fare level does the SST become attractive to the traveling 
public? 

l What are the manufacturer's technology options to make the SST 
economically attractive? 

The SST concept, first of all, must represent a cost-attractive mode of trans- 
portation to the traveling public, one that conforms to the demands of the 
transportation market. Without adequate public acceptance, the eventual 
economic success of the SST concept may be compromised. The other concern 
confronting the SST manufacturer involves his technology options in making 
the SST economically viable in terms of a cost that allows the airline to 
make a profit at a fare that is attractive to the traveling public. 

Let us first examine the concern dealing with the fare levels. The fare 
which the public has to pay to fly the SST determines to what extent the SST 
will penetrate the existing transportation market. The importance of market 
penetration cannot be overemphasized for it has far-reaching economic con- 
sequences to both the airline and the manufacturer. A sizeable penetration 
of the SST into the long-haul overwater market assures the airlines that their 
investments will yield a sufficient return. To the manufacturer, it means a 
sufficiently large production run to allow an acceptable unit price and to re- 
coup his development costs and provide the profits to sustain himself in business. 

A striking example of how fare relates to market can be seen in the 
makeup of the current airline market. Table 1 shows the current fares and 
fare class distribution of the North Atlantic market, which can also be taken 
as representative of the world market. The significance of the table is the 
obvious relationship of fare size to fare class distribution. The lower the 
ticket price, the greater the market share of that fare class, with discount 
fares capturing almost three-fourths of the North Atlantic market. It is 
also easy to see why the Concorde has not been successful in penetrating a 
significant portion of the market. 

The message is that any future SST must have an attractive fare struc- 
ture which not only allows it to capture all the first class and economy fare 
class, but also to attract a percentage of the discount market. Unless 
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there is an unprecedented breakthrough in technology, a fare premium will most 
likely be charged for flying the SST, but this should not restrict the SST 
to only the upper fare classes. The key to capturing an adequate share of the 
market lies in providing an SST concept with a fare premium that adequately 
relates to the time savings and the value of time of the traveler. 

The value of time is important because of the market split between the 
business- and the pleasure-oriented traveler and the difference in how these 
two factions value their time. The market split between the two also is 
shown in table 1. The data of table 1 do not give us any quantitative idea to 
what extent the SST will penetrate the market. However, a reasonable esti- 
mate can be determined through use of the market penetration model shown in 
figure 2. In such an analysis, the traveler's supersonic fare premium per hour- 
of-time-saved is compared with his own hourly income as modified by his value of 
time. Hourly income distribution, value of time factors, and airline market 
properties like those in table 1 are used in the analysis. 

The penetration estimates are shown in figure 3. This figure shows the 
estimated market penetration of the SST into the long-haul overwater market 
versus an SST'fare premium over and above the subsonic economy fare. The fare 
premium at which there is zero penetration is academic and need not concern 
us. What is important is how much of the market is captured with the lower 
premiums. The figure indicates that with zero premium, about 40 percent of 
the market is penetrated -- all of first class and economy and part of the 
discount class. 

In Lockheed's opinion, a lo-percent fare premium represents a reasonable 
surcharge and one that would meet only modest initial resistance by the public. 
One-third,of the overseas travel market would be captured - an acceptable 
start. We say start because,after the service introduction of the SST, a 
certain amount of self-generated market penetration will take place. This 
occurs because the SST will'draw away all of the first class passengers and 
most of the economy passengers from subsonic jets. As a result, the subsonic 
jet operator must compensate for this loss of revenue. This is done by 
raising the fares to the discount and economy traveler. In turn, this will 
reduce the fare difference between subsonic and supersonic jets,making the 
latter more attractive. Therefore, a lo-percent fare premium is proposed 
as a goal for the SST. 

Key Technology Options 

The aircraft manufacturers and NASA are continually seeking out tech- 
nology advancements in the critical technologies, notably: 
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Aerodynamics Propulsion 

0 Planform refinement l Variable geometry engines 

l .High lift systems 0 Coannular flow nozzles 

0 Lateral control systems l Mechanical suppressors 

Structures l Jet noise shielding 

l Advanced composite materials l Integrated controls 

l Advanced aluminum alloys Operational procedures 

l Titanium SPF/DB l Programmed throttle takeoff 

0 Low cost titanium l Alternate approach techniques 

l Active controls l Flight management systems 

Numerous technology advancements have been identified and assessed. A real- 
istic appraisal is needed, however, as to what technologies have the greatest 
return in terms of ;reducing costs of aircraft ownership and operation. 

Figure 4 gives an indication of the impact of a lo-percent improvement in 
the three major technologies on the takeoff gross weight of the SST. The gross 
weight is selected as a figure of merit because a reduction in gross weight has 
the greatest impact in reducing SST costs. Figure 4 shows that lo-percent im- 
provements in airframe weight, propulsion efficiency and aerodynamic efficiency 
each result in equal TOCN reductions of about 13 to 14 percent. 

The probability of obtaining significant SFC improvements over what is 
presently quoted by engine manufacturers is low. This is also the case with 
the aerodynamically efficient arrow wing. Also, propulsion and aerodynamic 
variations with Mach number will be small. Only minor adjustments in engine 
cycle parameters and in wing planform parameters will be made to account for 
supersonic cruise speed variations. 

The most promising area for realizing significant weight/cost'reductions 
rests with structure/material technology. A variety of material candidates 
exist, or are on the horizon, that have attractive cost and structural weight 
payoffs. Some of those materials are applicable over the entire Mach regime of 
interest - Mach 2.0 to 2.55; others are limited to the low end - Mach 2.0 
to 2.3. 

This paper addresses the impact of structures/material technology on the 
economics of cruise speed selection in the presence of realistic operational 
constraints. 
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A STUDY OF CRUISE SPEED SELECTION 

The cruise speed selection study has the objective of evaluating the 
influence on cruise speed of: 

l Structure/material technology 

l Economic factors 

0 Operational constraints 

This allows the selection of optimum material concepts for each Mach number 
studied. In addition, the best material concepts at each Mach number can be 
compared with one another to determine preferred supersonic cruise speeds. 

The major guidelines for the study are: 

l Optimized aircraft for Mach 2/2.55 cruise 

l Fixed payload (290 pax) 

l Fixed range-7408 km (4000 n.mi.) design/5949 km (3212 n.mi.) 
average stage length for economic evaluation 

0 Variety of structure/material concepts 

l 300 Aircraft production run 

l Scheduling study constraints and results 

0 10% fare premium goal 

l Projected technology 

l No quantitative risk assessment 

It is to be noted that in the Mach number range from 2.0 to 2.7, two discrete 
Mach numbers, 2.0 and 2.55, were singled out to give a representative indica- 
tion of cruise speed cost trends. The Mach 2.0 design is representative of 
an airplane in the Mach 2.0 to 2.3 region, since the technologies used are 
applicable over this region. Similarly, the Mach 2.55 airplane is represen- 
tative of an airplane in the Mach 2.5 to 2.7 region. 

For each airplane, several structural/material concepts will be applied 
to yield a series of candidate aircraft for evaluation. Each airplane is 
designed to carry a payload of 290 passengers over a range of 7408 km 
(4000 n.mi.). Economic evaluations are assessed at an average stage length 
of 5949 km (3212 n.mi.). 
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Other guidelines include a 300-aircraft production run, operational' 
constraints from the 1977 airline scheduling study, and the lo-percent super- 
sonic fare premium goal developed in the introductory remarks, 

It is emphasized that projected technology is used for the advanced 
titanium, advanced aluminum, and advanced composite airplane candidates to be 
evaluated. Each involves a different degree of risk; however, a quantitative 
risk assessment is beyond the scope of this paper. 

CANDIDATE AIRCRAFT 

Planform sketches of the Mach 2.0 and 2.55 study airplanes are shown.iri 
figure 5. The Mach 2.0 design is shown in the upper half of the figure while 
the Mach 2.55 design is shown in the lower half, thereby indicating graphically' 
the minor variations in wing planform. Wing sweep and aspect ratio vary from 
68 degrees and 2.1, respectively, for the Mach 2.0 design, to 73 degrees and 
1.72 for the Mach 2.55 design. 

Pertinent configuration data also are indicated in the planform sketches. 
The Mach 2.0 aircraft optimizes at a higher wing loading and lower thr,ust-' 
weight ratio than the Mach 2.55 aircraft to meet the. airport performance'and ',' 
community noise constraints. .Wing loading and thrust weight are 444 kg/m2 
(91 psf.) and 0.265, respectively, for the Mach 2.0 aircraft and 415 kg/m2 : 
(85 psf) and 0.275 for the Mach 2.55 aircraft. 

: :' 
In the propulsion area, both aircraft use variants of the GE 21-511 double 

bypass variable cycle engine. The Mach 2.0 aircraft employs an external com- 
pression inlet while the Mach 2.55 aircraft uses a mixed compression inlet.' 

The material concepts considered for the Mach 2.0 and Mach 2.55 air-' 
planes are summarized in table 2. 'These concepts result in nine candidate 
aircraft for economic evaluation, six at Mach 2.0 and three at Mach 2.55. 

For each material concept, table 2 indicates the composition of the major 
ingredients.as a percent of structural weight. It should be noted at the, 
outset that all airplanes are hybrid, in that a mixture of materials,is 
employed. The advanced titanium airplane is 75 percent titanium, not lC0 per- 
cent. For each material concept, the'primary and secondary ingredients are 
highlighted. These material concepts are based on the extensive'structural 
concept studies reported in reference 1 as well as the related reference 2 
paper dealing with advanced materials and fabrication processes;.' '( : 

Of'the six'Mach 2.0 concepts,. 
as a reference point. 

the state-of-the-art aluminum design serves“ 
The particular aluminum is similar to that employed in 

the Concorde. The advanced titanium and advanced aluminum airplanes are assumed 
to have the same structural weight as conventional titanium because of comparable I. 



strength-weight ratios. In actuality, studies by Rockwell and McDonnell Douglas 
of .advanced titanium manufacturing techniques and by Lockheed of advanced alu- 
minum structures ind,icate that these airplanes could be lighter. The advanced- 
aluminum-plus-composites airplane introduces composites of the GR/E type in 
the secondary structure. The composites-plus-advanced-aluminum aircraft 
employs an ,aggressive use of composites in primary structure where that 
material.can be used to advantage for the particular structural design require- 
ment. Because of the elevated temperatures involved, the existence of a 
hypothetical intermediate temperature matrix (ITM) composite is assumed. 
GR/E has been shown to be marginal for these applications. 

A similar selection of material concepts is employed in the three 
Mach.2.55 candidates. Advanced titanium is the first, followed by advanced 
titanium plus composites, which employs composites :in secondary structure. 
Finally the composites-plus-advanced-fitan.ium design uses advanced composites 
of-the GR/PI type in primary structure, where appropriate. .' 

,_.. : 

WEIGHT AND COST'DATA ..' ~. 

,... ..,.I 
- 

Determination of airframe structure cost;flyaway cost,' acquisition cost ' 
and development cost was accomplished with a Lockheed cost model. A key ele- 
ment in'this determination isderivation of the airframe structure cost from 
the weight statement and associated labor and material costs. Weight data for 
the current analysis is taken from .reference 1 while the labor and material 
cost data is based on reference 2. 

,:T,he airframe-structural cost calculation procedure is indicated inthe : 
simplified flow chart of.figure 6b The material usage factors from table 2 
are combined with the product forms (sheet, forgings, plates, extrusions, etc.) 
for each airplane segment as well as net-to-buy ratios., for each application. 
This yields the amount of raw stock for finished partsand hence the raw ma- 
terial costs. These are combined with the labor cost base for -each material 
and each structural element (wing, body, etc.) to determine the total cost of 
structure* The labor. and material dollars-per-pound values are applied to each 
element of the airplane weight statement to yield the total airframe structural. 
cost for the ,particular airplane candidate under investigation. 

.., .' 
The aircraft weights, structural production costs (on a per-pound basis), 

and the resulting all-up aircraft structural costs for the candidate designs 
are presented in figures 7, 8, &d .9. The configuration with composites only.. 
in secondary structure have been eliminated in the cost charts for simplification 
The aircraft structural weight and takeoff gross weight for each of the aircraft 
considered are,presented in figure 7. For the Mach 2.0 aircraft; the conven- 
tional aluminum candidate weighs almost 363 000 kg (800 000 lb) at takeoff. It 
can,be seen that a major weight reduction of about 45 0.00 kg (100 000 lb) is 

: realised,if the airframe material is changed from conventional aluminum to 
titanium. For this study, no weight changes are projected when changing 
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from titanium to advanced titanium or to advanced aluminum. This is because 
I the projected strength to weight and stiffness to weight ratios for.both of 
', these materials are comparable to conventional titanium. : 

, 
Additional weight reductions are projected'when composites are substituted 

for metallics in secondary and primary structures. All in all, a primarily 
Composite aircraft (55 percent composites) shows about a 90 700 kg (200 000 lb) 
gross weight advantage relative to the conventional aluminum aircraft, and 
about a 45 000 kg (100 000 lb) advantage relative to the titanium or advanced 
aluminum aircraft. 

The weight trends of the Mach 2.55 aircraft parallel those of the 
Mach 2.0 concepts. .The weight differences between Mach 2.0 and 2.55 concepts 
(same material) tire primarily due to the need for a slightly larger aircraft 
for Mach 2.55 cruise. . . .' ! 

The projected, average structural/material costs per unit weight 
(specific cost) of structure are shown in figure 8 for the total airplane. 
The 'reader is cautioned against any'wide application of the data shown for it] .: 
should be kept in mind that an aircraft contains many product forms, and the 
specific costs are as varied as the product forms themselves. Figure 8 shows 
that.labor comprises the majority of production cost, anywhere from 55-70 per- 
cent. ,The data indicate that relative to conventional aluminum at, 223 $/kg' 
(101 $/lbm), advanced titanium costs 63 percent more. Advanced aluminum 
costs 4 percent more, while advanced composites cost 25 percent more. At 
Mach 2.55, advanced titanium and advanced composites cost 64 percent and 
62 percent more,' re,spectively,, than aluminum at Mach 2.0. 

While the specific.'structure cost is of-immense interest in itself, 'the 
combination of these'costs and' airframe weight, as shown in figure 9, gives 
the total impact of material choices on aircraft costs. The projected 
structural cost data of figure 9 show that the use of titanium results in 
the most costly 'aircraft at Mach 2>0, i.e.,.$33.1 million. A major cost 
breakthrough is indicated with the use of advanced.aluminum at $18.4 million. 
Further cost reductions are. possible with the'introduction of composites at 
$16.3 million. The cost trends are similar at Mach 2.55 with the advanced 
composites being less costly than advanced titanium. 

Trends with Mach number also can'be detected in figure 9. The advanced 
titanium airplane at Mach 2.55 costs 9 percent more than it does at Mach 2.0. 
The advan.ced.composite airplane costs.42 percent more at Mach 2.55 than at 
Mach 2.0. This is due to, the,more costly GR/PI composite system and the sub- 
stitution of, advanced titanium.:for advanced aluminum required at Mach.2.55. .; 

In the data of figure 9, 
'. a surprising fact is the small cost difference 

of about-13 percent between a conventional titanium aircraft at $33.1 million 
and anadvanced, titanium aircraft at $28.9 million - the latter making ex- 
tensive use of, superplastic, forming and ,diffusion bonding. Current' projections 
indicate that a SO-percent labor cost reduction can be realized in employing 
this advanced manufacturing method. The discrepancy'between this 50 percent 
and the 13 percent actually realized does.need explanation. 



Figure 10 represents a first-order analysis showing how projected cost 
reductions in a specific area are diluted in the over-all cost of,the air- 
craft. This figure shows that for a nominal all-titanium aircraft, 63 percent 
of manufacturers' empty weight is structure, of which 75 percent is titanium. 
Therefore, 'any cost reduct,ions attributed to titanium can only affect 75 per- 
cent of the airfreme,structure. Reference 1 indicates that for a titanium' ': 
airframe, only 4l'percent is amenable to superplastic forming processes with , 
20 percent tb‘low-cost titanium processes. Thirty-nine percent remains for 
conventional processes such as forgings and extrusions. Therefore, on a'cost 
basis, advanced manufacturing techniques affect only 46 percent of the 
structure. 

Further; the projected SO-percent cost reduction applies only to the labor 
portion which is 70 percent of the total structural unit cost, When all these 
fractional cost applications are carried through to the airframe'structural cost, 
only a 16-percent savings in recurring production costs is,,realfzed.from a 
50-percent labor cost reduction in advanced titanium manufacturing processes, 
This first-order reduction compares, favorably with the 13 percent obtained from 
the detailed analysis made with the cost model.' ' 

.' Further- dilutions of these and other differences between candidate air- 
plane cost.s occur when complete fly-away costs are considered. As shown in 
table 3, airframe struct,ure represents about one&third of the total fly-away 
cost (including amortized development). ,' 

Figure 11 presents'a comparison of fly-away and total acquisition costs 
for the candidate airplanes under study. Acquisition costs include an 
allowance for logistics support and spares over and above the fly-away cost, 
The relative'cost rankings of all the'candidates remain the same as for air- 
frame structura.1 cost in figure 9. '.Advanced aluminums are attractive at. 
Mach 2.0 ($87 million acquisition), and advanced composites are superior at 
both Mach 2'.0 and 2.55 with $80 million and $93 million acqui&.tion costs, 
respectively, As indicated above, the differences between the airplane costs 
due to advanced technology have been reduced. For example, advanced titanium 
now has a cost only 3 percent lower than conventional titanium, 

SCHEDULING/PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS : 

An important .ingredient in the economic evaluation of the candidate 
material‘concepts at differing Mach numbers is the airplane productivity in 
terms of daily-revenue-distance flown per aircraft. The productivity assump- 
tions used in this analysis are derived from a joint airline-Lockheed study 
reported in reference 3. 

The study of reference 3 evaluated the airlines' use of increasing'cruise 
speed within the framework of real-world scheduling factors as shown in 
figure 12. Schedules were developed for the same requirement for' six sub- 
sonic' and' supersonic aircraft having speeds ranging from Mach 0.7 to 2‘..7. - 
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Lockheed provided the flight profiles for the various airplanes while Trans 
World Airlines and Braniff International developed schedules in observance of 

's,airport curfews, passenger preferences, time zones, adequate flight frequency, 
city pairs and a 1990 passenger demand. Maintenance time allowances were 
generated, and airports within the system network were identified that have 
'maintenance f,acilities. 

Three individual route systems were studied as indicated in figure 13. 
Trans World Airlines was responsible for the trans-Pacific and North Atlantic 
regions. Braniff International was responsible for the North America-South 
America system where they have extensive operating experience. 

The scheduling study results are summarized in terms of productivity and 
utilization versus cruise Mach number, in figures 14 and 15, respectively. 
In figure 14, productivity increases on the North America system are seen to 
level off beyond Mach 2.0. This is because no additional flights can be 
scheduled across the North Atlantic for speed increases in-the Mach 2.0 to 
2.7 regime. A similar behavior occurs in the North and South America system 
where productiv;ty increases beyond Mach 2.2 are nonexistent. However, in 
the trans-Pacific area, the longer flight segments allow continuing produc- 
tivity increases as Mach number increases to Mach 2.7. The aggregated pro- 
ductivity for all three regions is shown by the dark line in figure 14, It is 
seen that while productivity increases 100 percent as Mach number is increased 
from 0.8 to 2.0, further Mach number increases to 2.7 yield only an additional 
10 percent productivity improvement. 

Figure 15 summarizes the related data on utilization in terms of daily 
block time per aircraft. In looking at the overall result, it is seen that 
utilization is not constant as was assumed in earlier cruise speed selection 
studies. Rather, it falls off with Mach number beyond Mach 2.0 and is respon- 
sible for the reduced rate of productivity increase in this region. 

ECONOMIC RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have already seen how different choices of airframe materials can 
have a pronounced impact on aircraft weight and cost. The economics analysis 
of the candidate concepts is designed to assess how the acquisition costs 
and operating costs at the Mach 2.0 and 2.55 cruise speeds affect the "bottom 
line" of the study, namely, the fare premium charged to the traveling public. 

Total operating costs for the various SST concepts were determined 
through the use of the Lockheed economics model. In addition to the informa- 
tion on airframe costs and weights, the economics model must be supplied with 
information concerning aircraft performance, productivity, and other factors. 

The major assumptions which relate to the economics model are: 

l 1978 dollars l 160year aircraft life 

l 300 A/C production run a 4% salvage value 

l Fuel cost = $0.43/gal l Load factor = 65% 
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a Productivity - km/day-acft 

19,636 at Mach 2.0 ; : 
/ 

20,956 at Mach 2.55 

0 Utilization - block hr/day-acft 

11.6 at Mach 2.0 

11.2 at Mach 2.55 

l ROI= 12.7% for fare evaluation 

Dollars used are for 1978, and fuel cost is 43 cents per gallon. The aircraft 
are depreciated over a sixteen-year life with a residual value of 4 percent. 
Passenger load factor is 65 percent, and airline return on investment (ROI) is 
set at 12.7 percent for evaluation of supersonic fare premiums. 

To clarify cost terms used in the economic analysis, table 4 lists the 
cost definitions for fly-away cost, acquisition cost, operating expenses,. 
revenue, and ROI. ROI is inversely*proportional to book value, which is a 
strong function of acquisition cost. 

The final results for the all-metallic SSTs studied are shown in fig- 
ure 16. This figure shows the total operating costs (TOC) and the fares to be 
charged as fractions of the subsonic economy fare, assuming a-12.7 percent 
ROI for the airlines. Fares above 1.0 represent the required fare premiums. 
The goal of a lo-percent fare premium, outlined previously, is shown for 
comparison purposes. 

It can be seen from figure 16 that the all-metallic candidate aircraft 
do not satisfy the lo-percent goal. With the exception of the advanced alu- 
minum aircraft, all require a fare premium near 30 percent. By comparison, 
the advanced aluminum aircraft shows considerable promise with a fare premium 
of only 20 percent. It can also be noted that there is a negligible Mach 
number effect on the fare premium required; e.g., 30 percent at Mach 2.55 
versus 28 percent at Mach 2.0 for the advanced titanium concepts. 

Figure 17 shows the influence of composite materials application on the 
fare levels. The best choice of the all-metallic aircraft and the lo-percent 
fare goal are again shown for comparison purposes. It can be seen that at 
Mach 2.0 the composite aircraft in conjunction with advanced aluminum comes 
closest to our goal - a supersonic fare premium of only 11 percent. This is 
in relation to a premium of 20 percent for an advanced aluminum design. The 
application of composites also has a marked effect on reducing fare premium 
at Mach 2.55. The premium of 30 percent for the advanced titanium structure 
is reduced to 16 percent with advanced composite structure. 
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Mach number effects on supersonic fare premiums also can be discerned in 
figure 17. For metallic airplane concepts, it is seen that the fare premium 
increases from 20 percent to 30 percent as the change is made from advanced 
aluminum at Mach 2.0 to the advanced titanium required at Mach 2.55. For 
composite concepts, the fare premium increases from 11 percent at Mach 2.0 to 
16 percent at Mach 2.55. This is due to the greater costs of the higher tem- 
perature composites and substitution of advanced titanium for advanced aluminum 
needed at Mach 2.55. 

Finally, attention is drawn to the fact that the 43c per gallon fuel price 
reflects the price at the time of analysis initiation. Because fuel prices 
have increased dramatically since then, the study results are to be viewed as a 
snapshot in time. The sensitivity of the presented results to an increase in 
fuel price from 43c to 75c per gallon, a more representative price in today's 
economic environment, was examined. It was estimated that the base subsonic 
fare level would increase by about 14 percent. The projected fare premiums 
given in Figure 17 would change from 20 to 25 percent for the advanced aluminum 
aircraft and from 11 to 15 percent for the Mach 2.0 composite aircraft. The 
fare premium for the Mach 2.55 aircraft would change from 30 to 35 percent for 
the titanium aircraft and from 16 to 20 percent for the composite aircraft. 
Obviously, the SST fare premiums are sensitive to fuel prices. However, they 
are not overly sensitjve to fuel price changes as is evidenced by only a 4 to 
5 percent premium increase brought on by a near doubling of the fuel price. 
Also, the sensitivity analysis shows that the relative standing of the candidate 
SST configurations is preserved. 

The results indicate no economic advantage for the higher cruise Mach 
numbers. Supersonic fares are increasing 8 percent for metallic concepts and 
5 percent for composite concepts to achieve productivity improvements of 
7 percent. This small leverage indicates that further increases in super- 
sonic cruise speed would not be cost-effective. 

In addition, there is the subject of risk in relation to cruise speed 
which was not to be treated quantitatively in this analysis because of a lack 
of hard data. However, qualitatively, there is no doubt that risk is 
adversely affected as speed is increased. A greater risk would have to be 
assigned to the Mach 2.55 aircraft because of more complex inlets and systems 
and the high-temperature composite needed to make the Mach 2.55 concept 
economically attractive. If setbacks are encountered in the development of 
the high-temperature composite, the fall-back position would be an all- 
titanium aircraft which appears to be economically unacceptable. In contrast, 
there is likely to be a lesser risk for the Mach 2.0 aircraft with the 
development of the intermediate temperature composite. Furthermore, should 
the composite development for the Mach 2.0 airplane be compromised in some 
way, the advanced aluminum concept could be an economically acceptable 
replacement. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have seen that the dominant factors in determining the economic viabil- 
ity of a supersonic cruise aircraft employing various material concepts are 
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the specific structural production costs (dollars per pound), the aircraft 
size and weight to meet a prescribed perfbrmance level, and the interplay 
between the two. 

For metallic aircraft concepts, it hasbeen determined that projected 
development, production, and operating costs result in fare levels that will i 
be unattractive to the air traveler. Compared to a desired supersonic fare 
premium of 10 percent over the subsonic economy fare rate, advanced titanium 
aircraft require a premium of about 30 percent, regardless of cruise speed, 
Surprisingly, the advanced titanium manufacturing processes, such as super- 
plastic forming/diffusion bonding, had a very small impact on reducing fare. 
premium for the titanium designs. An advanced aluminum design requires a 
reduced fare premium.of 20 percent, still short of the 10 percent goal. The 
advanced aluminum approach of course implies cruise Mach numbers in the Mach 
2.0-2.3 regime. 

It,was further determined that aircraft with advanced composites as the 
primary material ingredient show the greatest potential for reducing weight 
and total operating costs. The estimated fare premium is 11 percent for the 
Mach 2.0 composite/advanced aluminum concept and 16 percent for the Mach 2.55 
composite/advanced titanium concept. These are significant reductions from 
the best metallic concepts which had fare premiums of 20 percent at Mach 2.0 
and 30 percent at Mach 2.55. 

In addition, it was found that fuel price increases to more representative 
values do not alter the relative economic standing of the candidate SSTs. Also, 
the fare premiums are not overly sensitive to fuel price increases. A near 
doubling of price (43c to 75c per gallon) increased the premium by only 4,to 5 
percent. 

:The lower cruise speeds of Mach 2.0 to 2.3, represented by the Mach 2.0 
design, are att,ractive because of their lower total operating costs and 
supersonic fare premiums for both metallic and composite designs. Also, the 
availability of two material options at the lower speed - one meeting the 
fare premium goal and one approaching it - reduces the material selection risk. 
Higher cruise speeds such as Mach 2.55 do not appear economically attractive. 
Further, qualitative risk assessments indicate that risk must increase with 
increasing cruise speed due to more complex inlets and systems as well as the 
more hostile elevated temperature environment. 

Thus, Mach 2.0 to 2.3 is selected as the preferred cruise speed regime 
at this time. It is recommended that the advanced SST cruise speed be ret$ced 
to this regime in the interest of maximizing its economic attractiveness. In 
the area of material technology, it is recommended that increased emphasis be 
placed on both advanced aluminum and intermediate temperature matrix (ITM) 
composite systems. In the case of the ITM composite, development must be 
initiated to fill the void left by the marginal performance of GR/E and the 
poor fabricability of GR/PI. 

Increased advanced aluminum development effort and work on related 
advanced manufacturing techniques are essential for two reasons. First, the 
so-called advanced composite aircraft employs 17 percent advanced aluminum by 
weight so that advanced aluminum technology is an integral part of the advanced 
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composite aircraft. Second, the advanced aluminum aircraft, employing ,66 per- 
cent aluminum by weight, is attractive as a backup option should the ITM com- 
posite not be developed. 

Current efforts in advanced titanium manufacturing methods should be 
sufficient to perfect this approach for those applications in all aircraft 
candidates where titanium is optimum; i.e., space limited situations and 
engine compartments, nozzles, and certain elevated temperature regions on wing 
and fuselage. 
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Fare Class Subsonic I Concorde 

First Class 

.,.Eco$omy 

Discount 

" TABLE 1. - ANATOMS OF CURRENT AIRLINE MARKET 
(NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTES) 

/' 
1 

Fare in 1979 Dollars 

689 827 - 

348 - 

172 

924 

Far& Class 
Distribution 

I 

5.5 

..22.q 

72.-s 

;' lOO.;O ! \ 

., 

Business/Personai 
Split',, '. 

% '. ' 

60/40 
: 

!~49/& 
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, 
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TABLE 2. - 'AIRFti~ME X4TERIAT, COXCEPTS 

Mach 2.0 Concepts 
State-of-the-art aluminum 
State-of-,the-art titanium 
Advanced titanium 
Advanced aluminum 
Advanced aluminum + composites 
Composites + advanced aluminum 

IGach 2.55 Concepts 
Advanced titanium 
Advanced titanium + composites 
Composites + advanced titanium 

- 

Percent Structural Weight 

Titanium 

aPrimary material ingredient 

(1)Secondary material ingredient 

Aluminum 
-- 

cy 

&I 
Ga 
m-~ -I 

4 
4 
2 

Composite Steel 

10 
10 
10 
10 
11 

7 

10 
11 

7 

Others 

10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
13 

10 
11 
12 



TABLE 3. - Al\IATOXY OF TYPICAL FLY-AWAY COSTS 

,-. 
,Total Airframe,Structure 

Propulsion 

Systems. '. 

QA & Warranty ' 

'Development " 
' 

': 

l RDT&E 

l Product Deveiopment 

Cost Fraction 
In Percent 

32.7 

16.7 

17.5 

14.8 ’ 

_ 13.8 

4.2 

100.0% 

TABLE 4. - COST DEFINITIONS 

Flyaway Cost = 

Acquisition Cost = 

Expenses, TOC = 

Revenue = 

ROI = 

Amortized Development* 
+ Production 

Flyaway + ILS t- Spares 

DOC + IOC 

Subsonic Economy Fare .Rate 
+ SST Premium 

Revenue - Espenses - Taxes 
Book Value 

kPost Technology Readiness 



M*(W) 
SFC 

1 2 3 

MACH NUMBER 

BASIC AIM WAS FOR HIGHEST 
CRUISE SPEED BECAUSE: 

0 AIRCRAFT EFFICIENCY 
INCREASES WITH CRUISE SPEED 

0 PRODUCTIVITY WAS THOUGHT TO 
CONTINUOUSLY INCREASE WITH 
CRUISE SPEED 

MACH 2.7 SELECTED BECAUSE 
OF TECHNOLOGY LIMITS AND 
OPTIMUM ECONOMICS 

Figure l.- Previous approach to cruise speed selection. 

MARKET 
ANATOMY 

SUBSONIC/SUPERSONIC 
FARE 

DIFFERENTIAL 

v 
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DISTRISUTION 
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n 

% OF TRAFFIC 
DIVERTED 

l ECONOMY . TO 
l DISCOUNT 0 PERSONAL SST 

TOTAL WORLD TRAFFIC 

0 REGION 
0 COMPOSITION 

Figure 2.- SST market penetration analysis. 
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A 10% FARE INCREASE 
CAPTURES l/3 OF LONG 
HAUL OVERWATER MARKET 

SST 
MARKET 

PENETRATION 
IN PER CENT 

I 
0 I I I I I 

0 

SST F:RE P&lI”i-:N Pii CEN: 
OVER SUBSONIC ECONOMY FARE 

Figure 3.- Effect of SST fare premium on market penetration. 

SUPERSONIC CRUISE; CONSTANT PAYLOAD RANGE 
&AIRPORT PERFORMANCE 

10% IMPROVEMENT IN REDUCTION IN TOGW 

Figure 4.- Impact of technology improvements. 



MACH 2.0 CONCEPT 
WING SWEEP 88O 
ASPECT RATIO 2.1 
W/S 444 kg/m* (91 psf) 
T/W 0.285 
EXTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS 
GE21 Jl l/B13 ENGINE 

MACH 2.55 CONCEPT 
WING SWEEP 73O 
ASPECT RATIO 1.72 
w/s 415 kg/m* (85 psf) 
T/W 0.275 
MIXED COMPRESSION INLETS 
GE21 J! l/El 1 ENGINE 

Figure 5.- Study airplanes. 

AIRFRAME 
STRUCTURAL 
CONCEPT 

“I.III.“I”I 

0% TITANIUM 
0 % COMPOSITE 

r 0% STEEL 
0% OTHERS 

RAW MATERIAL COSTS 

LABOR COST BASE 

T I I 
AIRFRAME 

COST 

Figure 6.- Airframe cost derivation. 
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Figure 7.- Candidate aircraft weights. 
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Figure 8.- Projected candidate aircraft unit structural cost. 



COMBINATION OF WEIGHT AND $/kg ($/lbm) 
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Figure 9.- Projected candidate aircraft structural cost. 
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Figure IO.- Dilutions of cost reductions in titanium manufacturing. 
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Figure ll.- Projected candidate aircraft fiyaway and acquisition costs. 
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Figure 12.- Airline scheduling study. 
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Figure 13.- Three individual route systems. 
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Figure lb.- Scheduling study results - productivity. 
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Figure 16.- Relative operating cost and fare comparisons for 
metallic candidate aircraft. 
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SUPERSONIC CRUISE VEHICLE 

RESEARCH/BUSINESS J-ET 

Robert Kelly 
North American Aircraft Division 

Rockwell International 

SUMMARY 

A comparison study of a GE-21 variable-cycle propulsion system with a 
Multimode Integrated Propulsion System (MMIPS) was conducted while installed in 
small M = 2.7 supersonic cruise vehicles with military and business jet possi- 
bilities. The 1984 state-of-the-art vehicles were sized to the same transat- 
lantic range, takeoff distance, and sideline noise. The results indicate the 
!&fIPS would result in a heavier vehicle with better subsonic cruise performance. 
The MIPS arrangement with one fan engine and two satellite turbojet engines 
would not be appropriate for a small supersonic business jet because of design 
integration penalt'ies and lack of redundancy, 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent major commercial aircraft developments have been designed for the 
high subsonic flight regime. Will there only be subsonic commercial flight in 
the future? With the progress in supersonic technology and increasing need to 
reduce travel time, large commercial supersonic vehicles will become an eventu- 
ality in the future. But, what are the steps to get there? One possible course 
is to build the vehicle in one step. An alternate course is to validate the 
critical supersonic technologies in a small research vehicle prior to the 
building of a full-size supersonic vehicle. The latter course was assumed for 
this study. But would the research vehicle necessarily have only one use? Why 
not have the additional capability for military use or as a supersonic business 
jet. This study is based on these ideas (figure 1). 
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SYMBOLS 

Values -are given in both International System of Units (SI) and U.S. cus- 
tomary units. -The measurements and calculations were made in U.S. customary 
units. 

A/B 

AR 

BFL 

BPR 

EPNdB 

FOD 

FPR 

FRATS 

CL/D) CRUISE 

M 

MIPS 

NBAA 

SPF/DB 

TOCW 

T/W 

V APP 

W/S 

. 

afterburner 

aspect ratio = (wingspan) 2 /wing area 

balanced field length 

engine ,bypass ratio 

effective perceived noise in decibels 

foreign object damage 

fan pressure ratio 

fiber-reinforced advanced titanium structures 

lift-to-drag ratio at cruise 

Mach no. 

multimode integrated propulsion system 

National Business Aircraft Association 

super-plastic forming and diffusion bonding 

takeoff gross weight 

thrust-to-weight ratio 

approach velocity 

wing loading (gross weight to wing area ratio) 
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DISCUSSION 

The objectives of the study (figure 2) were to define a small supersonic 
cruise vehicle which could validate the critical supersonic cruise technologies 
(figure 3) required for a future large-scale supersonic transport based-on a 
1984 state-of the art. In the area of structures, we are referring to the use 
of SPF/DB and FRATS. -Aerodynamics would exploit the use of blended wing/body 
designs, advanced high-lift designs, and minimization of sonic boom. But the 
prime techology area of this .study was propulsion and the resulting comparison 
of a GE-21 VCE propulsion system and MIPS. 

Variable cycle engines are a requirement for future supersonic vehicles in 
order to provide efficient supersonic as well as subsonic cruise and also to 
meet noise 'restrictions. The GE-21 gains additional variability over mixed-flow 
engines by incorporating a split fan, two variable area bypass injectors, and a 
variable area lowipressure turbine. 

There are many possible arrangements of mIPS as shown in figure 4. All 
concepts involve a prime turbofan engine with its bypass air fed to a turbojet 
(satellite) for supersonic cruise or bypassed around for takeoff or subsonic 
cruise. The one fan plus one satellite (1 x 1) version MMIPS shown in the 
figure is an in-line concept where the fan core gases are ducted around the 
satellite and the pressurized bypass air is ducted to or around the satellite. 
Similarly, the 1 x 2 MMIPS uses one fan plus two satellites and the 2 x 2 IWIPS 
concept uses two fans and two satellites. Any combination could be used as 
long as the required airflow availabilities and requirements are matched. For 
this study, the 1 x 2 MIPS arrangement was used because of the intended use of 
an F-101 fan engine with two F-101 cores as the satellites in a near-term MIPS 
vehicle. The bypass ratio 2.0 of the F-101 necessitated two core satellites. 

The second objective was to make the vehicle environmentally acceptable, 
which assumes meeting FAR 36 stage III noise levels. These are the rules for 
all new subsonic aircraft whose applicability was assumed for the supersonic 
cruise vehicles. 

The third ovjective was to maintain the potential for commercial and 
military applications. This means the vehicle design would not preclude use as 
a military aircraft such as a stealthy supercruise fighter and/or bomber with 
internal stores. 

The approach to the study involved configuring a 1984 state-of-the-art 
vehicle around a GE-21 propulsion system and also around !MPS. The two 
vehicles were then compared based on performance, cost, and risk. 
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Figure 5 indicates the constraints and goals for these. vehicles. The 
cabin size was representative of a FALCON 20 with a 1.7-m (65.in.) cabin 
height. The flight NBAA profile involved a M = 2.7 cruise for a 3,200 nmi 
range with sufficient fuel to fly to an alternate airport 200 nmi away and 
land with l/2 hour of loiter fuel. 

Noise goals involved meeting FAR 36 stage III levels and limiting sonic ” 
boom over-pressure to 24 Pa (0.5 psf) , a level possibly permitting overland 
supersonic flights. Additional constraints limited approach speeds to a 
maximum of 160 KTS and imposed a balanced field length of 2591 m (8,500 ft). 

The initial configuration (figure 6) for the MMIPS vehicle necessitated a 
single inlet to feed the fan because of the problems of twin duct instability 
with bifurcated inlets. This centerline bottom inlet configuration with the 
nose wheel directly in front of it presented a possible large FOD problem. A 
study (figure 7) was conducted to identify the pros and cons of a top-mounted 
inlet arrangement. The top-mounted inlet would permit a straight wing carry- 
through as opposed to rings around the inlet for the bottom inlet. The top- 
mounted inlet also would permit internal stores(in a bomber version) and a 
simpler main landing-gear arrangement and retraction. The top-mounted inlet 
would result in a larger inlet size because of the expansion field over the 
fuselage, possibly poor inlet flow field, and an additional 3 percent in wave 
drag. However, based on the FOD problem, the simpler wing structural arrange- 
ment, and maintaining military applications, the top-mounted inlet arrangement 
was used. 

The top-mounted inlet .MVIPS basepoint vehicle (figure 8) incorporated,a- 
droopable nose to minimize wave drag, a variable camber arrow wing, and a 
folding vertical tail for pitch stability. The fan engine had a bypass ratio 
of 3.2 and its core exhaust through a 2-D nozzle while the satellites used 
axisymmetric nozzles. 

Because the philosophy of the study was to compare the GE-21 and MMIPS with 
results applicable to a large supersonic cruise vehicle where multiple MIPS 
units would be used, the single top-mounted engine arrangement was used for the 
GE-21 vehicle as well as for the m4IPS vehicle. 

With the basepoint vehicle as the reference, basic data and scaling infor- 
mation were generated by aerodynamics, propulsion, and mass properties, per- 
mitting sizing the vehicles to the 3,200 nmi range (figures 9 and 10). All the 
vehicles on the thrust/weight versus wing-loading plot have been sized to 
3,200 nmi, and the contour lines of constant TOGW appear as a thumbprint. 
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The next step was to constrain the vehicles, for takeoff and landing 
requirements, using maximum dry power for takeoff with the objective of 
obtaining the minimum weight vehicle. This gave the minimum-weight vehicle, 
unconstrained for noise and sized for 3,200 nmi and 2591-m (8,500 ft) BFL; . . I, 1, 

‘:Reducing the power setting, for takeoff to obtain less noise requires a 
larger propulsion'system and/or wing area and,thus heavier aircraft if the 
balanced field length of 2591 m (8,500 ft) is maintained. A matrix of 
vehicles was run with power setting at 100, 85, and 65 percent of dry power. 
Shown in, figure: 10 are the,.effects of the reduced power setting on TOGW 
while maintaining the same 2591-m (8,500 ft) BFL. The minimum vehicle 
weight,line is also shown for these power settings. ,', , i. 

Takeoff trajectories were calculated for a series of vehicles defined by 
this minimum-weight line. The trajectories and exhaust conditions were sent to 
Generaf'Electric'to calculate effective-'perceived noise levels for'various " '., takeoff trajectoriei. ', . ,/. 

', I : I! 
'The .results of the noise calculations are sh&n.in figure 11 with TOGIV as 

a function of sideline noise for both MMI'PS*'and'GE-21. The bottomright of 
the plots are for maximum dry power which gives the minimum weight. Moving up 
and to the left'indicate.s'-a lower 'power setting' for'takeoff. The vertical 
dashed line indicates the FAR 36 stage- III requirement for the 1978 rules. 

Figure 12 is a comparison of the vehicles for sideline noise level of 101 
EPNdB. ' Based on the same range, balanced field length, and sideline noise, the 
FLIPS vehicle was .8 percent heavier than the GE-21 vehicle but had an '8 percent, 
greater subsonic range. The reserve fuel was less for the MMIPS because of 
the loti 'fuel conkumption achievable with"this MMIPS cycle and because of the 
capability 'of shutting down the satellite engines for loiter and descent. 

Figure 13 shotis a comparison of' the two vehicles, based on the 1978 FAR 36 
rules as shown before but also based on the 1969 rules. The impact of the new 
rules are clearly shown, an increase of 13 percent for the MMIPS vehicle and 10 
percent for the GEy21. .Figure 14 shotis a comparison of theftwo vehicles at the 
1969 requirement ,and at the 1978 requirement. This comparison is, shown strictly 
for trends. The comparison is somewhat invalid for'the GE-2.1 at 1969 rules, 
while'the WIPS has oversized satellite engines for the 1978 rules.' The mIPS 
versus GE-21 comparison at the 101 EPNdB sideline noise level is the more 
realistic 's'ituation. : 

\,.., ,1. : L 
., ,',, 

' 'I 
.', ; ‘I ,. >, , . 
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I 
‘, CONCLUDING REMARKS I ,I 

‘. 

: : I.‘. 

I, “, .“.I 

Based on the study guide rules and approach used for the comparison of-the” 
GE-21 VCE vehicle .and a 1 x .2 MIPS vehicle, the following conclusions, (figure 
15) are,.considered applicable,to a full-size commercial,supersonic cruise .‘, ; 
vehicle. .., : I . 

..! ,,. i : ‘9 
1. The MMIPS vehicle was consistently heaviei-, than the ‘GE-21 vehicle. ‘:_ ,.’ ‘, .” ..I . i ‘. :; *a 
2. The fan engine of J&UPS represents ‘a difficult removal problem for’ 

maintenance ., , ? 
Ii ~ ,:. :_, 

3. The GE-21 vehicle had a,,slight performance advantage over, the f&UPS .,, 
vehicle for supersonic cruise, but the I@!IPS vehicle had better sub; 
sonic performance and shorter landing distances. The better MMIPS ’ 
performance resulted. from shutting down the turbojets during warmup, 
loiters, subsonic cruise; ,and descents. 

4’. The costs for both vehicles were similar. The flyaway costs, for the 
‘. 

., . two vehicles were in,the $14 tp $15 million -bracket per vehicle based 
‘. on 1977 doll&s and a production run of 200 aircraft. 

I ,‘_. 
li. Additional conclusions ,. app,licable ,only to, a supersonic business jet, ,, 

were, as ,follows: : , I 
: : 

.l.. The failed fan’blades of the MIPS engine could be ingested by’.the’: -’ 
satellites resulting in a complete loss of power. Based on ‘this , ~ , :] 
possibility and the present lack of knowledge to alleviate it, the 
single 1 x 2 MIPS would not be redundant. This would.not be a 
problem for the large transport. 

I, 2; The single inlet requirement for the i’@IPS forced a top-mounted inlet 
I ‘, arrangement. This results in additional structural weight for the 

inlet and an additional 3,percent .in wave drag,, which also means more 
.’ weight. 

Although it was felt that the approach to the propulsion cycle work’.was 
the appropriate one, additional FMIPS and GE-21 cycle work is recommended 
(figure 16). This is especially recommended for the WIPS since there are a 
number of approaches which have not been considered. Although the 1 x 2 
IMPS concept would not be appropriate for supersonic business jet due to lack 
of engine redundancy, two (1 x 1) MMIPS would eliminate this problem and also 
provide more design flexibility. This would make possible the elimination of 
the top-mounted inlet with its increased structural weight and higher wave drag. 
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The final recommendation is for a market study for the supersonic business 
jet. Specifically, the study would address the question of whether a sufficient 
market exists for this type of aircraft to warrant substantial investment by 
U.S. industry. 

,, ‘. 
.A .I ..’ : 

,: ‘I (’ ; . . 
., ,, 

_.’ I 
! : 

’ 
: 



aONLY SUBSONIC CRUISE IN FUTURE? 

aFULL SIZE OR RESEARCH VEHICLE? 

*RESEARCH VEHICLE ONLY OR ADDITIONAL CAPABILITY? 

Figure l.- Study background. 

.DEFlNE A SUPERSONIC CRUISE RESEARCH/BUSINESS VEHICLE WHICH: 

l CAN VALIDATE THE CRITICAL SUPERSONIC CRUISE TECHNOLOGIES 

-. iS ECONdMlCALL? ATTRACTIVE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE 

. HAS POTENTIAL FOR COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION OR MILITARY 
A,PPLICATlONS 

Figure 2.- Study objectives. 
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1984 STATE OF ART 

. PROPULSION 

-VARIABLE CYCLE 

GE21 
MM1 PS 

l STRUCTURES 

- SPFIDE 

- FRATS 

*AERODYNAMICS 

- BLENDED WING/BODY 

-HIGH LIFT DESIGNS 

- SONIC BOOM REDUCTION 

Figure 3.‘- Validat‘e critical supersonic cruise technologies. 

l 1xlMMIPs 

l lX2MMlPS 

. 2x2MMlPS 

Figure 4.- MMIPS concepts. 



. 1984 STATE OF ART 

08 - 10 PASSENGER BUSINESS JET 

ONBAA IFR FLIGHT PROFILE 

.TRANSATLANTIC SUPERSONIC RANGE 

@TRANSCONTINENTAL SUBSONIC RANGE 

l M = 2.7 CRUISE 

l NOISE LEVELS WITHIN FAR 36 STAGE III LEVELS 

l SONIC BOOM OVER PRESSURE <, 24 Pa (0.5 PSFI 

l APPROACH 6 82 m/s t I6D KT) 

l BALANCED FIELD LENGTH I2591 m (8500 FT) 

l ‘L/D’cRulsE = 7.5 

Figure 5.- Constraints and goals. 

- 37 19Skg 182,CNlO LBSl 

- 8'10 PASSENGERS 

*WING - VARIABLE CAMBER 
- AR = 1.75 
- S = 97.5m2 (1DM F121 

. ENGINES - BPR = 3.OIFPR.2.3 

*NOZZLES - 2 AXISYMMETRIC 
CENTER 2-D 

Figure 6.- Supersonic business jet MMIPS basepoint. 
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5 SIFVRCATED ,NLETS ELIMINATED SECAUSE OF POSSIBLE DlSTORTlON AND TURBULENCE OF FLOW 
AT COMPRESSION FACE LEADING TO COMPRESSOR STALL OR EVEN FLAMEOUT. 

ITEM 
LOCATION 

COMMENTS 
TOP BOTTOM 

INLET NOISE LESS HIGHER LITTLE IMPORTANCE 

FOO LESS MORE CAN SE ELIMINATED 
WITH SCREENS 

SHOCK LOSSES - LESS 

IN1 LOSSES LESS - NOT KNOWN 

STRUCT INTEGRATION EASIER MORE OlFFlCULT WING CARRY- 
THROUGH 

DROPPASLE STORES YES NO 

WEIOHT - - - 

LANDING GEAR OUAL b ST RETRACTION TANDEM PROBABLE DUAL. SIMPLE 
RETRACTION 
PREFERRED 

STEALTHY YES NO IMPORTANTONLY FOR 
MILITARY APPL 

INLET SIZE 20% LARGER MlNlM”M 

INLET FLOW FIELD UNFAVORASLE FAVORABLE THE BIGGEST 
POSSIOLY SEPARATED DUESTION - HOW 
AND/OR VORTICAL FLOW SERIOUS 

WEATHEREXPOSURE MAXIMUM MINIMUM - 

WAVE DRAG +3X - - 

Figure 7.- Inlet location comparison. 

AREA = 97.5m2 (1,050 FfJ 
.ENGINES - BPR = 3.3 

FPR = 2.15 
*NOZZLES - 2 AXISYMMETRIC 

1 CENTER 20 

Figure 8.- Supersonic business jet concept. 



*SIZE VEHICLES TO 5926 km (3200 NMI) RANGE 

. CONSTRAIN VEHICLES BY TAKE-OFF AND LANDING REQUIREMENTS, 
BUT NOT NOISE 

. RESIZE VEHICLES FOR REDUCED POWER TAKEOFFS WHILE 
MAINTAINING 2591 m (8500 FT) BALANCED FIELD LENGTH 

.COMPARE VEHICLES ON LIKE NOISE BASIS FOR 

- PERFORMANCE 

- WEIGHT 

- COST 

- RISK 

Figure 9.- Approach. 

RANGE = 5926 km 0200 NM) 

45.4 
T/W Mn) 

PART POWER T/O’S (8) 
.3 

t 
BFL = 2591 m (8500 FTI 

W/S- kg/m* 
I I I I I I 

90 80 
W/S - LB/FT* 

70 60 

Figure lo.- GE21 vehicle. 
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llO- 

loo - 

TOGW TOGW 
1OOOLB -1000 

90- 

;. I 

80- 

48 - 

46 - 

44- 
kg.. 

42 - 

RANGE = 1 926 km (3200 NMI) 

I 
STAGE III BFL = 2591 m (8500 FT) 

: 
: 

40: 

-38'- 

I I I 1 
90 -, 100 110 

SIDELINE NOISE - EPNdB) 

Figur,e, ll.- Sideline noise (1978 rules). 

1978 RULES 

( A = MMIPS - GE21) 

!TEhJ MMIPS 

.RANGE-SUPERSONIC-km (NM11 5926 (3200) 

. BALANCED FIELD LENGTH-m (FT) 2591 (8500) 

. SIDELINE NOISE-EPNdB 101 

l RANGE-SUBSONIC-km (NMI) 4824 (2605) 

.TOGW-1OOOkg (1000 LB) 42.5 i93.6) 

.TRlP FUEL- kg (LB) , 15604 044ooi 

l TAKEOFF. DISTANCE-m (FT) 2484 (8150) 

*FAA LANDING DISTANCE-m(FT) 2134 (7coo) 

GE21 

5926 (3200) 

2591 (8500) 

101 

4482 (2420) 

39.2 (86.4) 

15403 (33958) 

2316 (7600) 

2184 (7166) ,;, 

+343 (+1851 

+3:3 (t7.2) 

t*Do.(+4421 

+168 (+550) 

-51 (-166) 

A - 

0 

0 

0 

. RESERVE FUEL-kg (LB) 2223 (4900) 2855 (6294) -632‘(-1394) 

Figure 12.- Noise-constrained comparison. 



110 
,r 4 i RANGE = 5926 km 1 

.’ .48 - ‘78 RULES 
(3200 NMI) 

46- 
loo - 

TOGW TOGW 44 - 
-‘lOMl LB -1000 kg 

42- 

90 - 
40- 

_. I 
38 - 

, 
I 

10; 
-SIDELINE NOISE-(EPNdB) 

I I 
110 

Figure 13.~ Sideline noise (1969' and '1978, ruies). 

( A = MMIPS. - GE21) 

!TEJ 1%9 RULES 

l RANGE-SUPERSONIC 0 

. BALANCED FIELD LENGTH 0 

l SIDELINE NOISE 0 

.,RANGE-SUBSONIC-km (NMI) t717 (+387) 

1978 RULES 

0 

0 <: 

0 

t328 (4,177) 

. TOGW-kg (LB) 

:. TRIP FUEL-kg (LB): 

*TAKEOFF DlSTANCElm (FT) 

t1497 it 3300) +2767 (t 6100) 

-66 (-1451 t358 ( + 789) 

* -60 (-196) -135 l-442) 

*‘FAA LANDING DISTANCE-m (FT) -280 (-917) ’ -121 t-396) 

Figure 14: - Noise-contrained comparison meeting requireients. 
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BASED ON PRESENT STUDY GROUND RULES FOR A COMPARISON OF 
THE GE-21 VCE COMPARISON WITH 1 X 2 MMIPS 

. APPLICABLE TO FULL SIZE SST: 

1. MMIPS IS HEAVIER 

2. BURIED ENGINE MAINTENANCE PROBLEM FOR MMIPS 

3. GE-21 HAS SLIGHT PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE EXCEPT FOR 
SUBSONIC CRUISE 

4. COSTS ARE SIMILIAR 

. ALSO APPLICABLE TO BUSINESS JET 

1. 1 X 2 MMIPS HAS ND REDUNDANCY 

2. 1 X 2 MMIPS HAS REQUIREMENT FOR SINGLE INLET 
(TOP MOUNTED?) 

Figure 15.- Recap. 

l ADDITIONAL MMIPS AND GE21 CYCLE WORK 

.TWO (1 X 1) MMIPS CONFIGURATIONS TO ELIMINATE 
ENGINE-OUT PROBLEM 

. DIFFERENT CONFIGURATION TO MINIMIZE STRUCTURAL 
AND AERODYNAMIC PENALTIES 

. MARKET STUDY FOR SUPERSONIC BUSINESS JET 

Figure 16.- Recommendations. 
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